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PREFACE 

 
  Max Muller, a German scholar of the nineteenth-century argued 

that the intelligentsia of religious studies should have their primary focus on the 

study of sacred texts as such documents contain the authentic doctrines of the 

prophets and their disciples. In fact, intelligentsia from times immemorial have 

always assumed that the primary and only way of learning about a religious 

tradition is to look into the details of the religious texts whether it is the Bible for 

Christians, the Quran for Muslims, the Vedas for Hindus, the Adi Granth for 

Sikhs and so on.  

 The religious texts, forming a collection of sacred hymns, are 

considered to be sacramental and give central importance to their religious 

traditions. The understanding of any religion or culture should not be confined to 

the study of its scriptural texts only; rather different other such texts need to be 

studied. The religious texts are always a part of a larger field of religious 

practices, through reading, speech and performance. The study of religious texts 

requires that we examine not only the contents of such texts, but also their use in 

our real life. The understanding of scriptural texts also requires looking at how 

readers create meanings, either as individuals or as members of interpretative 

communities. That is, texts come to have particular meanings upon being read, not 

only upon being written. 
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 In the present times, a variety of aspects concerned with the 

textuality exist which demand a thoughtful study. These aspects relate to the 

historical, political, cultural, philosophical, grammatical, religious factors, etc. 

Any scriptural text can be analyzed in terms of its poetic, form, style, diction and 

rhetoric. In the same context, the hermeneutics of a text works on different levels; 

it is concerned with how the text works, what the text says and how the text 

transcends its hidden revealed message to the mankind. The hermeneutics is a 

science of interpreting Scriptures. The term ‘hermeneutics’ has a vast and unique 

history of its own. It constitutes almost all the aspects of a Scripture in its study. 

The interpretation of a Scripture is linked to the conscious and sub-conscious 

stages of mind of the concerned author. Therefore, it requires a serious study of 

spiritual activity not the recitation of written words. 

 The subject of hermeneutics in the context of Guru Granth Sahib 

has always been of keen interest to me. The wider scope of hermeneutics 

encouraged me to move further in this direction. So, I chose to work on this topic 

for a number of reasons. The main objective of this research work is to establish 

the standards and methods for the interpretation of Guru Granth Sahib. Apart 

from it, an attempt has been made to study the research tools or methodologies 

used for the interpretation of Gurmat and the role of an interpreter.  

 In the present work, the historical, theological and comparative 

methodology has been used for the interpretation of Guru Granth Sahib. An 
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attempt has also been made to study the philosophical and comparative modes of 

interpretation to understand the concept of Sabad in the context of hermeneutics. 

The works of various scholars especially those of Richard E. Palmer’s 

(Hermeneutics: Interpretation Theory in Schleiermacher), Wilfred Cantwell Smith 

(What is Scripture?: A Comparative Approach), Dr. Taran Singh (Gurbani Diyan 

Viakhiya Parnalian), Dr. Gurnek Singh (Guru Granth Sahib: Interpretation, 

Meaning and Nature; Guru Granth Sahib: Nature of Numen and Message), Dr. 

Devinder Singh Chahal (The Essence of Nankian Philosophy), Dr. Darshan Singh 

(Bhai Gurdas Sikhi De Pahle Viakhiyakar), influenced me the most to undertake 

this study on the present topic. In the present research work, I have used 

Manmohan Singh's English translation of Guru Granth Sahib published by 

Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee, Amritsar in 8 volumes.  

  The present study is organized into five chapters and conclusion. 

The first chapter introduces us to the topic of this study with a description of 

hermeneutics, its nature, importance, need and scope in the 21st century. It is 

intricate to give a universal definition of hermeneutics due to its vast scope but an 

attempt has been made to explore the origin and development of hermeneutics 

through the ages. Further, an endeavour has been made to find how hermeneutics 

includes in itself the study of history, language, grammar, etc. The theories of 

hermeneutics as provided by Friedrich Schleiermacher and Wilhelm Dilthey have 

been accorded due consideration. The contribution of eminent scholars like Martin 
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Heidegger and Hans-Georg Gadamer in this field is also in no way less 

significant. In this way, hermeneutics has been explained in such a manner that it 

can be understood clearly and deeply as a Western discipline. 

   The second chapter titled, ‘Compilation of Guru Granth Sahib and 

its Nature’ describes the Sikh Scripture in its principle sense. Guru Granth Sahib 

is the holy Scripture of the Sikhs and it is their Eternal Guru; that is, their 

authoritative religious and spiritual guide, their preceptor and enlightener for all 

times. The particular understanding of revelation is based upon the doctrine of the 

Sabad-Guru, enunciated by Guru Nanak and the succeeding Gurus. It is known 

as ‘Dhur ki Bani’ and ‘Khasam ki Bani’. The Gurbani is secular; united in its 

ideology, immutable, revelation, spiritual, mystic, unambiguous, tranquil and 

didactic in its nature. It marks a water-shed in the history of spiritual heritage of 

Indian sub-continent. A deep discussion on the structure, diction, rhymes and 

contributors of Guru Granth Sahib is made so that the reader may not have any 

difficulty while consulting it. After understanding the general attributes of Guru 

Granth Sahib, the compilation, editing and nature of Gurbani has been explained 

at length to grasp the internal structure of Guru Granth Sahib. The purpose of the 

present study is to understand the Divine Revelatory nature of the Word or 

Sabad in the Guru Granth Sahib in relation to hermeneutics.  

          The third chapter named, ‘Interpretation of Gurbani: Its History 

and Features (1604-2004)’ deals with the various nuances of interpretation. The 
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interpretation begins at the discursive level of the consideration, at which one 

deals with the literal sense of Gurbani but goes deeper and deeper as one 

contemplates the Divine mysteries by gradually penetrating into subtler levels of 

the meaning. The interpretation of Guru Granth Sahib began soon after its 

compilation. The primary concern is to introduce briefly the different approaches 

adopted by various schools of interpretation, especially in the context of Guru 

Granth Sahib. The prominent schools of interpretation include Sehaj Parnali 

(School), Bhai Parnali (School), Udasi Parnali (School), Nirmala Parnali (School), 

Giani or Sampardai Parnali (School), Singh Sabha Parnali (School) and Academic 

School. The exegetical works created by the scholars of these traditional schools 

clearly exhibit their attempt to bring out the original ideology of the Sikh tenets. 

The scholars of Academic School adopted an approach which was quite different 

and primarily guided by the scientific and rationalistic influence of Western 

education.  Through this process of re-interpretation of the Sikh tradition they 

were able to produce detailed commentaries on Guru Granth Sahib. The various 

disciplines and schools of Gurbani interpretation emerged partly because of the 

differences in the philosophical outlook of the scholars and affiliations of the 

interpreters to different sects. All the exegetical writings succeeded to a certain 

extent for the relevant purpose, though all have their own limitations and 

shortcomings as well. The chief motive of this work is to provide an inclusive 

hermeneutical study of the Guru Granth Sahib from comparative, historical, 

theological and philological perspectives. 
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           The fourth chapter titled, ‘Understanding of Guru Granth Sahib: A 

Hermeneutical Study’ forms the basis of the present research work. Today, the 

religions are becoming more and more dynamic, and their social and political 

involvements more provoking and problematic. It is the task of every country to 

contextualize the message of its Scriptures and to seek their faithful meaning in 

and for its particular cultural, geographical and historical situation. The study of 

Guru Granth Sahib has been undertaken from the hermeneutical point view. The 

philosophical vision in the Sikh Scripture has been studied to find on what basis 

the faith in the Sikh religion is based, how a Sikh vision is formulated, and what 

factors influence them.  

  Any research work is not complete unless we discuss the subject in 

its comparative sense. So, a comparative approach has been followed to study the 

level at which faith works in the Sikh religion and how it is applied. The 

theological as well as epistemological meanings of Sabad are studied as a 

comparative tool with reference to its practicability in different religions. The 

issues such as the role and importance of language, and limitations of 

hermeneutics and an interpreter have been specifically emphasized. 

         The fifth chapter describes the various methods for the 

understanding of Guru Granth Sahib. It attempts to establish certain principles 

for the research methodology to be followed in the perspective of Gurmat. A 

question is generally raised when Gurbani is a subject of spiritual experience then 
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why its research methodology is not based on the principles of Gurmat and what 

should be the basis of its research and forms related to the Gurmat. Therefore, an 

attempt has been made to find the basis of this research and its forms related to 

Gurmat. A collection of references is explored to put them in a systematic order. 

These have been broadly divided into two parts. The first part contains the 

references from the Gurbani, and the second incorporates the references given by 

various Sikh exegetes and scholars. The references within the Gurbani and the 

unexplored references of various scholars have been considered for the present 

study. The arguments come to a close by defining the qualities of a good 

interpreter. The limitations and problems faced by an interpreter during the 

interpretation of a text are also discussed in an explanatory form. 

  The sixth and last chapter provides the conclusion. Hermeneutics is 

considered to be of utmost importance to reach at the right meaning of any 

Scripture. The Divine message of Eternal Reality can be conveyed to the entire 

humanity only after finding a true meaning of a Scripture. Until and unless we 

search for the hidden idea of any religious Scripture, we cannot convey the 

message of brotherhood and universality to the world. Some people believe that 

hermeneutics is a Western discipline, so it cannot be used as a research tool for the 

study of Guru Granth Sahib. Here, it should be remembered that if the positive 

elements of another culture can be used for the understanding of some text, then 

why can’t we accept hermeneutics as a discipline to interpret Scriptures other 

than the Bible? In fact, hermeneutics provides us tools, skill and guidance to 
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pursue right vision and perspective. It not only provides us the techniques and 

process to perceive meaning and reality but also sharpens our vision and 

understanding of the meaning with new and more possible dimensions and 

thereby improves our perception of reality. No doubt, we need to make efforts for 

initiating a discipline of Sikh Hermeneutics or Gurmat Mimamsa based on the 

interpretation of Gurbani.  

 It is my cherished desire to gratefully acknowledge my sincere 

indebtedness to my erudite supervisor, Dr. Rajinder Kaur Rohi, Professor, 

Department of Religious Studies, Punjabi University, Patiala who has been quite 

instrumental in ensuring my well-being ever since I started my research work 

under her able guidance. She always inspired me with her lofty ideas and words of 

encouragement. It would not be out of place to add that without her sincere and 

perennial guidance, this work could not have seen the light of day. 

   My sincere thanks are also due to all the faculty members of the 

department. I will remain beholden to Dr. Harpal Singh Pannu, Head, 

Department of Religious Studies and Dean Research, Punjabi University, Patiala; 

Dr. Gurnek Singh, former Vice-Chancellor, Sri Guru Granth Sahib World 

University, Fatehgarh Sahib; Dr. Darshan Singh, Professor (Retd.), Department 

of Religious Studies, Punjabi University, Patiala; Dr. Gurmail Singh, Assistant 

Professor, Department of Religious Studies, Punjabi University, Patiala for their 

valuable suggestions, inspiration and co-operation during the course of this 

research work. 
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my husband Dr. Jatinder Singh, Assistant Professor, Department of History, 

University College, Ghanaur and my family for providing me a comfortable 
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  I am also thankful to the staff of Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha 

Library, Punjabi University, Patiala; Dr. Ganda Singh Punjabi Reference Library, 

Punjabi University, Patiala; Department of Religious Studies Library, Punjabi 
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Chapter-I 

Hermeneutics: Its Meaning, Nature and Scope 
   

  The ‘hermeneutics’ is a term, heard increasingly in the 

literary field of interpretation. In the modern world, where a number of 

sciences are developing day-by-day, hermeneutics sprouts as a science of 

interpretation. The term at once is unfamiliar to most of the educated 

people and at the same time potentially significant to a number of 

disciplines concerned with the interpretation, especially interpreting the 

Scriptures or texts.  

  ‘Hermeneutics is concerned with the problems, methods and 

purpose of interpretations; therefore, it becomes a science of 

interpretation in itself. It helps to determine the true meaning of a text 

with accuracy. It includes several factors like history, culture, cultural 

diversities, language, distance of time between the author and the 

interpreter, the context etc. The hermeneutics is a science which helps in 

establishing the rules, principles and methodologies for the 

interpretation of religion and its Scripture, and also its relation to 

society.’1 

  The discipline of hermeneutics emerged with the new 

humanist education of the 15th century as a historical and critical 

                                                           
1 Anand Spencer, Understanding Religion: Theories and Methodology, Vision & Venture, 

New Delhi, 1997, p. 157. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Humanism
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methodology for analyzing the texts. In a triumph of early modern 

hermeneutics, the Italian humanist Lorenzo Valla (c.1407-August 1, 

1457) proved in 1440 that the "Donation of Constantine" was a forgery, 

through intrinsic evidence of the text itself. Thus, hermeneutics 

expanded from its medieval role explaining the correct analysis of the 

text. 

  The expounders present distinct exegesis on ancient 

manuscripts and Scriptures. It is the context which demands the science 

of interpretation. In fact, it helps to elaborate the necessary consonance 

between the concepts of interpretation in the field of hermeneutics. In the 

fieldof interpretation the term ‘hermeneutics’ has survived from ancient 

times. The references related to the usage of these terms can be easily 

found in the works of Aristotle and Plato. The eminent contributors in 

the field of hermeneutics are Wilhelem Dilthey, Martin Heidegger, Hans-

Georg Gadamer and Friedrich Schleiermacher. Indeed, Friedrich 

Schleiermacher (1768-1834) is, generally, acknowledged to be the 

founder of modern hermeneutics. 

  There is a pressing need for the introductory treatment of 

hermeneutics in the theological as well as non-theological context to 

clarify the meaning, nature and scope of the term. It is not an easy task 

to give the relevant and universal definition of hermeneutics. Today, the 

definition of hermeneutics is the subject of vehement controversy, so it is 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Methodology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lorenzo_Valla
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donation_of_Constantine
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necessary to explain deeply the history, meaning and nature of 

hermeneutics. In the present chapter, an attempt has been made to 

define hermeneutics in its more elaborate form. 

Historical Background of the Term ‘Hermeneutics’ 

  The term ‘hermeneutics’ finds its roots from the Greek verb 

hermeneuein which means ‘to interpret’ and the noun hermeneia means 

‘interpretation’. Hermeneutics is a philosophical intellectual discipline 

which concerns with the nature and presuppositions of the interpretation 

of human expressions. According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the 

term ‘hermeneutics’ means “the branch of knowledge that deals with 

(theories of) interpretation, esp. of Scripture.”2 

The hermeneutics is primarily a search for meaning. It grew 

from exegesis and exposition of scriptural text, and became the 

specialized science of interpretation. It is a study of the principles and 

methods by which a text of the past is interpreted to bring out its 

meaning relevant to the present context. Webster’s Third New 

International Dictionary defines it as “the study of methodological 

principles of interpretation and explanation; especially the study of the 

general principles of biblical interpretation.”3Such a definition may 

satisfy those who merely wish a working understanding of the word itself; 

                                                           
2 Shorter Oxford English Dictionary on Historical Principles, Vol. I, New York, 2002, p. 1231.  
3 Richard E. Palmer, Hermeneutics: Interpretation Theory in Schleiermacher, Dilthey, 

Heidegger, and Gadamer, North Western University Press, Evanston, 1969, p. 4. 
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those who hope to gain an idea of the field of hermeneutics will demand 

much more. Palmer makes it more valuable, when he acknowledges that 

hermeneutics is not a science of explanation or interpretation but rather 

of understanding. In fact, he says, “It is an historical encounter which 

calls forth personal experience of being here in the world……It tries to 

hold together two areas of understanding theory: the question of what is 

involved in the event of understanding a text, and the question of what 

understanding itself is, in its most foundational and ‘existential’ sense.”4 

The hermeneutics becomes more significant asset in the 

Greek history and mythology, when it is associated with the Greek God 

Hermes. Oxford English Dictionary says that Hermes“…in Greek 

mythology, represented as the God of Science, Commerce, etc., and the 

messenger of the gods; identified by the Romans with Mercury.”5Offspring 

of the furtive passion of Zeus and the nymph Maia, the ingenious 

Hermes was born on Mount Cyllene in Arcadia. From his childhood age 

he proved to be a skilled thief, a nocturnal prowler, and a bringer of 

dreams. His first invention was lyre. Once in the evening he stole Apollo’s 

herd of sacred cows. One day all his theft and his tricks were discovered, 

he bowed to the will of Zeus and accompanied his brother to Pylos, where 

he had hidden the booty. “There he imprisoned Apollo and flock with 

branches from a tree that sprouted from the ground at his command and 

                                                           
4 Ibid., p.10. 
5 Oxford English Dictionary, op. cit., Vol.I, p.1231. 
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become strong bonds. Amused, he then produced impressive strains on 

his lyre. Apollo, charmed by his brother’s songs and forgetting the nasty 

tricks he had suffered, proposed a trade: he would keep the lyre and 

Hermes the cows. Another time Hermes created the syrinx, and Apollo 

was not long in wanting that shrill instrument, too. Thus, through a new 

exchange, Hermes obtained the caduceus, a magnificent and opulent 

wand that wards off misfortune and carries out divine intentions. In 

addition, Apollo granted Hermes a kind of prophetic power known to the 

Fates. Hermes’ thieving reveals the god’s precocity and at the same time 

explains the change in the character of Apollo, who, having been a 

shepherd, was thus established as a God of prophecy and of music. In 

the light of this, the theft becomes providential.”6 

“The Greek term has etymological associations with the 

name of the Greek god Hermes, the messenger of the gods and the deity 

of boundaries. Some have seen this association as reflecting the 

inherently triadic structure of the act of interpretation: (i) a sign, symbol, 

message, or a text from some source requires (ii) a mediator or 

interpreter (Hermes) to (iii) convey it to some audience. So considered, 

this deceptively simple triadic structure implicitly contains the major 

conceptual issues with which hermeneutics deals: (i) the nature of a text; 

(ii) what it means to understand a text; and (iii) how understanding and 

                                                           
6 Mircea Eliade (Editor-in-Chief), The Encyclopedia of Religion, Vol. VI, Collier Macmillan 

Publishers, London, p. 287. 
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interpretation are determined by the presuppositions and beliefs (the 

horizon) of the audience to which the text is being interpreted. Serious 

reflection on any of these issues reveals why interpretation is itself a 

philosophical issue and a subject of interpretation.”7 

“The folk etymology places the origin, Greek: hermeneutike, 

with Hermes, the mythological Greek deity whose role is that of 

messenger of gods. Besides being mediator between the gods themselves, 

and between the gods and humanity, he leads souls to the underworld 

upon death. He is also considered the inventor of language and speech, 

an interpreter, a liar, a thief and a trickster. These multiple roles make 

Hermes an ideal representative figure for hermeneutics. As Socrates 

notes, words have the power to reveal or conceal, thus promoting the 

message in an ambiguous way. The Greek view of language as consisting 

of signs that could lead to truth or falsehood is the very essence of 

Hermes, who is said to relish the uneasiness of the recipients.”8 

Meaning and Nature of Hermeneutics 

  In recent years, the powerful intellectual currents have 

brought hermeneutics once again to the common people. Hermeneutics 

deals basically with the four issues: “(i) What is it to understand a text 

and what are the conditions of its possibilities? (ii) How are the cultural 

                                                           
7 Ibid., pp. 279-280. 
8 Couzen-Hoy David, The Critical Circle, University of California Press, California, 1981,  

pp. 16-28. 
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sciences distinct in their methods and forms from the natural sciences? 

(iii) What are the conditions that make any sort of human understanding 

possible? (iv) How can we resolve certain conceptual puzzles associated 

with concepts like understanding and meaning, and how might such a 

resolution helps us to understand the task of interpretation?”9 

  The modern hermeneutics begins with the attempt to square 

the principle of interpretationwith increasing awareness that the 

Scriptures are, after all, historical documents in which the textual truths 

and their meanings are internal to the time and place of their 

composition. In other words, hermeneutics plays a significant role in 

bringing the togetherness of both the subjective and objective dimensions 

of the interpretation. Here, interpretation is “a stylistic representation of 

a creative work according to one’s understanding of the creator’s 

ideas.”10 The concepts like exegesis, exposition, explanation, and 

analysis are different in their nature and form. But somehow all are 

related with the interpretation and become the integral parts of it. Or, 

these can also be said the types of interpretation. The hermeneutics is a 

science of interpretation; therefore, all these terms become the parts of 

hermeneutics. 

                                                           
9 Mircea Eliade, op. cit., p. 281. 
10 Shorter Oxford English Dictionary on Historical Principles, p. 1406. 
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 Early use of the word ‘hermeneutics’ places it within the 

boundaries of the sacred.11 The Divine message can only be understood 

on its own terms, received with implicit uncertainty regarding its truth or 

falsehood. This ambiguity of message is irrationality, a sort of madness 

inflicted upon the receiver. Only one who possesses a rational method of 

interpretation— an early hermeneutics— could derive the truth or 

falsehood (thus the sanity) of a statement.12  

  The meaning of interpretation and understanding are 

different aspects. Understanding is the process related to our 

consciousness and sub-consciousness of mind. Whereas, a relevant 

interpretation should be the process of our very consciousness of mind in 

which an interpreter has to examine many factors like history, culture, 

society, language etc., related with the text. Hermeneutics focuses on the 

deciphering process of interpretation in which more attention is given to 

understand the true meaning of a work. In fact, understanding and 

interpretation are the two interlinked processes, which cannot be 

separated at any condition. The hermeneutics is not merely a theoretical 

discipline of the rules or methods of interpretation but it is a theoretical-

cum-philosophical discipline in the modern world. A work is always 

stamped with the human touch, so a work requires a hermeneutics, a 

science of understanding. There are several methods for the scientific 

                                                           
11 Jean Grondin, Introduction to Philosophical Hermeneutics, Yale University Press, New 

Haven, 1994, p. 21. 
12 Ibid., pp. 21-22. 
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interpretation but in the case of interpreting texts, the interpretation 

calls for more subtle and comprehensive modes of understanding. “The 

field of hermeneutics grew up as an effort to describe these more 

specifically ‘historical’ and ‘humanistic’ modes of understanding…Thus, 

it involves two different and interacting focuses of attention: (i) the event 

of understanding a text, and (ii) the more encompassing question of what 

understanding and interpretation, as such are.”13 

  Thinking, understanding and interpreting are the three 

marvellous gifts which a man possesses. These all are going parallel to 

our daily life. In fact, from ‘the time we wake up in the morning until we 

sink into sleep, we are naturally continuing these processes. On waking, 

we glance at the clock and interpret its meaning: we recall what day it is, 

and in grasping the meaning of the day we are already primordially 

recalling to our self the way we are placed in the world and our plans for 

the future etc. Perhaps then, the interpretation is the most basic act of 

human thinking. The language plays an important role in it— man’s 

worshiping, loving, social behaviour, even the shape of his feelings is 

conformed to language. If we see it deeply, it becomes apparent that 

language is the medium in which we live, we move and have our being. 

Here, interpretation then is a complex and pervasive phenomenon. Yet 

how complexly, how deeply, does the literary critic conceive it in his 

understanding? A work of literature is not an object we understand by 

                                                           
13 Richard E. Palmer, op. cit., p. 8. 
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conceptualizing or analyzing it; it is a voice we must hear, and through 

‘hearing’ (rather than seeing) understand. Therefore, understanding a 

literary work is not a scientific kind of knowing; in fact, it is a historical 

encounter which calls forth personal experience of being here in the 

world. 

  Thus, hermeneutics is the study of understanding. It holds 

together two areas of understanding theory: the question of what is 

involved in the event of understanding a text, and the question of what 

understanding itself is. This constant attempt, which deals with the 

phenomenon of understanding, as it goes beyond the textual 

interpretation, gives hermeneutics a potentially broad significance for all 

the disciplines of humanities. Its principles are not only applied to the 

works of texts but to any work of art. Consequently, hermeneutics is 

fundamental to all the humanities. 

  The word and more common verb hermeneuein and the noun 

hermeneia points back to the wing footed messenger—God Hermes, from 

whose name the words are apparently derived. Significantly, Hermes is 

associated with the function of transmuting what is beyond human 

understanding into a form that human intelligence can grasp. This 

message-bringing process of understanding associated with the Hermes 

is implicit in all of the three basic directions of meaning of hermeneuein 

and hermeneia in ancient usage. These three directions, using the verb 
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form hermeneuein for purpose of example are (i) to say; (ii) to explain; 

and (iii) to translate. All these three meanings may be expressed in the 

verb ‘to interpret’, yet each constitutes an independent and significant 

meaning of interpretation. Interpretation can refer to three different 

issues: oral recitation, explanation, and translation. Yet one may note 

that the foundational ‘Hermes process’ is at work in the above three 

cases which is foreign separated in time, space, strange, made familiar, 

comprehensible, something requiring representation, explanation is 

somehow brought to understanding is interpreted. 

Hermeneuein as ‘to say’ 

The first basic direction of the meaning of hermeneueinis ‘to 

express’, ‘to assert’, or ‘to say’. This direction is related with the 

‘announcing’ function of Hermes. This suggests that the minister in 

bringing the Word is announcing and asserting something. His function 

is not merely to explain but to proclaim. Hermes brings fateful tidings 

from the Divine and explains it to the present people with deep detail. In 

this way, Hermes becomes a ‘go-between’ from God to man. As compared 

to interpretation saying, asserting, or proclaiming is an important act of 

interpretation. Within this same first direction of meaning is some 

different shade suggested by the phase ‘to express’, which still carries the 

meaning of ‘saying’ but is a saying which is itself an interpretation. In 

this sense, interpretation is a form of saying. Likewise, oral saying or 

singing is an interpretation. 
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  Saying or oral interpretation reminds us the power of spoken 

language and the relative weakness of written language. Plato 

emphasizes the weakness and helplessness of written language in his 

Seventh Letter and also in Phaedrus. In fact, written language calls for re-

transformation into its spoken form. It calls for its lost power. We should 

not forget that language in its original form is heard rather than seen. 

That is why oral language is understood more easily than written 

language. Thus, it can be said that the oral interpretation has a magical 

power to create the visual effects by hearing only. 

  Oral interpretation or saying is not a passive response to the 

signs rather an active response. It is not like a record being played on a 

phonograph simply on a piece of paper. In fact, it is a creative matter, a 

performance like that of a pianist interpreting a word of music. An 

interpreter must have to grasp the meaning of a text or a hymn in order 

to express even in one sentence. Oral interpretation has two sides: it is 

necessary to understand something in order to express it and 

understanding itself comes from an interpretive reading-expression. The 

task of oral interpretation is not purely a technical one of expressing a 

fully transcribed meaning. In fact, it is philosophical and analytical 

which can never be separated from the problem of understanding itself. 

The problem of understanding is the significant subject of hermeneutics. 
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  Every silent reading of a literary text is a disguised form of 

oral interpretation. Thus, the principles of understanding can be applied 

to the literary interpretation. A literary criticism is an enabling act in 

order to make up for the weakness and helplessness of the written word. 

In fact, it tries to put back in work the dimensions of speech. These 

questions which always arise in our minds need to be considered 

seriously. Would a literary critic not give a different interpretative 

performance as compared to oral interpretation? Would he not actually 

be offering a complete interpretation? Would this be not a comparison 

with its own imaginative performance? If it is written, then would he not 

be searching for other written words to replace the lost sounds of the 

words? 

  It is supposed that the text itself has its own ‘being’ in the 

words themselves, in their arrangement, in their intentions, as being the 

work of a special kind. Here, hermeneutics works to enable the text to 

speak itself. In the light of this, the new critic would undoubtedly agree 

that a truly enabling criticism is one that is aimed to more adequate oral 

reading of the text itself so that the text can again exist as a meaningful 

oral happening in time: its true nature and integrity can shine forth. 

  The present consideration of the first direction of meaning in 

the ancient usage of hermeneuein—interpretation as ‘saying’ and as 

‘expressing’ has led to the assertion of some fundamental principles of 

interpretation, both literary and theological.14 

                                                           
14 Ibid., pp. 14-20. 
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Hermeneuein as ‘to explain’ 

The second direction of meaning in hermeneuein is ‘to explain’. 

Before the commencement of any consideration, let us take a glance on 

the meaning of the word ‘explain’ in the context of interpretation. 

According to Oxford English Dictionary the term ‘explain’ means, “Make 

clear or intelligible (a meaning, difficulty, etc.); clear of obscurity or 

difficulty; give details of (a matter, how, etc.), speak one’s mind against 

upon… State the meaning or significance of; interpret. Make clear one’s 

meaning;give an account of one’s motives or conduct… Account for; 

make clear the cause or origin of.”15 Similarly, the term ‘explanation’ 

means, “…a statement, circumstance, etc., which makes clear or 

accounts for something. A declaration made with a view to mutual 

understanding and reconciliation.”16 Interpretation as an explanation 

emphasizes the discursive aspect of understanding; it points to the 

explanatory rather than expressive dimensions of interpretation. The 

words are not merely saying something; actually, they are something 

expressing, explaining and rationalizing it to make it clear. If someone is 

explaining a situation, indeed, he is interpreting something. Hence, 

explanation is also a form of interpretation. Let us consider the 

dimensions and significance of this second form of interpretation.17 

                                                           
15 Shorter Oxford English Dictionary on Historical Principles, p. 895. 
16 Ibid., p. 895. 
17 Richard E. Palmer, op. cit., p. 20. 
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  “The cryptic messages from the Oracle at Delphi did not 

interpret a pre-existent text; they were “interpretations” of a situation… 

They brought something to expression…but what they brought was at 

the same time an explanation of something—something formerly 

unexplained. They brought into a verbal formulation of the “meaning” of 

situation; they explained it, sometimes in words that concealed as much 

as they revealed. They said something about the situation, about reality, 

in words. The meaning was not hidden in the style or manner of saying; 

this was not a central consideration. Rather it was explanation in the 

sense of saying something about something else. Thus, while in one 

sense the Oracles simply said or enunciated, as explanation they moved 

towards a second movement of interpretation—to explain or account for 

something.”18 Aristotle in his treatise Peri hermeneias defines 

interpretation as “enunciation”. He further defines hermeneia as referring 

to the operation of the mind in making statements which have to do with 

the truth or falsity of a thing. In this sense, the interpretation is the 

primary operation of the intellect in formulation or understanding a true 

judgment about a thing. According to Aristotle, a prayer, a command, a 

question, or a depreciative sentence is not a statement in fact, it is the 

secondary form of a statement. 

The enunciation in the context of interpretation is not to be 

confused with logic, for logic proceeds from comparing enunciated 

                                                           
18 Ibid. 
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statements. In fact, enunciation is the formulation of the statements 

themselves; it is not the process of reasoning from known to unknown 

things. Aristotle divides the basic operations of the intellect into three 

different parts; (i) the understanding of simple objects, (ii) the operations 

of composing and dividing, and (iii) the operation of reasoning from 

known to unknown things. According to him, the enunciation deals only 

with the constructive and divisive operation of making statements. 

Therefore, the enunciation is neither logic, nor rhetoric but it is more 

fundamental. In fact, it is enunciation of the truth of a thing as 

statement.  

The above discussion makes it clear that the enunciation is 

not merely an understanding of simple objects but it deals with the 

processes involved in constructing a true statement. The purpose of the 

process is not to move the emotions or to bring about political action but 

to bring understanding as a statement.19 “Is this not the first rather than 

the second direction of meaning? That is, is this not to express or say, 

rather than to explain? Perhaps so; but one should note that the 

expressing had to do with style, and saying was almost a Divine 

operation: it announced the Divine rather than enunciating the 

rational.”20 

                                                           
19 Ibid., p. 21. 
20 Ibid., p. 22. 
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Explanation, then, must be seen within the context of a more 

basic act of interpretation. The interpretation that occurs even in the way 

one turns towards a text. The explanation relies on the tools of objective 

analysis but the selection of the tools is already an interpretation of the 

task of understanding. Analysis is also a form of interpretation; feeling 

the need for analysis is too an interpretation. Therefore, analysis is in 

fact not the primary interpretation but a derivative form. It has 

preliminarily set the stage with an essential and primary interpretation 

before it ever begins to work with the information or data. Another way of 

saying this is to state: that the explanatory interpretation makes us 

aware that explanation is contextual and horizontal. 

As the above two directions of interpretation in hermeneuein 

(saying and explanation) are considered, the complexity of the 

interpretive process and the way, the method in which it is grounded in 

understanding begins to average. “The discussion presented here, 

however has not dealt with feelings but with the structure and dynamics 

of understanding, the conditions under which meaning can arise in the 

interaction of reader with the text, the way in which all analysis 

presupposes an already shaped definition of the situation. Within the 

framework of such considerations the truth of Georges Gurvitch’s 

observation is seen—that object and method can never be separated.”21 

                                                           
21 Ibid., p. 26. 
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Hermeneuein as ‘to translate’ 

The significance of the third and last dimension of the meaning of 

hermeneuein is almost as suggestive to hermeneutics and theory of 

literary interpretation as the first two.22 The term ‘translate’ means “turn 

from one language, or express in other words.”23In this dimension, ‘to 

interpret’ means ‘to translate’…Translation is a special form of the basic 

interpretative process of ‘bringing to understanding’. In this case, one 

brings what is foreign, strange, or unintelligible into the medium of one’s 

own language. Like the God Hermes, the translator mediates between 

one world and another. The act of translation is not a simple mechanical 

matter of synonym finding, as the absurd products of translation 

machines make only too clear, for the translator is mediating between 

two different worlds. Translation makes us aware of the fact that 

language itself contains an overarching interpretation of the world to 

which the translator must be sensitive even as the translator’s individual 

expressions. The language is clearly a repository of cultural experience; 

we exist in and through this medium we see through its eyes.24 

‘Demythologizing’ is the term, almost synonymous to the term 

translation. Demythologizing is the process of removing the mythical 

elements from a legend, or a cult etc.; especially in theology it is the 

                                                           
22 Ibid. 
23 Shorter Oxford English Dictionary on Historical Principles, Vol. II, p. 3328. 
24 Richard E. Palmer, op. cit., p. 27.  
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process of reinterpreting the mythological elements of the Bible.25 In 

other words, demythologizing is said to be an attempt to separate the 

essential message from the cosmological mythology. 

The translation as the explanatory phase of interpretation is 

“an approach to literature which sees the work as an object apart from 

perceiving subjects easily and automatically avoids the question of what 

really constitutes the human significance of a work…”26 A great work of 

the text can be made humanly relevant through interpretation. The task 

of interpretation as well as translation is to bring what is strange, 

unfamiliar, and obscure in its meaning into something meaningful that 

speaks our language. Thus, the purpose of relevant interpretation is the 

“sense of reality and the way of being-in-the-world represented in the 

work must be the focus of an enabling literary interpretation, the 

foundation for a reading of the work that can be grasped the human 

significance of its action. The metaphysics, i.e., definition of reality and 

ontology in a work are foundational to an interpretation which makes a 

meaningful understanding possible. Translation, then, makes us 

conscious of the clash of our own world of understanding and that in 

which the work is operation. 

  The modern hermeneutics finds in translation and 

translation theory a great reservoir for exploring the hermeneutical 

                                                           
25 Shorter Oxford English Dictionary on Historical Principles, Vol. I, p. 639. 
26 Richard E. Palmer, op. cit., p. 29. 
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problem. Indeed, hermeneutics in its early historical stages always 

involved linguistic translation, either as classical philosophical 

hermeneutics or as biblical hermeneutics. The phenomenon of 

translation is the very heart of hermeneutics in which one confronts the 

basic hermeneutical situation of having to piece together the meaning of 

a text, working with grammatical, historical, and other tools to decipher 

an ancient text. Yet these tools are, as we have said, only explicit 

formalizations of factors which are involved in any confrontation of a 

linguistic text, even in our own language. There are always two worlds, 

the world of the text and that of the reader, and consequently there is the 

need for Hermes to translate from one to another. 

  This discussion of the origin of hermeneuein and hermeneia 

and the three directions of their meaning in ancient usage was 

undertaken in the context of hermeneutical problem in general. Because 

of this, it serves as an introduction to some of the basic issues and 

concepts ofhermeneutics.  “The modern definitions of hermeneutics will 

emphasize now one, now another direction of the rich reservoir of 

meaning resident in the Greek roots from which the term ‘hermeneutics’ 

was derived. The field of hermeneutics does well to return ever and again 

to the significance of the three directions of meaning in interpretation as 

saying, explaining, and translating.”27 

                                                           
27 Ibid., p. 32. 
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Contributors of Hermeneutics 

 With a view to establishing focus on hermeneutics, this research 

work will attempt to give a fairly comprehensive survey of the field of 

modern hermeneutics, focusing on the ideas of its most prominent 

representatives more or less in chronological sequence, and providing 

some critical assessment of them along the way. The theories of 

hermeneutics as provided by Friedrich Schleiermacher, Wilhelm Dilthey, 

Martin Heidegger and Hans-Georg Gadamer carried on this scholarly 

tradition. 

Friedrich Schleiermacher 

Friedrich Schleiermacher(Nov. 21, 1768 to Feb. 12, 1834)explored 

the nature of understanding in relation to deciphering sacred texts as 

well as all human texts and modes of communication. The interpretation 

of a text must proceed by framing the content asserted in terms of the 

overall organization of the work. He distinguishes between grammatical 

interpretation and psychological interpretation. The former studies 

shows that how a work is composed from general ideas. The latter 

considers the peculiar combination that characterizes the work as a 

whole. Schleiermacher said that every problem of interpretation is a 

problem of understandings. He further defined hermeneutics as the art 

of avoiding misunderstanding. In fact, he provides a solution to the 

avoidance of misunderstanding: knowledge of grammatical and 

psychological laws in trying to understand the text and the author. There 
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arose in his time a fundamental shift from understanding not only the 

exact words and their objective meaning to the individuality of the 

author.28Both of the concepts reflect “Schleiermacher’s own indebtedness 

to romantic thinkers who had argued that any individual’s mode of 

expression, however unique, necessarily reflects a wider cultural 

sensibility or spirit (Geist).”29 

Wilhelm Dilthey 

Wilhelm Dilthey(Nov. 19, 1833 to Oct. 1, 1911)broadened 

hermeneutics even more by relating interpretation to all historical 

objectification. Understanding moves from the outer manifestations of 

human action and productivity to explore their inner meaning. In his last 

important essay ‘The Understanding of other Persons and their 

Manifestations of Life’ (1910), Dilthey makes it clear that this move from 

outer to inner, from expression to what is expressed, is not based on 

empathy. The empathy involves a direct identification with the other. The 

interpretation involves an indirect or mediated understanding that can 

only be attained by placing human expressions in their historical 

context. He further explains that understanding is not a process of 

reconstructing the state of mind of the author, but what is expressed in 

the work.30 

                                                           
28 Bjorn, Ramberg Kristin G. Jesdal,‘Hermeneutics’ and Michael Forster, ‘Friedrich Daniel 

Ernest Schleiermacher’ in Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Stanford University, 

California,2007, pp. 113-120. 
29 Mircea Eliade, op. cit., p. 281. 
30 Rudolf A. Makkreel, Dilthey: Philosopher of the Human Studies, Princeton University 

Press,   Princeton, 1993; Jos de Mul,  The Tragedy of Finitude: Dilthey's Hermeneutics of 
Life, Yale University Press, New Haven, 2004. 
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  “Dilthey’s research on Schleiermacher and his account of the 

process of understanding the activity of a religious thinker constituted an 

important component of his work on the theory and practice of 

intellectual history. Yet his major contribution to religious studies lies in 

his theory of the human studies and its implications for the scientific 

investigation of religion. Dilthey’s theory of the human studies may be 

understood as an attempt to establish the idea that these disciplines 

have a distinctive subject matter and method that differentiate them 

from the natural sciences… Much of Dilthey’s work in the philosophy of 

the human sciences was concerned with the elucidation of this process of 

understanding and its distinctive epistemological quality, which he called 

the hermeneutical circle.”31 It is noteworthy here that the main aim of 

Dilthey’s philosophical work was to develop a critique of historical reason 

that would resolve the question of how knowledge in the human sciences 

is possible. 

Martin Heidegger 

Martin Heidegger(Sep.26, 1889 to May. 26, 1976) is a 

Germanphilosopher known for his existential and phenomenological 

explorations of the question of being.32 Heidegger argues that philosophy 

is preoccupied with what exists and has forgotten the question of the 

ground of being. We find ourselves always already fallen into a world that 

                                                           
31 Mircea Eliade, op. cit., Vol. IV, p. 354. 
32 Ibid., Vol. VI, pp. 284-285. 
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already existed; but he insists that we have forgotten the basic question 

of what being itself is. This question defines our central nature. He 

argues that we are practical agents, caring and concerned about our 

projects in the world, and allowing it to reveal, or unconcealed it to us. 

He also says that our manipulation of reality is often harmful and hides 

our true being as essentially limited participants, not masters, of the 

world which we discover. Heidegger wrote about these issues in his best-

known book, Being and Time (1927), which is considered to be one of the 

most important philosophical works of the 20th century.33 Heidegger 

believed all investigations of being have historically focused on particular 

entities and their properties, or have treated being itself as an entity, or 

substance, with properties. Heidegger's philosophy is founded on the 

attempt to conjoin what he considers two fundamental insights: the first 

is his observation that, in the course of over 2,000 years of history, 

philosophy has attended to all the beings that can be found in the world 

(including the world itself), but has forgotten to ask what beingitself is. 

This is Heidegger's question of being, and fundamental concern 

throughout his work. In Being and Time, Heidegger criticized the abstract 

and metaphysical character of traditional ways of grasping human 

existence as rational animal, person, man, soul, spirit, or subject. 

Dasein, then, is not intended as a way of conducting a philosophical 

                                                           
33 Lackey, Douglas, ‘What are the Modern Classics? The Baruch Poll of Great Philosophy in 

the Twentieth Century’, The Philosophical Forum, Vol. 30, Issue 4, Wiley Blackwell, 
U.S.A., 1999, pp. 329-46. 
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anthropology, but is rather understood by Heidegger to be the condition 

of possibility for anything like a philosophical anthropology.34 Heidegger 

focuses less on the way in which the structures of being are revealed in 

everyday behaviour, and more on the way in which behaviour itself 

depends on a prior openness to being. The essence of being human is the 

maintenance of this openness. Heidegger contrasts this openness to the 

will to power of the modern human subject, which is one way of 

forgetting this originary openness.35 

Hans-Georg Gadamer 

Hans-Georg Gadamer(Feb. 11, 1900 to Mar. 13, 2002) was a 

Germanphilosopher of the continental tradition. Gadamer’s philosophical 

project, as explained in Truth and Method, was to elaborate the concept 

of philosophical hermeneutics, which Heidegger initiated but never dealt 

with at length. Gadamer's goal was to uncover the nature of human 

understanding. In this book Gadamer argued that the truth and the 

method were at odds with one another. He was critical of two approaches 

to the human sciences (Geisteswissenschaften). On the one hand, he was 

critical of modern approaches to humanities that modelled themselves on 

the natural sciences (and thus on rigorous scientific methods). On the 

other, he took issue with the traditional German approach to the 

                                                           
34 Jacques Derrida describes this in the following terms: "We can see then that Dasein, 

though not man is nevertheless anything other than man." Jacques Derrida, ‘The Ends of 
Man’ in Margins of Philosophy, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1982, p. 127. 

35 Young, Julian, Heidegger, Philosophy, Nazism, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 
1997, pp. 3-11. 
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humanities, represented for instance by Friedrich Schleiermacher and 

Wilhelm Dilthey, which believed that correctly interpreting a text meant 

recovering the original intention of the author who wrote it.36 

  ‘In contrast to both of these positions, Gadamer argued that 

people have a 'historically affected consciousness’ 

(wirkungsgeschichtliches Bewußtsein) and that they are embedded in the 

particular history and culture that shaped them. Thus, interpreting a 

text involves a fusion of horizons where the scholar finds the ways that 

the text's history articulates with their own background.37Truth and 

Method is not meant to be a programmatic statement about a new 

hermeneutic method of interpreting texts. Gadamer intended Truth and 

Method to be a description of what we always do when we interpret 

things (even if we do not know it): “My real concern was and is 

philosophic: not what we do or what we ought to do, but what happens 

to us over and above our wanting and doing”.38 

Scope of Hermeneutics 

 “The sacred books of eternal truths are evergreen gardens in 

which the enervated, exhausted, beaten, broken, dismayed and 

desperate souls take rest to recover their lost strength. They are ever full 

                                                           
36 Joel Weinsheimer, D. G. Marshall (Tr.), Truth and Method, Crossroad, New York, 2004, 
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and flowing springs of nectar from which the diseased mankind has been 

sipping the elixirs of life.”39 The true meaning of a Scripture is the solid 

historical reality of the continuum of actual meanings over centuries to 

actual people. It is as mundane, or as transcending, or both, as have 

been those actual meanings in the lives and hearts of persons.40 

 Hermeneutics is the study of the theory and practice of 

interpretation. Traditional hermeneutics is the study of the interpretation 

of written texts, especially texts in the areas of literature, religion and 

law. Traditional type of hermeneutics is biblical hermeneutics which 

concerns the study of the interpretation of Bible. Modern hermeneutics 

encompasses everything in the interpretative process including verbal 

and non-verbal forms of communication as well as prior aspects that 

affect communication, such as pre-suppositions, pre-understandings, 

the meaning and philosophy of language, and semiotics.41 

        The terms ‘hermeneutics’ and ‘exegesis’ have been used 

interchangeably. However, hermeneutics is a more widely defined 

discipline of interpretation theory as it includes the entire framework of 

the interpretive process which encompasses all forms of communication: 

written, verbal and non-verbal. The exegesis, on the other hand, focuses 

                                                           
39 Sher Singh Sher, Glimpse of Sikhism and Sikhs, Metropolitan Book Co. (P) Ltd., New 

Delhi, 1982, p. 47. 
40 Wilfred Cantwell Smith, What is Scripture?: A Comparative Approach, Fortress Press, 

Minneapolis, 1993, p. 89. 
41 Sinclair B. Ferguson, David F. Wright, James Innell, Packer, New Dictionary of Theology, 

Downers Grove, Inter Varsity Press, Westmount, 1988, pp. 181-194. 
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primarily on the written text. Philosophical hermeneutics refers primarily 

to the theory of knowledge initiated by Martin Heidegger and developed 

by Hans-Georg Gadamer in Truth and Method, and sometimes to the 

theories of Paul Ricoeur.42 

  “The religion, in the words of Rudolf Otto, is based on the 

experience of the Numinous. The same experience is enshrined in the 

Scriptures. Since the experience of the Numinous is primarily non-

rational, the nature of the scriptural language most of the time is 

symbolic, metaphorical and allegorical. In order to make the mystical 

experience intelligible and accessible to the common man the 

explanation, the interpretation of the Scripture is needed.”43 

  The hermeneutics in its vast scope here sets the task of 

furnishing the theoretical justification for the determinacy of the object of 

interpretation and of setting forth norms by which the determinate, 

changeless, self-identical meaning can be understood. Therefore, 

hermeneutics is not simply a science of interpretation but a method of 

arriving at correct interpretation. Hermeneutics deals with the 

significance of the text for us today, and with the structures or 

mechanisms the verbal meaning becomes meaningful to us. Such is the 

province of literary criticism and can be said other areas of 

                                                           
42 Jean Grondin, op. cit., p. 2. 
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hermeneutics.44 The hermeneutics plays an important role in its scope 

when “hermeneutics, strictly speaking, is the modest, and in the old-

fashioned sense, philological effort to find out what the author meant… 

What are we to say of this latest definition of hermeneutics as the rules 

of the modest yet foundational effort to determine the verbal meaning of 

a passage? The most striking thing about it is what it leaves out; 

hermeneutics is not concerned with the subjective process of 

understanding or with relating an understood meaning to the present 

(criticism), but with the problem of umpiring between already understood 

meanings so as to judge for the philologist who must decide among 

several possibilities what is the most likely meaning of a passage.”45 

The hermeneutical problem as a whole is too important and too 

complex to become the property of a single school of thought. The Divine 

directions in hermeneutical theory illustrate in themselves a 

hermeneutical principle: interpretation is shaped by the question with 

which the interpreter approaches his subject. One-sided and restrictive 

definition of hermeneutics may serve limited purposes, but care should 

be taken not to make them absolute. Certainly, debate on specific issues 

like the character of understanding, historical understanding and 

historical objectivity, is in order. “When the focuses of hermeneutics are 

defined to include a general phenomenology of understanding and a 
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specific phenomenology of the event of text interpretation, then the scope 

of hermeneutics becomes vast indeed. As has been said, however, the 

scope of the hermeneutical problem is such that hermeneutics cannot 

isolate itself as a close and specialized field. Indeed, one of the great 

impediments to the historical development of non-specialized 

hermeneutics has been that it has no home in an established discipline. 

The stepchild of theology, the ungainly offspring of philology, non-

theological hermeneutics is only now coming of age as a field. However, 

with the interest in the subject being presently stirred by the new 

hermeneutics, Betti, Gadamer, Hirsch, Ricoeur, and the later Heidegger, 

there is reason to hope for a brighter future. If so, hermeneutics may 

indeed be in a fairly early stage of its development as a general 

discipline.”46 

  In the context of hermeneutics as well as in the 

interpretation, it is a debatable question, of course, as to who is 

attacking and who is defending. The present interpretations may be the 

future’s misinterpretations because the truth of the word cannot be 

shared as the same, it demands personal transformative engagement. It 

is as same as like every living organ, language also develops with the 

changes of time and some old words become obsolete and their meanings 

become vague. The new words come into use in place of the truths 

demand the responsibility of a continual re-contextualization. 
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  Every interpretation of a text is not complete and final 

interpretation. Therefore, every interpretation itself is the subject to 

reconsideration with the change of time. Some orthodox scholars viewed 

that the hermeneutical study of their own particular Scripture is not 

possible. This is perhaps for the reason that they do not want to tolerate 

critical understanding of their religious Scripture. Every new idea faces 

reaction from such orthodox people as far as scriptural interpretations 

are concerned. In fact, these views are said to be the calls for a return to 

objectivity, for a reaffirmation that the study of a Scripture involves 

leaving behind the historian’s or an interpreter’s own present standpoint. 

The Science and technology is rapidly developing by effecting a change in 

the thinking and attitude of the people. In order to meet this challenge a 

new interpretation of the Scripture has thus become necessary. 

  So, the hermeneutical debate goes on. On the one side are 

the defenders of objectivity and validation, who look to hermeneutics as 

the theoretical source for norms of validation; on the other side are the 

phenomenologists of the event of understanding, who give stress on the 

historical character of this event; and consequently, the limitations of all 

claims to objective knowledge and objective validity.  

  While concluding, it can be said that understanding the true 

meaning of the text of a holyScripture with accuracy has always been a 

difficult and complex problem in all the religions of the world. However, 
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hermeneutics, the science of interpretation, has helped us to establish 

certain rules, principles and methodologies for the interpretation of 

Scriptures. It is not merely a theoretical discipline of the rules or 

methods of interpretation, but it is a theoretical-cum-philosophical 

discipline. It is primarily a search for meaning through these methods 

and principles which bring out the textual meaning relevant to the 

present context. 

  In spite of its great significance, hermeneutics has been the 

subject of eager controversy as it has failed to provide any universally 

accepted definition. Still we cannot ignore its important role in the study 

of Scriptures. What we need is the deep knowledge about hermeneutics 

which can lead us to overcome the difficulty of understanding the exact 

meaning and underlying spirit of the Scriptures. 
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Chapter-II 

Compilation of Guru Granth Sahib and its Nature 

  

  A book is only a ‘Scripture’ in so far as a group of persons perceive 

it to be sacred or holy, powerful and portentous, possessed of an exalted 

authority, and in some fashion transcendent of, and hence distinct from all 

other speech and as writings.47 What is a Scripture? How does it come into 

being? How does it attain its canonical status in a particular religion? What is 

its true relationship with the community of believers? How do the believers 

appropriate and interpret their Scripture? And how do the millions of devotees 

keep the canon alive in their hearts and in their tradition? These are some 

fundamental questions that have fascinated the human imagination throughout 

the centuries. The study of religious traditions of all the communities in the 

world leads to the fact that all have tried to address these questions in their 

own way. This quest for satisfactory answers has always inspired the scholars 

to look at their own religion more closely. 

  Literally, the word ‘Scripture’ has been derived from the Latin term 

scriptura which means a holy writ, holy writing, or sacred book. In scholarly 

discourse, however, the concept of Scripture is usually referred to as a 

canonical text, whose boundaries were fixed long ago, and whose authority 

within the community of believers is unquestioned. William Graham, in this 

context, says that Scripture is a relational concept. He defined that a text 

                                                           
47   William  A. Graham, Beyond the Written Word: Oral Aspects of Scripture in the History of 

Religion, Cambridge University Press, New York, 1987, p. 5. 
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becomes Scripture only in an active and subjective relationship to persons and 

as part of cumulative communal tradition. From a historian’s point of view, the 

sacredness of a book is not a priori attribute but one that realized historically in 

the life of communities, who respond to it as something sacred or holy. We 

respond to it as something sacred or holy. We cannot acknowledge of any text 

as being sacred or authentic in isolation from a community.48  

  The true meaning of Scripture is the solid historical reality of the 

continuum of actual meanings over centuries to actual people. It is as 

mundane, or as transcending, or both, as have been those actual meanings in 

the lives and hearts of persons.49 Wilfred Cantwell Smith has made a clear 

distinction between Scripture and text in his recent work, What Is Scripture, in 

which he emphatically states that Scriptures are not merely texts. He further 

says that Scripture is a human activity in which people make a text into 

Scripture by treating it in a certain way.50 In his analysis, Smith defines 

Scripture as trilateral term referring to ‘a relation — an engagement — among 

humans, the transcendent, and a text’, thereby stressing the human dimension 

along with the traditional emphasis on the divine origin of any sacred text.51  

  The main focus in the study of Scripture until recently has been 

on the methods of critical analysis which determine the cultural, historical, and 

literary influences that gave rise to individual texts based upon the 

interdisciplinary of Scripture. In recent years, however, scholars have shifted 

their attention from the content of religious texts to the forms of Scriptural 

                                                           
48   Ibid. 
49   Wilfred Cantwell Smith, What Is Scripture?: A Comparative Approach, Fortress Press, 

Minneapolis, 1993, p. 89. 
50   Ibid., p. 18. 
51   Ibid., p. 239. 
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traditions.52 Thus, the study of a text as a Scripture is not only concerned with 

its textual problems, the reconstruction of its history, and its contextual 

meaning, but also with its ongoing role in the cumulative tradition of a religious 

community, both as a normative source of authority and as a prodigious force.53  

  The religion is based on the experience of the Numinous. The 

same experience of Numinous is enshrined in the Scriptures. In order to make 

the mystical experience intelligible and accessible to the common reader the 

explanation and the interpretation of the Scripture is needed.54  An exposition 

or interpretation of the Scripture is needed not only because of the mystic and 

of symbolic language but also because of the nature of Divine knowledge. In 

fact, almost whole of the Scriptural lore is the result of the devotional and 

intuitional set of mind. Hence, for the reasons enumerated above the Scripture 

needs interpretation. According to R.E. Macnally its exposition and 

interpretation is of great import to set forth and explain their full thoughts.55 

Therefore, the purpose of the present study is to understand the Divine 

revelatory nature of the Word or Sabad in the context of Guru Granth Sahib. 

Before we venture to address this issue, however, the need is to define the 

introduction, historical background of compilation, and significance of Guru 

Granth Sahib. 

  Guru Granth Sahib is the holiest Scripture of the Sikhs. Much 

more than that, it is their Eternal Guru; that is, their authoritative religious 

                                                           
52  Barbra A. Holdrege, Veda and Torah: Transcending the Textuality of Scripture, Sunny 

Press, Albany, 1996, p. 5.  
53   Wilfred Cantwell Smith, op. cit., p. 18. 
54  Gurnek Singh, Guru Granth Sahib: Interpretations, Meaning and Nature, National Book 

Shop, Delhi, 1998, p. 7.  
55  New Catholic Encyclopaedia, Vol. V, Catholic University of America, Washington, 1967,  

p. 707. 
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and spiritual guide, their preceptor and enlightener for all times. The word 

‘Granth’ traditionally is used for the books containing primarily sacred 

knowledge. Its meaning in Sanskrit is a knot which binds the book and 

according to Bradley refers to the knot in the thong which held together a palm-

leaf manuscript to form a crude book.56 Guru Granth Sahib has been called as 

‘Adi Granth’ before it was anointed as the Guru Eternal by the tenth Guru, 

Gobind Singh. ‘Adi’ means primordial and it came to be used after the Granth of 

the Tenth Master came into being. The terms ‘Guru’ and ‘Sahib’ came to be 

associated with the Granth as prefix and suffix and both refer to the reverence 

and respect attached to the Granth. The term ‘Sahib’ is from the Arabic root 

which means master.57 The term ‘Guru’ came to be associated with the Granth 

after the year 1708 A.D. when the Tenth Guru bestowed Guru-ship on the 

Granth58 and enjoined the Sikhs to regard Guru Granth Sahib as the Guru,59 

which is primarily Sabad as held in Sikhism from the time of Guru Nanak Dev. 

Hence, forward the faith in Guru as a living body came to an end and the Guru 

Granth Sahib as revealed Word came to be worshipped among the Sikhs. 

                                                           
56  D.G. Bradley, A Guide to World Religions, Englewood Cliffs, N.J. Prentice-Hall Inc., 1963, 

p. 128. 
57  Kahan Singh Nabha, Gursabadrattnakar Mahan Kosh, Bhasha Vibhag Punjab, Patiala, 

1974, p. 177. 
58  Kahan Singh Nabha, Gurmat Martand, Vol. I, Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak 

Committee, Amritsar, 1978, p. 417. 
59  “Agya bhai akal ki tabhi chalayo panth, Sabh sikhan kau hukam hai Guru manio granth, 

Guru Granth ko maniyo pargat Guran ke dehi, jo prabhu ko milibo chahai khoj shabad 
main leh.” Giani Gian Singh, Panth Prakash, Bhasha Vibhag Punjab, Patiala, 1970, p. 
353;  

      Rahitnama  Prahlad Singh,  “Akal Purakh ke bachan sio pargat chalayo panth, Sabh 
sikhan ko bachan ih Guru manio granth.” Piara Singh Padam (ed.), Rahitname, Kala 
Mandir, Patiala, 1974, p. 55;  
“The line of religious succession ended with the tenth Guru Gobind Singh. The Master’s 
word in the holy Guru Granth Sahib was henceforth to be the spiritual guide of the Sikh 

people who were to recognize in the joint personality of an assembly of five true baptized 
Singhs the spirit of the Guru.” Ganda Singh, A Breif Account of the Sikhs, Shiromani 
Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee, Amritsar, n.d., p.15;  

    “The Tenth Guru Gobind Singh said that there would be no more Gurus and Granth 
should be regarded as the living voice of all the prophets; Guru Vani.” Trilochan Singh, 
Bhai Jodh Singh, Kapur Singh, Bawa Harkishan Singh, Khushwant Singh (Tr.), 
Selections from the Sacred Writings of the Sikhs, Orient Longman, New Delhi, 2000, p. 17. 
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Arnold Toynbee says that of all known religious Scriptures, this book is the 

most highly venerated.60 

Compilation of Guru Granth Sahib 

  A living religion has three distinct features. It has its own 

Scripture, own set of laws and a well-set tradition. Without these three pillars, 

many religions which sprang up have passed into oblivion. In fact, these are the 

primary factors without which one is unable to think of an independent 

religion. 

  The compilation of Guru Granth Sahib marks a watershed in the 

history of spiritual heritage of Indian sub-continent. It includes the sacred 

writings of Guru Nanak and his five successors, Bhagats, Saints, Sufis and 

some Guru-oriented persons associated with the court of Sikh Gurus. It 

comprises the Divine Sabad, indicates the spiritual union with Ultimate Reality. 

Since its first codification in 1604, Sikh Scripture has been looked upon as the 

most authentic repository of the Divine Word. 

  The history of the Sikh Scripture can easily be traced back from 

the times of Guru Nanak; the founder of Sikhism. In fact, his Divine experience 

of the Numinous forms the very basis of its origin. Guru Nanak’s writings reveal 

that he intensely felt himself to be an intermediary of Divine Truth to proclaim 

His Will, he says: 

As the word of the Lord comes to me, so do I utter,  

O Lalo.61 

                                                           
60   Arnold Toynbee, Selections from the Sacred Writings of the Sikhs, George Allen and Unwin 

Ltd., London, 1960, pp. 8-9. 
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 Therefore, the Gurbani is not merely an outcome of poetic 

imagination but relates to the revelation of God. It is informed that during the 

missionary odysseys of West-Asia, Guru Nanak carried with him a book which 

is believed to be a collection of his hymns including the writings of Bhagats that 

he had collected over the years. Before he breathed his last at Kartarpur, a 

volume of his hymns, he bestowed on his successor, Guru Angad on his 

succession to Guruship. All these factors indicate that the formation of Sikh 

Scripture had already started with Guru Nanak himself.  

  Guru Nanak’s sacred writings left an indelible mark on the 

subsequent growth of Scriptural tradition. It provided powerful stimulus to his 

successors to add new hymns to the received text. Though, Guru Angad’s 

writings are not many in numbers, yet he underlines the character and 

significance of the Bani in comparison to the traditional Hindu texts. He gives 

stress that the Bani is nectar, it reveals the essence of Ultimate Reality. It has 

come through God-oriented Guru to be understood by Guru-oriented persons. 

Only the blessed praise it and meditate on it. Guru Angad’s emphasis on the 

spiritual value of the Bani laid down doctrinally the requirement of compiling 

the Sikh Scripture.  

 Guru Amar Das not only preserved the sanctity of Sikh scriptural 

tradition but also made a significant contribution by adding new hymns to it. 

He highlights the status of Bani when he says Bani of God-oriented is God 

himself. According to him, it is the light of the world. O dear Sikhs, come and 

                                                                                                                                                                             
61  jYsI mY AwvY Ksm kI bwxI qYsVw krI igAwnu vy lwlo]Guru Granth Sahib, p. 722. 
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sing the true Bani. Sing the Bani of true Guru which is the purest form of 

revelation. He underlines the Eternal character of Sikh revelation by 

maintaining that it resounds in the four Yugas. It is the genuine voice of truth. 

On the basis of genre and style, it has been concluded that the collection of 

Bhagat-Bani which began with Guru Nanak was also available with his 

successors. Guru Amar Das’ lighting comments upon the compositions of Farid 

and Kabir coupled with his appreciation of the spiritual perfection of Namdev 

and Kabir indicate that their writings have not only found acceptance but also 

become a part of the Sikh scriptural tradition. With the addition of third Guru 

Amar Das’ writings and that of the Bhagats, the size of collected content had 

increased; consequently he thought it prudent to arrange the codex afresh and 

then he handed it over to his successor, Guru Ram Das. 

 The fourth Guru Ram Das was closely associated with the 

organizational structure of the Panth under Guru Amar Das. Therefore he was 

in full knowledge of the Sikh scriptural tradition that had developed into the 

hands of his predecessors. In its continuity he introduced new Ragas and 

metres to the scriptural text which marks a new stage in the development of 

Sikh Scripture. He employs the word ‘Bani’ in modern sense which later 

developed into the doctrine of Guru Granth Sahib. The contemporary evidences 

suggest that Guru Ram Das had taken keen interest to prepare codices in 

which authenticated text had been arranged. 

 In line with his predecessors Guru Arjan Dev, the fifth master, is 

credited for nurturing the Sikh scriptural tradition in more than one way. By 
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employing various Ragas and metres he composed about 2312 hymns62, which 

is the single largest contribution by any author to the Guru Granth Sahib. 

Following the footsteps of his predecessors, he reiterates that I do not speak by 

my ownself, I utter what has been ordained. His words that the Pothi is 

veritably the abode of God, remind that installation of Adi Granth in the Darbar 

Sahib is not far away. 

 Unfortunately, at this stage the Sikh scriptural tradition once 

again had come under serious threat of interpolation chiefly because of the 

Minas, the rivals of Guru Arjan Dev. To purge the entry of spurious writings 

into Guru Granth Sahib, Guru Arjan Dev decided to codify into a shape. The 

process of canon formation required utmost concentration of mind. It is a well-

known fact that at one stage as Kahna, Chhajju, Shah Hussain and Pilu came 

in favour of their writings to be considered in Guru Granth Sahib but Guru 

Arjan found them unsuitable, as he would not compromise anything less than 

Divine Word (Bani) which was the basic tenet of his faith. Only those writings of 

the medieval Bhagats which were in consonance with the spirit of Sikhism and 

had been proved authentic were elevated to the status of canon to find a place 

in Guru Granth Sahib. The basic qualification to be included in Guru Granth 

Sahib was the intensity of love present in the compositions of the contributors. 

Though there are varieties of expressions for the Divine worship, yet we find 

almost similar type of craving amongst the composers for the Divine emergence 

of their individual souls. This is perhaps the basic qualification of all the hymns 

composers of Guru Granth Sahib. The gigantic task of compilation and 

                                                           
62  G. S. Talib, Sri Guru Granth Sahib (English Translation), Vol. I, Punjabi University, 

Patiala, 1988, p. xxxviii. 
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canonization carried on meticulously culminated in the form of a volume 

popularly known as the Adi Granth Sahib. 

 The traditional Sikh scholars describe that Guru Arjan had 

procured Bani from different sources, especially from the Sikh Sangat and 

devout Sikhs settled in different regions of the Sikh world. They assume that 

full text of Gurbani was not available and it lay scattered in different sources at 

flung places. There is no reason to disbelieve that being the spiritual heir of 

Guru Nanak’s mission Guru Arjan had not inherited the whole mass of 

scriptural writings associated with his predecessors. The range of Sikh mission 

had expanded, yet the most intense concentration of the Sikhs was in the 

Upper-Bari Doab region of the Punjab. Almost all the immediate successors of 

Guru Nanak had remained busy in the confines of this region. All the major 

Sikh centres that had come up so far were situated in and around the above 

region. In the light of above factors to conceive that Guru Arjan was unfamiliar 

with the scriptural writings of his predecessors and to procure them he had to 

depend on the Sikhs settled at far away places, does not look plausible. Hence, 

the canonization of the Sikh scriptural tradition should not be viewed as a later 

development related to Guru Arjan Dev only but it was an ongoing process, co-

extensive with the pontificate of his predecessors as well. With the codification 

of Adi Granth in 1604 the Sikh canon had been closed.63 

Editing of Guru Granth Sahib 

                                                           
63  Sahib Singh, About the Compilation of Sri Guru Granth Sahib, Lok Sahit Parkashan, 

Amritsar, 1996, pp. 34-108; Balwant Singh Dhillon, Early Sikh Scriptural Tradition: Myth 
and Reality, Singh Brothers, Amritsar, 1996, p. 59. 
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  Guru Granth Sahib begins with the word Ek Onkar — one all-

pervading being, who is ever consistent. These are the divine verses of Mul 

Mantra, composed by Guru Nanak Dev in his composition named Japu (jpu). 

This composition comprises 38 Pauris or stanzas, a Prologue and an Epilogue. 

Due to its venerability and popularity the composition Japu is also known as 

Japuji Sahib. This is the morning prayer of the Sikhs. The next compositions 

have two parts— So-dar and So-purakh. The first composition So-dar contains 

five Sabads and the second includes four Sabads. This is called the evening 

prayer of the Sikhs, which is known as Rehras. The next composition Sohila 

containing five Sabads is known as the bed-time prayer. 

Language: All the compositions in Guru Granth Sahib are composed in poetic 

form. Most of the hymns have been arranged according to the Ragas in which 

they were composed. This is a well-known fact that there are thirty-one Ragas 

in Guru Granth Sahib. The Divine verses of Guru Granth Sahib represent many 

languages and dialects. The authors of these hymns especially the saints and 

Bhatts hailed from different parts of India. Thus, most of their hymns have a 

strong influence of their mother-tongue. Many saints and Bhagats preferred to 

compose their verses in Sant language, Sant-Bhasha— a nationally understood 

language of that period. The languages used in Guru Granth Sahib are as 

follows: 

(i) The Sikh Gurus: Punjab (main languages— various variants of Punjabi and 

other languages used including Sindhi, Multani, Persian, Arabic, Sanskrit, 

etc.) 
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(ii) Kabir, Ravidas, Ramanand, Beni, Bhikhan and Surdas: Uttar Pradesh (main 

languages— Hindi, Braj, Sanskrit) 

(iii)  Dhanna: Rajasthan (language— Hindi) 

(iv)  Jaidev: Bengal (language— Bengali) 

(v)   Sadhna: Sind (language— Sindhi) 

(vi) Namdev, Parmanand, Pipa, Tarlochan: Maharashtra (languages— various 

variants of Marathi and Gujarati, Namdev’s hymns also have influence of 

Persian and Arabic) 

(vii) Farid: Punjab (language— Punjabi) 

(viii) Sain: Madhya Pradesh (languages— various variants of Hindi) 

(ix) Mardana, Sundar, Satta and Balwand: Punjab (language— variant of 

Punjabi) 

(x) Bhatts: Punjab/Uttar Pradesh (languages— variants of Hindi and Punjabi) 

The examples given below further illustrate the languages used in Guru Granth 

Sahib: 

(a) Hymns of Guru Nanak Dev in Eastern Punjabi: 

Man may possess thousands and lacs of wits, but not 

even one goes with (him) or (avails him in the Lord’s 

court).64 

 

(b) Hymns of Guru Nanak Dev (influence of Sanskrit): 

                                                           
64  shs isAwxpw lK hoih q iek n clY nwil]Guru Granth Sahib, p. 1. 
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You read books, say vesper prayers and argue, you 

worship stones and sit in trance like a crane.65 

 

(c) Hymns of Bhagat Namdev in Sant Bhasha: 

Meeting with the Bright True Guru, I have merged in the world-

incarnate Lord. Pause. 

Where the dazzling light is seen there plays the 

celestial strain. 

The light of the Luminous Lord is pervading there. 

By Guru’s grace I have known it.66 

 

(d) Hymns of Guru Arjan Dev (influence of Arabic and Persian): 

O the slave of the Boundless Lord God, renounce thou 

the throught of all the worldly occupations.67 

 

(e) Hymns of Guru Arjan Dev (influence of Sindhi): 

My love is with Thee.  

I have seen all other loves to be false. 

A long as I behold not my Beloved, the clothes and food 

seem dreadful to me.68 

 

(f) Hymns of Bhagat Jaidev (influence of Bengali): 

                                                           
65  piV pusqk sMiDAw bwdM]  
   isl pUjis bgul smwDM] Ibid., p. 470. 
66   nwid smwielo ry siqguru Byitly dyvw]rhwau] 
     jh iJil imil kwru idMsqw] 
     qh Anhd sbd bjMqw] 
     joqI joiq smwnI] 
     mY gur prswdI jwnI]Ibid., pp. 656-657. 
67    Alh Agm KudweI bMdy]  
   Coif iKAwl dunIAw ky DMDy] Ibid., p. 1083. 
68  nIhu mihMjw qaU nwil ibAw nyh kUVwvy fyKu]  
    kpV Bog frwvxy ijcru iprI n fyKu] Ibid., p. 1094. 
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 I worship Him, who is worthy of worship, trust Him, 

who is worthy of trust and like water in water, I 

merged in the Lord. 

  Says Jaidev, I have mediated on the    

  Triumphant, Luminous Lord and becoming   

  absorbed in His love, have obtained the Detached  

 Lord.69 

(g) Hymns of Bhagat Namdev (influence of Marathi and Sanskrit): 

In whose home abides the virgin goddess of wealth.  

The moon and the sun are His two lamps.  

The poor death, which exhibits wondrous plays and 

which levies tax on all, is His police-official. 

Such is that venerable Man lion Emperor.70 

 

Structure of Hymns 

 The structure of hymns is explained as follows: 

Sabad  

A Sabad in Guru Granth Sahib may consist of 2, 6, 8, 16 

sections/paras/parts called Padas, i.e., Ik-Tuke, Do-Tuke, Ti-Tuke, Chau-Tuke. 

The examples of Padas in different number of Tukas are given as under: 

(i) Ik-Tuke 

He who is seen physically alive, shall assuredly die.  

He who is dead in life, shall remain eternal.71 

                                                           
69   AriD kau AriDAw sriD kau sriDAw sll kau slil sMmwin AwieAw] 
   bidq jYdyau jYdyv kau rMimAw bRhmu inrbwxu ilv lIxu pwieAw ] Ibid., p. 1106. 
70   jW cY Gir liCmI kuAwrI cMdu sUrju dIvVy kauqku kwlu bpuVw kotvwlu sukrw isrI] 
    su AYsw rwjw sRI nrhrI] Ibid., p. 1292. 
71   jIvq dIsY iqsu srpr mrxw] 
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(ii) Do-Tuke 

Thou tearest off the leaves, O lady-gardener but in 

every leaf there is life. 

 

The stone (idol) for which thou pluckest the leaves, that 

stone is life-less.72 

 

(iii) Ti-Tuke 

Whom should I beg and whom worship, when all are 

created by the Lord? 

 

Who-so-ever appear to be the greatest of the great, they 

all will ultimately mix with the dust. 

 

The Fearless, the Formless Lord, the Destroyer of 

dread, gives all comforts and nine treasures.73 

 

 

(iv) Chau-Tuke 

To mother and father their son is dear and to the 

father-in-law the wise son-in-law. 

To the boy and girl, their father is very sweet and to a 

brother, the brother. 

                                                                                                                                                                             
    muAw hovY iqsu inhclu rhxw] Ibid., p. 374. 
72   pwqI qorY mwilnI pwqI pwqI jIau] 
    ijsu pwhn kau pwqI qorY so pwhn inrjIau] Ibid., p. 479. 
73  iksu hau jwcI iksu AwrwDI jw sBu ko kIqw hosI] 
    jo jo dIsY vfw vfyrw so so KwkU rlsI] 
    inrBau inrMkwru Bv KMfnu siB suK nv iniD dysI] Ibid., p. 608. 
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On the issuing of Lord’s command, the mortal leaves 

home abroad and in a moment everything becomes 

alien. 

An apostate remembers not the Name, gives not in 

charity, takes not the bath and so his body rolls in 

dust.74 

 

Sloka  

The Slokas are short compositions of two or more verses, but in Guru 

Granth Sahib, there are Slokas of twenty-six verses as well. There are sixteen 

hundred and fifty-six Slokas in Guru Granth Sahib, most of which are included 

in Vars. Some Slokas are included in Chhants and some are included in 

specialist compositions, e.g. ‘Slok Varan Te Wadeek’. In addition to Gurus, the 

Bhagats like Kabir and Farid have also composed Slokas. Some Slokas of the 

Bhagats also appear in the Bani of the Gurus (Var Bihagra), whereas the Slokas 

of Gurus also appear in the Bani of the Bhagats on pages 1375, 1376, 1378, 

1380, etc. of Guru Granth Sahib. The Slokas composed in Sindhi are called 

Dakhni. This word is used on pages 80-81 of the Guru Granth Sahib. 

There is but One God. True is His Name, creative His 

personality and immortal His form. He is fear-free, 

without enmity, beyond birth and self-illumined. By the 

Guru’s grace, is He attained. 

Asa Ist Guru. 

The dirge of praise with sloks. 

The sloks, too, of the first Guru are written. 

                                                           
74   mwie bwp ko bytw nIkw ssurY cquru jvweI] 
    bwl kMinAw kO bwpu ipAwrw BweI kO Aiq BweI] 
    hukmu BieAw bwhru Gru CoifAw iKn mih BeI prweI] 
    nwmu dwnu iesnwnu n mnmuiK iqqu qin DUiV DumweI] Ibid., p. 596. 
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The stanzas should be sung to the tune of Tunda As 

Raja. 

Slok Ist Guru. 

A hundred times a day, I am a sacrifice unto my 

Guru.75 

 

Slok 3rd Guru  

There is but One God. By the True Guru’s grace, is He 

attained. 

These are not called mendicants, within whose mind 

there is doubt.76 

 

There is but One God. True is His Name, creative His 

personality and immortal His form. He is fear-free, 

without enmity, beyond birth and self-illumined. By the 

Guru’s grace, is obtained. The Sloakas in addition to 

the Vars. 

Ist Guru. 

O proud bride of elevated breasts, grasp thou profound 

sobriety.77 

 

Pauri  

The literal meaning of the word ‘Pauri’ is a rung of a ladder or steps. In 

Guru Granth Sahib, the word has been used to refer those Sabads which carry 

forward ideas from one stanza to another stanza. The compositions of Pauris 

                                                           
75  <> siq nwmu krqw purKu inrBau inrvYru Akwl mUriq AjUnI sYBM gur pRswid]Awsw mhlw 1] vwr slokw nwil 

slok BI mhly pihly ky ilKy tuMfy As rwjY kI DunI] sloku mhlw 1] bilhwrI guur Awpxy idauhwVI sd vwr] 

Ibid., p. 462. 
76  slok mhlw 3 <> siqgur pRswid] 
    AiBAwgq eyh n AwKIAih ijn kY mn mih Brmu] Ibid., p. 1413. 
77  <> siq nwmu krqw purKu inrBau inrvYru Akwl mUriq AjUnI sYBM gur pRswid]slok vwrW qy vDIk]mhlw 1] 
    auqMgI pYEhrI gihrI gMBIrI] Ibid., p. 1410. 
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differ in size and metre. The compositions which are composed in Pauris are 

Japuji Sahib, Anand Sahib, etc. The word has been spelt in two different ways, 

e.g. Pauri and Pavri.78  

 

Var  

It is a long poem in which the praises of a hero are sung. There are 

twenty-two Vars in Guru Granth Sahib, which are as follows: 

(i)  Guru Nanak Dev— 3 Vars in Raga Majh, Asa, Malar. 

(ii) Guru Amar Das— 4 Vars in Raga Gujri, Suhi, Ramkali, Maru. 

(iii) Guru Ram Das— 8 Vars in Raga Sri, Gauri, Bihagra, Kanra, Wadhans, 

Sorath, Bilawal, Sarang. 

(iv) Guru Arjan Dev— 6 Vars in Raga Gauri, Gujri, Jaitsri, Ramkali, Maru, 

Basant. 

(v)  Satta and Balwand (Bards)— 1 Var in Raga Ramkali. 

 Example of Var: 

Var of Basant 

5th Guru 

There is but One God. By the True Guru’s grace, He is 

attained. 

Contemplating God’s Name, flower thou, O my brother. 

                                                           
78  For more references see Guru Granth Sahib, pp. 139, 142, 143, 250 and 1097.  
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In accordance with the writ of destiny, thou are blessed 

with this beauteous season.79 

 

Chhant (A Special Sabad of Praise) 

  The word ‘Chhant’ is derived from the Sanskrit word ‘Chhandas’ 

which refers to a para of Vedas. In Guru Granth Sahib, the word has been used 

to label Sabads of special praises, in the context of God. The Chhants are also 

known as Chhands, these are said to be the Divine songs of praise. There are 

one hundred twenty-seven Chhants in Guru Granth Sahib. The majority of the 

Chhants have no Slokas, but some have Slokas especially which are composed 

by Guru Arjan Dev in Raga Asa, Wadhans, Jaitsri, Bilawal and Ramkali. Out of 

thirty-one Ragas in Guru Granth Sahib, only fourteen Ragas have Chhants. 

Most of the Chhants in Guru Granth Sahib have four Padas, each Pada 

containing 4-6 verses, though most of the Padas contain six verses.  

Rag Suhi Chhant 

Ist Guru 

There is but One God. By the True Guru’s grace, is He 

obtained.  

Inebriated with the wine of the prime of youth, I know 

not that I am but a guest at my parents home.  

I am sacrifice unto my Lord. 

My soul is soiled with sins and without the Guru, 

virtues enter not my mind.80 

                                                           
79   bsMq kI vwr mhlu p <>siqgur pRswid] 
    hir kw nwmu iDAwie kY hohu hirAw BweI] 
    krim ilKMqY pweIAY ieh ruiq suhweI] Ibid., p. 1193. 
80   rwgu sUhI CMq mhlw 1 Gru 1 <>siqgur pRswid] 
    Bir jobin mY mq pyeIAVY Gir pwhuxI bil rwm jIau] 
    mYlI Avgix iciq ibnu gur gux n smwvnI bil rwm jIau]Ibid., p. 763. 
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Swaya (Stanzas of Undefined Length) 

  Most of the Swayas in Guru Granth Sahib are composed by Guru 

Arjan Dev and eleven Bhatts. Guru Arjan has composed twenty whereas Bhatts 

have one hundred and twenty-three Swayas. All Swayas have been recorded on 

pages 1385-1410 in Guru Granth Sahib. The Swayas have been composed with 

different arrangements of long and short syllables at the end of the verses. Most 

of the Swayas used in Guru Granth Sahib can be classified as: Malind, Saman, 

Dandkala, Madira and Chandarakala.  

There is but One God. True is His Name, creative His 

personality and immortal His form. He is fear-free, 

without enmity, beyond birth and self-illumined. By the 

Guru’s grace, is He attained. Saways uttered in person 

by the sire 

5th Guru. 

O my primal Lord, the Creator, Thou Thyself art the 

Doer of all the deeds. 

Thou art fully filling all and art contained in all 

hearts.81 

 

      There are some other types of compositions in Guru Granth Sahib, 

i.e. Patti, Bawan Akhri, Dakhni Onkar, Pahire, Barah Mah, Thitti, Rutti, Gatha, 

Phune and Chaubole. Guru Granth Sahib is the world’s one of the master 

pieces of Divine poetry, bank of old languages and repository of Indian music 

and there is no parallel to this holy treatise. 

                                                           
81   <> siq nwmu krqw purKu inrBau inrvYru Akwl mUriq AjUnI sYBM gur pRswid] svXy sRI muKbwk@ mhlw p] 
    Awid purK krqwr krx kwrx sB Awpy] 
    srb rihE BrpUir sgl Gt rihE ibAwpy] Ibid., p. 1385. 
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Rahau (Pause) (rhwau) 

  In Guru Granth Sahib, a special word ‘Rahau’ denoting a verse 

has been used in almost all the Sabads composed in musical measures. The 

word ‘Rahau’ is a label of one or more verses in these compositions. The 

scholars called Rahau verse as the theme verse of the composition. 

O my sovereign Lord, Thou belongest to the saints and 

the saints belong to Thee. 

Thy slave has nothing to fear and the death’s minister 

comes not near him. Pause.82 

 

 

Musical Arrangements 

Raga  

         All compositions in Guru Granth Sahib are divided into different 

Ragas except Japuji Sahib in the beginning and Swayas and Slokas at the end. 

The hymns have been composed in thirty-one Ragas and seventeen Ghars 

(tunes). A Raga is a particular set of the seven Swars, or a selection of them. 

Their interrelationship and sequence is governed by strict rules. It is a well-

known fact that each Raga has its own emotional character and is associated 

with a particular time of a day and a particular period of a season. There has 

also been a traditional division between the male Ragas and their consorts or 

Raginis. Most of the compositions in Guru Granth Sahib have a heading of 

                                                           
82   myry rwm rwie qUM sMqw kw sMq qyry] 
    qyry syvk kau Bau ikCu nwhI jmu nhI AwvY nyry]rhwau] Ibid., p. 749. 
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Raga. The time and season is also given with the name of Raga. The 

compositions composed by the Sikh Gurus in different Ragas are as follows: 

(i) Guru Nanak— 19 Ragas — Sri, Majh, Gauri, Asa, Gujri, Wadhans, Sorath, 

Dhanasari, Tilang, Suhi, Bilawal, Ramkali, Tukhari, Bhairav, Basant, 

Sarang, Malar, Parbhati etc. 

(ii) Guru Amar Das— 17 Ragas — All the Ragas used by Guru Nanak except 

Tilang and Tukhari. 

(iii) Guru Ram Das— 29 Ragas — All the Ragas except Kaidara and Jaijawanti. 

(iv) Guru Arjan Dev— 30 Ragas — All the 30 Ragas except Jaijawanti. 

(v) Guru Tegh Bahadur— 15 Ragas — Gauri, Asa, Gujri, Bihagra, Sorath, 

Jaitsri, Dhanasari, Todi, Tilang, Bilawal, Ramkali, Maru, Basant, Sarang 

and Jaijawanti. 

Ghar (Thaats) (Qwt) 

       ‘Ghar’ means rhythm or Tal. It also denotes the pitch and variations 

of the notes. It is a rhythmic cycle comprising a fixed number of time units 

(Matras) of equal value. In Guru Granth Sahib, Guru Arjan Dev has introduced 

seventeen Ghars. These Ghars contain the range of Ragas using the same group 

of notes but are timed and distributed differently producing the mood 

variations. 

 

  Thus, this is the brief introduction about the compilation, editing 

and internal structure of Guru Granth Sahib. Its design and format was 
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finalized by Guru Arjan Dev at Ramsar, Amritsar, during 1601 to 1604 A.D. In 

order to comprehend the idea of how Akal Purakh reveals the Divine Word to 

the Guru or Bhagat through direct communication and how that Word becomes 

the primary focus in the evolution of Sikh religion, one needs to understand the 

nature of Gurbani. 

Nature of Gurbani 

  Bhai Vir Singh explains that the essence of Gurbani is beyond 

space. It is from the Primal One, Guru is full of Nectar. Gurbani is message of 

unapproachable and limitless Ultimate Being that is why it itself is beyond 

limits. But one should try to understand the meaning and ideas of Gurbani 

with the help of Gurbani itself. In this way, it is an institution which provides 

knowledge, when one joins it as a student, it is a key to Gurbani and imperfect 

man may commit an error.83 

  The concept of revelation is an important factor in the 

acknowledgment of authority to sacred texts. It is based on the assumption that 

the texts possess absolute authority if they have a very special origin, that is, if 

they have originated from a Divine source. In its basic sense, revelation may be 

defined as ‘a Divine communication shaped to the particular times’, and the 

proper context of revelation may be understood as the ‘nature of an object of 

supreme value, of a final goal for human life’, and of the way to achieve this 

                                                           
83  “gurbwxI ivc jo mUl hY auh qW v`fI qNo v`fI vsqU hY, auh Dur kI bwxI hY, jo DuroN AweI hY, jo gurU hY AMimRq 

BrpUr hY[ Agm AgwD dI bwxI hox krky Awp AgwD hY, pr ies dy ArQ qy Bwv Awidk, jo ies iv`c ilKy gey 
hn, auh ie`k Alp`g jIv dw pRXqn hY, ies nUM smJx dw; qy ijQoN qk iesy bwxI dI shwieqw nwl ies dI v`D 
qNo v`D smJ Aw sky Eh ies dy crnW ivc bYTky ies qoN pRwpq kIqI jwvy[ ies krky ieh iek qrHW sMQÎw hY jo 
bwxI dI Srx ilAW ivdÎwrQI vW|MU imlI hY, ieh muqwilAw hY gurbwxI dI, qy krn vwly dI Alp`gqw dy kwrx 
koeI ABu`lqw dw dwvw nhIN” Bhai Vir Singh, Santhiya Sri Guru Granth Sahib, Bhai Vir Singh 

Sahit Sadan, New Delhi, 2007, p. ii. 
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goal. There is no independent method to determine the nature of revelation. The 

only way, we can understand the truth — claim of revelation in various 

religious traditions is to allow the scriptural text to speak in itself. Although 

these conflicting truths — claims are beyond the province of the history of 

religions, we can try to understand their impact on the historical development 

of a particular religious tradition. In this significant section, therefore, our 

primary concern is to understand the concept of the revelation or nature of 

Gurbani, from the Sikh perspective. This particular understanding of revelation 

is based upon the doctrine of the Sabad-Guru, enunciated by Guru Nanak and 

the succeeding Gurus. It is known as ‘Dhur Ki Bani’ and ‘Khasam Ki Bani’. The 

word ‘Khasam’ indicates the Divine Reality and ‘Bani’ means the Divine words. 

Hence, the Gurbani is the revealed Word of Ultimate Being. Guru Nanak calls 

himself as a messenger of Ultimate Being. The above reference proves itself that 

there is no space for illusion.  

Sabad as All-pervading Light  

On the metaphysical plane Sabad is the pervading and illuminating 

principle of the transcendent Ultimate Being. The Gurbani is primarily secular 

in nature. In fact, the Bani call for a cordial co-operation among the humanity. 

 All are called partners in Thy grace.  

 Thou art seen alien to none.84 

 

  Gurbani is marvellous because of its oneness and unity in 

ideology. Although the contributors of Guru Granth Sahib are from different 

                                                           
84   sBy swJIvwl sdwiein qUM iksY n idsih bwhrw jIau]Guru Granth Sahib, p. 97. 
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regions and religions, yet their spiritual level and the unity in their ideology 

marks special footprints on the history of India.  

          Guru Granth Sahib opens with the numeral ‘one’ written as ‘1’ in 

the Gurbani numerology. This numeral stands for uncompromised 

monotheism. It indicates God’s perfect oneness. It signifies that God is the 

absolute and ultimate oneness of the entire multiplicity as one infinite reality. 

The unity of God expressed by it has been reaffirmed time and time again in 

Gurbani. 

My Lord is but one.  

He is one alone, O brother.  

He is one in one.85 

 

That Spouse of mine is fully contained in all the places. 

Unique is my Lord, over whose head is the royal 

umbrella, there is not any other (like him).86 

 

 The numeral One also reflects the absolute simplicity. The 

absolute simplicity means that it is not composed of any distinct elements such 

as essence and existence, matter and form, potentially and actuality. It 

indicates its limitless nature from time and space. 

The Lord has neither form nor outline, nor any colour. 

He is exempt from three qualities.87 

                                                           
85   swihbu myrw eyko hY] 

eyko hY BweI eyko hY] Ibid., p. 350. 
86   pUir rihAw sRb Twie hmwrw Ksmu soie] 
    eyku swihbu isir Cqu dUjw nwih koie] Ibid., p. 398. 
87   rUpu n ryK n rMgu ikCu iqRhu gux qy pRB iBMn] Ibid., p. 283. 
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Amongst all the forms, the Lord Himself is contained. 

Through all the eyes, He Himself is the beholder. 

The whole creation is His Body. 

His praises He Himself hears.88 

 

 This Divine simplicity of Gurbani spells its Divine perfection and 

omnipotence. 

The Lord is Omnipotent to do and to have done 

everything; He is possessed of all the powers. O 

brother.89 

 

 The anadi, without beginning and ananta, without end, nature of 

Gurbani spells its eternity. At all places and in all times, it appears to be the 

same. The succession signifies time but it is beyond time. The Gurbani is 

infinite; it is infinite in all perfection. Its infinity is absolute, mysterious and 

utterly ineffable. 

The Lord is limitless but I can only describe Him within 

limits. 

What do I know, as to what is He like?90 

 

My Master is eternal.  

He is seen by practising the Name-meditation. 

                                                           
88   srb BUq Awip vrqwrw] 
    srb nYn Awip pyKnhwrw] 
    sgl smgRI jw kw qnw] 
    Awpn jsu Awp hI sunw] Ibid., p. 294. 
89  krn krwvn smrQo BweI srb klw BrpUir] Ibid., p. 640. 
90   hir ibAMqu hau imiq kir vrnau ikAw jwnw hoie kYso ry] Ibid., p. 612. 
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He is never perishable and neither He is born, nor does 

he die.91 

 

 The ubiquity and immutability are the two significant features of 

Gurbani, which make it splendid in itself. It is pertinent to note that this 

ubiquity is its omnipresence. 

In the region of land, the region of water and the 

mansion of four directions, is Thine seat, O Lord. 

O Master, Thine is the only personality to fashion the 

entire universe and the word of Thy mouth is the 

mint.92 

 

 The text of Gurbani consists of revealed Word. This revealed Word, 

in the form of Gurbani gives it to the feature of nectar. In the whole mode of 

Gurbani, there is no space for any kind of individual fear, effect, and intention. 

Hence, the Gurbani is immutable and ineffable in its Divine nature. 

The creation and deluge occur through the Lord’s Word. 

Through the Word the creation evolves again.93 

 

By Guru’s instruction, the Name wells up in the mind 

and by Guru’s instruction, the mortal is united in the 

Lord’s union. 

Without the Name, the entire world is insane and loses 

its life in vain.94 

                                                           
91   sihbu myrw sdw hY idsY sbdu kmwie] 
    Ehu AauhwxI kdy nwih nw AwvY nw jwie] Ibid., p. 509. 
92   puVu DrqI puVu pwxI Awsxu cwir kuMt caubwrw] 
    sgl Bvx kI mUriq eykw muiK qyrY tkswlw] Ibid., p. 596. 
93  auqpiq prlau sbdy hovY] 
    sbdy hI iPir Epiq hovY] Ibid., p. 117. 
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In this world, sublime is the practice of the Lord’s 

Name. 

Without the Name, all else is the darkness of worldly 

love. 

Through the Guru’s holy word, man keeps the Name 

enshrined in his mind. 

Through the Guru’s holy word, man obtains sublime 

understanding and the door of salvation.95 

 

 The spirituality and mysteriousness are the other significant 

central themes of the Gurbani. 

He, whose commodity, the Name is, that Lord alone 

knows and he, alone obtains it whom He gives. 

Supremely beauteous, unapproachable and 

unfathomable is this commodity, the Name. Through 

the perfect Guru, the unknowable Lord is known. 

He who tastes it, alone knows its relish; it is like a 

dumbman’s sweet. 

By concealing, the emerald remains not concealed, 

even though one may try to conceal.96 

 

In thy own home is everything, O man, and there is 

nothing without. 

                                                                                                                                                                             
94   sbdy hI nwayu aUpjY sbdy myil imlwieAw] 
    ibnu sbdY sBu jgu baurwnw ibrQw jnmu gvwieAw] Ibid., p. 644. 
95  iesu jg mih sbdu krxI hY swru] 
    ibnu sbdY horu mohu gubwru] 
    sbdy nwmu rKY auir Dwir] 
    sbdy giq miq moK duAwru] Ibid., p. 1342. 
96  ijs kI vQu soeI pRBu jwxY ijs no dyie su pwey] 
    vsqu AnUp Aiq Agm Agocr guru pUrw AlKu lKwey] 
    ijin ieh cwKI soeI jwxY gUMgy kI miTAweI] 
    rqnu lukwieAw lUkY nwhI jy ko rKY lukweI]Ibid., pp. 607-08. 
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By Guru’s grace everything is obtained and the doors 

of the mind are opened. 

From the True Guru, God is attained, O brother. 

The Name Treasure is within the man, which the 

Perfect Sat Guru has shown it to me.97 

 

 It is a well-known fact that so many variants of poetic modes 

(Chhants), ornamentations, etc. are used in the Gurbani. The main purpose to 

use these modes in Gurbani is not to give it a miraculous and magical form; but 

to give it a feature of unambiguousness in its nature. Gurbani itself is tranquil 

in its nature and it gives tranquility and peace to its followers in various forms. 

My soul, thou art thee embodiment (image) of Divine 

light, so know thy source. 

O my soul, the reverend Lord is with thee. By Guru’s 

teaching enjoy His love.98 

 

Becoming desire-free, if the mind abides in home and 

is dyed red in the fear of the True Lord, it shall then 

enjoy the Supreme Nectar of Divine knowledge and 

shall not fell hunger, again. 

Nanak, subdue this mind and meet the Lord, thus thou 

shalt suffer agony no more.99 

 

                                                           
97   GrY AMdir sBu vQu hY bwhir ikCu nwhI] 
    gur prswdI pweIAY AMqir kpt KulwhI]1] 
    siqgur qy hir pweIAY BweI ] 
    AMqir nwmu inDwnu hY pUrY siqguir dIAw idKweI] Ibid., p. 425.  
98   mn qUM joiq srUpu hY Awpxw mUlu pCwxu] 
    mn hir jI qyrY nwil hY gurmqI rMgu mwxu] Ibid., p. 441. 
99   mnu bYrwgI Gir vsY sc BY rwqw hoie] 
    igAwn mhw rsu BogvY bwhuiV BUK n hoie] 
    nwnk iehu mnu mwir imlu BI iPir duKu n hoie] Ibid., p. 21. 
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 The Gurbani is didactic in its nature. There are so many 

references in it, which shows the right path of emancipation to its followers: 

He who prides on himself; him prick the thorns and 

there is none to draw them out. 

Here he cries bitterly of prick-pain and afterwards 

burns in the frightful hell.100 

 

They who wear white clothes, but whose heart is filthy 

and relentless; with their mouth they utter not the 

Name and are thieves, engrossed in duality. 

They who understand not their origin; they are beasts 

and they are the animals.101 

 

 Therefore, revelation can be defined as the way God discloses and 

communicates Himself to humanity. The Hindu belief is that God occasionally 

becomes incarnate as an avtar and thus communicates Himself through his 

word and action while living on this earth. For the Muslims the revelation 

consists in actual words in the form of direct messages conveyed from God 

through the angel Gabriel, to the Prophet. Another belief is that God 

communicates not the form but the contents of the words, i.e., knowledge, to 

man. A related view is that, as a result of the mystic unity they achieve with 

universal self, certain individuals under Divine inspiration arrive at truths 

which they impart to the incarnation theory… nor did they acknowledge the 

existence of angels or nevertheless conscious of their Divine mission and 

                                                           
100   krY gumwnu cuBih iqsu sUlw ko kwFn kau nwhI] 
    AjY su coB kau ibll iblwqy nrky Gor pcwhI] Ibid., p. 969. 
101  icty ijn ky kpVy mYly icq kTor jIau] 
    iqn muiK nwmu n aUpjY dUjY ivAwpy cor jIau] 
    mUlu n bUJih Awpxw sy psUAw sy For jIau] Ibid., p. 751. 
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described the knowledge and wisdom contained in their hymns as God-given… 

It is in this sense that Gurbani is revelation for Sikhs. It is for them God’s Word 

mediated through the Sikh Gurus or Word on which the Sikh Gurus had put 

their seal. The Gurbani echoes the Divine truth; it is the voice of God…’102   

 The discussion given above provides that Guru Granth Sahib is 

not merely a result of poetic imagination but relates to the revelation of 

Ultimate Being. It has been looked upon as the most authentic repository of the 

Divine Word. It emphasizes on the doctrine of Sabad. The Sabad is the Guru, 

and in the Guru, the Divine light is Sabad. The contributors of Guru Granth 

Sahib are from different regions and religions. It reflects the secular nature of 

Guru Granth Sahib. The ubiquity and immutability are the two significant 

features of Gurbani which make it splendid in itself. The Gurbani is infinite, 

eternal, ultimate, immutable and ineffable in its Divine nature. Further, 

spirituality and mysteriousness form the central themes of Gurbani.  

 

Thus, Gurbani shows the right path of emancipation to its followers. 

Good many men praise the Lord, who has neither end 

nor limit. 

The Master has created His creation in many ways 

and of various kinds.103 

 

                                                           
102  Harbans Singh (ed.), The Encyclopaedia of Sikhism, Vol. I, Punjabi University, Patiala, 

1992, p.   276. 
103  ausqiq krih Anyk jn AMqu n pwrwvwr] 

nwnk rcnw pRiB rcI bhu ibiD Aink pRkwr] Guru Granth Sahib, p. 275.  
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What praise and what commendation should I attribute 

to my Perfect Lord? He is filling all places.104 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
104  kaun aupmw dyau kvn bfweI] 

pUrn pUir rihE sRb TweI] Ibid., p. 1236. 
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Chapter-III 

Interpretation of Gurbani: Its History and Features  
(1604-2004) 

 
 

  Hermeneutics is a systematic, procedural approach to the 

texts of our cultural past, and is a mode of interpretation or exegesis to 

understand the meanings of the text. In the Sikh perspective, the 

interpretation of Gurbani is called Gurbani Vichar or reflection upon the 

utterances of the Gurus. It is also said to be the Sabad Vichar or 

reflection upon the Word. In the history of Indian scriptural tradition, 

there are four major techniques that are employed in Sikh exegetical 

methods. The very first is Sabadarath, literally means meaning of the 

words, which includes synonyms as well as the meanings of difficult 

words in a particular hymn. The second technique is Tika, exactly means 

commentary, which provides the meaning of a particular hymn and 

included additional comments in simple language. The third mode of 

interpretation is Viakhiya, factually means exegesis, which traces the 

detailed exegesis and extended commentary on a particular hymn or 

verse from a particular point of view. The very last method of 

interpretation is the Parmartha, literally means sublime meaning, which 

clarifies the spiritual meaning of a hymn. The interpretation begins at the 

discursive level of the consideration, at which one deals with the literal 

sense of Gurbani but goes deeper and deeper as one contemplates the 
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Divine mysteries by gradually penetrating into subtler levels of the 

meaning. Thus, every new encounter with the text of the Guru Granth 

Sahib provides a fresh experience of unfolding a Divine mystery. 

  Guru Nanak himself placed great emphasis on the 

understanding of the meaning of Bani as the fundamental characteristic 

of the life of a person who has turned towards the Guru, i.e., Gurmukh. 

Guru Nanak emphasizes the point that a vast majority of the people 

usually do not care to understand the full richness and depth of meaning 

contained in the Bani. He adds that those rare ones who care to do so 

will certainly have their reward in achieving their true spiritual status. 

 Rare is the gnostic, who understands this by meeting with 
the True Satguru. 

 The glories are in the hand of the Lord.  
  Him alone He blesses with them, whom He likes. 
           Some rare one, if he becomes resigned to Guru’s will, 

reflects over the Guru’s word.105 
 

  Guru Ramdas compares the meaning of Gurbani with an 

unbounded ocean of jewels. Those individuals who dive in the deep into 

that ocean through meditation, find within themselves a treasure of 

jewels, and realize their true spiritual status. Others who remain on the 

surface level of that ocean may be dealing only with the literal sense of 

Gurbani, without having any deeper understanding of its meaning. In the 

                                                           
105  ibrlo igAwnI bUJxau siqguru swic imlyie] 
  Twkur hwiQ vfweIAw jY BwvY qY dyie] 
   bwxI ibrlau bIcwrsI jy ko gurmuiK hoie] Guru Granth Sahib, p. 935.  
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same context, Bhai Gurdas echoes a similar understanding of the depth 

of richness of the meaning of Gurbani: 

Just as treasures of pearls and diamonds are found 
in the sea, but only a seasoned evaluator of these 
precious stones who can dive deep into the bottom 
of sea can surely enjoy the pleasure of picking them 
up from there. 
Just as mountains have diamonds, rubies and 
philosopherstones-those can purify metals into gold, 
but only an adopt excavator can bring them out 
before the world. 
Just as a jungle has many aromatic trees like 
sandalwood,    
camphor etc., but only a perfumery expert can bring 
their fragrance out.106 
  

  Similarly Gurbani has all the precious items but whosoever 

would search and research them, he would be rewarded with those items 

that he so fondly desires. The Sikh Gurus have continuously emphasized 

that the potentiality of the meaning contained in Gurbani is 

inexhaustible. No matter how much one studies and interprets it, infinity 

of meaning remains yet to be fathomed. In this context Guru Ramdas 

says: 

  
 The great ocean is full of the wealth of jewels, upon jewels. 

They who are attached with Divine word, the Gurbani, obtain 
it.107 

 

                                                           
106  jYsy qau skl iniD pUrn smuMdR ibKY, hMs mrjIvw inhcY pRswdu pwveI] 
   jYsy prbiq hIrw mwnk pwrs isD, Knvwrw Kin jg ivKy pRgtwveI] 
   jYsy bn ibKY milAwgr sODw kpUr, soD kY subwsI subws ibhswveI] 
   qYsy gurbwnI ibKY skl pdwrQ hY, joeI KojY soeI soeI inpjwveI] Shamsher Singh Puri (Tr.), Kabitt 

Swayye Bhai Gurdas, Singh Brothers, Amritsar, 2007, pp. 546-574. 
107  rqnw rqn pdwrQ bhu swgru BirAw rwm] 
   bwxI gurbwxI lwgy iqn@ hiQ ciVAw rwm] Guru Granth Sahib, p. 442. 
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Major Schools of Interpretation 

  The different approaches are adopted by various schools of 

interpretation, especially in the context of Guru Granth Sahib. These 

major schools of interpretation in the context of Guru Granth Sahib 

include Sahaj Parnali (School), Bhai Parnali (School), Udasi Parnali 

(School), Nirmala Parnali (School), Giani Parnali (School), and Singh 

Sabha Parnali (School) and Academic School. 

Sahaj Parnali (School)  

       The infallible rule of interpretation of a Scripture is the 

Scripture itself. The history of the Sikh exegetical literature also starts 

from the time of Gurus themselves and it has been continuous in one 

form or the other till today. We find different theological dimensions of 

various concepts explained in Guru Granth Sahib. The compositions of 

Guru Nanak offer the basic theological orientation of the Guru Granth 

Sahib. These basic ideas have been enlarged and reaffirmed by the next 

succeeding Gurus. Thus, the first and the most reliable tradition of 

Gurbani interpretation is found in the Guru Granth Sahib itself. This 

special mode of spontaneous interpretation is attributed to the Gurus 

themselves and known as the Sahaj Parnali. Here, the traditional Sikh 

school of interpretation is referred to as Parnali or technique of learning. 

   The Sahaj Parnali is that school of interpretation, which 

sought to clarify and expound the meaning of certain words, concepts 
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and themes contained in the Bani of their predecessors. As already 

mentioned above that the Bani of Guru Nanak was the main inspiration 

behind the Bani of the later Gurus who were also responding to the 

needs of the growing Sikh community. In this context, Taran Singh, who 

made first attempt in this field, in his work titled ‘Gurbani Diyan 

Viakhiya Parnalyian’, cites certain passages from the compositions of 

Guru Nanak that were interpreted by Guru Angad, Guru Amar Das, 

Guru Ramdas and Guru Arjan Dev respectively in their own works. For 

instance, the exposition of Guru Nanak Bani can be seen in the 

compositions of Guru Angad Dev, Guru Amar Das, Guru Ramdas and 

Guru Arjan Dev respectively.108 

Ist Guru 
The Vedas proclaim that virtue and vice are the seed of 
heaven and hell. 
Whatever man sows that alone grows. The soul realizes it, 
when it eats the fruit of his deeds. 
Deeming Divine knowledge great, whosoever praises it he 
becomes truthful, uttering the True Name. 
Sowing truthfulness, truthfulness wells up in man and he 
finds a seat in the Lord’s Court. 
The Veda is but a trader. 

The soul’s capital-stock is only the Lord’s comprehension, 
which is obtained through the Lord’s grace. 
Nanak, without this capital-stock none has ever departed 
laden with the profit of the Lord’s Name.109 
 

                                                           
108  Taran Singh, Gurbani Diyan Viakhiya Parnalian, Punjabi University, Patiala, 1980,  

pp. 26-34. 
109  bydu pukwry puMnu pwpu surg nrk kw bIau] 
   jo bIjY so augvY KWdw jwxY jIau] 
   igAwnu slwhy vfw kir sco scw nwau] 
   scu bIjY scu augvY drgh pweIAY Qwau] 
   bydu vpwrI igAwnu rwis krmI plY hoie] 
   nwnk rwsI bwhrw lid n cilAw koie] Guru Granth Sahib, p. 1243.  
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Slok 2nd Guru 
The Vedas have brought legends and tales and they 
expound vice and virtue. 
What man give gratis they receive and what receive gratis 
they give.  
According to their deeds, they are born in hell or heaven. 
Reading them the world wanders in the doubt of high and 
low castes and classes. 
The embrosial Gurbani speaks of the Real Thing and has 
been revealed unto the Guru in the state of Divine 
Knowledge and meditation. 
The Guru-wards utter it, the Guru-wards realize it and by 
God’s grace, the divines ponder over it. 
Creating the world in this will, the Lord keeps it in His will 
and in His will He beholds it. 
If before he dies, man’s ego is stilled, O Nanak, then 
becomes he acceptable in God’s court.110 
 
Slok 1st Guru 
Nanak, if it rains in the month of Sawan, the four things 
feel great joy. 
The serpent, the deer, the fish and the revellers, who have 
wealth in their home.111 
 
2nd Guru  
The month of Sawan has come, O my friend.  
The clouds have burst forth. 
Nanak, the loved brides, who love their groom, sleep in 
peace.112 
 
3rd Guru 
Descending low, very low, the cloud has come and the pure 

water falls. 
 

                                                           
110  kQw khwxI bydNI AwxI pwpu puMnu bIcwru] 
   dy dy lYxw lY lY dyxw nrik surig Avqwr] 
   auqm miDm jwqIN ijnsI Brim BvY sMswru] 
   AMimRq bwxI qqu vKwxI igAwn iDAwn ivic AweI] 
   gurmuiK AwKI gurmuiK jwqI surqNI krim iDAweI] 
   hukmu swij hukmY ivic rKY hukmY AMdir vyKY] 
   nwnk Aghu haumY qutY qW ko ilKIAY lyKY] Ibid., p. 1243. 
111  slok m:1]nwnk swvix jy vsY chu Emwhw hoie] 
   nwgW imrgW mCIAW rsIAW Gir Dnu hoie] Ibid., p. 1279. 
112  m:2]swvxu AwieAw hy sKI jlhru brsnhwru] 
   nwnk suiK svnu sohwgxI ijn@ sh nwil ipAwru] Ibid., p. 1280. 
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Nanak, the bride whose mind is torn from her groom 
suffers pain.113 
 
There is but one God. By the true Guru’s grace He is 
obtained. 
Sri Rag, First Guru. 
In the first watch of night O’ my merchant friend! By Lord’s 
order, Thou were cast into the womb. 
With body reversed Thou performed penance within and 
prayed to thy Master, O’ my merchant friend! 
Upside down Thou said prayers unto the Lord with fixed 
attention and affection. 
Thou came against manner (naked) in the darkage (world) 
and again shall depart naked. 
Such cargo shall be with the mortal, as God’s pen has 
recorded on his brow. 
Says Nanak, in the first watch, Soul descends into the 
womb by Lord’s will.114 
 

Sri Rag, Fourth Guru. 
In the first watch of the night, O’ my merchant friend! God 
put the mortal into the womb. 
He mediates on God, utters His Name, and on the Name of 
Lord God he reflects upon, O’ merchant friend! 
Lord God’s Name he repeats and ponders on and in 
womb’s fire he sustains life by thinking of God. He 
emerges out and is born. The father and mother become 
delighted to see his face. 
Remember Him, O’ mortal! To whom the thing (child) 
belongs. By Guru’s grace embrace God’s meditation in thy 
heart. 
Says Nanak, in the first watch (of night) meditate on God 
and He will take pity on thee, O’ Man!115 

                                                           
113  m:3]aUNniv aUNniv AwieAw vrsY nIru inpMgu] 
   nwnk duKu lwgw iqn@ kwmxI ijn@ kMqY isau min BMgu] Ibid., p. 1280. 
114  <> siqgur pRswid]isrIrwgu mhlw 1 phry Gru 1] 
    pihlY phrY rYix kY vxjwirAw imqRw hukim pieAw grBwis] 

aurD qpu AMqir kry vxjwirAw imqRw Ksm syqI Ardwis] 
Ksm syqI Ardwis vKwxY aurD iDAwin ilv lwgw] 
nw mrjwdu AwieAw kil BIqir bwhuiV jwsI nwgw] 
jYsI klm vuVI hY msqik qYsI jIAVy pwis] 
khu nwnk pRwxI pihlY phrY hukim pieAw grBwis] Ibid., pp. 74-75. 

115  isrIrwgu mhlw 4]pihlY phrY rYix kY vxjwirAw imqRw hir pwieAw audr mMJwir] 
 hir iDAwvY hir aucrY vxjwirAw imqRw hir hir nwmu smwir] 
 hir hir nwmu jpy AwrwDy ivic AgnI hir jip jIivAw] 

bwhir jnmu BieAw muiK lwgw srsy ipqw mwq QIivAw] 
ijs kI vsqu iqsu cyqhu pRwxI kir ihrdY gurmuiK bIcwir] 
khu nwnk pRwxI pihlY phrY hir jpIAY ikrpw Dwir] Ibid., p. 76. 
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Sri Rag, Fifth Guru. 
In the first watch of the night, O, my merchant friend! God 
placed the soul in the belly. 
In ten months it was made a human being and was given 
appointed time to practice virtuous deeds. 
He was allowed respite to do meritorious deeds, as was 
the primal writ for him. 
The mother, father, brother, son and wife, amongst them 
the Lord united him. 
God Himself causes mortal to do evil deeds and good ones.  
In the power of this being lies nothing. 
Says Nanak, in the first watch, O’ mortal! God cast him in 
the belly.116 
 
Countless are Thine meditations and countless (those who 
meditate on Thee with) love.   
Countless are (Thine) worships and countless they who 
practice penance.                                                                          
Countless are the scriptures and extempore recites of 
Vedas. Countless are the yogis, in mind, who remain 
detatched (from the world).                                                                         
Countless are the votaries who reflect over (the Lord’s) 
excellences and theology.                                           
Countless are the men of piety and countless the men of 
bounty.  
Countless are the warriors who eat with their mouth steel 
(bear on their face the brunt).  
Countless are the silent sages who centre their love and 
attention on the Lord.117 
Many millions are His worshippers.       
Many millions are the performers of religious and worldly 
deeds.  

                                                           
116  isrIrwgu mhlw 5]pihlY phrY rYix kY vxjwirAw imqRw Dir pwieqw audrY mwih] 

dsI mwsI mwnsu kIAw vxjwirAw imqRw kir muhliq krm kmwih] 
muhliq kir dInI krm kmwxy jYsw ilKqu Duir pwieAw] 
mwq ipqw BweI suq binqw iqn BIqir pRBU sMjoieAw] 
krm sukrm krwey Awpy iesu jMqY vis ikCu nwih] 
khu nwnk pRwxI pihlY phrY Dir pwieqw audrY mwih] Ibid., p. 77. 

117  AsMK jp AsMK Bwau] 
AsMK pUjw AsMK qp qwau] 
AsMK grMQ muiK vyd pwT] 
AsMK jog min rhih audws] 
AsMK Bgq gux igAwn vIcwr] 
AsMK sqI AsMK dwqwr] 
AsMK sUr muh BK swr] 
AsMK moin ilv lwie qwr] Ibid., pp. 3-4. 
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Many millions have become dwellers at places of 
pilgrimage.   
Many millions wander as anchorets in the forest.    
Many millions are the listeners of Vedas.    
Many millions become penitents.      
Many millions enshrine Lord’s meditation in their heart.     
Many million poets deliberate over the Lord through poetry.  
Many millions meditate on His ever new names.     
Even then, O Nanak, they find not the Creator’s limit.118 

Sahaj Parnali is based upon the well-known principle of 

interpretation of Scripture by means of Scripture itself. As per the 

principles mentioned above, the Scripture is regarded as a self-

interpreting text, which is based on the ordinary philological principle it 

includes that what is explained in one place can be used to clarify what 

is obscure in another. It would mean to apply to the text the words of the 

text itself, means using one verse as commentary upon another. 

Similarly, Luther’s formulation of the great reform principle of Sola 

Scriptura was based on the following assertion: ‘Scripture is in itself the 

most certain, most easily understood and most explained, as its own 

interpreter.’119 In the same vein, one can cite the Quranic principle of 

interpretation that ‘the meaning of the Quran is understood through the 

                                                           
118  keI koit hoey pUjwrI] 
    keI koit Awcwr ibauhwrI] 
    keI koit Bey qIrQ vwsI] 
    keI koit bn BRmih audwsI] 

keI koit byd ky soRqy] 
 keI koit qpIsur hoqy] 
    keI koit Awqm iDAwnu Dwrih] 
 keI koit kib kwib bIcwrih] 
   keI koit nvqn nwm iDAwvih] 
   nwnk krqy kw AMqu n pwvih] Ibid., p. 275. 
119  Gerald L. Burns, Hermeneutics of Ancient and Modern, Yale University Press, New Haven, 

1992, p.  146. 
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Quran itself.’120 There, are thus, striking parallels between the Western 

and the Indian discussions about the interpretation of a Scripture by 

means of Scripture. 

There is a great tradition of interpretation, which is 

continuously going on within Guru Granth Sahib. Guru Granth Sahib is 

like a unit, whose every word lends strength to the next single word. The 

process of illuminating shows the Divine enlightenment in the Guru 

Granth Sahib. Taran Singh says that the Sahaj Parnali is the highest 

mode of interpretation. The explanation of the Sahaj Parnali includes 

irrefutable feature in its possession. Mostly, the medium of this mode of 

interpretation is in poetic form. Although, the poetic form of a Scripture 

is unique in its nature but sometimes it creates major problems in its 

understanding as well as in explanation. In the end, he declares that 

except Sahaj Parnali, there is none other authentic interpretation in this 

context.121 

Bhai Parnali (School)   

                The initiator of the second important tradition of interpretation 

of Gurbani is Bhai Gurdas, a nephew of third Guru, Amar Das. The 

authenticity of the work of Bhai Gurdas is even accepted by the fifth 

Guru, Arjan Dev by honouring it as the ‘key to Guru Granth Sahib’. And 

                                                           
120  Taran Singh, op. cit., p. 24. 
121  Ibid, pp. 23-26. 
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for this reason his typical approach of interpretation is known as Bhai 

Parnali. The compositions of Bhai Gurdas can be classified as under: 

Sanskrit Slokas: As per Bhai Santokh Singh’s Gur Partap Suraj Granth, 

these are six in numbers. The word Vaheguru as the name of Akal 

Purakh finds symbolic references from Puranic texts; like V for Vishnu, H 

for Hari, G for Govind and R for Ram. This denotes to the all 

pervasiveness for the Divine Reality through the ages and names used for 

God.  

In Satyug Visnu in the form of Vasudev is said to 
have incarnated and (V) of Vahiguru reminds of 
Visnu. The true Guru of dvapar is said to be 
Harikrsna and (h) of Vahiguru reminds of Hari. In 
the treat was Ram and (r) of Vahiguru tells that 
remembering Ram will produce joy and happiness. 
In kaliyug, Gobind is in the form of Nanak and (g) of 
Vahiguru gets Gobind recited. The recitation of all 
the four ages subsume in Panchayan i.e. in the soul 
of the common man. When joining four letters 
Vahiguru is remembered, the jiv merges again in its 
origin.122 

Kabitt-Swayye: Kabitt-Swayye is another type of composition, which was 

written in Braj language.123    

                                                           
122   siqjuig siqgur vwsdyv vvw ivsnw nwmu jpwvY[ 
 duAwpuir siqgur hrI ikRSn hwhw hirhirnwmu jpwvY[ 
 qyqy siqgur rwm jI rwrw rwm jpy suKu pwvY[ 
 kiljuig nwnk gur goibMd ggw goibMd nwmu AlwvY[ 
 cwry jwgy chu jugI pMcwiex ivic jwie smwvY[ 
 cwro ACr ieku kir vwihgurU jpu mMqR jpwvY[ 
 jhw qy aupijAw iPir qhw smwvY]49]1] Varan Bhai Gurdas Ji, Vaar 1, Pauri 49, Shiromani 

Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee, Amritsar, 1964, p. 25; Jodh Singh, Varan Bhai 
Gurdas: Text Transliteration and Translation, Vol. I, Vision and Venture, New Delhi, 1998, 
p. 79.                          

123   Sbd suriq Awpw Koie gurdws hoie, bwl buiD suiD n kr`q moh dRoh kI[sRvnosqiq inMdw sm qul sRiq ilv, locn 
iDAwn ilv kMcn AO loh kI[ nwskw sugMiD ibrgMD smsir qwkYm ijhbw smwn ibK AMimRq n boh kI[ kr cr 
krm Akrm Ap`Q pQ, ikriq ibriq sm aukiq n dRoh kI]73]123]Bishan Singh Giani, Kabitt 

Swayye Steek Bhai Gurdas Ji,  Wazir Hind Press, Amritsar, 1946, p. 74. 
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Vars: The Vars are the most favourable compositions of Bhai Gurdas. 

The Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee, Amritsar published 

these Vars which are 40 in numbers and for the 41st Var, an extra 

footnote is given.124  

Significant Features of Exegetical Works of Bhai Gurdas 

Interpretation in Poetic Form: There is no doubt that the 

interpretation in poetic form is not a suitable method for the explanation 

but Bhai Gurdas made his exegetical work smoother and easiest in its 

form by using the different modes of poetry like descriptive analysis, 

phrases, verses, symbolic languages, comparative approaches, etc. In 

fact, the usage of these modes of interpretation proves his immense 

knowledge in interpretation. It is pertinent to note that the compositions 

made by Bhai Gurdas were not in musical measures (Ragas). The whole 

compositions are in accordance with the prosodic form of the folk poetry.  

The compositions of Guru Granth Sahib are mystic in its 

nature; Bhai Gurdas used descriptive, analytical as well as comparative 

methods for interpreting the Gurbani. He emphasized his exegetical work 

is more practical and clear with the use of symbols. Rather than the 

                                                           
124  ‘rwmklI vwr pwqSwhIdsvyN kI 10[ bolxw gurdws Bly kw’[ iek purwxI hQ ilKq poQI ivc 40 vwrW dy AwrMB 

ivc ‘BweI gurdws Bly kw bolxw’ Aqy 41vIN vwr dy AwrMB ivc ‘bolxw BweI gurdws jI dw’ iliKAw imldw hY[ 
pr auhnW ilKqW dy AMq dy ies doohry qoN hI pRgp ho jWdw hY ik ieh rcnw pRQm BweI gurdws jI dI nhIN, sgoN 
kvI BweI gurdws isMG jI dI hY[ XQw— gurdws isMG pUrn kIE sRI muK gRMQ pRmwx[ so pwTkW dI syvw ivKy 
bynqI hY ik auh pwT krdy hoey ies Byd nUM zrUr swhmxy r`Kx ik 41vIN vwr pRQm BweI gurdws jI dI nhIN, ijnHW 
dI rcnw nMU pMcm pwiqSwh sRI gurU Arjn dyv jI ny gurU gRMQ swihb jI dI kUMjI hox dw vr id`qw hY[Varan 

Bhai Gurdas Ji, p.iii. 
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excessive description of concepts, he used examples in the context of 

Sikh tradition for the explanation of particular concepts. And by 

exemplifying the concepts, he made not only his approach more practical 

but near to the academic.125 For example his description of word 

Waheguru is a marvellous model of his exegetical talent. 

The formless Lord has been beholden in the form of the 
light (in Guru Nanak and other Gurus). The Gurus recited 
Word-Guru as Vahiguru who is beyond the Vedas and the 
Katebas (the semitic scriptures). Therefore all the four 
varnas and all four semitic religions have sought the 
shelter of the lotus feet of the Guru. When the Gurus in the 
form of philosophier’s stone touched them, that alloy of 
eight metal changed into one metal (gold in the form of 
Sikhism). The Gurus giving them place at their feet 
removed their incurable malady of ego. For gurmukhs they 
cleared the highway of Gos’s will. The perfect (Guru) made 
the perfect arrangements.126 

  

Unity in Interpretation and Formulation: This is another significant 

feature of Bhai Gurdas’s compositions. Bhai Gurdas not only interpreted 

Gurbani but also made an influential interpretation of Gurmat ideology. 

The conjugation is another feature of his mode of interpretation and this 

feature made his compositions effectual in itself. Perhaps, this was the 

primary reason in those times that Bhai Mani Singh had to interpret the 

                                                           
125   Darshan Singh, Bhai Gurdas: Sikhi De Pahle Viakhyiakar, Punjabi  University, Patiala, 

1986, p. 122. 
126   inrMkwr Awkwru kir joiq srUp AnUp idKwieAw[ 
     byd kqyb Agocrw vwihgurU gur sbdu suxwieAw[ 
     cwir vrn cwr mjhbw crx kvlsrxwgiq AwieAw[ 
     pwrs pris Aprs jig AstDwqu iekDwqu krwieAw[ 
     pYrI pwie invwiekY haumY rogu AswDu imtwieAw[ 

hukim rjweI clxw gurmuiK gwfI rwhu clwieAw[ 
     purY pUrw Qwtu bxwieAw ]17] Varan Bhai Gurdas Ji, Var 12, Pauri 17, p. 137; Jodh Singh, op. 

cit., p. 318. 
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compositions of Bhai Gurdas. He exemplified the ideology of Sikh Gurus 

with number of illustrations. The use of Pauri or Kabitt makes his 

compositions more beautiful. The summary of the whole composition can 

be seen in the last lines of Pauris or Kabitts.127 The following example 

presents a specimen of his illustrative sense: 

The Lord resembles to an instrumentalist who 
holding the instrument in his hand plays all the 
different measures on it. Listening to the tunes 
played he remains immersed in them and eulogises 
the Supreme. Merging his consciousness in the 
Word he becomes elated and  makes others also 
delighted. Lord is the speaker as well as the listener 
immersed in super consciousness. Himself all bliss 
He permeated one and all. This mystery that the 
Lord is omnipresent, is only understood by a 
gurmukh, the Guru-oriented one.128 

Creative Interpretation: It can be realised from the above discussion 

that the exegetical work made by Bhai Gurdas has a creative power. He 

has the same ideology behind his compositions as followed by the Sikh 

Gurus but he tried to sprout a new soul in his compositions. This unique 

feature of his exegetical work speaks about his creative power of 

interpretation and deep conviction of his faith. 

The formless Lord assuming the form of ekankar 
created myriad names and forms out of Oankar. In 
His each trichome He has kept the expanse of crores 

                                                           
127  Darshan Singh, op. cit., p. 123. 
128  ijau jMqRI hiQ jMqR lY siB rwg vjwey[ 
    Awpy suix suix mgnu hoie Awpy gux gwey[ 
    sbid suriq ilv lIxu hoie Awip rIiJ rIJwey[ 
    kQqw bkqw Awip hY surqw ilv lwey[ 
    Awpy Awip ivsmwdu hoie srbMig smwey [  
    Awpy Awip vrqdw gurmuiK pqIAweyÒ Varan Bhai Gurdas Ji, Var 2, Pauri 2, P. 26; Jodh Singh, op. 

cit., p. 81. 
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of universes. None knows far how many yugs, ages, 
there was imperceptible and impenetrable mist. For 
many ages continued the activities of many an 
incarnation (of God). The same God, for the sake of 
his love for the devotees, has appeared in Kalijug (in 
the form of Guru). Being like warp and weft and the 
lover and the beloved one He, controlled by the holy 
congregation, resides there in. Only gurmukh 
possesses the knowledge of that creator Lord.129 

Systematic Interpretation: The exegetical work of Bhai Gurdas cannot 

be called a systematic theology but it can be said a systematic 

interpretation in itself. The first Var of Bhai Gurdas carries a number of 

examples proving his interpretation to be systematic. In it, he made an 

exact interpretation from the times of Guru Nanak to sixth Guru 

Hargobind. 

Comparative Interpretation: In his exegetical works, Bhai Gurdas has a 

detailed discussion on various concepts of Guru Granth Sahib.  He 

suggests the guidelines for a Gurmukh that how he should spend his 

livelihood. He also makes the reference of other religions in this regard. 

This significant feature of his compositions is unique in itself and 

distinguishes him from all other contemporaries of his time. 

Description of Sikh History: Bhai Gurdas, in his compositions, quite 

frequently describes the Sikh history. He also gives examples from the 
                                                           
129  inrMkwru eykMkwru hoie EAMkwir Akwru Apwrw[ 
    rom rom ivic riKEnu kir bRhmMf kroiV pswrw[ 
    kyqiVAw jug vriqAw Agm  Agocru DuMDUkwrw[  
    kyqiVAw jug vriqAw kir kir kyqiVAw Avqwrw[  
    Bgiq vClu hoie AwieAw klI kwl prgt pwhrw[  
    swD sMgiq vsgiq hoAw Eiq poiq kir iprm ipAwrw[  
    gurmuiK suJY isrjxhwrw Ò Ibid., Var 29, Pauri 19, p. 324-25; Jodh Singh, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 

206. 
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life of Sikh Gurus, wherever necessary. This description shows his deep 

attachment and respect towards the Sikh Gurus. 

The first five Gurus held the hands of the people 
and the sixth Guru Hargobind is incomparable God-
Guru. He is the king of spirituality as well as 
temporality and is in fact irremovable emperor of all 
the kings. Assimilating the unbearable knowledge 
of the earlier five cups (Gurus) in the inner core of 

his mind he remains merry and wise mediator for 
humanity.  In spite of the six philosophies spread 
around, he reaching the turiya (highest stage of 
meditation) has attained the supreme reality.  He 
has strung all the six philosophies and their sects in 
the strung of one philosophy. He has churned the 
essence of the lives of celebate ascetics, the 
followers of truth, contended people, the siddhs and 
naths (yogis) and the (so called) incarnations of 
God. All the eleven Rudrs remain in the ocean but 
those (divers) who seek life in death get the 
invaluable jewels. All the twelve zodiac signs of 
sun, sixteen phases of moon and numerous 
constellations have provided a beautiful swing for 
him. This Guru is omniscient yet he possesses a 
childlike innocence.130  

 

Udasi Parnali (School)  

         The Udasi, an ascetical sect of the Sikhs was founded by 

Baba Sri Chand, the elder son of Guru Nanak. The word ‘Udasi’ has its 

origin in the Sanskrit word ‘Udasin’, which means one who is indifferent 

                                                           
130  dsqgIr huie pMj pIr hir guru hir goibMd Aqolw[ 
 dIn dunI dw pwqswh pwqswhW pwiqswh Afolw[  
 pMj ipAwly Ajur jir huie msqwn sujwx ivcolw[ 
 qurIAw ciVH ijix prmqqu iCA vrqwry kolo kolw[  
 iCA drsn iCA pIVHIAW ieksu drsnu AMdir golw[  
 jqI sqI sMqoKIAw isD nwQ Avqwr ivrolw[  
 igAwrh rudR smuMdR ivic mir jIvy iqsu rqn Amolw[  
 bwrh solw myl kir vIh iekIh cVHwau ihMfolw[  
 AMqrjwmI bwlw Bolw]3] Ibid., Var 39, Pauri 3, p. 414; Jodh Singh, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 409. 
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to or disregardful of worldly attachments or a mendicant. In the Sikh 

tradition, the term ‘Udasi’ has also been used for each of the four 

preaching tours of Guru Nanak. So, in this sense, the term means a 

prolonged absence from home. The Mantra, the sacred composition, 

attributed to the Udasi saint, Balu Hasna, records that Baba Sri Chand 

received enlightenment from his father, Guru Nanak and after the 

passing away of him, Baba Sri Chand latter started his own sect named 

Udasi sect. 

Baba Sri Chand was a devoted Sikh as a saintly person. His 

object in establishing the order of the Udasi was to propagate the mission 

of his father, Guru Nanak. There was never a conflict between Baba Sri 

Chand and the successors of Guru Nanak. They rather lived amicably. 

These Udasi Sadhus set up new hearths, i.e., Dhuan each at his seat 

and thus came into existence the four Dhuans or hearths, which later on 

became the active centres of Udasi preaching. It is pertinent to note that 

each hearth came to be known after the name of its principal preacher. 

The Udasi hearths popularized the teachings of Guru Nanak not only in 

Punjab but also all over the country. 

Compositions of Baba Sri Chand: Baba Sri Chand preached Gurbani 

throughout his life and worked for the spread of Sikhism but his 

preachings remained oral and we do not find any written record of his 

Gurbani interpretations. However, some of his writings which were 

written in praise of Guru Nanak are extant even today. These are as 

follows:  
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Arta: During the tours of Guru Nanak once Baba Sri Chand saw him on 

meditation. With respect, love and devotion he composed the hymn 

called Arta, in praise of his father Guru Nanak.131 

Guru Nanak Sahansarnama: It is said that a lengthy collection of Slokas 

composed by Baba Sri Chand. It includes the writings of one hundred 

and twenty-five Slokas. The Guru Nanak Sahansarnama is a well-known 

composition of Baba Sri Chand written in the praise of Guru Nanak. It is 

noteworthy that Baba Sri Chand used one thousand adjectives in his 

composition.132 He gave a copy of Gur Gayatri Mantra and Guru Nanak 

Sahansarnama to Mehar Chand, Guru Nanak’s grandson towards the 

end of his life and asked him to recite the Pothi daily and paid due 

respect to Guru Nanak.133 

Gur Gayatri Mantra: This is another composition composed by Baba Sri 

Chand in Sahaskriti language. In this Mantra, the names and adjectives 

of God written by Guru Nanak in the Mul Mantra have been saluted 

again and again.134 

Compositions of Anandghan: Anandghan was an Udasi Sadhu known 

for his commentaries. He wrote on some of the Sikh scriptural texts. Not 

much biographical detail is available about him, but references in his 

                                                           
131   Ishar Singh Nara, Itihas Baba Sri Chand Ate Udasin Sampardai, Delhi Gate Bazar, Delhi, 

1959, pp. 120-122.  
132   Ibid., pp. 441-451. 
133   Ibid., p. 436. 
134  Ibid., pp. 437-39. 
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own works indicate that he was a disciple of Baba Ram Dayal, an Udasi 

ascetic. Also that he was born in the family of Guru Nanak, tenth 

descent from him. Since his first commentary on the Japuji, was 

completed in 1852 Bk/AD 1795, it may be presumed that he was born 

around the middle of the eighteenth century. He spent the early years of 

his life at Dera Baba Nanak, where he was believed to be born. From 

there he went to Kanshi or Kashi, Varanasi where he studied Sanskrit 

and discussed Scriptures with the scholars of that time. In fact, these 

discussions inspired him to write exegesis of Gurbani.135 He had written 

the exegesis of six compositions of Gurbani, i.e. Japuji, Aarti, Onkar, Asa 

ki Var, Siddha Gosti, and Anand.136 According to Max Arthur Macauliffe, 

Anandghan had also written the life of Guru Nanak and it contains an 

apotheosis of Baba Sri Chand and states that he was an incarnation of 

God, and the only true successor of Guru Nanak.137 

There is a controversy about the dates in which Anandghan 

wrote the different exegeses. Rattan Singh Jaggi taking clue from the 

                                                           
135  Taran Singh, op. cit., p. 93; Harbans Singh (Editor-in-Chief), The Encyclopaedia of 

Sikhism, Punjabi University, Patiala, 1997, pp.119-120. 
136  ‘Of his works, a manuscript containing commentaries on Japuji, Aarti, Siddha Gosti and 

Anand is preserved in the Punjab State Archives, Patiala, under no. M/691. The 
manuscript is divided into two parts—the first comprising 228 folios contains 
commentaries on Japu and Aarti and the second comprising 112 folios contains 
commentaries on Siddha Gosti and Anand. Another manuscript copy of these four Tikas 
is also available in the Languages Department Punjab, Patiala. These four commentaries 

were, according to internal evidence, written at Kashi between 1795 A.D. and 1802 A.D. 
Anandghan’s Tika or commentary on Asa ki Var, references to which occur in his 
commentaries on Siddha Gosti (1857 Bk/AD 1800) and Anand (1859 Bk/AD 1802), was 
held at the Dr. Balbir Singh Sahitiya Kendra at Dehradun, and has recently been 
published (1990) by Punjabi University, Patiala. The only known manuscript copy of his 
sixth commentary Onkar was available at the Sikh Reference Library, Amritsar, until the 
collection perished in the army attack on Golden Temple premises in 1984.’ Ibid., p. 120. 

137   M. A. Macauliffe, The Sikh Religion, Vol. I, S. Chand & Company Ltd., New Delhi, 1985, p. 
ixxx. 
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couplets written towards the end of each exegesis by Anandghan himself 

has given the dates, which are as follows: 

Name of Composition   Year 

Japuji    Samvat 1852/ 1795 A.D. 

Aarti     Samvat 1853/ 1796 A.D. 

Onkar    Samvat 1854/ 1797 A.D. 

Asa ki Var    Samvat 1854-1856/1797-1800 A.D. 

Siddha Gosti   Samvat 1857/ 1800 A.D. 

Anand    Samvat 1859/ 1802 A.D.138 

  According to Taran Singh, the date of completing the 

exegetical work by Anandghan is as 1825 A.D.139 Govindnath Rajguru 

writes in his work that Anandghan finished the writing of exegetical 

literature in 1750 A.D. He provides the details as follows: 

 Aarti     Samvat 1853 

 Japuji    Samvat 1854 

 Anand    Samvat 1857 

 Siddha Gosti   Samvat 1859 

  Thus, he has given two dates of Anandghan’s completing his 

work of exegesis which is 1750 A.D. and 1802 A.D.140 Anandghan was a 

great scholar of Advaita Vedanta and well versed in Puranic literature. He 

made exegesis of Gurbani under the influence of Advaita philosophy. He 

frequently used the texts of Agamas and the Tantras to support his 

                                                           
138  Rattan Singh Jaggi (ed.), Gurbani Tike: Anandghan, Bhasha Vibhag Panjab, Patiala, 1970, 

pp. 10-11. 
139  Taran Singh, op. cit., p. 93. 
140  Govindnath Rajguru, Gurmukhi Lipi Mein Hindi Gaddaya, Rajkamal Prakashan, Delhi, 

1969, p. 141. 
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viewpoint. Rattan Singh Jaggi gives a list of forty-five Scriptures for 

which Anandghan gave references in the course of exegetising for 

Gurbani compositions.141 Mostly, he used the examples from the Hindu 

Scriptures like Puranas, Upanishads, Gita, etc. In his ideology, he 

stressed upon the point that the Gurbani and the Vedas are not different 

from each other, they are ideologically similar. He used Sadh-Bhasha 

and mostly adopted oral style of exegesis in which dialogue, question-

raising forms, etc., was used to make clear the meanings of difficult 

words. He gave a new idea that Japuji concludes at the twenty-fifth 

stanza and the remaining portion is its summary.142 

Basic Principles of Anandghan’s Ideology 

Nature of God: God is above the three Gunas, i.e., Sattava, Rajas and 

Tamas. He has no form, shape and colour. God is truth and His Divine 

Name is also truth. Anandghan says that all the other worldly names are 

false but the only Name of Divine Lord is true. The recitation of any of 

His Names and His various incarnations are helpful in the attainment of 

emancipation.143 

                                                           
141  “AwnMdGn dy tIikAW qoN aunHW dy ivAwpk AiDAYn dw pqw Av`S cl jWdw hY[ auh AdYÍq isDWqW dy gMBIr 

ivdvwn sn[ pOrwixk swihq dI bVI gihrweI qk auh auqry hn[ AwgmW Aqy qMqRW qoN aunHW ny puStI leI Anyk 
pRkwr dy pRmwx pRsquq kIqy hn[ aunHW ny Awpxy ienHW cwr tIikAW ivc G`to-G`t 45 purwqn gRMQW dy hvwly id`qy 
hn, ienHW dy nW ies pRkwr hn- bRhm purwx, Bwgvq purwx, BivK purwx, nwrd purwx, sUrj purwx…Awid”[ 
Rattan Singh Jaggi, op. cit., p. 13. 

142   Taran Singh, op. cit., p. 114. 
143   Rattan Singh Jaggi, op. cit., p. 105. 
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Realization of God: According to Anandghan, there are three ways to 

realize God. The first way is the knowledge about the individual soul that 

internal soul is not different from the sacred soul. The second way is to 

feel God in every part of the world; in other words the omnipotence of 

God. The third and last way is the duty of desire-less actions. Means one 

should do his duty honestly and the rest part depends on God only. It is 

in the hands of God whether He gives the desired result or not.144 

Anandghan says that our materialistic desires and doubts regarding the 

Will of God are the primary hindrances in our way to God realization. He 

further says that after the realization of the Ultimate Reality all 

materialistic desires are destroyed and ultimately the man becomes 

altered with God. 

Jiva and Brahmn: Regarding the relation of Jiva with Brahmn, 

Anandghan had adopted the theory of Advaita Vedanta. He says Brahmn 

is Satt, Chitt, and Anand is Nirguna and Sarguna also. He is one, 

Satnam, Karta-Purakh, Nirbhao, Nirvair, Akal Muratt, Ajuni, Sayi Bhang. 

But on the other hand the reality of Jiva is not true as far as its 

originality is concerned. In this illusion of ignorance, the Guru played an 

important role. In fact, the Guru is the only medium by which one can 

enlighten his path of life.145 

                                                           
144   Ibid., pp. 113-122. 
145   Taran Singh, op. cit., p. 103. 
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Guru and Gurbani:  According to Anandghan Veda is the Eternal Sabad 

and the Gurbani is also Eternal form of Sabad. The Vedas are the true 

utterances of God Himself but Sabad is not our Guru. In fact, at various 

places Anandghan stressed that without the Guru the attempt to 

understand the Sabad is a cardinal sin. This is the main reason that is 

why Anandghan emphasized the need of human Guru.146 

Law of Karma: Anandghan’s law of Karma says that we are rewarded for 

our good deeds and punished for our evil deeds. Our present deeds 

decide our future events, whatever we do is because of our past actions. 

Only our good deeds and desire-less actions can attain us the path of 

salvation.147 

Will of God:  Will of God, Hukam, is identified with the wisdom and 

Word of God. The Will of God is in fact the Divine Law which regulates 

the destiny of the whole creation and the created beings and is also 

responsible for their very existence.148 

To sum up, it can be said that the technique of Anandghan’s 

writing commentary is like a symposium in itself. Wherever an important 

point has to be explained, he follows the question-answer format. He was 

well conversant with the tools of exposition, and writes with conviction. 

The commentary on Japuji made by Anandghan is considered to be his 

                                                           
146   Ibid., p. 105. 
147   Ibid., p. 107. 
148   Ibid., p. 109. 
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masterpiece and a representation work of the Udasi School. His 

exegetical works reveal his vast learning and knowledge and he owns an 

important place in the history of Sikh exegetical literature. 

Nirmala Parnali (School) 

      The word ‘Nirmala’ is derived from the Sanskrit term ‘Nirmal’, 

which means spotless, unsullied, pure, bright, etc.149; and the term 

‘Nirmala’ is the name of a sect of Sikhs, primarily engaged in religious 

study and preaching. The members of the sect called Nirmala Sikhs or 

simply Nirmalas.150 According to Kahan Singh Nabha, ‘Guru Gobind 

Singh, the tenth master, sent five Sikhs named, Ram Singh, Karam 

Singh, Ganda Singh, Vir Singh and Sobha Singh, to Kashi (Varanasi), in 

the dress of a celibacy for the study of Sanskrit. These five are known to 

be Nirmalas in the Sikh history.’151  

Giani Gian Singh discussed in the ‘Nirmal Panth Pradeepka’ 

that the disciples of Guru Nanak who had led the lives of householders, 

following his teachings, were known as Sikhs or Gurmukh; and on the 

other side those who discarded the householder’s life  and remained 

detached from the worldly affairs, were called Nirmalas. Giani Gian Singh 

further says that when the tenth Guru, originated the Khalsa Panth, the 

three groups of people were originated under the influence of 

predominant Gunas, i.e. Rajas, Tamas and Sattava. 

                                                           
149   Kahan Singh Nabha, Gursabadrattnakar Mahan Kosh, Patiala Darbar, Patiala, 1930,  

p. 712. 
150   Harbans Singh, op. cit., p. 236. 
151   Kahan Singh Nabha, op. cit. 
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(a) Those Sikhs in whom Sattava Gunas predominated were called 

Nirmalas; 

(b) Those Sikhs in whom Rajas Gunas predominated were 

householders; and 

(c) Those in whom Tamas Gunas predominated became Nihangs.152 

According to Mahant Ganesha Singh, majority of the 

scholars quote those lines where the term ‘Nirmala’ or ‘Nirmal’ occurs in 

the Guru Granth Sahib as well as in the compositions of Bhai Gurdas, 

Gurbilas Patshahi Chevai, Janam Sakhis, Suraj Parkash, Guru Panth 

Parkash, Sarbhloh Parkash, etc. Some examples of these verses are as 

follows: 

Day and night keep thou me fresh and immaculate and 
allow me not ever to be soiled with sins.153 
 
Tinctural with Lord’s love in the saints guild, O Nanak, he 
becomes pure.154 
 
Stainless are they, who are imbued with God’s Name.  
I am ever a sacrifice unto them.155  

Important Features of Exegetical Works of Nirmalas 

Style of Interpretation in Question-Answer Format: This style of 

interpretation was used by the Udasi sect of the Sikhs. The Nirmalas also 

followed the same style of interpretation. In fact, at the end of their 

interpretation, they themselves raised questions and in order to remove 

                                                           
152   Giani Gian Singh, Nirmal Panth Pradeepika, Sialkot, 1892, pp. 7-10. 
153  Aihinis nvqn inrmlw mYlw kbhMU n hoie] Guru Granth Sahib, p. 790. 
154  swDsMig hoie inrmlw nwnk pRB kY rMig] Ibid., p. 297. 
155  sbid rqy sy inrmly hau sd bilhwrY jwsu] Ibid., p. 27. 
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the doubts they gave answers to those questions. They narrated the 

Sakhis, sacred stories, and relevant passages in the interpretation of 

Gurbani. 

Format of Polysemous Meanings: The usage of polysemous meanings 

in their interpretation is the common format followed by the Nirmalas. 

The Nirmalas preferred to give more than one meaning of the simple 

words as well as for the difficult words. The appliance of the polysemous 

meanings in their format of interpretation is considered to be the sign of 

erudition. The Nirmalas employed Sadh-Bhasha, the language of the 

saints, in their exegetical works. 

Format of Vedantic Interpretation of Gurbani: Like the Udasis, the 

Nirmala scholars were equally inclined towards the Vedantic 

interpretation of Gurbani. They maintained that the Gurbani was 

essentially an expression of the Vedic teachings in the current vernacular 

language. As an example, Vedantic influence can be seen in the 

commentary of Japuji Sahib by Santokh Singh, an eminent scholar of 

Nirmalas. He frequently employed the Puranic myths and examples from 

the Vedas to make a point. The interpretation of Karta Purakh from the 

Mul Mantra can be seen for an example. 

 The scholars like Bhai Santokh Singh, Pandit Tara Singh 

Narotam, Bhai Dal Singh Giani, Giani Gian Singh, Pandit Gulab Singh, 

Sadhu Gurdit Singh, Sant Sampuran Singh and Sant Nirankar Singh, all 
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were interpreting Gurbani from the perspective of Nirmalas in the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth century.156 But in the present study 

considers the exegetical works of only two prominent scholar of Nirmalas, 

viz. Pandit Tara Singh Narotam and Bhai Santokh Singh. 

Salient Features of Pandit Tara Singh Narotam’s Exegetical Works 

 Pandit Tara Singh Narotam, a renowned scholar of the 

Nirmala School, was born in the village of Kalma, near Qadian, in 

Gurdaspur district of Punjab. Sant Gulab Singh initiated him into the 

Nirmala order and taught him the Sikh texts. For further studies, Tara 

Singh first went to Amritsar and then to Kashi (Varanasi). There he 

learned Sanskrit and Vedic literature. He wrote continuously for about 

thirty years from 1861 to 1891 A.D. Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha, lists his 

following writings along with their dates of publications. 

Name of Composition    Year (Bk/AD) 

Mokhpanth da Tika   1922/1865 

Sartaru Kosh    1923/1866 

Gurmat Nirnay Sagar      1934/1877 

Akalmurat Pradarshan   1935/1878 

Guru Vanshtar Darpan   1935/1878 

Tika of Japuji, Rehras, Sohila  

and Sabad Hazare             1936/1880 

Bhagat Bani Tika    1939/1882 

Gur Tirath Sangrhai   1940/1883 

Sri Raga Tika    1942/1885 

Gur Girarath Kosh   1946/1889157 

                                                           
156  Giani Gian Singh, Panth Parkash, Bhasha Vibhag Panjab, Patiala, 1970, pp. 138-88. 
157   Kahan Singh Nabha, op. cit., p. 587. 
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 Rattan Singh Jaggi gives the number of his writings as 

thirteen;158 Mahant Gurdip Singh gives his published works as nineteen, 

besides a few unpublished ones.159 Shamsher Singh Ashok numbers his 

compositions as twenty-one.160 It is also said that he wrote a 

commentary on the entire Guru Granth Sahib which seems to have been 

lost.161 

  The works of Pandit Tara Singh Narotam can be divided into 

four categories—exegetical, lexicographical, theological and doctrinal. In 

his exegetical and doctrinal writings, he conforms to the Nirmala School 

of interpretation, presenting Sikh thought from his Vedantic orientation. 

The exegetical portion of his writings includes the various exegeses like 

Mokhpanth Da Tika, Bhagat Bani Tika and Sri Raga Tika. It is said that 

he was the first scholar of his times, who desired to make a complete 

exegesis of Guru Granth Sahib but it was not gained till now. The 

lexicographical portion includes Gur Girarath Kosh and Surtaru Kosh. 

The theological section includes Guru Vanshtar Darpan and Gur Tirath 

Sangrahi and the last doctrinal section includes Gurmat Nirnay Sagar. 

Unitary Forms of Exegesis: Narotam stresses on the unitary forms of 

exegesis. Its example can be seen in his definition of Tika. Tika means 

                                                           
158   Rattan Singh Jaggi, ‘Pandit Tara Singh Narotam: Jiwan Ate Rachna’, Balbir Singh Viyogi 

(Ed.), Gurmat Nirnay Sagar, Sri Nirmal Panchayati Akhara, Kankhal, 1979, p. 26. 
159   Ibid., p. 22. 
160   Ibid., p. 35. 
161   Harbans Singh, op. cit., p. 315. 
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explanation of the original text in such a way that the whole of text may 

appear as a united whole and its parts are linked with one another.162 He 

further says that a Tika is of two types; Pinjka and Apinjka. 

Modern Intellectual Consciousness: The modern intellectual 

consciousness is explicit in his style of exegesis of Gurbani. In his 

explanations of Japuji Sahib, he explained each and every line of the text 

in relation to the central idea of the composition.163 

Influence of Vedic Philosophy:  The influence of Vedic philosophy can 

be seen commonly in his entire exegetical works. In his Tikas, Narotam 

quotes various examples from the Vedas, the Puranas, the Mahabharata 

and the other Hindu Scriptures to prove his point of view.164 

Dissimilarities with Sikhism:  Pandit Tara Singh Narotam was an 

eminent scholar of the Nirmala School of interpretation but on the other 

hand he gives some non-acceptable ideas, which are contrary to Sikh 

ideology. In Bani Bhagatan Satik, he says that while editing the Guru 

                                                           
162  “bwxI kw sIDw ArQ krnw hI swr hY[jo Sbd kI SkqI sy pRqIq hovy hY[ jo Aor ibRqIXoN sy pRqIq hovy so swr 

nhIN iesI lIey bhuq lok qrjmh vW tIkw vYsI krqy hYN[ ijn myN kyvl mUl ky pwToN ky dUsry nwm hI AwvyN[ mUl 
kw Bwv nw shI hovy[prMqU Xh rIqI BlI nhIN[ kwhy qy jykr sIDw ArQ krnw hI swr hovy qb jo log sMsikRq myN 
BwvwrQ khqy hNY Ar pwrsI myN mugdI mwXny krqy hYN so nw krny hoNgy AO kry hYN[ Xw qy jhW sIDw sMBv sIDw 
kro[… cwhIey pihly AkroN kw ArQ Xw qy auqy tIkw swr hY kyvl Bwv vw kyvl sIDI swr nhIN[” Tara Singh 

Narotam, Tika Sri Raga, Mufid Am Press, Lahore, 1899, p. 8. 
163  “ies bwxI ky pUrbwrD ivKy gurU jI ny socY soc n hoveI ieqXwidk pwT ky sihq BgqI ky vYrwgwiek swDn 

inrxy kIXy Ar gwvIXy suxIXy ieqXwid pwT sy sRvxwiek inrxy kIXy[ suixAY isD pIr ieiqXwid pwT sy iqn mY 
pRwibRiq hyq iqn kI pRsMsw krI[ pMc prvwx ieqXwid pwT sy ivKX svrUp hyqu AiDkwrI sMKyp sy inidDXwsn ky 
khy ijs my auqm AiDkwrI pRiq sB swDno kw PlrUp jIv eIs kI eykqw hI[ AO AsMK jp ieiqXwdI pwT mY moK 
mwrg mY gRhxXog dYvI sMpdw vwly sqoguxI dyv jIv inrxy kIXy[Ar AsMK mUrK ieiqXwid pwT mY moK mwrg mY 
rjo qmo guxI Asur jIv inrxy kIXy[AO AsMK khny mY vyd pRmwx sUcn kIXw[ AdYÍq bqwdn hyq srb pRpMc kI 
prpuurK mY nwm mwqR sqw[nwm mwqR ibnw Ain sqw kw Abwv pRiqpwdn kr jIv eIs kw Abyd bODk kIAw[eyqw 
ArQ pUrbwrD mY inrxy kIAw[Ab eIhW AniDkwrI jny pRiq AiDkwrIn kI isDI hyq ijn ko khUk auqm krm sy 
ikMcq mwqR jwnny kI ieCw huXI hY Ar Amqwkrx mYly hY jIv eIs kw svrUp inrxy krn mY AsmrQ hY iqn mMd 
buiD purKoN ko idRStWq sy SuD buDI kw aupwX sRI gurU inrxy kry hY[” Tara Singh Narotam, Tika Guru-Bav 

Dipika, ‘Japji Tika’, Aftab Punjab Press, Lahore, 1881, pp. 127-128. 
164  “vyd rUX aupdyS mY Eky Awid mY eyk AMg nhIN khXw Ar eIhW khX hY[iqs kw Xh qwqprX hY sB ko pRqIq ho 

jwvy jo isDWq vsqU AdYÍq hY, dYÍq nhIN[” Ibid., pp. 2-16. 
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Granth Sahib, Guru Arjan Dev himself composed it.165 At another place 

he describes Guru Nanak as an incarnation of Lord Vishnu.166 In 

Gurmat Nirnay Sagar, Narotam writes that the learned people can 

correct Bani wherever the word Sudh-Kichai (suD kIcY) is written in the 

Guru Granth Sahib.167 

Format of Question-Answer Style: Like other Nirmala scholars, 

Narotam also used the technique of question-answer format.168 The best 

example of his style can be seen in the Tika Sri Rag, in which he 

considers the interpretation of the Gurbani as his first responsibility 

towards God. In his question-answer format he raises various questions 

to clarify doubts concerning the nature of Gurmat. He says that a 

learned interpreter of Gurbani can attach several meanings to a single 

line in the course of his explanation. 

To sum up, it can be said that “Tara Singh Narotam was a 

great scholar of spiritual and cultural heritage of India. A point which 

negates his contribution in the modern period is that he used difficult 

diction for which a common man is unable to make use of it but his 

                                                           
165  “BgqoN kw Bwv ihrdy myN rK kr sRI gurU Arjn swihb jI ny Awp hI BgqoN ky nwm bwxI rcI[” Tara Singh 

Narotam, Bani Bhagatan Satik, Mufid Am Press, Lahore, 1925, pp. 1-6. 
166  “Ar vhu kOx gurU hY ijs sy pRSnoqr hUAw[AysI ieCw BXW aun ky AO vcnoN sy gurU ibSnU hY Xh inscy kIAw soeI 

idKwvy hY]hir gurU mUriq eykw vrqy nwnk hir guurU BwieAw[bsMq mhlw 1 ]pwrs Byt Bey sy pwrs nwnk hir 
gurU sMgQIey]ibn hir gurU pRIqm jnm bwd[” ieiqAwid vwk Xnmy gurU nwnk jI ny ivSnu Awpxw gurU idKwieAw 
hY[koeI Aor nhIN idKwieAw[” Tara Singh Narotam, Tika Sri Raga, p. 20. 

167    Tara Singh Narotam, Sri Gurmat Nirnaya Sagar, Anglo Sanskrit Press, Lahore, 1898,  
pp. 242-43. 

168  “pRSn: gurU nwnk jI ny hrI ky smMp jwXkwr pRSn kIAw, hrI ny auqr dIAw, Ar hir hI gurU jI ky gurU hYN Xh 
kYsy jwixAw] auqr: jwxw pICy khI rIiq sy swKI sy inscy kIAw[ Ar koeI gurU nwnk jI kw gurU hY Aysy gurU kw 
hoxw aun ky “bilhwrI gur Awpxy idauhwVI skvwr” ieiqXwid Aor vwkXn sy inscy kIAw[” Ibid. 
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works are of great scholarly merit and will continue to encourage the 

coming generations of the scholars to work honestly in this field.”169 

Salient Features of Bhai Santokh Singh’s Exegetical Works 

Bhai Santokh Singh, a poet and a historian, was born on October 

8, 1787 in village Nurdin, also known as Sarai Nurdin, Seven kilometers 

northwest of Tarn Taran in Punjab. His father sent him to Amritsar 

where he became a disciple of Giani Sant Singh, a renowned man of 

letters and custodian of Sri Darbar Sahib, Amritsar. He studied the 

languages of Sanskrit, Hindi, Punjabi and Vedanta under the guidance of 

Giani Sant Singh and became a great scholar of the ancient Indian 

literature. According to Piara Singh Padam170 and Taran Singh,171 he was 

sent to Amritsar as well as Kashi (Varanasi), where he completed his 

education in the field of Sanskrit, history, poetics, philosophy and 

mythology. According to Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha and Piara Singh 

Padam his writings are seven in numbers. 

    Name of Composition    Year (A.D.) 

Namkosh or Amarkosh                            1821 

Sri Gur Nanak Parkash                           1823 

Garbh Ganjini Tika                                  1829 

Balmiki Ramayan                                    1833 

Aatam Purana Tika                                  1834 

                                                           
169   Gurnek Singh, Guru Granth Sahib: Interpretations, Meaning and Nature, National Book 

Shop, Delhi, 1998, p. 53. 
170   Piara Singh Padam, Maha Kavi Santokh Singh, Kala Mandir, Lower Mall, Patiala, 1990,  

p. 23. 
171   Taran Singh, op. cit., p. 119. 
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Gur Partap Suraj Granth                         1843 

Punjabi Sehraffi                                       1881172 
 

Status of Guru: According to Bhai Santokh Singh, the person who 

destroys the darkness of illusion and shows you the right path is the true 

Guru. He adopts the Indian tradition the Word Guru is a term derived 

from two words Gu and Ru; the word Gu denotes the darkness of illusion 

and the word Ru designates the enlightenment.173 He says that Guru is 

the Eternal truth; the Divine utterance in the form of Bani is his medium 

of speech.174 He designates the status of Guru to Guru Nanak. He 

believes that the creator of Vedas is Guru Nanak.175 

Producer of Humanist Social Values: Bhai Santokh Singh was a 

producer of humanist social moral values. He never stressed on caste 

system. Even he adopted the theory of universal brotherhood, and 

universal humanitarian system. During his period of exegetical works he 

                                                           
172   “pUrb mYN SRI nwnk kQw, CMdn ibKY rcI miq jQw[rcXo cwhqo gurun ivRqWq, nih pwXo iqs qy pScwq[9[pRwlqD 

kr ikq ikq rhy, icq mih gurjs rcbo chy[krm kwl qyN kYNQl Awey, iQq hYÍ jpujI ArQ bnwey[10[pun sMXog 
hoie As gXo, rwm cirq ko mn hulsXo[bwlmIik ikRq kQw sunI jb, CMdn ibKY rcI qb hm sb[11[rwm kQw 
pwvn ibsqwrI, suin siB nIkI rIiq auqwrI[suMdr bnwXo rwmwXx mhW, qq iCn ilK lInis jihN khW[12[pun 
ibdWq ko gRMQ mhwn, aupinSDn ko jihM bKXwn[Awqm ko purwn ijs nwm, skl bnwXo so AiBrwm[13[bhuq 
brs bIqy jb lhy, gur js rcn cwhqy rhy[aur AiBlwKw inq kI myrI, siqgur ikRpw idRSit kr hyrI[14[Bxo 
Acwnk sMcY AweI, srb gurn ko js smudweI[cwhq Bey Awp gur jb hUM, Bw sMcX ds gur js sBhUM[15[gu.pR. 
sUrj rws 1, AMsU 5, Piara Singh Padam, op. cit., pp. 27-31; Kahan Singh Nabha, op. cit., p. 

244. 
173    Bhai Santokh Singh, Sri Japu Sahib Steek Garbh Ganjini Tika, Maha Kavi Santokh Singh 

Yadgar Committee, New Delhi, 1961, p. 10. 
174   (i) gur nwnk jI jo srb`gX hYN, AwpxI bwnI myN srb byd kI SRuqI ko hI ArQ rwKXo[Ibid., p. 5. 

 (ii) gurU jI ko bwxI krx ko eyk hI kwrn hY: jo lokn ko klÎwx hoie[Ibid., Pauri 

7, p. 54.                                                                              (iii) byd 
byd ingwr jW ko khY Kyd ibnu[ soaU hY gurU nwnk AwnMd mY[Ibid., pp. i-v.  

175  gur nwnk jI jo srb`gX hYN, AwpxI bwnI myN srb byd kI SRuqI ko hI ArQ rwKXo[pUrb jo vyd hNY so BI iqn ko hI 
mq huqo[Ab kiljug kO smw dyKkir, mMd buDI lokn kI jwn kir iqs byd ko hI Ab dyS BwKw myN bnwie isKXn 
ko aupdyS dIE[ Ibid., p. 5.  
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had never discussed the racialism or sectarianism. This proves his 

transparency towards his work.176 

Influence of Advaitvada: Like Anandghan, Bhai Santokh Singh was also 

influenced by Advaitvada. He describes Guru Nanak as an incarnation of 

God. According to him, Satnam is the best way to attain salvation; and 

the true form of salvation means liberation from transmigration.177 

Concern for the Right Interpretation: He was quite dissimilar as 

compared to Anandghan. It is a well-known fact that he pointed out to 

some grammatical errors in the commentary of Japuji made by 

Anandghan. According to Taran Singh, this is believed to be the most 

authentic reason for the creation of Garbh Ganjini Tika. While expressing 

his protest against him for using wrong interpretation of particular words 

of Bani, he snubs Anandghan very authoritatively.178 

Tried to Reach on Final Meanings of the Terms: Bhai Santokh Singh 

says that his purpose of exegesis is to manifest the ideology of Guru 

Nanak. In his exegetical works, he is trying to reach on final meanings of 

                                                           
176   Piara Singh Padam, op. cit., p. 74. 
177  ‘jo Awpny jwpk ko AByd srUp kI pRwpq krqu hY, ijs qy bhuq AwvwgOn nhIN hoq hY, ieqXwdI jy bfweI hY iqnoN 

kir siqnwm srb qy aUcw hY[’ Bhai Santokh Singh, Sri Japu Sahib Steek Garbh Ganjini Tika, 

Pauri  24; Taran Singh, op. cit., p. 135. 
178  ‘AwKih mMgih bhu bwcI pd Qy, iqn ko eyk ky ArQ krXo[iqs ArQu pr giq sMsikRq dyKo[doK ibcwrny, ieh qo 

ibdXw khUM rhI, eykvcI vw bhu bwcI ieqny BI Akl mYN nwhI AwXo[iqs ky ArQ mUjb quk ies rIiq cwhIqI 
QI: ‘AwKo mMgO dyhu dyhu dwq krhu dwqwr’[ien doaU qukn qy AgwrI jo doie qukW AOr hY iqn mYN isK ky pRSn hono 
hY: ‘Pyir ik AgY rKIAY’ ‘muhoik bolxu bolIAY’, pihly pRSn kI quk mYN AnMdGn jo hY iqs ny auqr ko ArQ krXo, 
so BI mhW bXrQ bnwXo hY[iqs quk mYN pRSn isK ko jo Alp buiD vwry hY so BI smJ lyq hY[AYso pRgt hY[qW qy 
jwnIqw hY gur l`C so AnMdGn pdXo nhIN[kQw kWSI mYN purwxoN kI bhuq hoq hY, qhW qo suin Slok ilK dIey hY, 
AKr ArQ jwnXo nhIN hY[…’, Taran Singh, Ibid., p. 122. 
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the terms.179 For the consideration of his views he used questions and 

while clarifying those questions he resolves the problems. 

Usage of Prosodic Ornaments:  Bhai Santokh Singh made a distinction 

by using a variety of prosodic forms and words in his exegetical works. In 

fact, by using the prosodic forms of poetry, he conveyed his message 

more successfully.180 

Arrangement of Different Patterns in Interpretation: In his 

interpretation, he gives every possible meaning of the words. We find him 

giving two, three and sometimes four and even five meanings of the word 

and line. In the case of the word ‘Nirbhau’ in the Mul Mantra, he gives 

two meanings: (i) fearless, who is not afraid of anyone; (ii) one who is 

beyond birth and death. As the word ‘Bhau’ in Nirbhau denotes this 

world of birth and death. Sometimes, he tells that both the meanings are 

equally correct, but sometimes he maintains that although the word has 

two meanings, yet one meaning is better than the other. 

It can be said that Bhai Santokh Singh was a great scholar 

of Sikhism having spiritual and mystical insight. He was a well-known 

scholar of prosodies, as well as of Sanskrit and Braj languages. His 

compositions and commentaries are said to be the milestone for the 

coming generations. 

                                                           
179  ‘]dohrw]sRI jpujI ky ArQ pir prbqo ihq swQ[kQo qQw hY jQw miq, ibGn mQih gur nwQ[17[sRI nwnk 

mwink srs aur duiq pwie[ijn ky sbdu su isMD mY ArQ suDw drswie[18[jhW pRSn sMsy sny hinhO auqr 
lyK[dUKn dyau idKie kY BUKn hYÍ su ibSyK[19[gur SrDw aur aUr jy sunq spUrn hoie[bhur n sMsY soc hI pTih 
gunih ieh joie[20[’ Ibid., p. 124. 

180  ‘bXMg l`CnW bhur Duin nIky dyauN idKwie[ AlMkwr sB qukin ky ilKqo priK bnwie[21[ jo isKXn qy SRq suny 
srb ilKo mY soie [22[ sRI gurbwnI kY ibKY kwvX rIiq siB Awir[ iknhu pRgt nw krI jg As ipiK mm BeI 
cwih [23[ DrnI hIrin kI srs gurbwxI miq mol[ KnvwrI jXoN Koij kY ArQ idKwaU N Amol [24[’ Ibid., 

pp. 124-129. 
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Giani Parnali (School) 

      The term ‘Gian’ is derived from the Sanskrit term Jnana which 

means knowledge, understanding or consciousness. The nature has not 

only provided man with a qualitatively superior brain but has also 

endowed human mind with a dynamic inner stimulus called Jagiyasa 

(jigAwsw)—desire to know and inquisitiveness. Similarly, the Punjabi word 

‘Giani’ is derived from the ‘Gian’, i.e., knowledge or spiritual 

understanding. A Giani is one who is fully enlightened, i.e., who has deep 

spiritual knowledge. In the Guru Granth Sahib, the Gianis and 

Brahmgianis are accorded high praise. The ‘Giani’ is such a person who 

always stands for truth and remains detached from worldly temptations 

while still living in this world. 

The divine scholars know nothing but truth; as they obtain 
true understanding. 
Led astray by another, they go not astray. 
They know the True Lord.181 
 
He who is a divine is on the alert. The agnostic acts 
blindly.182 
 

Within the mind of the God-conscious beings is enshrined 
the Guru’s word and they ever, and always bloom in their 
Lord’s love.183 

 

The Gianis are traditional interpreters of the Guru Granth 

Sahib and are also called the Sampardai Gianis. The term ‘Sampardai’ 

                                                           
181   igAwnIAw no sBu scu hY scu soJI hoeI] 
     Eie Bulwey iksY dy n Buln@I scu jwxin soeI] Guru Granth Sahib, p. 425. 
182  igAwnI hoie su cyqMnu hoie AigAwnI AMDu kmwie] Ibid., p. 556. 
183  igAwnIAw AMdir gur sbdu hY inq hir ilv sdw ivgwsu] Ibid., p. 1415. 
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means the follower of a class of teachers from the old tradition or a class 

which follows the preachings of their Gurus.184 The Giani or Sampardai 

is one of the major schools of Sikh theologians and expositors of the Sikh 

Scripture. Traditionally, this school of interpretation is associated with 

Bhai Mani Singh who is credited with having learned the exposition of 

Scriptures from Guru Gobind Singh at Damdama Sahib in Talwandi 

Sabo. According to Kirpal Singh, in 1708, before leaving Damdama Sahib 

for the south, Guru Gobind Singh appointed Baba Deep Singh at 

Damdama Sahib and Bhai Mani Singh at Amritsar to continue the 

tradition of teaching Gurbani meanings in daily congregation.185 At 

Amritsar, Bhai Mani Singh made a practice of performing Katha, i.e., 

discussion on the Sikh teaching expounding a given Sabad with 

illustration from the lives of the Gurus and their disciples. This style 

became, in course of time, an established form for religious 

interpretation of the sacred text. 

 The followers of Baba Deep Singh and Bhai Mani Singh have 

carried the tradition of exegetising the Gurbani on the same line as 

described by Guru Gobind Singh. Bhai Mani Singh was survived by three 

exceptionally brilliant disciples, named as, Bhai Diwan Singh, Bhai 

Gurdial Singh and Bhai Gurbaksh Singh, who carried on the scholarly 

tradition, he had established. They had their own pupils who in turn 

                                                           
184  Kahan Singh Nabha, op. cit., p. 247. 
185  Kirpal Singh, Sampardai Tika Adi Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji Amir Bhandar, Bhai Chattar 

Singh Jivan Singh, Amritsar, 2005, Preface, pp. i-vi. 
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trained their own disciples like Bhai Amar Singh, Bhai Surat Singh, Bhai 

Jassa Singh, Bhai Ram Singh, Bhai Chanda Singh, Giani Hazara Singh, 

Bhai Daya Singh, Bhai Vir Singh, Bhai Bhagwan Singh, Giani Amir 

Singh, Bhai Fateh Chand, Sant Harnam Singh, Giani Kirpal Singh, Sant 

Sangat Singh, Sant Kartar Singh, Bhai Gurmukh Singh, Bhai Santokh 

Singh, etc. Through this chain of pupils, the Giani or Sampardai has 

lasted to this day. 

The Characteristics of Interpretation of Giani or Sampardai Parnali  

        On the doctrinal level as compared to the other Parnalis’ 

interpretation, the Gianis have kept their own course relying solely on 

the teachings of the Gurus and the Sikh tradition as it had 

autonomously evolved. For them, the Vedas were not authority for 

Gurbani, nor the Guru’s Word accepted as an extension of, or 

interpretation of the Vedas. Likewise, the Guru for them was not an 

Avtar of Vishnu. Nor did they believe in the Hindu system of Varna 

Ashrama. 

 The Gianis (Sampardai Parnali) have been the most 

proficient exponents of the philosophy and ideology of the Guru Granth 

Sahib. Very valuable contribution in the field of Sikhism came in early 

days from Bhai Mani Singh in the form of Gian Ratnavali and Sikhan Di 

Bhagatmala. In recent times, Giani Badan Singh (1924), and his 

colleagues of the Faridkot Tika, Bhai Bishan Singh Giani (1936), Pandit 
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Narain Singh Giani (1940), Akali Nihal Singh (1938), Bhai Vir Singh 

(1957), and Bhai Kirpal Singh(1976), all basically in the Giani line, have 

produced the complete commentaries of Guru Granth Sahib. In this way, 

the Giani or Sampardai School is the first among the traditional 

interpreters of Gurbani, who had completed the four Tikas of Guru 

Granth Sahib. But the present study takes up only the exegetical works 

of Bhai Mani Singh for consideration. 

Salient Features of Bhai Mani Singh’s Exegetical Works 

          Bhai Mani Singh was a great scholar and martyr of the 

eighteenth century in the history of Sikhism. There are so many views 

regarding the birth place, caste and the details of his martyrdom.186 

According to Taran Singh, Bhai Mani Singh was born in 1701. He came 

in contact with Guru Har Rai, the seventh Guru, in 1714, when his 

father came at Kiratpur Sahib to see the Guru. Bhai Mani Singh 

accompanied seventh, eigth, ninth and tenth Guru with his true devotion 

and service. Bhai Mani Singh was also known as second Bhai Gurdas.187 

At the age of thirty-five he was very much interested in writing scripts as 

well as literary manuscripts. This was his creative thrust which made 

him expert in copying the manuscripts of Guru Granth Sahib.188 He was 

counted among the fifty-two learned scholars at the court of tenth 

                                                           
186   Taran Singh, op. cit., p. 191. 
187   Bhai Vir Singh (ed.), Sikhan Di Bhagatmala, Khalsa Samachar, Amritsar, 1955, p. 3. 
188   Taran Singh, op. cit., p. 192. 
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Guru.189 In the Sikh tradition, Bhai Mani Singh gained the place of an 

influential active leader. The secret of his influence with the Sikhs in a 

generation which had great faith in Guru Gobind Singh was his close 

association with the Guru, which sanctified his interpretation of the 

Master’s mission.190 All his writing works comprised the Pothis of Guru 

Granth Sahib, compilation and editing of Dasam Granth. His writings 

which are popularly associated with his name are Gian Ratnavali, Gur 

Bilas Patshahi Chhevin, Sikhan Di Bhagatmala and Sri Guru Sabad 

Siddhi. 

Art of Exegesis: Bhai Mani Singh was considered an authority in the 

field of interpretation. His commentary on Japuji is believed to be the 

excellent work in hermeneutics. The simplicity, conciseness, 

unambiguousness, firmness, awareness, etc. are some of the salient 

features of his art of exegesis. The Tika of Japuji laid down by him was a 

commentary as per the guidelines made by Guru Arjan Dev. In the 

tradition of Giani or Sampardai School, no one can make such type of 

commentaries till today.191 

Provided Solution to Controversies: Bhai Mani Singh also makes 

clarification where Gurbani may seem contradictory. For example, a few 

Sikhs came to Guru Arjan Dev and requested him that it is written in 

Gurbani that man cannot do anything rather God alone is the doer and 

                                                           
189   Garja Singh (ed.), Sahid-Bilas Bhai Mani Singh Krit Seva Singh, Punjabi Sahit Academy, 

Ludhiana, 1961, p. 62. 
190   Gurtej Singh, ‘Bhai Mani Singh in the Historical Perspective’, in Punjab History 

Conference Proceedings, Punjabi University, Patiala, pp. 121-22. 
191   Taran Singh, op. cit., p. 194. 
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at other places it is written that a man reaps the fruits of his own deeds. 

Through the medium of Sakhis Bhai Mani Singh solves such 

controversial problems in his commentaries.192 

Descriptive Mode of Exegesis: The commentary titled ‘Sikhan Di 

Bhagatmala’ is the independent exegesis of Bhai Gurdas’ eleventh Var. 

Through the medium of Sakhis, the various contemporary Sikhs of the 

Gurus are discussed in this commentary. The usage of descriptive modes 

for exegesis can be seen among the Sakhis. The main purpose behind the 

descriptive mode in the Sakhis is not only to describe the historical 

aspect of the contemporary Sikhs but also to elaborate the ideology of the 

Gurus as being interpreted in the real lives of the Sikhs.193 

Creative Mode of Exegesis: Another significant characteristic of his 

commentaries is that he uses his creative energy in such a way that the 

reader feels the reality of the events. Bhai Mani Singh used the tools in 

his exegetical works as if he is psychologically trying to convince the 

reader. The mixture of descriptive and elaborative tools with dramatic 

modes creates the scene as it is original and real.194 

Mixture of Various Languages and Dialects: Bhai Mani Singh used 

various languages such Punjabi, Braj, Persian and dialects of Persian 

words in his works. Except the dialects of Persian language, the mixture 

                                                           
192   Bhai Vir Singh (ed.), op. cit., pp. 87-88. 
193   Tarlochan Singh Bedi (ed.), Sikhan Di Bhagatmala, Punjabi University, Patiala, 1986,  

p. 41. 
194   Ibid., pp. 44-45. 
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of Punjabi language with Lehndi Punjabi, Gurmukhi, and Sadh Bhasha 

can be seen in his exegetical works.195 

Use of Elaborative Techniques: His interpretation is unique in itself 

because of the use of elaborative techniques.  His main purpose is to 

explain the difficulties of mystic words in their easiest form. Probably, 

the tradition of elaboration of mystic words had started from the time of 

Gurbani revelation.196 

Lexicon of Metaphysical Knowledge: Parmarthas and Tikas are two 

major techniques of interpretation in Punjabi language. In the words of 

Rattan Singh Jaggi, ‘…in these Parmarthas and Tikas, the feature of 

metaphysics, scholarly study and unambiguousness are almost finished’. 

But these features can also be easily seen in the exegetical works of Bhai 

Mani Singh. Thus, the exegetical works of Bhai Mani Singh can be said 

the lexicon of metaphysical knowledge.197 

    Bhai Mani Singh gave us a systematic exposition of Sikh 

principles through the medium of Sakhis. As the originator of the Giani 

or Sampardai School of Gurbani he continued his style of Gurbani 

exegesis which was taught by Guru Gobind Singh himself. 

Singh Sabha Parnali (School)  

                                                           
195   Ibid., pp. 48-49. 
196   Rattan Singh Jaggi, Bhai Mani Singh: Jivni Ate Rachna, Punjabi University, Patiala, 1983, 

p. 78.  
197   Ibid., pp. 80-81. 
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  In the second-half of the nineteenth century the Indian 

society was in a state of flux. The influx of Christian missionaries and 

the spread of Western culture and education posed a serious challenge to 

the age-old customs, beliefs and traditions. In fact, they attacked the 

socio-religious institutions of the Indians and condemned them as false 

and primitive.198 Not only this that they denounced the heathen 

Scriptures; like Quran, Shastras and Adi Granth Sahib rather they 

condemned those as false guides in morals and religious pursuits. They 

also condemned the Bhagats, Sufis, Sadhus and Mahants.199 

 The ferment of Western ideas was fully at work and most of 

the Indian communities, including Hindus, Sikhs and Muslims were 

gradually coming under its influence. It was essential for the Sikhs to 

understand and solve their problems in the light of the changed social 

reality. A new association which came into being in July, 1873 was given 

the name of Sri Guru Singh Sabha, Amritsar. Like the other Indian 

reform movements of the period, the Singh Sabha did not owe its 

existence to one single individual. Because it was a joint endeavour of 

public spirited Sikhs, who wanted to save the community from drifting 

into schismatic sects.200  

  Without going in deep details, it can be said that the Singh Sabha 

leaders aimed at providing such education to the Sikhs as it would not 

                                                           
198  Tara Chand, History of the Freedom Movement in India, Vol. II, Delhi, 1967, pp. 235-36. 
199  Johan Clark Archer, The Sikhs, Princeton, 1946, p. 266. 
200   Shamsher Singh Ashok, Punjab Diyan Lehran (1850-1910), Ashok Pustakmala, Patiala, 

1974, pp. 84-88. 
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only make them better fitted for the struggle of life but by infusing the 

religious spirit of the Khalsa, would also make them better Sikhs.201 The 

propagation current knowledge, Punjabi as a medium of education, 

magazines and newspapers, editing and publishing historical and 

religious books is some of the important objectives of the Singh Sabha 

Movement. Bhai Vir Singh, Principal Teja Singh, Professor Sahib Singh, 

Mohan Singh Diwana, Sher Singh, Professor Ganga Singh and Hazara 

Singh Sodhi are important scholars of Singh Sabha Movement. 

Features of Bhai Vir Singh’s Exegetical Works 

 Bhai Vir Singh (1872-1957), a poet, scholar and exegete, was 

a prominent figure in the Sikh renaissance and in the movement for the 

revival and renewal of Punjabi literary tradition. His identification with 

all the important concerns of modern Sikhism was so complete that he 

came to be canonized as Bhai, the Brother of the Sikh order, very early in 

his career. For his pioneering work in its several different genres, he is 

acknowledged as the creator of modern Punjabi literature.202 Born in 

December, 1872, in Amritsar, Bhai Vir Singh was the eldest of Dr. 

Charan Singh’s three sons. Dr. Charan Singh was a man of letters, the 

author of two dozen books. He was a scholar of Sanskrit, Braj, English 

and Persian languages. He was an active member of the Singh Sabha, a 

socio-religious organization created to spread education and 

                                                           
201   G. S. Dhillon, ‘Singh Sabha Movement: A Revival’, in Daljit Singh, Kharak Singh (ed.), 

Sikhism: Its Philosophy and History, Institute of Sikh Studies, Chandigarh, 1997, pp. 545-
564. 

202   Piara Singh Padam, Kalam De Dhani, Kala Mandir, Patiala, 1998, pp. 238-244. 
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enlightenment among the Sikhs, and arranged poetic symposiums in 

Amritsar. 

 Bhai Vir Singh grew up in this atmosphere, charged with 

religious fervour and a desire for learning. Bhai Vir Singh received his 

early education in Sikh Scriptures from his maternal grandfather, Bhai 

Hazara Singh. Bhai Vir Singh, while still at school used to help Bhai 

Hazara Singh in the translation of books into Punjabi.203 Bhai Vir Singh 

passed his matriculation examination in 1891 from Church Mission 

School, Amritsar. His early education in a Christian school left its stamp 

on him. After turning down the offer of a government job, Bhai Vir Singh 

got busy with the establishment of a printing press, and thus the Wazir-

e-Hind Press, Amritsar came into being. He plunged into his writing work 

and started a series of religious tracts in 1893. In the following year, he 

established the Khalsa Trust Society, under whose auspices 1300 issues 

of Nirguniara have been published. As his work was not enough to satisfy 

his zeal for the spread of education and enlightenment among the Sikh 

community, he started a weekly, the Khalsa Samachar in 1899. By this 

time, he had also published his first two novels, i.e., Sundari and Bijay 

Singh, was busy in writing the third, Satwant Kaur. With his own 

                                                           
203   G.S. Khosla, Bhai Vir Singh: An Analytical Study, Heritage Publishers, New Delhi, 1984, 

pp. 1-15. 
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printing press, he had no problem in maintaining a regular flow of tracts, 

special articles, poems, novels, and exegetic essays.204 

 Besides a long list of literary writings, the following is the list 

of his writings which are concerned with the Sikh history and Gurbani 

exegesis i.e. Sri Guru Nanak Chamatkar, Sri Kalgidhar Chamatkar, Sant 

Gatha, Asht Gur Chamatkar, Varan Bhai Gurdas Steek, Sikhan Di 

Bhagatmala, Prachin Panth Parkash, Puratan Janam Sakhi, Sakhi Pothi, 

Guru Granth Kosh, Guru Partap Suraj Granth, Panj Granthi Steek and 

Santhiya Sri Guru Granth Sahib in 7 volumes.205 

New Style, New Metres and Fresh Themes: The credit of cleaning the 

ground for the appearance of the new poetry in Punjabi goes to Bhai Vir 

Singh, who dominated Punjabi literature for about half a century. The 

conventional metres in vogue were Dohira, Kabitt, Baint, and Deodh. It 

was he who experimented on new metres. 

Source of his Poetic Inspiration: The mystic tradition of poetry is 

preserved by Bhai Vir Singh. In a mood of transcendent self-annihilation 

he realizes that it is his Divine Master who is the source of his poetic 

inspiration. God is the Eternal objective of his quest and he proves his 

love for Him in his writings. 

Deep and Divine Philosophy:  The word ‘Santhiya’ means surrender to 

God for the realization of Gurbani. But he adds additional meaning in 

                                                           
204   J.S. Guleria, Bhai Vir Singh: A Literary Portrait, National Book Shop, Delhi, 1985,  

pp. 3-20. 
205   Harbans Singh, Bhai Vir Singh, Sahitya Academy, New Delhi, 1972, p. 101. 
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the concept of Santhiya. He says that after leaving behind all the pre-

doctrines, pre-biases one can also come in the shelter of the Eternal 

truth.206 His love for deep and Divine philosophy towards Sikhism can be 

seen in his explanation of the concept of Santhiya. 

Style of Exegesis:  About his style of exegesis, Bhai Vir Singh himself 

writes, ‘I have not gone after other exegetes and have followed Gurbani 

honestly. I have written only that which appealed to my mind, as the 

Guru’s own intent. Whenever I feel any difficulty I pray to God to show 

me the path.’207 

He explains the meanings of Gurbani in its whole context. 

He uses the method of interpreting the complete Sabad rather than the 

explanation of a single line. He brings so many correlated meanings in 

his commentaries for understanding the relevant meaning of Gurbani.208 

Intuition of the Sabad: Before the understanding of a Sabad in its 

eternal form; it is necessary to realize the intuition of the Sabad. Bhai Vir 

Singh says that the intellectual intelligence is not sufficient for the 

intuition of Sabad. In fact, proper meditation, i.e., Simran, innermost 

consciousness, self-realization and the foremost factor is the grace, i.e., 

Nadar of God is necessary for the intuition of Sabad.209 

Meaning of Exegesis: In his most popular exegetical work Santhiya Sri 

Guru Granth Sahib, he explains the meaning of exegesis. He says, ‘the 

exegesis is not an attempt to interpret the Gurbani; in fact, it is a form of 

                                                           
206  Bhai Vir Singh, Santhiya Sri Guru Granth Sahib, Khalsa Samachar, Amritsar, 1961,  

pp. 1-2. 
207   Bhai Vir Singh, op. cit., pp. 1-2. 
208   Taran Singh, op. cit., p. 299. 
209   Ibid., pp. 295-296. 
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Bhashya, Parmartha, Parayaya, Kosh, Dharmartha also.’ He further 

defines his Santhiya as lessons, in fact, the lessons of learning. He gave 

the final form to the definition of exegesis by defining in such a scholarly 

way.210 

 It can be concluded that the contribution and achievement of 

Bhai Vir Singh cannot be described in words only. He was not only an 

eminent poet and scholar but a great humanitarian. His exegetical works 

and novels played an important part in influencing and shaping the lives 

of many. 

Salient Features of Sahib Singh’s Exegetical Works 

        Professor Sahib Singh (1892-1977) was born on February 16, 

1892 in a Hindu family of village Tharpal211 in district Sialkot of 

undivided India. He was an exceptional grammarian, author and 

theologian. He took part in the Gurdwara Reform Movement in the 

twenties of the century. He was appointed as a joint secretary of the 

Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee in 1921. Professor Sahib 

Singh was known for his wisdom and diligent pursuit of scholarship. 

Nearly fifty of his works were published between 1927 and 1977. These 

included exposition of several of the Sikh sacred texts and his 

monumental 10 volume commentary on Sikh Scripture, ‘Sri Guru 

Granth Sahib Darpan’, published during 1962-64. His most original and 

earlier work was Gurbani Viakaran, a textual grammar of the Guru 

Granth Sahib. No exegetical work since the publication of this book in 

                                                           
210   Taran Singh, op. cit., pp. 297-298. 
211  Taran Singh, op. cit., p. 349. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linguist
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Author
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theologian
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1932 has been possible without resort to the fundamental principles 

enunciated in it, especially those concerning the interpretation of vowel 

endings in inflexions of nouns and verbs. Sahib Singh made a notable 

contribution to Punjabi prose through his essays on moral and spiritual 

themes, religious philosophy and issues in history.   

      Sahib Singh wrote extensively in Punjabi, but most of his 

works have now been translated into English, Hindi and other prominent 

world languages. His published works are Sri Guru Granth Darpan, 

Nitnem Steek, Sukhmani Steek, Gurbani Viakaran, Jaap Sahib, Japu Ji 

Sahib Steek, Asa Ki Vaar Steek, Meri Jeevan Kahani, Bhagat Bani Steek, 

Slok Kabir Ji Steek, Slok Te Sabad Farid Ji Steek, Satte Balwand Di Var 

Steek, Siddh Gost Steek, Slok Guru Angad Sahib Steek, Bani Mahila 9 

Steek, Life History of all Sikh Gurus, Bhattan de Savaiye Steek, 

Baramaha, Babania Kahania, Adi Bir Bare, Sikh Sidak Na Hare, Dharam 

Te Sadachar, Gurbani Te Itihaas Bare, Burayi Da Takra, Sarbat Da 

Bhala, Simran Diyan Barkatan and Sad Steek.  

Concept of Rahau (Pause): According to Sahib Singh the Rahau 

contains the central idea which is widespread throughout whole of the 

Sabad. He has annotated whole of the Guru Granth Sahib under this 

assumption and has given the literal meaning thereof. He has placed the 

literal meaning of the line containing Pause or Rahau in the beginning 

though in the text it is in the end.212  

                                                           
212  ‘qW vI pRoPYsr swihb isMG jI ny swry ‘drpx’ ivc ‘rhwau’ nUM hI kyNdrI ivcwr mMn ky SbdW dy ArQ kIqy hn[ 

aunHW qy rhwau vwlI quk/qukW dy ArQ hI pihlW r`K idqy hn BwvyN ieh qukW Sbd dy pihly bMd qoN mgroN huMdIAW 
hn[’ Taran Singh, op. cit., p. 354. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/English_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hindi
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Single Meaning for a Single Word: Most of the exegetes give more than 

one meaning of a word or a line of Gurbani but Sahib Singh does not 

agree with these scholars. He established that one meaning can be 

approved for a single word or a single line and he did the same. He 

further says that the discovery of grammatical rules of Gurbani came to 

be recognized that more than one meaning cannot be credited to a word 

or a line. 

Pronunciation of Words: Sahib Singh adopted the traditional 

pronunciation approach for the terms used within the Gurbani. He 

clearly mentioned the meaning and pronunciation of the difficult words 

of Gurbani. He says that the traditional pronunciation of the word 

‘Mahla’ (mhlw) should not be considered as ‘Mahalla’ (mh`lw).213 Along with 

                                                           
213 ‘...so, l&z ‘mhlw’ dw jo ‘mh`lw’ au~cwrn c`l ipAw hY, ies dw Asl kwrn ieh jwpdw hY ik isr-lyK dy 

l&z ‘mhlw’ nwl hI Awm qOr qy l&z ‘Gru’ BI iliKAw imldw hY; qy, GrW, mh`ilAW dy sMbMD ƒ hr koeI 
jwxdw hI hY [ qW qy sB qoN pihlW ieh smJx dI loV hY ik l&z ‘Gr’ dy vrqx qoN kIh Bwv hY[ 

 isrI rwgu mhlw 1 Gr 4] eyku suAwnu duie suAwnI nwl ... 

 aus isr-lyK qy ies Sbd dI pihlI quk ƒ Awhmo swhmxy r~K ky piVHAW AsI shjy hI isr-lyK dy ieh ArQ 
kr skdy hW-kbIr jI dy Sbd nUµ aus Sbd dy ‘Gr’ ivc gwvxw hY ijs dI pihlI quk hY ‘eyku suAwnu duie 
suAwnI nwil’[ies Sbd dw ‘Gru 4’ hY, so kbIr jI dw Sbd BI ‘Gr 4’ ivc hI gwvxw hY [au~pr-ilKy pRmwx 
qoN AsW ieh smJ ilAw hY ik l&z ‘Gr’ dw sMbMD ‘gwaux’ nwl hY; l&z ‘mhlw’ nwl nhIN[... isrI rwg ivc 
gurU nwnk swihb dy Sbd nµ: 6 Aqy 12 dw isr-lyK ieauN hY-‘isrI rwgu mhlu 1’ (l&z ‘mhlu’ dy A^Ir ivc (  
u ) hY)[jy l&z ‘mhlw’ nUµ ‘mh̀lw’ pVHnw huMdw qW l&z ‘mhlu’ nUµ ‘mh`l’ pVHnw TIk huMdw; pr, ies qrHW ‘mh`lw’ 
qy ‘mh̀l’ do v`K v`K cIzW bx jWdIAW hn[ mh`l-iek v`fw mkwn, mh`lw-auh QW ijQy keI mkwn iek`Ty bxy hoey 
hn[ so ‘mhlw’ dw aucwrn ‘mh`lw’ nhIN hY, Aqy ies dw koeI vI sMbMD l&z ‘Gr’ nwl nhIN hY[ qW iPr, ies 
l&z nUµ ikvyN au~cwrnw hY? l&z ‘mhlw’ isr& isr-lyK ivc hI nhIN hY, bwxI ivc BI keI vwrI AwauNdw hY; 
ijvyN:- 

1. PrIdw ‘mhl’ insKx rih gey vwsw AwieAw qil[ 
2. ‘mhlw’ AMdir hodIAw, huix bhix n imlin hdUir[ 
3. khw su Gr dr mMfp ‘mhlw’ khw su bMk srweI[ 
4. ‘mhl’ kucjI mVvVI kwlI mnhu kusuD[ 
5. ‘mhlw’ mMiJ invwsu sbid svwrIAw[ 
6. mhlI ‘mihl’ bulweIAY, so ipru rwvY rMig[ 
7. mhrmu ‘mhl’ nw ko AtkwvY[ 

iehnIN sBnIN QweIN l&z ‘mhl’ jW ‘mhlw’ nUµ ausy qrHW pVHdy hW, ijvyN hyT-ilKI 
quk ivc l&z ‘ghlw’ ƒ:- 
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these pronunciations he also elaborated the musical terms used in the 

Gurbani, e.g. meaning of Ghar, Chant etc. 

Usage of traditional punctuation: Sahib Singh used the technique of 

traditional punctuation in his exegetics of Guru Granth Sahib. Some 

schools of interpretation used the pattern of traditional punctuation in 

their commentaries. Sahib Singh also follows the same method and gives 

commas, full-stops, etc., in his commentary. Sahib Singh makes the 

readers more illuminate by using the technique of punctuations. In fact, 

the convention of punctuations makes the interpretation more 

comprehensible and accurate.214 

                                                                                                                                                                             

ghlw rUhu nw jwxeI, isru BI imtI Kwie 

A`Kr ‘h’ Aqy ‘l’ dy au~pr ( `) A`Dk vrqx dI loV nhIN pYNdI[ qy, iesy qrHW hI 
isr-lyK dy l&z ‘mhlw’ ƒ pVHnw hY [ 
l&j ‘mhlw’ dy nwl vrqy AMk 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 dw au~cwrn- 
ies AMk ƒ iek, do, iqMn, cwr, pMj Aqy nO pVHnw glq hY[ gurU gRMQ swihb ivc 
hyT-ilKy QweIN ieSwry vjoN ihdwieq imldI hY :- 

1. rwgu isrI rwgu mhlw pihlw (pMnw 14) AMk 1 ƒ pVHnw hY, ‘pihlw’[ 
2. gauVI guAwryrI mhlw 4 caQw (pMnw 163) AMk 4 ƒ ‘cauQw’ pVHnw hY[ 
3. vfhMs mhlw 3 qIjw (pMnw 582) 
4. soriT mhlw 4 cauQw (pMnw 605) 
5. soriT mhlw 1 duqukI pihlw (pMnw 636) 
6. DnwsrI mhlw 3 qIjw (pMnw 664) 
7. bsMq mhlw 3 qIjw (pMnw 1169) 

b`s! ies ieSwry-mwqr ihdwieq ƒ AsW hr QW vrq ky iehnW AMkW ƒ pihlw, dUjw, qIjw, cauQw, pMjvW Aqy 
nwvW pVHnw hY[qy, g`l BI is`DI sw& hY [ hr QW l&z ‘Gru’ iek-vcn hY, hr QW ies dy AMq ivc (  u) hY[ ies 
vwsqy ies dy AMk 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, Awidk ƒ pihlw, dUjw, qIjw, cauQw, pMjvW Awidk hI pVHnw peygw[Sahib 

Singh, Sri Guru Granth Darpan, Vol. I, Raj Publishers, Delhi, 1963, pp. 16-19.
214  ‘... pihly pMj (gauVI, vfhMs, iblwvl, mwrU Aqy pRBwqI) rwgW ivc qW isrP kuJ 

Sbd, AStpdIAW Aqy CMq hI AYsy hn jo iehnW gauVI guAwryrI, gauVI cyqI, 
gauVI pUrbI, gauVI mwlvw, vfhMs d`KxI, mwrU d`KxI Awidk rwgW ivc imldy hn, 
pr ‘rwmklI d`KxI’ ivc iek lµmI swrI bwxI hY ijs dw nwm hY ‘EAMkwru’[ is`K 
jnqw ivc ies bwxI dw nwm ‘d`KxI EAMkwru’ pRisD̀ ho cukw hY[ l&z ‘d`KxI’ nUµ 
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Approach of a Grammarian: It is a well-known fact he himself 

discovered the grammatical rules of Gurbani and in his exegesis he 

strictly follows these rules. He was convinced that like the rules of nature 

the language of Gurbani also follows the rules of grammar as any other 

                                                                                                                                                                             

‘rwmklI’ nwloN htw ky l&z ‘EAMkwru’ nwl vriqAw jw irhw hY [ ieQy ies BulyKy 
dw inrnw krn dI loV hY [ 
‘d`KxI EAMkwru’ ik ‘EAMkwru’? 
l&z ‘d`KxI’ hyT-ilKy qrIikAW Anuswr gurU gRMQ swihb ivc vriqAw hoieAw hY :- 

(1)  ‘gauVI mhlw 1 d`KxI’-Sbd nµ: 5, pMnw 152 [ 
 not-‘gauVI’ dIAW hor iksmW ilKx dy qrIky- 
      gauVI cyqI m:1 gauVI guAwryrI m: 3 
      gauVI m: 3 guAwryrI, m: 3 gauVI bYrwgix [ 
(@2)  vfhMs mhlw 1 d`KxI-AlwhxIAW nµ: 3 pMnw 580 
(3)  iblwvl mhlw 1 CMq d`KxI-CMq nµ: 1, pMnw 843 
(4)  mwrU m: 1 d`KxI-solhy nµ: 13, pMnw 1033 
(5)  pRBwqI m: 1 d`KxI-AStpdI nµ: 4, pMnw 1343 
     iesy qrHW: 
(6)  rwmklI m: 1 d`KxI-EAMkwru, pMnw 929 
 not:-ieQy hyT ilKIAW g`lW iDAwn-jog hn- 
(1)  isr& gurU nwnk swihb ny ‘d`KxI’ iksm vrqI hY [ 
(2)  pMnw 152 au~qy ‘gauVI mhlw 1 dKxI’ dw ieh Bwv nhIN ik Sbd nµ: 5 ‘d`KxI’ 

iksm dw hY [ 
(3)  pMnw nµ: 580 au~qy ‘vfhMs mhlw 1 d`KxI’ dw Bwv ieh nhIN [ ik ‘AlwhxI’ nµ: 3 

‘d`KxI’ iksm dI hY [ 
(4)  pMnw nµ: 843 au~qy ‘iblwvl mhlw 1 CMq dKxI’ dw ieh Bwv nhIN ik ieh ‘CMq’ nµ: 

1 ‘d`KxI’ iksm dw hY[ 
(5)  pMnw nµ: 1033 au~qy ‘mwrU mhlw 1 dKxI’ qoN ieh mqlb nhIN inkldw ik ‘solhw’ nµ: 

13 ‘d`KxI’ iksm dw hY [ 
(6)  pMnw 1343 au~qy ‘pRBwqI mhlw 1 dKxI’ dw ieh Bwv nhIN ik ‘AStpdI’ nµ: 4 

‘d`KxI’ iksm dI hY[ 
 iesy qrHW :- 
(7)  pMnw 929 au~qy ‘rwmklI mhlw 1 dKxI EAMkwr’ dw Bwv ieh nhIN hY ik bwxI 

‘EAMkwru’ ‘d`KxI’ iksm dI hY’[Ibid., pp. 11-12. 
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language of any time does. For the ease of readers he solves the 

grammatical problems along with the interpretation of a text.215  

  It can be said that the Singh Sabha Movement was a 

renaissance movement in the history of Sikhism. The exegetical works 

created by the scholars of this school clearly exhibit their attempt to 

bring out the original ideology of the Sikh principles. Singh Sabha 

scholars adopted an approach which was primarily guided by the 

scientific and rationalistic influence of Western education. Through this 

process of re-interpretation of the Sikh tradition they were able to 

produce detailed commentaries on Guru Granth Sahib from a purely 

Sikh perspective. 

Academic School  

 “Sikhism is a religion with a message of hope and optimism. 

It does not regard this world as a place of suffering, and human birth as 

a punishment. Rather it is an opportunity given by God in His infinite 

mercy to practice righteousness and to realize one’s real identity with 

                                                           
215   ‘Bgq jnw kau rwKdw AwpxI ikrpw Dwir ]  
 hliq pliq muK aUjly swcy ky gux swir ]  
 AwT phr gux swrdy rqy rMig Apwr ]  
 pwrbRhm suK swgro nwnk sd bilhwr ]4]11]81] {pMnw 46} 
    pd ArQ : kau—ƒ [ Dwir—Dwr ky [ hliq—hlq ivc, {A>} ies lok ivc [ 

pliq—plq ivc, {pr>} prlok ivc [ muK—{l&z ‘muK’ bhu-vcn hY, iek-vcn 
‘muKu’ hY}[swir—sMBwl ky [ swrdy—sMBwldy [ rMig—rMg ivc, pRym ivc [ suK 
swgro—suK swgru, suKW dw smuMdr, suKW dw somw [ sd—sdw [4[’Ibid., pp. 

242-243. 
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reality.”216 Sikhism is the youngest and the most modern of the world 

religions. Being a practical religion having the whole humanity in view for 

its welfare and amelioration, it has been acclaimed by Bradshaw as the 

‘Faith of the new Age’ and summum bonum for the modern man. It has 

made valuable contribution towards the uplift of man and society in 

almost all spheres.217 

 Guru Granth Sahib is the sacred religious Scripture of the 

Sikh tradition; along with the medieval valuable social and cultural text 

of India. Guru Granth Sahib is the Eternal source of ethics, moral and 

spiritual values. On the other hand, it gives a revolutionary effect by 

creating the revolutionary elucidation within the Gurbani. The ideology of 

Guru Granth Sahib supports those people suffered with the course of 

religious discrimination, economic exploitation, and social injustice. 

  The text of Guru Granth Sahib has an inexhaustible 

hermeneutic potential. In this relevant context each generation of 

scholars has tried to unfold its meaning from its particular angle. Except 

the above considered subjects, there are some other trends which 

recently sprouted in the field of interpretation. In today’s post-modern 

revolutionary times where people become aware of their own identity, 

Sikhism raises the serious issues of modernism, post-modernism, 

feminism, fundamentalism, orientalism, ecology, globalization, 

                                                           
216  Daljeet Singh, Kharak Singh (eds.), op. cit., p. vii. 
217  Ibid., p. xxxix. 
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secularism, subaltern studies, etc., amongst the Guru Granth Sahib 

Studies can be placed in line with the recent trends. 

  In the Academic School of interpretation the complete 

commentaries on Guru Granth Sahib can be placed. It is pertinent to 

note that these exegetical works have been made only on the academic 

level. Therefore, the following exegetical works and scholars can be 

placed in line of Academic School of interpretation. The translations of 

Guru Granth Sahib made by Ernest Trumpp, Prof. Teja Singh (completed 

by Dr. Rattan Singh Jaggi), Dr. Gopal Singh, Prof. Gurbachan Singh 

Talib, S. Gurbachan Singh Makin, S. Pritam Singh Chahal, Dr. Darshan 

Singh, Advocate Manmohan Singh (English and Punjabi) and Dr. Kartar 

Singh Duggal can be named in complete and English exegetical works on 

Guru Granth Sahib. The commentaries on Guru Granth Sahib in 

Punjabi prepared by Pandit Narain Singh, Giani Bishan Singh, Prof. Teja 

Singh (Sabarath only), Bhai Vir Singh, Prof. Sahib Singh, Giani Kirpal 

Singh, Giani Mani Singh, Giani Harbans Singh, Sh. Chela Ram and Dr. 

Rattan Singh Jaggi can be classified as the pioneer works in the field of 

interpretation. The exegetical works of Dr. Manmohan Sehgal, Sh. Chela 

Ram, Dr. Jodh Singh and Dr. Jagjit Kaur Salwan are classical in Hindi 

language. 

Traits of Gopal Singh’s Exposition 

         Gopal Singh (1917-1990) an eminent Punjabi writer, poet, 

historian, journalist and critic, was born on November 29, 1917 in 

http://www.sikhiwiki.org/index.php/Punjabi
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Amritsar to a respected Sikh family of tradesmen. He did his M.A. in 

English at Khalsa College, Amritsar and for some time edited the weekly 

magazine ‘Mauji’. While working as a lecturer in D.A.V. and Khalsa 

Colleges at Rawalpindi, he began to take interest in politics and founded 

an English weekly paper ‘Liberator’. He was nominated by the 

Government of India to the India’s Parliament and India’s Ambassador 

abroad in Eastern Europe and South America.  

  Gopal Singh contributed to the Gurbani interpretation and 

Sikh history abundantly. In this field, his writings are Sri Guru Granth 

Sahib (English Translation) into 4 volumes, Thus Spake the Tenth 

Master, The Religion of the Sikhs and The History of the Sikhs. Gopal 

Singh was first Sikh annotator to complete the translation of the Sri 

Guru Granth Sahib into English in 1960. It is believed that initially it 

was published in 2 volumes although the present publications are 

published in a four volume set. As the first English translation, it was 

eagerly welcomed both by the Sikhs and non-Punjabi readers, and 

received a wide distribution. 

Original Essence of Text: Gopal Singh’s translation of Guru Granth 

Sahib is undoubtedly of high standard, as it preserves the essence and 

appeal of the original text. In his exegetical work, he explains the basic 

concepts of Sikhism in comparison with other Indian religions. Along 

with a successful translator he is also a profound interpreter. His 

marvellous command over the language can be seen from the following 

couplet: 

http://www.sikhiwiki.org/index.php/Amritsar
http://www.sikhiwiki.org/index.php/Sikh
http://www.sikhiwiki.org/index.php/Khalsa_College,_Amritsar
http://www.sikhiwiki.org/index.php/Sri_Guru_Granth_Sahib
http://www.sikhiwiki.org/index.php/Sri_Guru_Granth_Sahib
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The mighty sing of his might. 
And the blessed of his light. 
Some sing the maketh, given the sack.  
He taketh life and giveth it back.218  

Detailed Interpretation of Words: Gopal Singh uses the elaborated 

method to interpret the Gurbani in his exposition, as can be seen of the 

word Onkar, Nam, Purakh, etc. He defines these words by giving the 

history of their meanings in other Indian religious systems and by 

elaborating their characteristic emphasis in the context of Gurbani.219 

Comparative Approach: In his interpretation Gopal Singh also follows 

the comparative approach in great detail to explain the meaning of the 

words as well as the fundamental concepts of Gurbani in footnotes as 

references. He has presented and explained Sikh religion in comparison 

                                                           
218   Rajinder Singh, ‘Guru Granth Sahib de Angrezi Tarjame’, in Gurmat Sahit, Bhasha 

Vibhag Punjab, Patiala, 1970, pp. 325-26. 
219  “Onkar’ is the original word in the text. According to Swami Vivekananda, “Onkar is the 

most holy word of the Vedas”. A symbolic word meaning the Supreme Being, the Ocean of 
Knowledge and Bliss Absolute”(Raja Yoga). A fuller definition of this word is given in 
Mandukopanishad: JksfeR;sn{kjfen w¡ loZa rL;ksiO;[;kua Hkwra HkoEfnfo";fnfr loZeksîï-kj ,oA 

;PpkU;fR=kdkykrhra rnI;ksîïkj ,o AA ek,MwD;ksfiu"kn~AAûAA “That which was, is, will be, is all 

Onkar. And that which triple time transcends is Onkar too.” (Verse 1); “Onkar’ has also 
been used by the Sikh divine, Bhai Gurdas, in the meaning of Creator-Lord, which is that 
aspect of Godhead when He evolves out of His Absolute Self (Nirankar or the Formless 
aspect) to become a Creative Being: EAMkwr Akwr kr, pvx, pwxI bYsMqr Dwry (=izks=izîï-kj =izdkj 

dj] ik.kh] cSlarj ?kkjs) (Var 4). The figure ‘one’ appended to ‘Onkar’ does not merely signify 

God’s unity as against trinity, but also affirms His being a personality and not merely a 
Shunya ('kwU;) or void. “Transcendent (EN, =izksa) Immanent(-kwr, dkj )” , suggests Kapur 

Singh; “The word in the text is Nam. Literally rendered, it would mean ‘The Name’ or 
spirit as opposed to Rup (Form). A full definition of the word can be found only in the 
Sikh Scripture itself, for its concept differs from the Vedic. It cannot be rendered merely 
as ‘logos’ (or the Word, the second person of Christian Trinity). Guru Nanak himself 
explains this term in the JAPU: ‘Jeta Keeta Teta Naon’, i.e., “as much He hath created 
that much is His Name”. The term has also been used to denote God, Word and the 
discriminating spirit (within). Etymologically, the word has a striking resemblance with 
the Greek ‘neumena’ or the Bright Essence as opposed to phenomena”; “Purkhu (lit. male 
person). In the Sankhya system of Hindu philosophy, Purusha (the Universal spirit), 
eternal, indestructible, all-pervasive, is without activity or attribute, and it is left to 

Prakriti (primal nature), itself an uncaused cause, and an ultimate principle, to bring the 
phenomenal world into being. But the Sikh doctrine, making use of word, emphasises 
Purusha being Himself the only Creator. As in the Sufi and Vaishnavic lore, He is the only 
He, His creatures being females longing to go out and Unite with Him”. Gopal Singh, Sri 
Guru Granth Sahib, Vol. I, Gur Das Kapur & Sons Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi, 1960, p. 1. 
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with the semitic and Indian religions. He quotes references from all the 

religions such examples can be seen in his commentary.220 

Formation of Words: He had a mastery over the English language and 

was well-versed in western literature. He adopted free English verse style 

in his work of translation. At some places he explains the formation of 

English as well as Punjabi words grammatically.221 This proves his 

sincere regard and deep scholarly interest towards his work.  

Explanation of Difficult Words: In his translation of Guru Granth Sahib 

he explains the difficult or obscure words to enable the reader to 

understand the basic ideas enshrined in the Guru Granth Sahib.222 He 

explains the difficult words at the bottom of the page. Unlike Manmohan 

Singh he does not give the original Punjabi version along with the 

translation. 

Usage of Glossary: At the end of each volume of his translation he 

mentioned a glossary for the understanding of technical terms used in 

                                                           
220      Cf. Al Quran: “When He decreeth a thing He saith unto it only: Be, and it is.” (Surah II, 117)  
       Bhai Mani Singh interprets the phrase ‘Eko Kavao, as, One Onkar’. See also the Bible (St. 

John, I) “In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was 
God”. The meaning, therefore, is that the creation came into being through God’s Will 
(Word), p.5; ‘Karma’ of the original text is the principle of causality in moral experience. 
Cf. “As fruit of good deeds done, promising men much profit in new births for works of 
faith.” (Bhagwad Gita), p. 2; “They who make their practice to consist of nothing else but 
sacrifice and public charity, win only for themselves the lunar world; these then return 
again. ”(Prashanopanishad, I, 9). Ibid, p. 6.  

221    suDwKHr= suDw+AKr: also, the nectar (suDw) word (A`Kr), p. 253; muKwgr= muK+AgR i.e. has learnt 

by rote (or heart), Ibid., p. 64.   
222   ‘Sur-nar’ and ‘Muni-jan’ literally mean angelic men and sages (or men of silence) respectively. 

‘Nara’ in Vishnu Purana is a creature with limbs of a horse and human body; 
‘Dharmaraja’ or the lord of moral law, who awards punishment according to a human’s 
deeds recorded by his two angels- Chitra (or Chit, conscious), and Gupta (unconscious), 
Ibid., p. 8. 
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the Guru Granth Sahib. At some places he included brief historical 

reference223 for the proper understanding of a difficult term. The original 

page numbers of the Guru Granth Sahib have also been given in the 

translation. 

Basic Knowledge of Sikhism: In the first volume of his translation, a 

detailed essay on Sikh philosophy follows the preface. It includes the 

concepts of Sikhism and the life of ten Gurus in an explanatory form.224 

Fundamental Traits of Manmohan Singh’s Exposition 

        Manmohan Singh (1896-1969), an advocate by profession, 

was born on June 1, 1896 in a middle class Jat Sikh family of village 

Mohie in District Ludhiana of Punjab.225 Manmohan Singh, a mystic, a 

man of vast, varied and deep learning, was eminent for his erudition. He 

attempted the exposition of Guru Granth Sahib for the first time both in 

Punjabi and English languages. Gurbani originally is composed in a 

poetical form. To translate poetical compositions in another language is 

not at all an easy job. Manmohan Singh’s work occupies a unique 

position among the work devoted to Gurbani exegesis. 

Translation-cum-Exegetical Work: Manmohan Singh’s translation is 

the only exegetical work which gives Gurbani along with its English 

                                                           
223   The reference here is to Sulhi Khan’s beard. He, Akbar’s General, had sworn on his beard 

to dethrone Guru Arjun, the writer of this verse, and put in his place his elder brother, 
Prithi Chand (who swore greater allegiance to the king and was a rival claimant of the 
spiritual throne of Guru Nanak). Sulhi, however, got burnt by accident in a brickkiln and 
thus was his design on the Guru frustrated by God. Ibid., p. 191. 

224    Ibid., pp. XXX-XLVIII. 
225  Manmohan Singh, Sri Guru Granth Sahib: English & Punjabi Translation, Vol. 8, 

Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee, Amritsar, 2008, p. iv. 
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translation and its exegesis in Punjabi language. He divided his each 

page of translation into three sections. He gives the original version of 

Gurbani into first section; in the second, translation of Gurbani into 

English language; and in the third and last section, Gurbani’s exegesis 

into Punjabi.226 

Direct and Devotional Style: He has attempted the annotation and 

explication of Gurbani with great devotion and deep reverence. In his 

own words, “I have not adhered to the interpretation in conformity with 

the grammatical rules, or the principles enunciated in Sabadarath but 

have taken the simpler view in harmony with Sikh faith and tenets. It is 

a single-handed effort and attempt with no extraneous financial or 

scholarly help from any quarter.”227 He performed Ardas to invoke the 

blessings of God before commencing the printing of the first volume.  

Numbers for Difficult Words: He has given the numbers almost on every 

difficult word and the literal meaning in both the languages carry the 

same number in the translation.228 Being a literal meaning of the word 

followed by spiritual sense it gives sufficient scope to the reader for 

understanding and to attempt his own interpretation without any 

external help like dictionary, encyclopaedia and any other commentary. 

                                                           
226   nwnk ivgsY vyprvwhu] O Nanak ! the carefree Master makes merry.   hy nwnk! by-muhqwj mwlk 

mOjW mwxdw hY[ Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 3. 
227  Ibid., p. II. 
228   nYnhu32 dyKu swD drsyrY33]  
     With thy eyes32, see thou the vision33 of the saints.  
      AwpixAW nyqRW32 nwl, qUM sMqW dw drSn33 vyK[ Ibid., Vol. 8, p. 4305.  
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Glossary for Technical Terms: Manmohan Singh appends the index 

with detailed discussion about the language and vocabulary used in the 

Guru Granth Sahib and other miscellaneous information in the form of 

glossary in the eighth and the last volume of his exegesis. In the first 

section, he provides the information about the philosophical,229 

historical,230 geographical231 and cultural232 terms of contemporary 

Indian civilization. In the second section, he refers a source in the form of 

‘Gur Sabad Rattan Parkash’ to locate any particular hymn or verse of 

Gurbani. The Raga-wise table of contents is also included in the last 

volume.233 

Features of Gurbachan Singh Talib’s Exegesis of Guru Granth Sahib 

        G. S. Talib (1911-1986) was an eminent Sikh scholar born in 

Munak, District Sangrur of Punjab.234 He had a brilliant academic and 

professional career. He has written or edited 8 books in Punjabi and 24 

in English, besides producing a large number of research papers, articles 

and radio talks. His works are mainly concerned with the interpretation 

of Gurbani. Some of his books are Muslim League Attack on the Sikhs 

                                                           
229   Six schools of philosophy: 1. Sankh, 2. Niai, 3. Patanjal, 4. Bai-sesak, 5. Mimamsa, 6. 

Vedant. Ibid., Vol. 8, p. 4738. 
230   The four castes: 1. The Literates, 2. The Warriors, 3. The Agriculturists, 4. The Menials. 

Ibid., p. 4735. 
231   The seven under-worlds: 1. Atal, 2. Vital, 3. Sutal, 4. Rasatal, 5. Tatatal, 6. Mahatal, 7. 

Patal. Ibid., p. 4729. 
232   Sixteen sorts of decorations: 1. Cleanliness, 2. Ablution, 3. Toothpaste, 4. Beauteous 

robe, 5. Dyes or dyeing material, 6. Dressing of hairs, 7. Parting of hair, 8. Mark on the 
brow, 9. Perfuming the body, 10. Henna, 11. Ornaments, 12. Flowers, 13. Collyrium, 14. 
Betel leaf, 15. Reddening of the lips, 16. Application of Otto, saffron and red lead to the 
hair. Ibid., p. 4730. 

233  Ibid., p. 4726. 
234   Jodh Singh, Gurbachan Singh Talib: Jivan Te Rachna, Punjabi University, Patiala, 1988, 

p. 4. 
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and Hindus in Punjab 1947 (1950), Anapachhate Rah (1952), Adhunik 

Punjabi Sahit (Punjabi Kav) (1955), The Impact of Guru Gobind Singh on 

Indian Society (1966), Guru Nanak: His Personality and Vision (1969), 

Pavitar Jiwan Kathavan (1971), Bhai Vir Singh: Life, Times and Works 

(1973), Baba Sheikh Farid (1975), Selections from the Holy Granth 

(1975), Guru Tegh Bahadur: Background and Supreme Sacrifice (1976), 

Japuji: The Immortal Prayer Chant (1977), Bani of Sri Guru Amar Das 

(1979) and translation of the Guru Granth Sahib in English (four 

volumes)(1984). 

  According to his own words, the task of compiling a new 

translation of Sri Guru Granth Sahib was assigned to him in 1977 by 

Punjabi University, Patiala.235 He does include many useful footnotes, 

shedding some light on the teachings of Gurus. 

Rhythmic Structure: G.S. Talib has made an attempt to render closely 

the original text in detail, taking into account the verbal nuances, the 

vision enshrined in it and the sensitive poetic features. Along with the 

features just mentioned, an unobtrusive rhythmic structure has been 

adopted for the translated text, to aid an emotional and imaginative 

                                                           
235  “The present English translation of Sri Guru Granth Sahib was called forth by a 

reiterated desire voiced over the years in the Syndicate of the Punjabi University that the 
University, equipped with a department devoted to the study of the holy Granth Sahib, its 

philosophy and other aspects related to the elucidation of its message, also undertake a 
new English translation of the sacred Volume. Such a translation was intended to serve 
as a definitive version for further renderings of the holy Book, complete or in parts, in 
other languages, Indian and foreign. It was felt that despite the existence of several 
English renderings from the Book, there was scope for a fresh attempt at presenting the 
volume in English, keeping the translation close to the original text in minute detail, of 
accuracy and as far as possible, of felicity. It was in this background that this 
undertaking was assigned early in 1977 to the present writer.” G.S. Talib, Sri Guru 
Granth Sahib (English Translation), Punjabi University, Patiala, 1984, Preface, p. xv. 
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approach to the original, which is meant to inspire and arouse the self to 

attempt to live the spiritual experience.  

Conceptual and Philosophical Terms: In finding parallels for concepts 

and philosophical terms their signification in relevant philosophical 

systems is kept in view by G.S. Talib. He draws the terms from the 

Hindu, Yogic and other systems are given their corresponding parallels, 

which when necessary, are clarified in the footnotes. The footnotes touch 

upon the philosophical and linguistic issues involved, and make for 

greater clarity of understanding.  

Terms used for the God: G.S. Talib uses the word Lord for the Supreme 

Being according to the context in his exegetical work. Original forms of 

the attributive names of God, whether from the Indian background or the 

Perso-Arabian are indicated and explicated in the footnotes wherever 

required by the context. The same is true of concepts. For the Guru and 

its synonyms Master, Preceptor and less often, Enlightener is used. His 

grasp over the Sikh teachings is very deep and penetrating and 

presentation retains the fervour and warmth of the original. 

Usage of Diacritical Marks: His knowledge of Sanskrit, Punjabi, Hindi, 

Arabic and Persian is vast and deep. While making translation of Guru 

Granth Sahib, G. S. Talib wrote down the proper classical names and 

concepts. The system prevalent in Indian scholarship is partly adopted. 

Certain names like Rama, Krishna and Shiva are familiar to the scholars 
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of Indian religious thought. To omit their end-vowel would only create 

confusion. There is no fear of these names being pronounced as Ramā, 

Krishnā and Shivā. For the elongated ‘āh’ sound the diacritical sign as 

indicated here, is provided where necessary. 

Disapproval of Question-Answer Style: The most prevalent style of 

interpreting the Gurbani was predominantly question-answer style. But 

Talib did not approve of it and says that it misses the essence of the 

problem; and instead only imposes a framework for which there is no 

warrant in the test as it stands in the Holy Granth.236 

Disagrees with Intellectual Approach: The revealed Word of Scripture 

cannot be fully understood intellectually. Like other scholars G. S. Talib 

agrees with this idea. He writes in the commentary of Japuji, “While the 

discursive intellect may attempt some idea of these in concepts, the 

symbolical language employed by the Guru is the only one in which they 

may be suggested and enter, though imperfectly, into the consciousness 

of the person trying to have some approach them.”237 

 The purpose of every religious text is to explain the revealed 

Word to the common people. Various disciplines and schools of Gurbani 

interpretation emerged partly because of the differences in the 

philosophical outlook of the scholars, and partly because of the 

                                                           
236   G. S. Talib, Japuji: The Immortal Prayer Chant, Munshiram Manoharlal Pvt. Ltd., New 

Delhi, 1977, p.12. 
237  Ibid., p. 126. 
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affiliations of the interpreters to different sects. However, all the 

exegetical writings succeeded to a certain extent for the relevant purpose, 

though all have own limitations and shortcomings as well. 

  Apart from the names of scholars mentioned above, the 

contribution made by Jagbir Singh, Joginder Singh Kairon, Gurbhagat 

Singh, Jasbir Singh Ahluwalia, Kapur Singh, Balbir Singh, Pashaura 

Singh, Devinder Singh Chahal, Bhagat Singh Hira, Jodh Singh, 

Manmohan Singh, Puran Singh, Rattan Singh Jaggi, Wazir Singh, Sardul 

Singh Caveeshar, Teja Singh, S. S. Kohli, Mohan Singh Diwana, Sahib 

Singh, Jodh Singh (Bhai), Taran Singh, Sohan Singh, Sher Singh, 

Joginder Singh and Khazan Singh through their works in context of 

Gurbani is no less important. Some prominent Sikh scholars like 

Gurbhagat Singh, Joginder Singh Talwara, Gulzar Singh Kang, Onkar 

Singh, and Vikram Singh are working continuously on the exegesis of 

Guru Granth Sahib. The scholars from every religion have applied their 

skills to understand the Eternal meaning of Gurbani. In fact, a number 

of interpretations have remained a part and parcel of Sikh tradition 

throughout its history. A search for the true meaning of Guru Granth 

Sahib would continue even in the times to come. The true meaning of a 

Scripture is the solid historical reality of the continuum of actual 

meanings over centuries to actual people. Thus, the real meaning of 

Gurbani is not any one meaning but it is a dynamic process of meanings 

in variegated and unending flow. 
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Chapter-IV 
 

Understanding of Guru Granth Sahib: A 

Hermeneutical Study 
 

 
   The term ‘hermeneutics’ finds its roots in the Greek word 

hermeneuein which means interpretation or explanation. It deals with 

the triadic structure of major concepts such as nature of the text; what 

it means to understand a text; and how understanding and 

interpretations are determined by the presuppositions and beliefs of the 

audience to which the text is being interpreted. The hermeneutics is, 

therefore, a science of interpretation and concerns with the, problems, 

methods and purpose of interpretation. 

  The hermeneutics can be considered as a search for true 

text, or a search for true meaning. For S.P. Dubey, “The art of 

interpreting a religious text either by me today or by a commentator of 

another day is said to be hermeneutics.”238 The hermeneutics is the 

training in the art of interpreting the Scripture by extracting its meaning 

for communication to others. It is a science which establishes rules, 

principles and methods of interpreting religion and its Scripture and its 

relation to society. As such hermeneutics concerns to how the true 

meaning of a text can be determined with accuracy and how a reader 

perceives and interprets the reality. “The hermeneutics of a text works on 

                                                           
238  S.P. Dubey, ‘Hermeneutics and Sankara’, The Indian Journal of Theology, Bishops 

College, Calcutta, July-December, 1982, pp. 166-167. 
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a different level, since it is concerned not so much with how the text 

works, but instead with what the text is saying. The hermeneutics is 

about recovering and understanding the meanings of texts— sometimes 

this may be quite easy and literal, but it may also be a subtle process, 

uncovering meanings that perhaps even the author did not intend or was 

not aware of. However, the texts are not simply about poetry and 

meaning, they are also about being read— a point that is easy to miss 

within the study of any text, including religious texts. A large part of the 

analysis of texts is not only what can be understood from the text itself, 

but also from how it is interacted with within a social and cultural 

context.”239 

  It is a widely accepted fact that the religion is an everlasting 

thought and the principles concerned with it are not merely temporary. 

The interpretation and re-interpretation of these principles ought to be 

studied in the newer conceptual facets of society. The doctrines of 

Gurmat have not sprouted for the sake of history only. So, the history 

cannot be fixed as a determiner for the boundaries of Gurmat doctrines. 

The interpreter has to deal with complicated experience of text specially 

when it is in the form of poetry, which includes the expressions, hopes, 

objectives, thoughts, feelings on symbolic reflection and magnificence 

concepts need strong attention. As the Sikhism is a progressive religion, 

                                                           
239  Malory Nye, Religion: The Basics, Routledge, London, 2008, pp. 153-154. 
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therefore, ethically; its principles should be re-interpreted time to time, 

as there is need of re-awakening in Sikh society. 

Limitations of Hermeneutics 

  The hermeneutics, the science of interpretation, has its own 

limitations which are detailed as under: 

1. The specific form and content of scriptural books vary sharply from 

tradition to tradition and even within a single scriptural corpus. Ritual 

books, legal codes, myths and legends, historical accounts, Divine 

revelations, apocalyptic visions, ecstatic poetry, the words of teachers 

and prophets, and hymns or prayers to deity have all served as a 

Scripture. Sometimes problems crop up during the fixation of a text then 

can any universal or common rules be formulated which can be applied 

to any religious text of the world. 

 

2. The major obstacle to delimit the phenomenon of Scripture is its 

very medium of expression. The term ‘Scripture’ is usually reserved for 

religious texts that have been committed to the written or printed page, 

as the word itself and its common equivalents, for example, sacred 

writings. Yet in most religious traditions, sacred texts were transmitted 

orally in the first place and written down only relatively later. For these 

reasons, a descriptive distinction between oral and written Scriptures 

may on occasion be necessary, even though etymologically ‘Oral 
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Scripture’ is a contradiction in terms. Here the question is how science of 

interpretation be applied to oral traditions prevalent in religions. What 

measures and bases can be adopted for the interpretation of such 

traditions? 

3. Another problem in delimiting Scripture is of distinguishing the 

primary sacred text of a religious tradition from other secondary sacred 

text. Such distinction between a community’s pre-eminent Scripture and 

the rest of its sacred texts is helpful in understanding many religious 

traditions, in some cases, the panoply of texts revered is so great and the 

relative distinctions of authority and sacrality among them so 

unimportant that all have some legitimate claim to the title of 

Scripture.240 When the secondary Scriptures are as important as the 

primary ones then it should be considered whether the hermeneutics of 

the original and secondary text should be same or it should be different. 

4. Other limitation of hermeneutics is the medium of expression in a 

Scripture. This medium of expression is in the form of revelation only. 

The hermeneutics is studied in the light of language, grammar, history, 

culture etc. When we accept the fact that every word of Scripture is 

                                                           
240  ‘In the Mahayana Buddhist tradition as a whole, the number of texts treated as sacred is 

so vast that it is not possible to single out some as more deserving of the title scripture 

than others, save in particular segments of the tradition where one sutra is given 

extraordinary status (e.g., Nichren Buddhist veneration of the Lotus Sutra in Japan). 

Even in a community with a scriptural book or canon that is clearly more sacred than 

other sacred texts, the decision to reserve the status of ‘Scripture’ only for the former can 

be a debatable one.’ 
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revealed then the question arises that whether on the bases of language 

only the revealed word can be understood? 

5. One of the tasks of hermeneutics is the perception of reality which 

influences and is influenced by the interpreter. The important task of 

hermeneutics is to make the interpreter aware of the process by which he 

perceives the reality. The ways we interpret reality determines our 

identity to a large extent and vice-versa. In other words, the way we 

explain or interpret a reality reveals and exposes the nature and 

character of our personality, and conversely speaking, what our 

personality with its nature and trait we have got that also influences our 

interpretation of reality. As Hans-Georg Gadamer says, “It is what I am 

that effects what I see.” So, our perception of reality includes many 

factors related to our identity or personality and factors related to the 

object of our perception. ‘As our perception of reality is profoundly 

shaped, not only by our previous personal experiences, but also our 

experiences “remembered”, i.e., the experiences we inherit from our 

ancestors and carry them in our unconscious, subconscious and 

conscious mind, and also experiences of our people in the past, of our 

nation has gone through, how many race evolved, how the earth has 

been formed, how the universe has been shaped, how I have been trained 

etc. — all these shape our perception of reality to which we are guided 
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and led by hermeneutics.’241 It is a fact that we cannot independently 

interpret without leaving our impressions on the interpretation. In 

general conditions it is a positive trait but in some special cases of 

revelation it is a negative trait and is subject to consideration. 

6. The understanding of true meaning is other significant factor of 

hermeneutics. In hermeneutics, we are often in search of the meaning of 

a statement. Now the question is, can this meaning be obtained simply 

by understanding the words or sentences? Or, do we have to read, and 

can we read the mind of the original author without interference of our 

own perceptions? Further, can the original meaning be obtained without 

being transmitted by our mind? Even when obtained, will that be of any 

use to the reader standing several thousand years away from the actual 

composition.242 Can the mind of the original composer of any Scripture 

be understood with reference to his contemporary history? On the one 

hand, hermeneutics deals with such questions, while on the other it 

brings forth its limitations through such questions. 

7. In hermeneutics the scholar faces double task (i) discovering in the 

past the original meanings meant for the original reader which were 

existing in the mind of the original author, and (ii) interpreting it in the 

present for the present reader. In tracing the original meaning the 

scholar has to take himself into the past and study the time, situation, 
                                                           
241  Paulos Gregogrios, ‘The Hermeneutical Discussion in India Today’, The Indian Journal of   

Theology, Bishops College, Calcutta, 1982, p. 153. 
242

  S.P. Dubey, op. cit., p. 166.   
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context of the past and other related factors like history, culture, 

sociology, language, etc. of the past surrounding the original author and 

original reader. In a way, he has to take himself imaginatively in the past 

time and reach to the mind and purpose of the author. This requires the 

art and power of his imagination. Hermeneutics gives us these directions 

but how one can attain the skill of explaining the mind of the author. So, 

hermeneutics is not only concerned with religion but also includes 

psychology. From the above discussion a question arises ‘whether the 

hermeneutics is the subject of religion only or is an inter-disciplinary?’ 

8. “The religions becoming more and more dynamic and their social 

and political involvements becoming more provoking and problematic, it 

is the task of every country to contextualize the message of its Scriptures 

and to seek their faithful meaning in and for its particular cultural, 

geographical and historical situation. Any hermeneutics that pretends 

first to discover general, ‘time and space transcending interpretations’ 

which are then to be adopted and applied to a particular situation, is not 

only deluding itself but is actually failing to fulfill precisely the task to 

which it is, in fact, called, and cannot possibly lead to any kind of real 

contextuality.”243  

                                                           
243  Joseph Pathrapankal, ‘Editorial’, Journal of Dharma, Vol. V, No. I, Dharmaram College, 

Bangalore, January-March, 1980, p. 2. 
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9. Friedrich Schleiermacher has given the term ‘special insight’244 

which means the Divine Grace of the revealed word of Scripture. The 

understanding of the Eternal Reality is also known as special insight. It 

is noteworthy that the main reason of special insight or the Divine Grace 

is the intensity of experiencing the Eternal Reality. The special insight is 

also the reason of the ability of the interpreter for analyzing a text. This 

special insight is essential for the understanding of a Scripture. So, can 

intellectual experiences of Science be used for the analysis of revelation? 

Before studying a Scripture we should categorize our vision in three 

categories— philosophical, objective and comparative aspects of the 

study. 

I.  Philosophical Aspect:  When the philosophical study is discussed, a 

picture of theories emerges in the mind which is the base of every 

religion. But the scope of Sikh philosophy includes various theories. In 

the present research, only those theories are applied which are helpful in 

gaining the knowledge of Sikh vision. The primary theoretical concept of 

Sikhism is the doctrine of Sabad. The conceptual and spiritual world of 

Sikhism is based on the Eternal Truth of Sabad. If the word ‘Sabad’ is 

replaced with revelation then it is not a misconception. We cannot ignore 

the Sabad revelation because Sikhism speaks of the basic understanding 

of Sabad, then of its experience, and further adopting the concepts. 

                                                           
244  Roy J. Howard, Three Faces of Hermeneutics: An Introduction to Current Theories of 

Understanding, University of California Press, London, 1982, pp.  9-11. 
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Everything else is secondary. It is pertinent to note here that Sikhism 

depends upon the faith on the Scriptural Guru, Guru Granth Sahib. It is 

not incorrect to say that the primary condition or the primary truth of 

any religion is faith. If the Divine truth of Eternal Reality is not 

experienced then even the highest intellectual level is meaningless 

because the soul of a human being is to be redeemed by the Scripture 

Guru, Guru Granth Sahib. 

 Human being is an intellectual being and intellect is the only 

source to understand everything concerning him as well as beyond his 

intellect. In the present research, the approach to study the Guru 

Granth Sahib will be according to our intellect but it does not mean that 

this approach will be restrained to academic knowledge only rather it 

will be further to experience the Eternal Reality because without Divine 

Order and Divine Grace His message cannot be understood.  

He, who by Guru’s grace knows the Lord’s will, 
comes to realise the way of life of all the ages.245   

This is the sign of union with the Lord. That in his 

mind the man recognises only the True Lord’s 
command.246   

Pondering over the Guru, I have learnt this 
instruction, that the Merciful Master, through His 
mercy, ferries His slaves across.247   

                                                           
245  gur ikrpw qy hukmu pCwxY] 
   jugh jugMqr kI ibiD jwxY] Guru Granth Sahib, p. 1027. 
246  pRB imlxY kI eyh nIswxI] 
   min ieko scw hukmu pCwxI] Ibid., p. 106.  
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  The scholarly study helps in formulating a vision towards 

any text, but a true scholar is that who experiences and understands the 

Sabad Guru.  

Supplicates Nanak, of what kind is the man of 
Divine knowledge?  

He who recognises his ownself comprehends Him. 
The divine, who by Guru’s grace, embraces Lord’s 
meditation, becomes acceptable in His Court.248   

The divine scholars know nothing but truth; as they 
obtain true understanding.  

Led astray by another, they go not astray.  

They know the True Lord.249  

He alone is the divine, who enshrines affection for 
the Name.250   

Within the mind of the God-conscious beings is 
enshrined the Guru’s word and they ever, and 
always bloom in their Lord’s love.251   

 

  After considering the aspect of Sikh vision, another 

considerable aspect comes forth that, what is the applicability of Sabad 

based Sikh vision or approach in practical life? Up to what limits the 

                                                                                                                                                                             
247  isKI isiKAw gur vIcwir] 
    ndrI krim lGwey pwir] Ibid., p. 465.  
248  pRxviq nwnk igAwnI kYsw hoie] 
    Awpu pCwxY bUJY soie] 
    gur prswid kry bIcwru] 
    so igAwnI drgh prvwxu] Ibid., p. 25.  
249  igAwnIAw no sBu scu hY scu soJI hoeI] 
    Eie Bulwey iksY dy n Buln@I scu jwxin soeI] Ibid., p. 425. 
250  so igAwnI ijin sbid ilv lweI] Ibid., p. 831. 
251  igAwnIAw AMdir gur sbdu hY inq hir ilv sdw ivgwsu] Ibid., p. 1415. 
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above discussion on faith is relevant, how much the faith system can be 

applied? These questions can be answered by taking into consideration 

the three approaches, i.e., the approach of a Saint, a Soldier and a 

Scholar. 

(i) Saint:  For Saint, Gurbani has used the words Sant, Sadh, Bhagat, 

Jan, Sant-Jan, Sadh-Jan, etc., interchangeably. Moreover, the word 

‘Saint’ signifies a range of virtues. It can be whole spectrum rather than a 

person or an absolute value. A Sant is used to refer to a wise, 

knowledgeable and religious person with knowledge of Divine Truth. The 

first duty of the Sikh is to be a Sant or to be a wise and knowledgeable 

person. A Sant can be loosely translated as saint though this is not very 

exact, for the English term, when used in the adjective sense ‘saintly’ 

refers to a person of great holiness, virtue or benevolence and has a 

formal connotation in the Western culture. The word can be said a 

modified form of the word ‘Sat’ which can simply mean ‘truth’. So, a 

person who makes up his mind on the path of truth is said to be a Sant. 

(ii) Soldier:  In the context of Sikhism, the term ‘Sipahi’ is used for a 

soldier which means warrior or a soldier of truth. Sikhism strongly 

advocates the concept of Miri-Piri and Sant-Sipahi. These concepts go 

parallel to each other. Sikhism is the only religion in which war has been 

justified for the sake of religion, truth and against injustice and cruelty. 

This life style was first endorsed by the Sixth master, Guru Hargobind in 
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the form of Miri and Piri, and later personified by Guru Gobind Singh in 

the shade of Sant-Sipahi. So, it can be said that these concepts are 

imbedded in Sikh religion and Sikhism cannot be imagined without these 

concepts. Faith always supports us, sometimes as a Sant-Sipahi and 

sometimes as a Scholar. 

(iii) Scholar:  The term ‘Scholar’ is derived from the Latin word Schola 

which means a school child, or a student. In other words, a person who 

studies, searches is a student or disciple. In Sikh perspective, the person 

who practices for the Eternal Word (Sabad) is said to be the disciple of 

Guru. Till one practices Sabad-Guru he is a disciple because the Eternal 

Reality or Eternal Being is beyond the human intellect. As He is beyond 

our understanding, intellect, unseen and limitless; and one cannot 

describe Him in lives. So, a true Sikh is one who is always a disciple of 

His Guru. So, his approach should always be of a disciple, a follower, a 

Sant and a researcher.  

II. Objective Aspect: After discussing the philosophical aspect the 

objective aspect is as follows:  

(i) Philological Study: In philological study, it is necessary to get the 

knowledge of language and its significance. The language of the 

Scriptures and religious discourse is different from the general usage of 

language. In religious discourses, symbolic meaning is primary to lexicon 

meaning. But in semantic form, the esoteric meanings of the words 
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should be more explanatory for the researchers. We can come across 

through many examples in Gurbani in which Gurus have explained their 

ideas in simple language by means of story-telling, as:  

Were I to be a she-fawn, live in a forest, and pick 
up and eat fruits and tubers.252 

To know Thy way, (O’ Lord)! is as horse, saddle 
and gold crupper for me. 
 

To run after virtues is as quiver, arrow, bow, spear 
and sword-belt for me.253  

 

  Whenever the revelation in a Scripture is discussed, the 

Divine knowledge is referred that is incarnated in words of the Scripture. 

“Such kind of knowledge or experience has been referred as revelation, 

Shruti and Samriti, Boddh, Kevelaya, Naam, etc. in the context of 

various religious traditions. It is such a Divine knowledge and spiritual 

experience that a religious leader can propagate for the welfare and 

salvation of the people. When such propagator ideas, experiences and 

compositions are compiled it takes the form of a religious Scripture.”254   

  The language is an important medium for the study of text. 

The importance of language in a hermeneutical study becomes more 

relevant for the consideration of its limitations and it cannot be ignored. 

Here, an attempt has been made to study the revealed compositions and 
                                                           
252  hrnI hovw bin bsw kMd mUl cuix Kwau] Ibid., p. 157. 
253  GoVy pwKr suieny swKiq bUJxu qyrI vwt] 
    qrks qIr kmwx sWg qygbMd gux Dwqu] Ibid., p. 16. 
254  Darshan Singh, Bhai Gurdas Sikhi De Pahle Viakhiyakar, Punjabi University, Patiala, 

1986, p. 87. 
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spiritual experience through the medium of intellect. It should be kept in 

mind that language is not the least medium of a hermeneutical study; 

because the study is not limited to the medium of language, rather is 

beyond it.  

Through these fifty-two letters, the three worlds and 
all else are described. 

These letters shall perish. That Imperishable Lord, 
cannot be described through these letters.255 

  

   The grammars, dictionaries, exegesis, commentaries of the 

text make the vision more clear and accurate. But it is also essential to 

experience the revelation of the revealed power only then revealed 

experience can be claimed. Just as soul, ego, grace, Divine Order, 

Eternal Reality, meditation, spirituality, mysticism, etc. are studied 

through intellectual approach, it should not be forgotten that these 

cannot be understood without experience. It is essential to analyse any 

scriptural text in its philosophical, objective and comparative sense on 

the one hand; while on the other, it is indispensable to adopt the 

approach of experiencing the spirituality of that text. “Without Guru 

Sabad the reading of Scripture, grammar and performing of prayers do 

not avail”256 in Sikh perspective. 

                                                           
255  bwvn ACr lok qRY sBu kCu ien hI mwih] 
    ey AKr iKir jwihgy Eie AKr ien mih nwih] Guru Granth Sahib, p. 340.  
256  Jodh Singh, The Religious Philosophy of Guru Nanak, Sikh Philosophical Society, 

Varanasi, 1983, p. 173. 
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(ii) Theological Study: Theology is a branch related to philosophy which 

studies every aspect of religion. Theology has various important aspects 

to study. One of them is to study of revelatory experience of the Eternal 

Reality and the second is to understand of Eternal Word and the 

experience of its power through which the Divine experience of the 

Scripture flows through generations.   

  Sabad is elementary to Sikhism. It does not mean a simple 

word but an Eternal Reality which is symbolic of the Divine presence in 

utter darkness in the form of Eternal Guru, Guru Granth Sahib. 

  For countless ages, there was utter darkness.  

There was no earth and no sky, but the Infinite 
Lord’s will alone was pervasive.  
 

There was neither day, nor night, nor moon, nor 
sun, but the Lord alone sat in profound trance.257 

 

  In Guru Granth Sahib, the power of Sabad is described as 

the power of the Eternal Reality; the whole world is created from and will 

sub-merge into Sabad. 

The creation and deluge occur through the Lord’s 
Word.  
 

Through the Word the creation evolves again.258  
  

                                                           
257  Arbd nrbd DMuDUkwrw] 
    Drix n ggnw hukmu Apwrw] 
    nw idnu rYin n cMdu n sUrju suMn smwiD lgwiedw] Guru Granth Sahib, p. 1035.  
258  auqpiq prlau sbdy hovY] 
    sbdy hI iPir Epiq hovY] Ibid., p. 117. 
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  In Raga Dhanasari, Guru Amar Das says that the light of the 

‘Sabad Deepak’ is pervading all the three worlds and those who absorb 

this light become pure. The Sabad effaces the ego of the mind and thus 

imbued in true devotion one receives eternal happiness. 

The light of the Name lamp is pervading the three 
worlds.  
 

He, who tastes the Name, becomes immaculate.259  
   

 The Lord and his love is attained through Sabad. Without 

the Word, the world is led astray and is born to die again and again. 

Guru Nanak says that if one realizes the Word, he should not be proud of 

himself. 

He who dies of the Divine Word gets immune from 
death and dies not, again a second time. 

From Guru’s instruction love for God’s Name is 
obtained and the Lord is attained to.  

Without Lord’s Name the world has gone astray and 
suffers transmigration over and over again.260 

 

  The ego, avarice and love of the self are the main 

impediments in the way of realization of Sabad. If the good is to be 

received, the renunciation of these bonds, and dwelling on the word, are 

                                                           
259  sbdu dIpku vrqY iqhu loie] 
    jo cwKY so inrmlu hoie] Ibid., p. 664. 
260  sbid mrY so mir rhY iPir mrY n dUjI vwr] 
    sbdY hI qy pweIAY hir nwmy lgY ipAwru] 
    ibnu sbdY jgu BUlw iPrY mir jnmY vwro vwr] Ibid., p. 58.  
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required.261 It is through the Guru that we meet the Lord who makes us 

understand the infinity of His power, and this understanding is possible 

only when ego is put off by realizing that there is nothing but Sabad in 

all the three worlds.262 Guru Nanak says that with the recitation of the 

true Sabad, the unstable mind is restrained and the nectar is realized.263 

Through Sabad, the dignity of salvation is obtained and false pride is 

lost.  

  In the last lines of Japuji, Guru Nanak, consistent to his own 

terse style, explains the construction of the Divine True mint where 

Sabad is fashioned and struck. But all this is granted only to those on 

whom the Ultimate Being casts His gracious glance. 

Make continence thy furnace, patience thy 
goldsmith, understanding thy anvil, Divine 
knowledge thy tools, God’s fear thine bellows, 
practising of penance thy fire and Lord’s love thy 
pot, where in filter the Nectar of God’s Name. 264 

 

                                                           
261  haumY mmqw jil blau loBu jlau AiBmwnu] 
    nwnk sbdu vIcwrIAY pweIAY guxI inDwnu]Ibid., p. 59. 
262  gurU duAwrY hmrw vIAhu ij hoAw jW shu imilAw qW jwinAw] 
    iqhu lokw mih sbdu rivAw hY Awpu gieAw mnu mwinAw] Ibid., p. 351. 
263  clqau mnu rwKY AMimRq cwKY] 
    siqgur syiv AMimRq sbdu BwKY] Ibid., p. 352. 
264  jqu pwhwrw DIrju suinAwru] 
    Ahrix miq vydu hQIAwru] 
    Bau Klw Agin qp qwau] 
    BWfw Bwau AMimRq iqqu Fwil] 
    GVIAY sbdu scI tkswlu] 
    ijn kau ndir krmu iqnu kwr] 
    nwnk ndrI ndir inhwl] Ibid., p. 8. 
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III. Comparative Aspect:  Sabad is a Dhawani that gives us a clear 

picture of the form of any text but Sabad is justified when it gives the 

knowledge of Eternal Reality. The Sabad is the sayings of reliable 

enlightened souls who have attained the Eternal knowledge. The 

meaning of Sabad can be of two types concrete and abstract. The 

concrete Sabad gives us the knowledge of those subjects that can be 

experienced directly. The sayings of the enlightened souls, educational 

couplets in structure are concrete Sabad.265 

  Regarding the sensitive issues of metaphysics, saints and 

sages have given abstract Sabad in Scriptures. The abstract Sabad is 

also of two types, terrestrial and Vedic. The terrestrial Sabads are not 

considered as truth. Only the sayings of enlightened souls and sages are 

taken as truth but Vedic Sabad are believed to be the Sabads of God 

Himself which are fault proof and perfect. 

  In Indian ideology, Vedas and other religious Scriptures are 

believed to be Divine and perfect. The source of their manifestation is not 

earthly but spiritual. So, these are believed to be authentic Sabad 

according to Vedic tradition of Indian philosophy.  

Principle of Authentic Sabad in Guru Granth Sahib  

 The principle of authentic Sabad has also been accepted in 

Guru Granth Sahib. Bhagat Kabir writes that, we should not belittle the 

Scriptures by doubting them. That person is fake who does not follow the 

                                                           
265  Ramji Lal, Sahayak, Kabir Darshan, Lucknow Vishav Vidayalaya, Lucknow, 1962, p. 271. 
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preachings of Scriptures.266 Guru Amar Das justifies his perception by 

giving examples of educational facts from Vedas.267 Guru Arjan Dev gives 

justification of true meditation by exemplifying from Vedas, Shastras and 

Puranas.268 

  In Guru Granth Sahib, the emphasis is laid on the sayings of 

the Mahatma and the showing of respect towards Guru’s ordain. It 

shows the positive point of view of Bani in Guru Granth Sahib. The 

following couplets justify this idea:  

With four feet, two horns and a dumb mouth, how 
shalt thou, then, sing God’s praise? 

 

Standing and sitting, the stick shall fall on thee, so 
where wilt thou, then, hide thy head? 

 

Without God, thou shalt become a borrowed ox. 
With a torn nose and maimed shoulders, thou shalt 
eat the straw of coarse grain. Pause. 

 

All day thou shalt wander in the forest, even then 
thy belly shall not be satiated. 

 

Thou listened not to the advice of the holy men, 
consequently thou shalt obtain the fruit of thy 
actions.269 

                                                           
266  byd kqyb khhu mq JUTy JUTw jo n bIcwrY] Guru Granth Sahib, p. 1350. 
267  vydw mih nwmu auqmu so suxih nwhI iPrih ijau byqwilAw] Ibid., p. 919. 
268  cwir pukwirh nw qU mwnih] 
    Ktu BI eykw bwq vKwnih] 
    ds AstI imil eyko kihAw] 
    qw BI jogI Bydu n lihAw] Ibid., p. 886. 
269  cwir pwv duie isMg guMg muK qb kYsy gun geIhY] 
 aUTq bYTq Tygw pir hY qb kq mUf lukeI hY] 
 hir ibnu bYl ibrwny hueIhY] 
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With their ears, the Sikhs hear the instruction which 
the True Guru imparts. 

 

They who submit to the True Guru’s will are imbued 
with four fold dye (of love). 

 

 

 

This is the peculiar way of life of Guru’s Sikhs that 
their soul flowers by hearing Guru’s teaching.270 

  In Indian tradition, the existence of Sabad is used as a proof 

of Scriptures. On the other hand, it is also used as a source of 

cosmology, as Eternal and primordeal sound. 

Sabad as Source of Cosmology  

 According to Rigveda (1.3.11), everyone has evolved from 

Sabad. Acharya Shankar quotes in commentary on Brahm Sutra that the 

world has originated from Sabad; Upanishadas say that the universe has 

originated from Pranav. It is quoted in Mandukya Upanishada that 

Onkar is the symbol of indestructible Reality and a collective form of 

three spaces. The universe is the description of God. According to Tatriya 

Upanishada (1.4), the whole universe has originated from the single idea 

of the God. Shevta Shastra, Chandogya and Amrit Bindu Upanishadas 

also support this view. Naiya & Vaisheshak supports the view that the 

creation and destruction of universe is due to Will of God. The universe is 

                                                                                                                                                                             

 Pwty nwkn tUtY kwDn kodau ko Busu KeIhY]rhwau] 
 swro idnu folq bn mhIAw Ajhu n pyt AGeIhY] 
 jn Bgqn ko kho n mwno kIE Apno peIhY] Ibid., p. 524. 
270  aupdys ij idqw siqgurU so suixAw isKI kMny] 
 ijn siqgur kw Bwxw mMinAw iqn cVI cvgix vMny] 
 ieh cwl inrwlI gurmuKI gur dIiKAw suix mnu iBMny] Ibid., p. 314. 
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created by the activity of atoms in concordance with each other 

according to the Will of God. 

  According to Christian ideology, Sabad was alone stand in 

the beginning of the universe. The belief of creation of universe from 

word ‘Kun’ is also in argument with Christian ideology.’271 

 

  According to Guru Granth Sahib, Sabad is the source of 

cosmology: 

With One Word Thou didst effect the world’s expansion 
and where by lacs of rivers began to flow.272 
 
The creation and deluge occur through the Lord’s Word.  

 Through the Word the creation evolves again.273 
 

  Onkar is the incarnation of God himself. As in Upanishadas, 

Onkar is the symbol of the Sabad in Gurbani. So, where Sabad is 

considered as the source of cosmology, Onkar is also the source of 

creation. 

    There is but One True God. By Guru’s grace, He is 
 obtained. 
 Brahma was created through the One Lord. 
 That Brahma cherished the One Lord in the mind. 
 It is from the One Lord that mountains and ages have 

emanated. 
 It is the Lord who created the Vedas.274 

                                                           
271  Darshan Singh, Guru Granth Bani Vich Guru Da Sankalap, Punjabi University, Patiala, 

1999, pp. 60-79. 
272  kIqw pswau eyko kvwau] 
 iqs qy hoey lK drIAwau] Guru Granth Sahib, p. 3. 
273  auqpiq prlau sbdy hovY] 
 sbdy hI iPir Epiq hovY] Ibid., p. 117. 
274  EAMkwir bRhmw auqpiq] 
    EAMkwru kIAw ijin iciq] 
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     The One Lord has created the creation. 
 He has made days, nights and everything.275 
 

     The entire world is engrossed in the three modes. 
 It lands in hell and heaven.276  
 

 
 

Sabad in Indian Tradition of Eternal Reality and Acoustics 

 The tradition of Eternal Reality of Sabad has been in vogue 

since the ancient times of Indian religions. Rigveda acknowledges this 

thought. According to Kath Upanishada, word is Eternal and 

transcendental Reality. In Bhagwad Gita, Sabad is used as Par Brahmn, 

i.e., Eternal Reality. For Yogis, the Ultimate Word is present in all human 

beings. The Sabad rises from primary crown Chakra but is audible when 

the senses of human being meditate to listen it. This is called primordeal 

sound. According to Gorakh Nath, the acoustic sound is the explanatory 

form of Onkar. It includes Brahma, Vishnu and Mahadev. It helps to 

achieve Nirvana i.e., salvation.277 It also helps in attaining the mystic 

experience and resolves all the conflicts of mind. Sabad submerges into 

Sabad. It means that Sabad is universe. 

                                                                                                                                                                             
    EAMkwir sYl jug Bey] 
    EAMkwir byd inrmey] Ibid., pp. 929-30. 
275  EAMkwir auqpwqI] 
    kIAw idnsu sB rwqI] Ibid., p. 1003. 
276  qRY gux kIAw pwswrw] 
    nrk surg Avqwrw] Ibid. 
277  Govindnath Rajguru, Gurmukhi Lipi Mein Hindi Gaddaya, Rajkamal Prakashan, Delhi,   

1969, p. 70.  
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  The above discussion leads us to conclude that the Sabad is 

proof of revealed Scriptures written by saints and sages. It is a source of 

cosmology. It is also noteworthy that Sabad is also used as Brahm, 

Onkar, Pranav, primordeal sound, acoustic word and Bindu. According 

to Indian tradition, the Eternal Word is Guru that gives knowledge to the 

universe. So, the Eternal Word and its primordeal sound are also called 

Guru and Sabad. Hence, Guru is in two forms; one is Godly and second 

is in the form of primordeal sound. 

Principle of Sabad-Guru in Guru Granth Sahib 

Gurbani is the Divine Word, Gurbani the Lord’s 
knowledge and through Gurbani the Lord is realised 
to be all pervading.278 

 
  In the above quoted couplet of Guru Nanak, Sabad Guru has 

been informed as acoustic Scripture and universal knowledge. Three 

forms of Sabad, hence, can be derived: first is primordeal sound; second 

Guru’s ordain; and third universal knowledge. Apart from it, Sabad has 

also been used as revelation of the above said three forms in Bani of 

Guru Granth Sahib. 

Sabad as the Ultimate Reality: The contributors of Guru Granth Sahib 

have discussed the universality of Sabad by using it for Ultimate Reality. 

According to them, Ultimate Reality prevails in both virtue and 

transcendental form. Before the creation of universe when there was no 

                                                           
278  gurmuiK nwdM gurmuiK vydM] 
    gurmuiK rihAw smweI]Guru Granth Sahib, p. 2. 
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distinction of form, class, caste, etc., the Ultimate Reality was in the form 

of Sabad only. 

When there was no form, no sign and no caste, then 
in its quintessence form the Name dwelt in the 
Unlineal Lord.279  

  In virtuous form, Sabad is present in the universe as well as 

in the human soul. 

His Name, that is within all, should abide in his 
own Home, so that the mind’s wandering may 
cease. The mind then obtains the Lord, whose light 
is pervading the three worlds.280 

Amongst all, the True Lord’s Name is contained and 
by His own grace, the Lord is met.281  

 
  According to the Bani of Guru Granth Sahib, the Ultimate 

Reality is present in the entire three universes. The principle of Sabad 

Brahmn in Guru Granth Sahib is in accordance with the Indian 

tradition. 

Sabad as a Primordeal Sound:  In Guru Granth Sahib, Sabad has also 

described as primordeal sound. 

Day and night, the Divine music resounds within 
him, who, by Guru’s grace, knows the wondrous 
state of the Deathless Lord. 

When one knows the Name, then realises he the 
One Detached Lord, pervading all. 282 

                                                           
279  rUpu n ryiKAw jwiq n hoqI qau AkulIix rhqau sbdu su swru] Ibid., p. 945.  
280  su sbdu inrMqir inj Gir AwCY iqRBvx joiq su sbid lhY] Ibid. 
281  sB mih sbdu vrqY pRB swcw krim imlY bYAwlM] Ibid., p. 1275. 
282  Anhd sbdu vjY idnu rwqI] 
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The True Guru has dropped the Immortalising 
Nectar into my mouth. 

Whereat the Lord became manifest within my tenth 
gate. 

There, in the tenth gate, resounds the celestial 
strain of the utterance of the Guru’s word and one 
easily merges in the Lord.283 

Meeting with saints, night and day my soul remains 
pleased and beauteous look my home and mansion. 

The unbeaten melodious music of the five musical 
instruments resounds since the friends have come 
into my home.284 

  The concept of primordeal sound given by the contributors of 

Guru Granth Sahib is different from the other traditions followed by 

Nathas and Saints. According to Nathas and Yogis, the primordeal sound 

is such as mystic sound which audible only after reaching the zenith of 

hardcore meditation. This sound is just a vibration which can be audible, 

after achieving the ecstatic state through meditation. The contributors of 

Guru Granth Sahib have though used appropriate vocabulary, yet they 

have used the primordeal sound for that mystic state in which human 

soul experiences continuous and aesthetic rasa of the music due to 

reunion with God. It is a blissful state free from joy and sorrows, music 

based, determination, firm and fearless. 

                                                                                                                                                                             

    Aivgq kI giq gurmuiK jwqI] 
    qau jwnI jw sbid pCwnI] 
    eyko riv rihAw inrbwnI] Ibid., p. 904. 
283  AMimRq rsu siqgurU cuAwieAw] 
    dsvY duAwir pRgtu hoie AwieAw] 
    qh Anhd sbd vjih Duin bwxI shjy shij smweI hy]Ibid., p. 1069. 
284  Anidnu mylu BieAw mnu mwinAw Gr mMdr sohwey] 
    pMc sbd Duin Anhd vwjy hm Gir swjn Awey]Ibid., p. 764. 
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There in the saints’ society are full sounds of the 
melody of the five musical instruments. 

Without being struck, they play wondrously and 
marvelously. 

There are saints, God’s people play with their Lord. 

Remaining perfectly detached, the saints 
contemplate their Supreme Lord. 

Saints’ congregation is the seat of peace, poise and 
pleasure. 

The galaxy of the saints sit and sing the Lord’s 
praises. There is no malady, sorrow, birth and 
death there.285 

  The continuous meditation of God is knowledge.286 So, 

according to Guru Granth Sahib, the primal state is the state of 

manifested knowledge. The experience of knowledge is revelation of 

Absolute Reality. In the Bani of Guru Granth Sahib, the Sabad is called 

as ‘Dhur Ki Bani’, that is, the order of Ultimate Being. So, Sabad is a 

form of Ultimate Being. Apart from it, Guru Granth Sahib emphasizes 

that Absolute Reality is incarnated in the Guru.  

Sabad in the Form of Ordain of Guru: The contributors of Guru Granth 

Sahib have laid special emphasis on the form of Sabad as ordain of the 

Guru. Sabad is a source through which the Ultimate Knowledge gained 

in primal state is written in human language. When a Guru speaks his 

ordains, he is inseparable from his experience because his experience is 

                                                           
285  pMc sbd qh pUrn nwd] 
    Anhd bwjy Acrj ibsmwd] 
    kyl krih sMq hir log] 
    pwrbRhm pUrn inrjog]1] 
    sUK sjh AwnMd Bvn] 
    swDsMig bYis gux gwvih qh rog sog nhI jnm mrn] Ibid., p. 888. 
286  Jai Ram Mishar, Sri Guru Granth Darshan, Sahit Bhawan Pvt. Ltd., Allahabad, 1960,  

p. 257. 
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the result of illumination of Ultimate Knowledge. This illumination is 

Divine. So, the Sabad is true Guru in itself. That is why, in Guru Granth 

Sahib, Sabad is known as the Ultimate Reality287 as well as the Guru.288 

  The Guru Granth Sahib also provides the multi-functions of 

Sabad as Guru. So, patience,289 doubtlessness290; state of indifference, 

i.e. renunciation,291 control over senses292; achievement of divine rasa, 

i.e. aesthetics; relief from sorrows,293 transcendental attributes294; good 

health295; regulation of desires,296 fear of God,297 peace of mind298; 

                                                           
287  siqgur kI bwxI siq srUpu hY gurbwxI bxIAY]Guru Granth Sahib, p. 304. 

     gurmuiK bwxI bRhmu hY sbid imlwvw hoie] Ibid., p. 39.  

     vwhu vwhu bwxI inrMkwr hY iqsu jyvfu Avru n koie] Ibid., p. 515. 
288  sbid gurU Bv swgru qrIAY ieq auq eyko jwxY] Ibid., p. 944. 

     sbdu gur pIrw gihr gMBIrw ibnu sbdY jgu baurwnM] Ibid., p. 635. 

     bwxI gurU gurU hY bwxI ivic bwxI AMimRqu swry] Ibid., p. 982. 

     siqgur bcn bcn hY siqgur pwDru mukiq jnwvYgo] Ibid., p. 1310. 
289  nwmu swlwhI rMg isau gur kY sbid sMqoKu] Ibid., p. 61. 
290  gur sbdI shsw dUKu cukwey] Ibid., p. 128.  
    sbid Byid BRmu kitAw guir nwmu dIAw smJwie] Ibid., p. 994. 
291  sdw Ailpqu rhY gur sbdI swcy isau icqu lwiedw] Ibid., p. 1061;  
    koeI gurmuiK buJY sbid inrwlw] Ibid., p. 1031;  
    Awsw Aws krY nhI bUJY gur kY sbid inrws suKu lhIAw] Ibid., p. 835. 
292  jIvn mukqu min nwmu vswey] Ibid., p. 412.  
    gur prswdI haumY CutY jIvn mukqu so hoie] Ibid., p. 948.  
    mnu sbid mrY prqIiq hoie haumY qjy ivkwr] Ibid., p. 162. 
293  so scu syivhu isrjxhwrw] 
    sbdy dUK invwrxhwrw] Ibid., p. 1053  
    dUK ivswrxu sbdu hY jy mMin vswey koie] Ibid., p. 1413. 
294  AMdrhu durmiq dUjI KoeI so jnu hir ilv lwgw] Ibid., pp. 767-768;  
    swcO swihbu min vsY haumY ibKu mwrI] Ibid., p. 419. 
295   gur kw sbdu siB rog gvwey ijs no hir jIau lwey] Ibid., p. 1131;  
    rogu sogu duKu vM\Y ijsu nwau min vsY] Ibid., p. 963. 
296    kwmu kRoDu min mohu srIrw] 
 lbu loBu AhMkwr su pIrw] 
 rwm nwm ibnu ikau mnu DIrw] Ibid., p. 414. 
297   BY Bau rwiKAw Bwie svwir] Ibid., p. 151;  
    BY Bau GVIAY sbid svwir] Ibid.  
    suriq hovY piq aUgvY gur bcnI Bau Kwie] Ibid., p. 18. 
298  gur bcnI mnu shj iDAwny] Ibid., p. 796.  
    qnu mnu Kojy qw nwau pwey] 
 Dwvqu rwKY Twik rhwey] Ibid., p. 110.  

    AMqir nwmu rivAw inhkyvlu iqRsnw sbid buJweI hy] Ibid., p. 1044. 
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determination for ideal life299; success in every sphere of life300; attaining 

knowledge301; fulfillment of desires302; relief from ignorance303; 

concentration304; virtue305; freedom from bondages306; achieving 

respect307 etc. are the results of the guidance and practice of Sabad 

Guru. 

  Sabad being the ordain of Guru, the Guru Granth Sahib is 

full of a good many hymns on the importance of Gurbani.308 It can be 

concluded that Sabad, as the incarnation of Guru, is presented in three 

forms. First is the concrete form of Sabad as educational; second is the 

abstract form of acoustic sound, i.e., primordeal; and third the universal 

form of the virtuous and the transcendental Ultimate. Though Sabad 

Guru prevails in all the three forms in the Indian tradition, yet the status 

of Guru is conferred upon Sabad more emphatically in Guru Granth 

Sahib. 

 

                                                           
299   gurmuiK sdw slwhIAY krqw kry su hoeI] Ibid., p. 788. 
300  sBu jgu hwrY so ijxY gur sbdu vIcwrw] Ibid., p. 422. 
301  gur igAwnu pRcMfu blwieAw AigAwnu AMDyrw jwie] Ibid., p. 29.  
    gur prswid imitAw AMiDAwrw Git cwnxu Awpu pCwnixAw]Ibid., p. 129;  
    siqgur qy igAwnu pwieAw hir qqu bIcwrw] 
    miq mlIx prgtu BeI jip nwmu murwrw] Ibid., p. 163. 
302  siB ieCw min qin pUrIAw sBu cUkw fru jm ky] Ibid., p. 731. 
303  hir nwmu ipAwry sbid insqwry AigAwnu ADyru gvwieAw]Ibid., p. 774. 
304  gur sbdI scI ilv lwey] Ibid., p. 115. 
305  min qin muiK jwpY sdw gux AMqir min DIr] Ibid., p. 937. 
306  gurmuiK mukqo bMDu n pwie] Ibid., p. 152. 
    iqRibD bMDn qUith gur sbdI gur sbdI mukiq krwvixAw] Ibid., p. 127. 
307  hir inrmlu haumY mYlu gvwey dir scY soBw pwvixAw] Ibid., p. 115. 

    hir jn aUcy sd hI aUcy gur kY sbid suhwieAw] Ibid., p. 769. 
308  pRB bwxI sbdu suBwiKAw] Ibid., p. 611.  
    nwnw rUp rMg hir kyry Git Git rwmu rivE guplwk] Ibid., p. 1295. 
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Chapter-V 

Methods for the Understanding of  
Guru Granth Sahib 

 

 

  Guru Granth Sahib contains the Divine inspired word and in 

Sikhism, this Divine inspired word (Gurbani) is bestowed with the rank 

of Guru. The Gurbani is the source of eternal knowledge and 

illumination which dispels the darkness of ignorance. In Guru Granth 

Sahib, the Sikh Gurus have string together the spiritual consciousness of 

whole Indian culture by including the compositions of saints and sages 

from different caste and creed. This spiritual consciousness has its own 

philosophical and historical background which is different from its 

previous rigid religious traditions. The Vedas are known for initiation of 

human metaphysical experience and in the same context the vast 

treasure of Gurbani in Guru Granth Sahib emerges as the extreme of the 

past and contemporary spiritual-philosophy. Many scholars accept Guru 

Granth Sahib as Rigveda due to its spiritual grandeur.309 

 The Gurbani is not only for the recitation but also the 

emissary of Divine Order. The main objective of Gurbani is to 

communicate the eternal experience, knowledge and the Will of God to 

humanity. Therefore, the Gurabni is called as ‘Dhur-Ki-Bani’. 

                                                           
309    Suniti Kumar Chatterji, Jayedeva, Sahitya Academy, New Delhi, 1981, p. 66. 
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 From the Primal One, has emanated the Gurbani, 
 and it has effaced all the anxiety.310  
 

I, the minstrel, make obeisance unto the Creator and 
sing His praises.311  
 
As the word of the Lord comes to me, so do I utter, O 
Lalo.312  
 
Gurbani is the embodiment of the Guru and the Guru 
is the embodiment of Gurbani.  
In the whole of Gurbani is contained the Nectar.313  
 
By myself I know not how to speak.  
I utter all, that is the command of my Lord.314  
 

  The Divine inspired Word in Guru Granth Sahib is not 

accessible without elaboration. The need of exposition was felt even 

during the time of the Gurus. The attempts and efforts were put in this 

direction. It developed into a full-fledged discipline, first in the West by 

the interpreters of the Bible, later it is adopted in the East, especially by 

the Sikh interpreters of twentieth century. The hermeneutics is ‘a science 

of interpretation’ but this definition is an unsuccessful attempt to limit 

its universality. In the modern times, it is very difficult to define the 

hermeneutics in few words which is emerging as such a vast discipline of 

studies. One of the reasons is that in its area of study the concepts 

related to religion not only to be touched but also be explored to 

understand the revealed text. Due to its interdisciplinary approach, the 

                                                           
310    Dur kI bwxI AweI] 
 iqin sglI icMq imtweI] Guru Granth Sahib, p. 628. 
311     Kwlk kau Awdysu FwFI gwvxw] Ibid., p. 148.  
312     jYsI mY AwvY Ksm kI bwxI qYsVw krI igAwnu vy lwlo] Ibid., p. 722. 
313    bwxI gurU gurU hY bwxI ivic bwxI AMimRqu swry] Ibid., p. 982.  
314    hau Awphu bol n jwxdw mY kihAw sBu hukmwau jIau] Ibid., p. 763. 
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importance and necessity of hermeneutics is increasing day-by-day. The 

need of the time is to dare the challenges of hermeneutics and to 

understand it in depth; and not to avoid and reject it by referring it as a 

Western or Christian discipline. The religious intelligentsia of the world 

has given their own methodologies to understand any revealed text; these 

are classified into tools, ways, ideas, policies, approaches, research tools, 

etc. To define all these methodologies the most appropriate word is 

‘hermeneutics’. The hermeneutics, i.e., the science of interpretation but it 

will be more suitable if it is called the science of research tools or the 

science of understanding. 

 Before initiating any discussion, it is needable to make it 

clear that what is the meaning of methodology or a research tool on 

which the entire process of research is based. Every discipline has its 

own research methodologies. Does it mean that we need to establish a 

separate research methodology for a particular religion?  Here, it is 

notable that we are trying to explore the hermeneutics in the context of 

Sikh religion which is emerging as a new discipline. Therefore, every 

concept should be analyzed in the light of Gurmat so that a new 

discipline, i.e., ‘Sikh Hermeneutics’ can establish. 

  Iain Mclean and Alistair Mcmillan say that a methodology is 

“the study of methods to be used in any form of inquiry”.315 A 

                                                           
315   Iain Mclean and Alistair Mcmillan, The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Politics, Oxford 

University Press, New York, 2009, p. 342. 
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methodology or a tool can be said a systematic investigation to establish 

new facts, to solve new or existing problems, to prove new ideas or to 

develop new theories, etc. The goal of research process is to produce new 

knowledge and this process entirely depends on our ways, tools or 

methodologies used during the research. These tools or methodologies 

include various factors, techniques, approaches and can be said the 

research instruments. The construction of these tools or methodologies is 

most important aspect of desired research project. These research tools 

provide the input to study, and therefore, the quality and validity of the 

output findings are solely dependent upon it. 

Objectives of Research Tools related to Gurmat 

1. The research studies and interpretations related to Gurmat need to be 

based on such research tools which are best suited to interpret the 

Gurbani. The Gurmat interpretation does not simply mean to prepare an 

exegesis or a commentary but it should be an attempt to interpret the 

explanatory Divine experience and the message of Ultimate Reality. 

Therefore, any research is considered to be systematic which has set its 

own limitations of research tools. For example, the grammar as a 

research tool has its own limitations and cannot go beyond the philology. 

So, on the basis of grammar only, it is very difficult for an interpreter as 

well as the reader to reach on the eternal meaning of text. 
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2. While interpreting the text, the tradition of mystic meanings and spiritual 

powers can be commonly seen in the revealed text. It is a metaphorical 

method of showing the grandeur of Eternal Reality. In Gurmat 

perspective, there is no such prohibition on considering symbolic 

manifestation of the spiritual world but to take it as only a connotative 

meaning of the Gurbani is not a scientific exegesis. Such type of 

interpretation is mostly based on superstitions and in fact, it helps in 

enhancing them.316 The interpreter has to understand the nature of the 

language-oriented communication. So, the widely accepted interpretation 

of Gurbani is one which intensifies the Sikh ideology instead of 

superstitions. 

3. The interpretation is an art which has many dimensions, viz. linguistic, 

literary, and philosophical. Many other subjects are incorporated in it. 

While interpreting the Gurbani all these dimensions need to be 

considered for a positive and purposeful research. Apart from these, it is 

necessary that any research or interpretation of Gurbani should not 

overlook the Sikh ideology. The formation of new concepts related to 

Gurmat is permitted in the interpretation of Gurbani but these should be 

a part of Sikh ideology. 

                                                           
316    ‘… pRwpq swihq dI tIkwkwrI ivc̀ ie`k bVI AjIb sm`isAw lokW dy ies idRVH ivSvws qoN aupjdI hY ik kiQq 

bcn r`b v`loN AwieAw hox kwrn Swbidk rUp iv`c s`c hY jy au`Qy iliKAw hoieAw hY; pRB BwvyN ibn sws qy rwKy, 
qW auh smJdy hn ik ieh ie`k A`KrI rUp iv`c vrq skx vwlI s`cweI hY[auh ieh nhIN smJdy ik ieh vwihgurU 
dI Apwr SkqI nUM pRgtwaux dw ie`k AlMkwrk FMg hY’[ For more details, see Piar Singh, ‘Tikakari: 

Sidhantak Vishleshan’ in Tikakari, Itihaskari Te Patarkari: Kujh Drishtikon, Third Punjabi 
Development Conference, Punjabi University, Patiala, 7-9 December, 1984, p. 110. 
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4.  An ideal exegesis or interpretation not only brings forth the Divine 

message with all the possible dimensions like scriptural, mystic and 

esoteric but also provides the pictorial view of revealed experience. 

5. The desired objective of interpretation fixed by the interpreter is not easy 

to achieve due to some reasons. Firstly, every literary composition 

consists of different aspects of literary arts, viz. language, grammar, 

script, etc. which are difficult to understand for a layman. Secondly, it is 

also a fact that every literary writing is influenced by some important 

contemporary factors like history, culture, society, economy, politics, 

philosophy and spirituality. Thirdly, every composition may have 

denotative as well as connotative meanings. In this way, all these 

dimensions make interpretation more difficult. So, an ideal interpretation 

demands a versatile personality of the interpreter.   

6. The interpreter should always keep in mind that the Gurbani has its own 

unique diction and ideology. So, while defining the new frames of 

ideology the universal oneness of entire Gurmat principles must be 

there.317 

7. Every human being has his own individual Divine experience of the 

Almighty but the Ultimate Reality cannot be explained through the 

intellect. Although these attempts of an individual related with the 

Revealed Word can be designated as the imaginative symbols of Divine 

Reality. On the other hand, the research projects based on logic only 

cannot attain the Divine experience of the Gurbani. Such research can 

be free from logical mistakes and can have unity of thoughts; but it is not 

                                                           
317    Jaswant Singh Neki, Sada Vigas, Singh Brothers, Amritsar, 2007, p. 211. 
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necessary that it justifies the true experiences of Ultimate Reality. So, 

actual revealed experience should be the evaluation parameter of the 

interpretation.318 

8. The Mul Mantra is considered as the primal revelation of Gurbani and 

defines the entire Gurmat ideology. According to the Sampardai School of 

interpretation, the Gurbani is the endless interpretation of the Mul 

Mantra. So, whatever the new concept of interpretation is defined it 

should be in accordance with the Mul Mantra.  

 Thus, it can be concluded that whenever a new doctrine is 

formulated regarding the interpretation of Gurbani, the above given 

objectives of research tools must be considered. 

  After discussing the objectives of research tools related to 

Gurmat, the hermeneutical tools or Gurmat methodologies can broadly 

be divided into two main parts: (i) Hermeneutical tools within the Gurmat 

literature, and (ii) Hermeneutical tools within the Gurbani.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
318  Ibid. 

 Hermeneutical Tools/ 
Gurmat Methodologies 

  
Hermeneutical Tools 

within the Gurmat 
Literature 

Hermeneutical Tools 

within the Gurbani 
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Section-I 

 

Hermeneutical Tools within the Gurmat Literature 

 In this section, an attempt has been made to study all those 

hermeneutical tools which are commonly used to interpret the Gurmat 

literature. These include historical, social, linguistic factors etc. Just as 

the references related to the understanding of Gurbani in Guru Granth 

Sahib cannot be ignored; similarly, many important facts of Sikh 

literature can also not be ignored. For some scholars, history is an 

important tool, while for others language is more important to 

understand a text. Due to the limitations of the present study it is not 

feasible to analyze all the available hermeneutical tools. So, in this 

section, hermeneutical tools given by prominent Sikh exegetes are 

included so that hermeneutical study of Guru Granth Sahib can be done 

through important and appropriate facts. Some important Sikh exegetes 

are as follows: 

(1) Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha 

  Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha says, “It is natural that when we 

come across the different views in reference to literature of our religion 

then mind is got confused and it’s not easy to decide which reference is 

true and appropriate to Gurmat but when we think logically; just as 

Christianity, Hinduism, Islam have considered Bible, Vedas, Quran, etc. 

as primary Scriptures and approved their sayings; then in the same way, 
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the rationalizing of references in the context of Gurbani dispels the 

difference of views and we find the direct way of understanding the 

Gurmat.”319 Continuing this debate he further provides more points. 

  ‘Bhai Mani Singh wrote in Bhagat Ratnavali that a Sikh 

should follow the sayings of the Sikh Gurus. A Sikh should do those 

things which are ordered by his Guru and should listen to those which 

his Guru has asked him to listen. It means that the sayings of the Sikh 

Gurus confirm the Sikh principles.’320 

(i)  Guru Arjan Dev says: 

He alone is redeemed from the great noose, who, 
within his mind, has the Guru’s word.321 
 
From the Primal One, has emanated the Gurbani, and 
it has effaced all the anxiety.322  

 

Sing thou the Guru’s word, O brother. 
That is ever fruitful and peace-giving.323 

 
(ii)  Guru Ram Das says: 

                                                           
319  ‘ieh s@ÍBwivk g`l hY ik jd AsIN Awpxy mq dIAW pusqkW ivc ivroD dyKdy hW qW mn BRm-ckR ivc pY jWdw hY 

Aqy swnUM ieh inrxw krnw AOKw huMdw hY ik gurumq dI s`cI aupdySk ikhVI pusqk hY, ikhVw pwT hY, pr jdoN 
AsIN ivcwr-SkqI qoN kMm lYNdy hW, Aqy ijs qrHW eIsweI, ihMdU, muslmwn AwidkW ny AMjIl, kurwn, vyd Awidk 
Drm pusqkW nUM Awpxy mq ivc SRomxI jwx ky aunHW dy Anuswr vcnW nUM pRmwx Aqy ivru`D vcnW nUM ApRmwx mMinAw 
hY, ausy qrHW is`K gurU swihbwn dI SRI muKvwk bwxI dI ksOtI nwl sB is`K mq dy pusqkW dI prIiKAw krky 
gurbwxI dy inXmW qoN ivru`D vcnW dw iqAwg Aqy AnukUl vcnW dw gRihx krdw hW, qW swrIAW kiTnweIAW iCn 
ivc imt jWdIAW hn, Aqy AsIN gurumq dw is`Dw rsqw l`B lYNdy hW’[Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha, Gurmat 

Martand, Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee, Amritsar, 1962, p. ii. 
320  ‘BweI mnI isMG jI ‘Bgq rqnwvlI’ ivc ilKdy hn ik jo vcn is`K gurW dy Sbd 

Anuswr hox, auhI suxy, auhI pVHy[ Bwv iek is`K nUM auhI krnw cwhIdw hY jo aus dw 
gurU khy, auhI suxnw cwhIdw hY jo ausdw gurU aus nUM suxn nUM khy, Bwv gurU dy bcn 
sdw is`K isDWqW nUM idVH krvwaux vwly huMdy hn’[ Ibid., p. iii. 

321  so CUtY mhw jwl qy ijsu gur sbdu inrMqir] Guru Granth Sahib, p. 397. 
322  Dur kI bwxI AweI] 
 iqin sglI icMq imtweI] Ibid., p. 628. 
323  gurbwxI gwvh BweI] 
 Eh sPl sdw suKdweI] Ibid., p. 629. 
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Gurbani is the embodiment of the Guru and the Guru 
is the embodiment of Gurbani.  
In the whole of Gurbani is contained the Nectar.  
If the attendant acts up to what Gurbani enjoys, the 
Guru is person (verily) saves him.324  
 

(iii)  Guru Amar Das says: 

Come ye the beloved disciples of the True Guru and 
sing the True hymns of the Guru.  
Sing ye the word of the Guru, which word is the most 
sublime of all the words.325 
 
Without the True Guru, all other word is false.  
Without the True Guru every other word is false.  
All other sermons are but false.326 

 

(iv)  Guru Nanak Dev says:  
 

Deem thou the Guru’s hymns over and above all.  
Utter thou not any other discourse, as all else is but 
ashes.327 

 
  Bhai Kahan Singh has further explained his points by saying 

that we should have a firm faith in the sayings of the Guru and should 

never be in doubt after reading unapproved literature.328 He intensifies 

this fact as follows: 

(a) Contrary to Morals: In Gurmat Nirnay Sagar (Urmi 28), Pandit Tara 

Singh Narotam explains that why Guru Nanak Dev has started his all 

                                                           
324  bwxI gurU gurU hY bwxI ivic bwxI AMimRqu swry] 
 guru bwxI khY syvku jnu mwnY prqiK gurU insqwry] Ibid., p. 982. 
325  Awvhu isK siqgurU ky ipAwirho gwvhu scI bwxI] 
 bwxI q gwvhu gurU kyrI bwxIAw isir bwxI] Ibid., p. 920. 
326  siqgurU ibnw hor kcI hY bwxI] 
 bwxI q kcI siqgurU bwJhu hor kcI bwxI] Ibid. 
327  sBsY aUpir gur sbdu bIcwru] 
 hor kQnI bdau n sglI Cwru] Ibid., p. 904. 
328  ‘jy AsIN ienHW vcnW qoN p`kw inScw r`KIey qW kdy BI BRm ivc pY ky iksy pusqk dy 

ApRmwx vcn pr SrDw nw      krIey’[Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha, op. cit., 

p. iv. 
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compositions with ‘1’ of ‘Om’ word. He answers that ‘Om’ is the central 

idea of all the Vedas and Guru Nanak is the founder of the tradition of 

the Vedas. So, we find ‘1’ in his compositions. Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha 

objecting to this interpretation and says if Pandit Narotam would have 

read the couplets of Bhai Gurdas he would never have interpreted the 

concept in such a way.  

Writing the numeral One (1) in a different way in <> 

(Ek Oańkār) Gurū Nānak disclosed the initial form of 
the Lord.  
He then placed the alphabet <> (pronounced ūrā) 

next to it denoting His creative characteristic and 
pronounced it as Oańkār.329 

 

  We may find many other examples on page no. 5 of Gurmat 

Martand written by Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha.330 

(b) Contrary to History: Bhai Santokh Singh mentions an unexpected 

incident in his writing related to the compilation of Guru Granth Sahib in 

1604. He writes that the Bhagats came secretly to Guru Arjan Dev to get 

their compositions included in the Guru Granth Sahib but Bhai Gurdas 

was unaware of this incident. Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha is contrary to 

                                                           
329  eykw eykMkwru iliK dyKwilAw[ aUVw EAMkwru pwis bhwilAw[ Varan Bhai Gurdas Ji, Var 3, Pauri 15, 

Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee, Amritsar, 1964, p. 41; Gursharan Kaur 
Jaggi, Varan Bhai Gurdas: Sampadan Ate Path-Nirdharan, Punjabi University, Patiala, 
1999, p. 84; Shamsher Singh Puri (Tr.)  Varan Bhai Gurdas Ji, Vol. I, Singh Brothers, 
Amritsar, 2007, p. 233. 

330  ‘ausUl dy ivruD- ijvyN pMifq qwrw isMG nroqm gurumq inrxX swgr dI aurmI 28 
ivc ilKdy hn ik gurU nwnk dyv jI ny swrIAW bwxIAW dy AwrMB ivc ‘Em’Sbd dw 
eykw ‘1’ ikauN lgwieAw hY’ qW pMifq jI ny ies dw au`qr id`qw hY ik ‘EAM’ Sbd 
swry vydW dw swr hY Aqy gurU jI vydW dI mrXwdw dy sQwpk hn[ iesy leI ‘1’ Sbd 
dw pRXog kIqw igAw hY[ ies spStIkrn mOky Awp au`qr idMdy hn ik jy kdy pMifq 
jI BweI gurdws jI dIAW ieh qukW pVH lYNdy, qW kdy AXog lyK ilKx dw hOslw nw 
krdy[For more details see Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha, op.cit.  
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this fact and argues that Bhai Santokh Singh would not have seen the 

Pothis brought by the fifth Guru from Baba Mohan which had already 

included the Bhagat Bani. If Bhai Santokh Singh would have aware 

about this reality he could never wrote such an irrelevant fact.331 

(c) Contrary to Approach: It is said that once there was an idol of 

Vishnu laid in appropriately in Mecca which was put in place by Guru 

Nanak Dev. From this, it is derived that Guru Nanak was an idol 

worshipper and was much concerned with idols.332 Bhai Kahan Singh 

Nabha says that the author was unaware of the fact that Guru Nanak 

was against the idol worship. He strongly condemned the idol worship in 

his Bani:  

Why worship goddesses and gods O brother; what 
can one ask from them and what can they give him?  

The stone gods are washed with water, O brother, but 
they themselves sink in water. 333 

 

(2)   Bhai Vir Singh 

                                                           
331  ‘ieiqhws dy ivruD- BweI sMqoK isMG jI ilKdy hn ik ijs vyly gurU Arjn dyv gurU 

gMRQ swihb dI bIV iqAwr krvw rhy sn, qd gupq rUp ivc Bgq AwpxI bwxI drj 
krwaux leI Awey sn, ijnHW nUM ik BweI gurdws jI dyK nhIN sky[ jykr BweI sMqoK 
isMG jI auh poQIAW, jo moohn jI pwsoN pMjvyN gurU lY ky Awey sn vyK lYNdy qW AijhIAW 
g`lW kdI nw ilKdy, ikauNik aunHW dIAW poQIAW ivc Bgq bwxI mOjUd sI[’ Ibid., p. 

xxiv. 
332  ‘XukqI dy ivruD- ijvyN mk̀y ivc iek ivSnUM dI mUrqI mUDI peI sI, jo gurU swihb ny 

is`DI kIqI, ies qoN is`D kIqw jWdw hY ik gurU jI mUrqI aupwsk sn Aqy mUrqIAW nUM 
suDwrdy iPrdy sn[’ Ibid., p. xxvii. 

333   dyvI dyvw pUjIAY BweI ikAw mwgau ikAw dyih] 
 pwhxu nIir pKwlIAY BweI jl mih bUfih qyih] Guru Granth Sahib, p. 637 
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  Bhai Vir Singh explains that the essence of Gurbani is 

beyond space. It is from the Primal One; the Guru is full of Nectar. The 

Gurbani is the message of unapproachable and limitless Ultimate Being. 

So, the Gurbani itself is beyond the limits. In this way, Gurbani is as an 

institute of Divine knowledge which provides the Divine experience of the 

Almighty. Therefore, an ideal interpreter or an exegete should try to 

understand the meaning of Gurbani with the help of Gurbani itself.334 

Every attempt of an interpreter can have logical mistakes but the 

Gurbani is the only single universal authority which is perfect and 

beyond omissions. As Guru Nanak says in Sri Raga: 

All are apt to commit an error.  
The Guru and the Creator alone are infallible. 
He who has chastened his mind through Guru’s 
instruction comes to embrace Lord’s love.335 

 

(3)  Jaswant Singh Neki 

(i) ‘The systematic methodology for the formation of Gurmat 

principles should be based on particular features of Gurmat literature. 

The Guru Granth Sahib is a primary source of Gurmat principles and 

these principles have already been included as a philosophical 

background since ages.  The objective of Gurbani is not to present a 

                                                           
334  “gurbwxI ivc jo mUl hY auh qW vfy qo vfI vsqU hY, auh Dur kI bwxI hY, jo DuroN AweI hY, jo gurU hY AMimRq BrpUr 

hY[ Agm AgwD dI bwxI hox krky Awp AgwD hY, ……bwxI dI shwieqw nwl ies dI v`D qNo v `D smJ Aw sky 
Eh ies dy crnW ivc bYTky ies qoN pRwpq kIqI jwvy[” Bhai Vir Singh, Santhya Sri Guru Granth 

Sahib, Vol. I, Bhai Vir Singh Sahit Sadan, New Delhi, 2007, p. ii.  
335  Bulx AMdir sBu ko ABulu gurU krqwru] 

gurmiq mnu smJwieAw lwgw iqsY ipAwru] Guru Granth Sahib, p. 61. 
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monograph at some academic levels rather it is a collection of reality in a 

single Scripture. So, while making the new concepts of Gurmat, it is 

needable that all the related references from Gurbani should be collected 

and analyzed comparatively. Here, it is pertinent to note that no 

reference should be overlooked in the formation of concepts. If there is a 

minute of dissent in the formation of concepts then the study should be 

reconsidered’.336 

(ii) Emphasizing the justification of meaning J.S. Neki says that the 

justified meanings of the Gurbani can only be those that are in 

accordance with the primary objectives of Guru Granth Sahib. The 

interpretation of Gurbani should be sincere and honest. The motive of 

interpretation should be to determine and intensify the Gurmat 

principles which are emerging through the contemplation of Gurbani 

rather than to justify the previous conception. The interpretor should not 

be in pursuit of the demonstration of his erudition rather he must 

concentrate on his research of Gurmat. Not only a new interpretation can 

be derived through mental determination and honesty somewhat it can 

                                                           
336  ‘gurmiq isDWq dI ivDIvq inrDwrxw leI auicq jugq ies dy sRoqW dy aucyycy gux 

lCxW ‘qy inrBr hoxI cwhIdI hY[ ijvyN aupr ivcwirAw igAw hY ik gurmiq isDWq 
dw mUl sRoq sRI gurU gMRQ swihb hY[ pr ies gRMQ ivc isDWq iksy dwrSink SoD pRbMD 
dy rUp ivc nhIN pyS kIqy gey[ ieh isDWq qW bwxI dw dwrSink ipCokV ho ky hI 
aus AMdr vrqdy hn[ ies leI isDWq inrDwrx v`l pihlw kdm ieh hoxw cwhIdw 
hY ik isDWq ivSyS nwl sMbMiDq bwxI dIAW smsq tUkW nUM Koj ky iek`iTAW kIqw 
jwvy[ iPr auhnW sBnW ‘qy ghu nwl nzr mwr ky auhnW ivcNo auBrdy isDWq dI rUp-
ryKw auGwVn dw Xqn kIqw jwvy[ ieh zrUrI hY ik isDWq inrDwrq kridAW iehnW 
tUkW ivcNo iksy nUM vI nzr AMdwz nw kIqw jwvy[ jykr koeI tUkW inrDwrq ho rhy 
isDWq nwl ivroD krdIAW pRqIq hox qW ieh AvsQw punr-ivcwr dI mMg krdI 
hY’[Jaswant Singh Neki, op. cit., pp. 214-225. 
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also be correlated to already established principles of interpretations. 

Even the internal important facts and difficult explanations of principles 

can be finalized. The overlapping of principles and individual differences 

may have separated through such a methodology.337 

 (iv) One of the major problems in the interpretation of Gurbani is 

continuous absence of spiritual experience in the academic world. While 

interpreting the Gurbani one should lay stress on the practice of Naam, 

though it is not necessary to be a spiritually experienced personality in 

academic environment or other departments of the universities, yet it is a 

universally accepted fact that without Divine experience of the Gurbani 

the related researches are merely intellectual studies. The Eternal 

meanings cannot be traced by applying the only intellectual approach to 

Gurmat studies.338 

(4) Mohinder Kaur Gill  

                                                           
337  ‘……pRmwixk ArQ kyvl auho ho skdy hn, jo gurmiq dy mUl AwiSAW dy pRiqkUl nw 

hox[ bwxI dI hr ivAwiKAw h`kI qy vPwdwr hoxI cwhIdI hY[ ies dw mnorQ iksy 
pUrv-Dwrnw nUM isD krnw nhIN hoxw cwhIdw, sgNo bwxI dy AiDAYn qy icMqn rwhIN 
suBwivk hI jo isDWq ivcNo auBrdw pRqIq hovy, aus dI Koj v`l suihrdqw nwl ruicq 
hoxw cwhIdw hY[ AwpxI ivdvqw dy pRdrSn dI lwlsw iqAwg ky, ies nMU inmwxw 
ijhw Koj-aupkrx jwx ky, ies nUM gurmiq dI Koj ivc lgwauxw cwhIdw hY[ mwnisk 
inSTw qy vPwdwrI dy ADwr ‘qy nw kyvl pRwpq AwDwr vwkW dy prspr qoN koeI 
isDWq hI inrDwirq kIqw jw skdw hY sgoN, isDWqW dIAW AMqrIv bwrIkIAW qy 
jitl vyrvy vI inrDwirq kIqy jw skdy hn[prspr AiqivAwpnw (Overlapping) 
vwly isDWqW (ijvyN ik: haumY qy AhMkwr; jW ivswh qy Brosw[)dw prspr inKyVw vI 
iesy ivDI nwl ho skdw hY’[ Ibid., p. 215. 

338  ‘gurbwxI dy ArQ kridAW iek sm`isAw nwl hr vyly muKwiqb hoxw pNYdw hY, ik Akwdimk jgq ivc 
AiDAwqmk AnuuBv dI insbqn gYr mOjUdgI vDdI jw rhI hY[ bwxI dy AiDAYn dy nwl nwl nwm-AiBAws auqy 
vI zor dyxw cwhIdw hY[ XUnIvristIAW dy inrol Akwdimk mwhOl ivc AnuBvI hoxw aukw hI lwzmI nhIN hY[pr 
ieh vI iek srv pRvwn Xog q`Q hY ik AnuBv qoN ibnW gurbwxI dI ivAwiKAwkwrI kyvl idmwgI AiDAYn q`k hI 
sIimq ho skdI hY, aus dy AMqrIv ArQW q`k nhIN phuMicAw jw skdw’[ Ibid. 
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  Mohinder Kaur Gill argues that the Guru Granth Sahib is 

not only a philosophical Scripture but also a primary literary work of 

Punjabi. The literary rules are working in uniqe uniformity since the 

composition of Gurbani. The variety of poetic forms presented in the 

Gurbani has their own different traditions and customs of Indian society. 

Here, it is notable that the Sikh Gurus and other contributers of Guru 

Granth Sahib renewed the contemporary literary diction and also 

provided an important place to folklores. It is necessary for the scholars 

and students to know the real essence of Gurbani as well as the folklore 

included in the Guru Granth Sahib.339 

(5)  Devinder Singh Chahal  

  Devinder Singh Chahal has given various research tools from 

Guru Granth Sahib for the understanding of Gurbani. He asserts that 

the philosophy expressed by Guru Nanak starts with direct Divine 

revelation. Guru Nanak and his philosophy is totally independent of the 

prior religious traditions of any kind.  He named it as Nankian 

Philosophy. 340 

Types of Expressions in Gurbani 

                                                           
339  ‘gurU gMRQ swihb ijQy iek dwrSink gRMQ hY auQy pMjwbI swihq dw srb pRQm gRMQ vI hY[ ies dI isrjxw ivc 

swihqk nym vI kMm kr rhy huMdy hn[ ies ivc pyS hoey vMn-suvMny rcnw rUp Awpo-AwpxIAW vKrIAW rUVIAW dy 
DwrxI vI hn[ iDAwnXog q`Q qW ieh vI hY ik gurU gRMQ swihb ivc nw kyvl swihqk SYlIAW dw inrUpx hoieAw 
hY sgoN ies ivc lok rUpW nUM vI mh`qvpUrn sQwn pRwpq hY[ ivdvwnW Aqy ividAwrQIAW leI ijqnw sRI gurU gMRQ 
swihb dy mUl ArQW nUM jwnxw zrUrI hY auqnw hI aus ivc pyS hoey lok rUpW nUM jwxnw vI lwzmI hY’[ Mohinder 

Kaur Gill, Adi Granth Lok Roop, Punjabi Writers Cooperative Society, New Delhi, 1980, 
pp. 9-10.  

340  Devinder Singh Chahal, Sabad Guru to Granth Guru: An in-depth Study, Institute for  
Understanding Sikhism, Canada, 2004, p. 3.  
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(a) Allegories, Metaphors, and Similes: ‘Guru Nanak has used 

allegories, metaphors and similes extensively from the ancient epics and 

the mythical works in his Bani (Word). Thus, understanding of these 

terms is important to interpret his Bani in its real perspective. These 

terms are as follows: 

Allegory: The expression by means of symbolic fictional figures and 

actions of truths or generalizations about human existence; an instance 

(as in a story or painting) of such expression; a symbolic 

representation.’341 As Guru Nanak says: 

Were I to be a she-fawn, live in a forest, and pick up 
and eat fruits and tubers.  
I am ever a sacrifice unto my Master, who is obtained 
through Guru’s grace.  
I am the retail-dealer of my All-pervading Lord. Thy 
Name is my merchandise, and trade. Pause.  
Were I to become cuckoo, and live in a mango-tree, I 
would still meditate on my Master’s World.  
I would then, easily meet my Spouse, whose sight and 
beauty is unsurpassed.  
Were I to become a fish, and abide in water, I would, 
even then, remember Him who watches over all the 
sentient beings.  
My husband dwells on this side, and on that.  
I would meet Him by stretching forth mine arms.  
Were I to be a female snake, and dwell in the ground I 
would, still, reside in my Lord’s Name, and my dread 
would depart.  
Nanak, they are, ever, happy married wives, home the 
Luminous Lord blends with His light.342 

                                                           
341  Ibid. 
342  hrxI hovw bin bsw kMd mUl cuix Kwau] 
 gur prswdI myrw shu imlY vwir vwir hau jau jIau]1] 
 mY bnjwrin rwm kI] 
 qyrw nwmu vKru vwpwru jI]1]rhwau] 
 koikl hovw AMib bsw shij sbd bIcwru] 
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To know Thy way, (O’Lord)! is as horse, saddle and 
gold crupper for me.  
To run after virtues is as quiver, arrow, bow, spear 
and sword-belt for me.343  
 

The True Lord Himself is all wise and forgets not.  
He is a great husbandman.  
He first prepares the mind ground and then gives 
(sows) the seed of the True Name.  
From the Name of One Lord the nine treasures are 
produced and the mortal comes to bear the mark of 
His grace.344 

 

Metaphor: ‘A figure of speech in which a word or phrase literally 

denoting one kind of object or idea is used in place of another to suggest 

a likeness or analogy between them.’345 Guru Sahib says: 

Shall I have palaces, built of rubies, set with gems 
and plastered with musk, saffron and saw dust of 
eagle and sandal wood, by which yearning ambition 
may arise in the mind?  
No, lest by seeing them, I may go astray, forget Thee, 
O’ God! and Thy Name may not enter my heart.346 
 
Though the floor be a mosaic of diamonds and rubies, 
the couch be enchased with gems and a fascinating 
houri with emerald bedecked face invites me to the 
couch with love and capturing jestures.  

                                                                                                                                                                             
 shij suBwie myrw shu imlY drsin rUip Apwru]2] 
 mCulI hovw jil bsw jIA jMq siB swir] 
 aurvwir pwir myrw shu vsY hau imlaugI bhw pswir]3] 
 nwgin hovw Dr vsw sbdu vsY Bau jwie] 
 nwnk sdw sohwgxI ijn joqI joiq smwey]4]2]19] Guru Granth Sahib, p. 157. 
343  GoVy pwKr suieny swKiq bUJxu qyrI vwt] 
 qrks qIr kmwx sWg qygbMd gux Dwqu] Ibid., p. 16. 
344  Awip sujwxu n BuleI scw vf ikrswxu] 
 pihlw DrqI swiD kY scu nwmu dy dwxu] 
 nau iniD aupjY nwmu eyku krim pvY nIswxu]2] Ibid., p. 19. 
345   Devinder Singh Chahal, op. cit. 
346  moqI q mMdr aUsrih rqnI q hoih jVwau] 
 ksqUir kMugU Agir cMdin lIip AwvY cwau] 
 mqu dyiK BUlw vIsrY qyrw iciq n AwvY nwau] Guru Granth Sahib, p. 14. 
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May it not be that on beholding them I may go amiss, 
forget Thee and remember not Thy Name.347 
 
The wine of truth is prepared without molasses and in 
that there is the True Name.348 

 

Simile: ‘A figure of speech comparing two unlike things that is often 

introduced by like or as (as in cheeks like roses).349 

The virtuous wife repeats the virtues (of her Spouse) 
and the virtueless one repents.  
O’ Woman if thou desirest thy Bridegroom then the 
consort cannot be met through falsehood.  
Thy Beloved is far off.  
Thou cannot meet Him.  
There is no boat nor a raft (to ferry thee across).350 
 

What for do the renunciators, revellers and 
mendicants in tatters roam in foreign land?  
They understand not Guru’s instruction and the 
excellent reality within them.351 
 

As a lotus-flower remains unaffected in water, as also 
a duck swims against the stream’s current and 
becomes not wet, so with fixed intent on the Guru’s 
word and uttering the Name, O Nanak, the dreadful 
world-ocean is crossed.352 

 
(b) Question-Answer Methodology: ‘Guru Nanak often poses 

question in first phrase and then answer is given in the second phrase. 

Sometimes, the question is in the first part of the verse and then answer 

                                                           
347  DrqI q hIry lwl jVqI pliG lwl jVwau] 
 mohxI muiK mxI sohY kry rMig pswau] 
 mqu dyiK BUlw vIsrY qyrw iciq n AwvY nwau] Ibid. 
348  scu srw guV bwhrw ijsu ivic scw nwau] Ibid., pp. 15-16. 
349   Devinder Singh Chahal, op. cit. 
350  guxvMqI gux vIQrY AauguxvMqI JUir] 
 jy loVih vru kwmxI nh imlIAY ipr kUir] 
 nw byVI nw qulhVw nw pweIAY ipru dUir]1]Guru Granth Sahib, p. 17. 
351  jogI BogI kwpVI ikAw Bvih idsMqr] 
 gur kw sbdu n cIn@hI qqu swru inrMqr] Ibid., p. 419. 
352  jYsy jl mih kmlu inrwlmu murgweI nY swxY] 
 suriq sbid Bv swgru qrIAY nwnk nwmu vKwxY] Ibid., p. 938. 
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is given in the second part of the same verse. However, most of the time 

it is difficult to distinguish a phrase whether it is a question or a normal 

phrase since such questioning phrase/verse is a poetical form. If this 

question-answer system were not understood properly then it would be 

difficult to interpret the Gurbani in its real perspective.’353 The 

importance of this question-answer format increases when Guru Nanak 

uses the said format in the beginning of the Guru Granth Sahib:  

How can we be true and how can the screen of 
untruth be rent?  
By obeying, O Nanak! the pre-ordained order of the 
Lord of will.354 
 

In this body (lamp), put the oil of the practice of 
reciting the religious books and the wick of Lord’s fear.  
Light this lamp with the fire of the knowledge of the 
Truth.  
With this oil thus shall (thy) lamp burn.355 
 

 Embrace such gnosis, O my soul that thou mayest 
become the True Lord’s slave.356 

 
(c) Use of Practical Methods: ‘Many times very simple methods 

practiced almost everyday are quoted to explain the philosophy’:357 

By washing with water the dust, of the besmeared 
hands, feet and other parts of the body, is removed.  
The garment polluted with urine, that is washed clean 
by applying soap.  

                                                           
353  Devinder Singh Chahal, op. cit., p. 5. 
354  ikv sicAwrw hoeIAY ikv kUVY qutY pwil] 
 hukim rjweI clxw nwnk iliKAw nwil] Guru Granth Sahib, p. 1. 
355  poQI prwxu kmweIAY]  
 Bau vtI iequ qin pweIAY]  
 scu bUJxu Awix jlweIAY]2] 
 iehu qylu dIvw ieau jlY] 
 kir cwnxu swihb qau imlY]1] Ibid., p. 25. 
356  AYsw igAwn jphu mn myry] 
 hovhu cwkr swcy kyry]1] Ibid., p. 728. 
357  Devinder Singh Chahal, op. cit., p. 6. 
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The soul, defiled with sins, that is cleaned with the 
love of (God’s) Name.358 

 
The words by speaking which honour is obtained, that 
utterance of the words acceptable.  
By uttering harsh words man comes to grief. Hearken, 
O’ my foolish ignorant soul! They, who are pleasing to 
Him, are good.  
What else is to be said or described? 359 
 

Demerits, then, turn into enemies and falsehood 
sounds the bugle (in glee).360 
 

(d) Use of Established Concepts, Ancient Philosophy: ‘There is 

another method where Guru Nanak uses pre-established old concepts or 

notions or ancient philosophy in the beginning of the verse and then at 

the end of the verse explains his own philosophy.’361 For example:  

There are nether-worlds below the nether-worlds and 
lacs of skies over skies.  
The scriptures say one thing; searching after (God’s) 
limit and bounds, (without success, people) have 
grown weary.  
The semitic scriptures say that there are eighteen 
thousand worlds, but in reality there is only one 
essence, (that the Lord is limitless).  
If there be any account (of His), then alone man can 
write that the Lord’s account finishes not and whilst 
describing the account (man Himself) finishes.  

                                                           
358  BrIAY hQu pYru qnu dyh] 
 pwxI DoqY auqrsu Kyh] 
 mUq plIqI kpVu hoie] 
 jy swbUxu leIAY Ehu Doie] 
 BrIAY miq pwpw kY sMig] 
 Ehu DopY nwvY kY rMig] Guru Granth Sahib, p. 4. 
359  ijqu boilAY piq pweIAY so boilAw prvwxu] 
 iPkw boil ivgucxw suix mUrK mn Ajwx] 
 jo iqsu Bwvih sy Bly hoir ik khx vKwx] Ibid., p. 15. 
360  Aaugx iPir lwgU Bey kUir vjwvY qUru] 
 ibnu sbdY BrmweIAY duibDw fobY pUru] Ibid., p. 19. 
361  Devinder Singh Chahal, op. cit., p. 6. 
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O Nanak! call Him great.  
He Himself knows His Own-self.362 
 
The Veda is but a trader.  
The soul’s capital-stock is only the Lord’s 
comprehension, which is obtained through the Lord’s 
grace.  
Nanak, without this capital-stock none has ever 
departed laden with the profit of the Lord’s Name.363 

 

The Vedas proclaim that virtue and vice are the seed 
of heaven and hell.  
Whatever man sows that alone grows.  
The soul realizes it, when it eats the fruit of his 
deeds.364  

 

(6) Bhagat Singh Hira 

  Bhagat Singh Hira says that ‘the Onkar Philosophy is not a 

subject of intellectuals. It is not only difficult rather impossible to put the 

Ultimate Reality in space which is beyond the space; to bring in form 

which is formless; and to bound the limit which is limitless. As it is a 

major stream of philosophy, its study cannot be denied by any human 

sciences. In fact, the philosophy as an independent discipline includes 

some special practices through which Divine sources can be searched 

and attained. Therefore, the Onkar studies cannot be separated from the 

                                                           
362  pwqwlw pwqwl lK Awgwsw Awgws] 
 EVk EVk Bwil Qky vyd khin iek vwq] 
 shs ATwrh khin kqybw AsulU ieku Dwqu] 
 lyKw hoie qw ilKIAY lyKY hoie ivxwsu] 
 nwnk vfw AwKIAY Awpy jwxY Awpu] Guru Granth Sahib,  p. 5. 
363  bydu vpwrI igAwnu rwis krmI plY hoie] 
 nwnk rwsI bwhrw lid n cilAw koie]2] Ibid., p. 1243. 
364  bydu pukwry puMnu pwpu surg nrk n bIau] 
 jo bIjY so augvY KWdw jwxY jIau] Ibid. 
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philosophy. The Onkar can be searched through philosophy; if it doesn’t 

search Onkar then it is meaningless’.365  

 

 

 

Section-II 

Hermeneutical Tools within the Gurbani  

 These tools are those references which are searched from the 

Guru Granth Sahib to get the methodology for the understanding of 

Gurbani. The meaning of Eternal Reality can be undestood in a more 

appropriate way through these tools. For example, Guru Arjan Dev tells 

us the way to contemplate through the concentration. He says that any 

effort is fruitful only if it includes concentration of mind.  

Sing the praise of the Lord, O friendly saints, with 
alertness and single-mindedness.366 

 
  It is noteworthy that only those hermeneutical tools have 

been studied which are used to interpret the Gurbani so that excessive 

explanation can be excluded. These hermeneutical tools are as follows: 

 
Realization of Sabad with Surti (suriq) (Consciousness) 

 

 The realization of Sabad with concentration is an essential 

research tool for the understanding of Divine revelation. As Guru Sahib 

says:   

                                                           
365  ‘EAMkwr’ iPlws&I (drSn) qQw buDI dw ivSw nhIN[AQwh dw Qwh pwxw, Aimq nMU imq ivc ilAwauxw jW AsIm 

nUM sImw b`D krnw kiTn nhIN sgoN AsMBv hY[ bRhm nUM igAwn dw ivSw nw mMnxw Awpxy Awp ivc hI drSn qoN 
ienkwr krnw hY[pr drSn dw Awsrw ley ibnw ienkwr vI qW nhIN kIqw jw skdw[drAsl drSn iek Aml 
hY ijs rwhI igAwn dy srv sRySt somyN nUM l`iBAw jw skdw hY[ies leI EAMkwr nUM drSn nwloN inKyiVAw nhIN jw 
skdw[ EAMkwr, drSn rwhIN l`iBAw jw skdw hY qy EAMkwr l`By ibnw drSn AkwrQ hY’[Bhagat Singh 

Hira, Onkar Darshan, Bhagat Singh Hira, New Delhi, 1977, p. 15. 
366   pRB kI ausqiq krhu sMq mIq] 
 swvDwn eykwgr cIq]Guru Granth Sahib, p. 295. 
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God Himself is the Word and Himself the 
understanding, which is tuned to its music.367 

                  

With Pervading Lord’s Name, my mind is pierced 
through.  
What else should I reflect upon?  
By fixing attention on the Divine Word happiness is 
produced.  
Imbued with the Lord, sublime joy emanates.368  
 

Without reflecting on the Guru’s word, he suffers 
transmigration, loses honour and continues coming 

and going.369 
  
Through the Guru, God’s Name becomes manifest in 
man’s mind.370 
 
As a lotus-flower remains unaffected in water, as also 
a duck swims against the current and becomes not 
wet, so with fixed intent on the Guru’s word and 
uttering the Name, O Nanak, the dreadful world-ocean 
is crossed.371 
 

When human light blends with the Supreme Light and 
the union of wisdom is effaced with the universal 
wisdom, then, mortal’s killing-instinct and egotism 
depart and suscepticism and sorrow afflict him not.  
The Guru-ward, within whose mind abides the Lord, 
him the Guru unites with Lord’s union.372 
 
There is the same inner consciousness amongst all the 
beings.  

                                                           
367  hir Awpy sbdu suriq Duin Awpy] 
 hir Awpy vyKY ivgsY Awpy] 
 hir Awip jpwie Awpy hir jwpy]2] Ibid., p. 165. 
368  rwm nwim mnu byiDAw Avru ik krI vIcwru] 
 sbd suriq suKu aUpjY pRB rwqau suK swru] Ibid., p. 62. 
369  sbd suriq ibnu AwvY jwvY piq KoeI Awvq jwqw hy]8]Ibid., p. 1031. 
370  gurmuiK suriq sbdu nIswnu]1]Ibid., p. 414. 
371  jYsy jlu mih kmlu inrwlmu murgweI nY swxY] 
 suriq sbid Bv swgru qrIAY nwnk nwmu vKwxy] Ibid., p. 938. 
372  joqI joiq imlweIAY surqI suriq sMjogu] 
 ihMsw haumY gqu gey nwhI shsw sogu] 
 gurmuiK ijsu hir min vsY iqsu myly guru sMjogu]2]Ibid., p. 21. 
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Without inner consciousness, He has created none. 
As is consciousness, so is their way.  
He alone (calls mortals) to account (and subject to His 
order) they come and go.373 
 

The Lord is seen, heard of and known, but His relish 
is not obtained.  
How can a lame, armless and blind person run to 
embrace the Lord?  
Make fear of God thine feet, His love thine hands and 
His understanding thine eyes.  
Sayeth Nanak, in this way, O’ wise woman! The union 
with the Bridegroom is accomplished.374 
 
The body is the dust, and the wind speaks therein.  
Consider, O, wiseman, who it is that has died.  
It is the inner-understanding, strife, and ego which 
have died.  
 
He, who is the Seer, dies not. 375 
I understand not the worth of remaining awake in 
Lord’s service nor have I felt the sublimity of His 
meditation.  
O my Inaccessible and Incomprehensible Lord, the Life 
of the world, Thou art my main-stay.376 
 

By meeting the True Guru truth is produced and 
becoming truthful man is absorbed in the True Lord.  

                                                           
373  eykw suriq jyqy hY jIA] 
 suriq ivhUxw koie n kIA] 
 jyhI suriq qyhw iqn rwhu] 
 lyKw ieko Awvhu jwhu] Ibid., pp. 24-25.  
374  idsY suxIAY jwxIAY swau n pwieAw jwie] 
 ruhlw tuMfw AMDulw ikau gil lgY Dwie] 
 BY ky crx kr Bwv ky loiex suriq kryie] 
 nwnku khY isAwxIey iev kMq imlwvw hoie]2] Ibid., p. 139.  
375  dyhI mwtI bolY pauxu] 
 buJu ry igAwnI mUAw hY kauxu] 
 mUeI suriq bwdu AhMkwru] 
 Ehu n mUAw jo dyKxhwru]2]Ibid., p. 152. 
376  syvw suriq n jwxIAw nw jwpY AwrwiD] 
 Et qyrI jgjIvnw myry Twkur Agm AgiD] Ibid., p. 218.  
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When by the Guru’s teachings the mortal is filled with 
Divine fear he obtains understanding and honour 
welcomes him.  
O’ Nanak! the True King Himself then blends man 
with His Ownself.377 
 

As much is the sound in the mind, that much is Thy 
tune, O God, and all the forms are Thy body.  
Thou Thyself art the tongue and Thyself the nose, O 
Lord.  
Talk not of any other, O my mother. 378 
 

Without there is Truth in the heart, then man becomes 
true and obtains the True Lord.  
Without the Lord’s writ, understanding is not attained 
and by babbling and prattling man wastes himself.  
Wherever thou, may go and sit, speak well and 
inscribe the Lord’s Name in thy mind.379 
 

Make the ever-decreasing age thy shop and make the 
Lord’s True Name thy merchandise.  
Make understanding and meditation thy ware-house 
and in that ware-house, put thou the True Name.  
Have dealing with the Lord’s dealers and gaining the 
profit rejoice in thy mind.380 
 
I have no intellect, wisdom, sense and cleverness.  
If Thou, O Lord, leadest me on to Thyself then alone 
can I meet with Thee.381 

 

 

Concerntration of Mind with Sabad 
 
 

In the Lord’s love is the spiritual vision and through 
the spiritual vision the Lord is comprehended.  

                                                           
377  scu imlY scu aUpjY sc mih swic smwie] 
 suriq hovY piq aUgvY gur bcnI Bau Kwie] 
 nwnk scw pwiqswhu Awpy ley imlwie] Ibid., p. 18.  
378  jyqw sbdu suriq Duin qyqI jyqw rUpu kwieAw qyrI] 
 qUM Awpy rsnw Awpy bsnw Avru n dUjw khau mweI] Ibid., p. 350. 
379  ilKy bwJhu suriq nwhI boil boil gvweIAY] 
 ijQY jwie bhIAY Blw khIAY suriq sbdu ilKweIAY] Ibid., p. 566.  
380  hwxu htu kir Awrjw scu nwmu kir vQu] 
 suriq soc kir BWfswl iqsu ivic iqs no rKu] 
 vxjwirAw isau vxju kir lY lwhw mn hsu] Ibid., p. 595.  
381  miq buiD suriq nwhI cqurweI] 
 qw imlIAY jw ley imlweI] Ibid., p. 804.   
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By Guru’s grace, this ineffable discourse is known.382 
 

Through the Guru, divine knowledge, concentration 
and mind’s satiation are attained.383 
 

The man attached to mammon is very blind and deaf.  
He hears not the Name, and makes a great uproar 
and tumult.  
The pious persons are known by enshrining love for 
Lord’s Name.  
They hear and believe in God’s Name and in God’s 
Name they are absorbed.  

Whatever pleases Him, that He does and causes to be 
done.  
Nanak, human being, the instrument, plays as the 
Lord causes him to play.384 
 

Without the Name, what other support can one 
have?385  
 

The evil-minded man, bereft of gnosis loses even his 
capital.  
How can he earn profit?  
Meditating on the Name, one indrinks the Lord’s elixir 
and is pleased with Truth, O Nanak.386 
 
Meditate I on the Lord’s feet and am a sacrifice unto 
them. 
My Guru is himself the Supreme Lord Master.  
Within my mind and heart, embrace I His 
contemplation.387  
 

                                                           
382  Duin mih iDAwnu iDAwn mih jwinAw gurmuiK AkQ khwnI] Ibid., p. 879. 
383  gurmuiK igAwnu iDAwnu min mwnu] Ibid., p. 414. 
384  mwieAwDwrI Aiq AMnw bolw] 
 sbdu n suxeI bhu rol Gcolw]  
 gurmuiK jwpY sbid ilv lwie] 
 hir nwmu suix mMny hir nwim smwie] 
 jo iqsu BwvY su kry krwieAw]  
 nwnk vjdw jMqu vjwieAw] Ibid., pp. 313-14.  
385  ibnu nwvY ikAw tyk itkIjY] Ibid., p. 1031. 
386  KoieE mUlu lwBu kh pwvis durmiq igAwn ivhUxy] 
 sbdu bIcwir rwm rsu cwiKAw nwnk swic pqIxy] Ibid., p. 1126.  
387    hir ky crn jip jWau kurbwnu] 
     guru myrw pwrbRhm prmysuru qw kw ihrdY Dir mn iDAwnu] Ibid., p. 827. 
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As the deer follows the sound of huntsman’s bell, and 
gives up its own life, but ceases not to think of that; 
In the same and likewise manner see I my Lord. 
Forsaking the Lord, I turn not my mind to another. 
Pause. 
As the fisherman gazes on the fish. 
As the goldsmith steals gold while fashioning it. 
As the lustful man gazes on another’s woman and as 
the gambler marks the throwing of shell.  
Similarly wherever Nama sees, he sees the Lord there. 
Nam Dev ever meditates upon the Lord’s feet.388 
 
Becoming the  embodiment of the Lord’s meditation, 
he attains to a seat of equilibrium.  
He fixes his mind’s attention to the True Name.389 
 
Reflect thou over the Guru’s image in thy mind and by 
Guru’s instruction propitiate thy soul with the Guru’s 
hymns.390 
 
O’ Lord of Thy will ! to obey Thy command is to praise 
and eulogise Thee. 
That alone is the Divine comprehension and 
visualisation which pleases Thee.391 
 
Appoint such a Guru, that thou mayest not have to 
appoint another again. 

                                                           
388   nwd BRmy jYsy imrgwey] 
 pRwn qjy vw ko iDAwnu n jwey]1] 
 AYsw rwmw AYsy hyrau] 
 rwmu Coif icqu Anq n Pyrau]1]rhwau] 
 ijau mInw hyrY psUAwrw] 
 sonw gFqy ihrY sunwrw]2] 
 ijau ibKeI hyrY pr nwrI] 
 kaufw fwrq ihrY juAwrI]3] 
 jh jh dyKau qh qh rwmw] 
 hir ky crn inq iDAwvY nwmw]4] Ibid., p. 873. 
389   iDAwn rUp hoie Awsxu pwvY] 
 sic nwm qwVI icqu lwvY] Ibid., p. 877. 
390   gur kI mUriq mn mih iDAwnu] 
 gur kY sbid mMqR mnu mwn] Ibid., p. 864. 
391   isPiq swlwhxu qyrw hukmu rjweI] 
 so igAwnu iDAwnu jo quDu BweI] Ibid., p. 100. 
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Utter such word that thou mayest not have to utter 
another again. 
Embrace such meditation that thou mayest not have to 
embrace another again. 
Die thou in such a way, that thou mayest not have to 
die again.392 

 

Interpretation and Understanding of Sabad   
              

  For the interpretation of the Divine Word, the understanding 

of Sabad is the most essential factor. 

 
Being propitiated with the Guru’s word, this soul is 
enraptured.393 
                
With the true wooden slate of the true mind read thou 
the supremely sublime Gurbani.  
Nanak, he alone is learned and he the wise scholar, 
who wears the Necklace of the Lord’s Name.394 
 

The sole will of the One Lord prevails all over.  
The entire creation emanates from the One Lord.  
Nanak, the supreme Guru unites man in the Lord’s 
union.  
It is by the Guru’s grace, that he goes and blends with 
the Lord God.395 

 
The Luminous Lord, who has infused His Light 
amongst all, is Himself the Name and Himself the true 
instruction.  
In this frail body, within which rings the breath, the 
Name-Nectar is received through the Guru.396 

                                                           
392  so guru krhu ij bhiur n krnw] 

so pdu rvhu ij bhur n rvnw] 
so iDAwnu Drhu ij bhuir n Drnw] 
AYsy mrhu ij bhuir n mrnw] Ibid., p. 327. 

393  iehu mnu BIjY sbid pqIjY] Ibid., p. 1031. 
394  scI ptI scu min pVIAY sbdu su swru] 
    nwnk so piVAw so pMifqu bInw ijsu rwmu nwmu gil hwru] Ibid., p. 938. 
395  eyko sbdu eyko pRBu vrqY sB eyksu qy auqpiq clY] 
    nwnk gurmuiK myil imlwey gurmuiK hir hir jwie rlY] Ibid., p. 1334.  
396  Awpy sbdu scu swKI Awpy ijn@ joqI joiq imlweI] 
 dyhI kwcI pauxu vjwey gurmuiK AMimRqu pweI] Ibid., p. 1260. 
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Within the mortal, the life is of the Lord’s Name, by 
which he meet’s with his Spouse.  
Without the Name, there is darkness in the world.  
Through the Name, the Lord becomes manifest.  
Of reading, reading, the scholars and the silent sages 
are tired, and weary are the sectarians of washing 
their bodies.  
 

Without the Name no one attains unto God and the 
woe-begone depart wailing.  
Nanak, if man’s good destiny awakes, he attains unto 
the Merciful Master.397 
 
The Creator Himself does and causes others to do.  
He Himself enshrines the Guru’s hymns in man’s 
mind.  
From God emanates ambrosial Gurbani, which the 
Exalted Guru narrates and preaches to the world.398

 

 
The blind apostate neither knows the Name, nor 
understands the Gurbani and so he passes his life in 
misery.399 
 
Blind and deaf are they, who know not the Name 
What for did they come in the world?  
They attain not God’s elixir, waste their life in vain 
and are born again and over again.  
The foolish and idiotic infidels are the worms of ordure 
and in ordure putrefy they.400 
 

                                                           
397  jIAw AMdir jIau sbdu hY ijqu sh mylwvw hoie] 
 ibnu sbdY jig Awny@ru hY sbdy prgtu hoie] 
 pMifq monI piV piV Qky ByK Qky qnu Doie]  
 ibnu sbdY iknY n pwieE duKIey cly roie] 
 nwnk ndrI pweIAY krim prwpiq hoie] Ibid., p. 1250. 
398  Awpy krqw kr krwey] 
    Awpy sbdu gur mMin vswey]  
    sbdy aupjY AMimRq bwxI gurmuiK AwiK suxwvixAw] Ibid., p. 125. 
399  n sbdu bUJY n jwxY bwxI] 
 mnmuiK AMDy duiK ivhwxI] Ibid., p. 665.  
400  sbdu n jwxih sy AMny boly sy ikqu Awey sMswrw] 
    hir rsu n pwieAw ibrQw jnmu gvwieAw jMmih vwro vwrw] 
 ibstw ky kIVy ibstw mwih smwxy mnmuK mugD gubwrw] Ibid., p. 601.  
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Without the Name, the bride becomes not pure, even 
though she may make many decorations.  
She knows not the worth of her spouse and is 
attached to another’s love.  
 
Nanak, she is impure, she is of ill-conduct and, 
amongst women, an evil woman.401 
 

Without the Name, the world has gone so much mad 
that one can describe it not.  
They, whom the Lord saves, are saved and they 
remain attuned to His Name.  
Nanak, the Creator-Lord, who has created all the 
creation, knows every thing.402 
  

To read scriptures, to reflect upon grammar and to say 
prayers three times a day, avail not.  
Without Guru’s word, where is emancipation, O 
mortal?  
Without the Lord’s Name, one is entangled to death.403 
The Guru’s word is heard in the four corners of the 
world and through it, the mortal merges in True 
Name.404 
 

By his preaching the Perfect True Guru instructs the 
mortal.405 
 

The Name is the dispeller of distress, only if some one 
enshrines it in the mind.406 
 

The Guru’s word abides in the Guru.  
It becomes not manifest through any one else.407 
 

                                                           
401  ibnu sbdY suDu n hoveI jy Anyk krY sIgwr] 
 ipr kI swr n jwxeI dUjY Bwie ipAwru] 
 sw kusuD sw kulKxI nwnk nwrI ivic kunwir] Ibid., pp. 651-52.  
402  ibnu sbdY jgqu brilAw khxw kCU n jwie] 
 hir rKy sy aubry sbid rhy ilv lwie]  
 nwnk krqw sB ikCu jwxdw ijin rKI bxq bxwie] Ibid., p. 1417.  
403    pusqk pwT ibAwkrx vKwxY sMiDAw krm iqkwl krY] 
 ibnu gur sbd mukiq khw pRwxI rwm nwm ibnu auriJ mrY] Ibid., p. 1127.  
404  gurbwxI chu kuMfI suxIAY swcY nwim smwiedw] Ibid., p. 1065. 
405  sbdu buJwey siqguru pUrw] Ibid., p. 1021.  
406  dUK ivswrxu sbdu hY jy mMin vswey koie]  
 gur ikrpw qy min vsY krm prwpiq hoie] Ibid., p. 1413.  
407  gur kw sbdu gur QY itkY hor QY prgtu n hoie] Ibid., p. 1249. 
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Through great good fortune I am blessed with this 
body and in this human life I have fixed my mind on 
God.  
Without the Name, all is utter darkness.  
Rare is the one, who understands this through the 
Guru’s grace.408 
 
True is the Lord and true is His Gurbani.409  
 
From the Guru, gnosis is obtained and the mortal 
reflects upon the Supreme Reality.  
Through the Guru man attains Lord’s mansion and 
court and the treasurefulls of His devotional service. 
Through the Guru, one dwells on the Name and 
realises the worth of Lord’s meditation.  
Through the Guru is the saint dedicated to God’s 
praise, and in his mind is enshrined the Infinite 
Name.410 
 

He, to whom the Lord shows mercy; that man obtains 
Him and reflects over the Guru’s hymns.411 
He, who understands Gurbani, is absorbed in the 
True Lord.  
Meditate on the One Name, O man, with an 
uninterrupted love.  
Nanak, blessed is Lord, the Embellisher of the 
mortal.412 
 

The Lord God abides in the saints congregation.  
Reflecting on the Guru’s word, thou shalt realise 
Him.413 

                                                           
408  vfY Bwig iehu srIru pwieAw]  
 mwxs jnim sbid icqu lwieAw]  
  ibnu sbdY sBu AMD AMDyrw gurmuiK iksih buJwiedw] Ibid., p. 1065.  
409  scw sbdu scI hY bwxI] 
 gurmuiK juig juig AwiK vKwxI] Ibid., p. 424.  
410  gur qy igAwnu aUpjY mhw qqu bIcwrw] 
 gur qy Gru dru pwieAw BgqI Bry BMfwrw] 
 gurmuiK nwmu iDAweIAY bUJY vIcwrw] 
 gurmuiK Bgiq slwh hY AMqir sbdu Apwrw] Ibid.  
411  ijs no ndir kry soeI jnu pwey gur kw sbdu sm@wly] Ibid., p. 797.  
412  bwxI bUJY sic smwvY] 
  sbdu vIcwry eyk ilv qwrw] 
  nwnk DMnu svwrxhwrw] Ibid., p. 412. 
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They who meditate on their Lord are imbued with His 
love and their ego and desire are stilled.  
The Pure Lord is pemeating there within and amongst 
all they see the Pervading God, the Enemy of ego.414 
 
He ponders over the very pure word of the Guru.  
O Nanak, the Name of the Lord is man’s 
embellisher.415 
 

I ponder on the Name, do sublime deeds and I am 
blessed with the standard of the Lord’s Name.  
Without the Name, the false find no place of rest.  
The jewel of the Lord’s Name alone becomes 
acceptable.416 
 
He alone understands the Lord, whom he Himself 
instructs.417 
 
If the Lord so wills, then summons He the mortal into 
His presence.  
If man pierces his soul with the Word, then obtains he 
glory.  
They who wear religious robes, burn in pride and are 
ruined.  
Through truth, the truthful ones merge in the True 
Lord.418 
The Creator Himself does and causes others to do.  
He Himself enshrines the Guru’s hymns in man’s 
mind.  
From God emanates ambrosial Gurbani, which the 
Exalted Guru narrates and preaches to the world.419 

                                                                                                                                                                             
413  ivic sMgiq hir pRBu vrqdw buJhu sbdu vIcwir] Ibid., p. 1314.  
414  sbdu vIcwir sdw rMig rwqy haumY iqRsnw mwrI] 
 AMqir inhkyvlu hir rivAw sBu Awqmrwmu murwrI] Ibid., p. 1233.  
415  Aiq inrmlu gur sbd vIcwr] 
 nwnk nwim svwrxhwr] Ibid., p. 362.  
416  sbdu vIcwrI krxI swrI rwm nwmu nIswxo] 
 nwm ibnw Koty nhI Twhr nwmu rqnu prvwxo] Ibid., p. 765.  
417  so bUJY ijsu Awip buJwey] Ibid., p. 839.  
418  jy pRB BwvY qw mhil bulwvY] 
 sbdy Bydy qau piq pwvY] 
 kir kir vys Kpih jil jwvih] 
 swcY swcy swic smwvih] Ibid., p. 839.  
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Nectar-sweet is the Guru’s instruction and the 
Gurbani.  
Night and day, utter I the God’s Name.  
Within whose heart, the True Lord-God abides; That 
heart of the mortal becomes immaculate.420 
 
There is but one Divine sermon, uttered by the only 
Guru; there is One Name to reflect upon.  
True is the merchandise, true the shop and true the 
garners filled with jewels.  
If the Beneficent Lord bestows, then alone are they 
obtained by the Guru’s grace.421 

 

 

Historcal References 
 

The Hindu comes to the house of the Hindu.  
Chanting the sermon, he puts on the yarn-sacred 
thread on the boy’s neck.  
Putting on the thread, he commits sins.  
For his ablutions and washings, he is approved not.422 
 

There raged a battle between the Mughals and 
Pathans and the sword was wielded in the battle-
field.  
They, the Mughals, aimed and fired their guns and 
they, the Pathans attacked with their elephants.  
They, whose letter has been torn in God’s court, must 
die, O my brethren.  

                                                                                                                                                                             
419  Awpy krqw kry krwey] 
 Awpy sbdu guir mMin vswey] 
 sbdy aupjY AMimRq bwxI gurmuiK AwiK suxwvixAw] Ibid., p. 125.  
420  gur kw sbdu AMimRq hY bwxI] 
 Anidnu hir kw nwmu vKwxI] 
 hir hir scw vsY Gt AMqir so Gtu inrmlu qwhw hy] Ibid., p. 1057.  
421  iekw bwxI ieku guru ieko sbdu vIcwir] 
 scw saudw htu scu rqnI Bry BMfwr]  
 gur ikrpw qy pweIAin jy dyvY dyvxhwru] Ibid., p. 646.  
422   ihMdU kY Gir ihMdU AwvY] 
 sUqu jnyaU piV gil pwvY] 
 sUqu pwie kry buirAweI] 
 nwqw Doqw Qwie n pweI] Ibid., p. 951. 
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There were the women of Hindus, Muslims, Bhattis 
and Rajputs.  
The robes of some were torn from head to foot, and 
some had their dwellings in the cremation ground.  
How did they, whose majestic husbands came not 
home, pass their night?  
The Creator, of Himself, acts and causes others to act.  
To whom should we complain?  
Weal and woe, O God, are according to Thy will.  
To whom should man go to wail?  
The Commander issues His command and is pleased.  
Nanak, the mortal obtains, what is destined for 
him.423 
 
The narratives of the fore-fathers make their 
descendants good children.  
They accept that which is pleasing to the Guru and 
perform the deeds accordingly.424 
 
Thou alone art Sire Ram Chand, who hast no form 
and outline. 
Thou, O Flower-girt God, of fascinating sight, has a 
quoit in Thy hand. 
Thou hast thousands of eyes and thousands of forms.  
Thou alone art the Giver and all others are beggars.425 
 

The holy man is the bridge, built by God, the Destiny-
scribe. 
Through him the body-Ceylon is robbed off its 
wickedness and the demons are annihilated. 

                                                           
423   mugl pTwxw BeI lVweI rx mih qyg vgweI] 
 En@I qupk qwix clweI En@I hsiq icVweI] 
 ijn@ kI cIrI drgh pwtI iqn@w mrxw BweI]5] 
 iek ihMdvwxI Avr qurkwxI BitAwxI TkurwxI] 
 iekn@w pyrx isr Kur pwty iekn@w vwsu mswxI] 
 ijn@ ky bMky GrI n AwieAw iqn@ ikau rYix ivhwxI]6] 
 Awpy kry krwey krqw iks no AwiK suxweIAY] 
      duKu suKu qyrY BwxY hovY iks QY jwie rUAweIAY] 
 hukmI hukim clwey ivgsY nwnk iliKAw pweIAY]7]12]Ibid., p. 418.  
424   bwbwxIAw khwxIAw puq spuq kryin] 
 ij siqgur BwvY su mMin lYin syeI krm kryin] Ibid., p. 951.  
425   sRI rwmcMd ijsu rUpu n ryiKAw] 
      bnvwlI ckRpwix dris AnUipAw] 
      shs nyqR mUriq hY shsw ieku dwqw sB hY mMgw]4]Ibid., p. 1082. 
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The Ram Chand of the mind slays the Rawan of pride 
and through the Guru is realised the secret, which 
Babhikhan disclosed. 
The holyman ferries across the ocean, even the stones. 
The holyman saves thirty-three crores (millions) of 
men.426 
With great mental effort Ram Chander gathered his 
army, in utter sadness. 
The army of monkeys was also at his service and in 
his mind and body, he became infinitely zealous of 
war.  
Ten-headed Rawan had taken away Sita, his wife 
and Lachhman had died of the curse.427 
 

Within his mind, Ram chander mourned for Sita and 
Lachhman. 
He remembered, Hanuman the monkey-god and he 
came to meet him. 
He misguided demon knows not that wonderous are 
the deeds which He, the Lord does. 
Nanak, ineffaceable are the past deeds which He, the 
Care-free Lord rewards.428 
  

The Hindu is blind and the Muslim is one-eyed. 
The Lord-divine is the wiser of the two. 
The Hindu worships at the temple and the Muslim at 
the mosque.  
Nama serves that Lord, who has neither a temple, nor 
a mosque.429 
 

                                                           
426   gurmuiK bWiDE syqu ibDwqY] 
      lMkw lUtI dYq sMqwpY] 
      rwmcMid mwirE Aih rwvxu] 
      Bydu bBIKx gurmuiK prcwiexu] 
      gurmuiK swieir pwhx qwry] 
      gurmuiK koit qyqis auDwry]40] Ibid., p. 942. 
427  rwmu JurY dl mylvY AMqir blu AiDkwr] 
     bMqr kI sYnw syvIAY min qin juJu Apwru] 
     sIqw lY gieAw dhisro lCmxu mUE srwip] Ibid., p.1412.  
428  mn mih JUrY rwmcMdu sIqw lCmx jogu] 
     hxvMqru AwrwiDAw AwieAw kir sMjogu] 
     BUlw dYqu n smJeI iqin pRB kIey kwm] 
     nwnk vyprvwhu so ikrqu n imteI rwm] Ibid. 
429  ihMdU AMn@w qurkU kwxw] 
     duhW qy igAwnI isAwxw] 
     ihMdU pUjY dyhurw muslmwxu msIiq] 
     nwmy soeI syivAw jh dyhurw n msIiq]4]3]7]Ibid., p. 875. 
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The Hindu have forgotten the Primal Lord and are 
going the wrong way. 
As Narad instructed so they worship the idols. 
They are blind, dumb and the blindest of the blind. 
The ignorant fools take stones and worship them. 
Those stones when they themselves sink, how shall 
they ferry thee across?430 
 

Ahylya was the wife of Gotam, the penitent. Seeing 
her Indra was fascinated.  
 
When he got thousand marks of vulva on his body, 
then did he regret in his mind.431 
 
Vyas instructed and taught Janmeja, the king, to 
refrain from doing three things, riding a horse, 
bringing home a fairy and accepting her word.432 
 

 
 

 
References of Grammar 
  

 Noun (nWv) 
 

The saints proclaim that the Venerable Lord abides in 
all hearts.433  
 

The saints have put me on the God’s path.434  
 

O’ Lord ! incomparable and infinite are Thy words. 
They are the mainstay of Thy saint. Reflect on 
Gurbani, O’ Man ! 435   
 

                                                           
430  ihMdU mUly BUly AKutI jWhI] 
     nwrid kihAw is pUj krWhI] 
     AMDy guMgy AMD AMDwru] 
     pwQru lY pUjih mugD gvwr] 
     Eih jw Awip fuby qum khw qrxhwru] Ibid., p. 556. 
431  goqmu qpw AhilAw iesqRI iqsu dyiK ieMdR luBwieAw] 
     shs srIr ichn Bg hUey qw min pCoqwieAw] Ibid., pp. 1343-44. 
432  rwjw jnmyjw dy mqNI brij ibAwis pV@wieAw] Ibid., p. 1344. 
433  Gt Gt mY hir jU bsY sMqn kihE pukwir] Ibid., p. 1426. 
434  sMqn mo kau hir mwrig pwieAw] Ibid., p. 100. 
435  qyry bcn AnUp Apwr sMqn AwDwr bwxI bIcwrIAY jIau] Ibid., p. 80. 
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The patronage of the Lord’s Feet and obeisance unto 
the saints, in these I find the comfort of comforts.436  
 

 

 Preposition (kwrk) 
 

If a mighty man smites another mighty man, then the 
mind feels not anger.437  
 
He is said to be saintly teacher; if he imparts true 
instruction to his pupils.438  
 
The scholars, teachers and astrologers, ever, read the 
mythological books.439 
  
The kings are tigers and the courtiers dogs, they go 
and (harass) or (awaken) the sitting and the sleeping 
ones.440  
 
If some one gives himself a big name and revels to 
please his mind, in the eyes of the Lord, he is but a 
worm, for all the corn that he pecks.441  

 
O Mulla, it is not known at what place death shall 
come to the mortal?442  
 
O my soul, ever abide thou with thy Lord.443  
 
O man, meditate thou on the Lord, till there is breath 
in thy body.444  
 

O Creator, seeing Thy creation I have become Thy 
devotee.445  
 

Come, O dear saints, let us utter the discourse of the 
Ineffable Lord.446  

                                                           
436  crnn srnn sMqn bMdn] 
     suKo suKu pwhI] Ibid., p. 407. 
437  jy skqw skqy kau mwry qw min rosu n hoeI] Ibid., p. 360. 
438  pwDw gurmuiK AwKIAY cwtiVAw miq dyie] Ibid., p. 938. 
439  pMifq pwDy joiesI inq pVHih purwxw] Ibid., p. 419. 
440  rwjy sIh mukdm kuqy]jwie jgwieinH bYTy suqy] Ibid., p. 1288. 
441  jy ko nwau Drwey vfw swd kry min Bwxy] 
     KsmY ndrI kIVw AwvY jyqy cugY dwxY] Ibid., p. 360. 
442  mrxu n jwpY mUilAw AwvY ikqY Qwie] Ibid., p. 1412. 
443  ey mn myirAw qU sdw rhu hir nwly] Ibid., p. 917. 
444  kir bMdy qU bMdgI ijcru Gt mih swhu] Ibid., p.  724. 
445  krqy kudrqI musqwku] Ibid. 
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O ears of mine, ye were sent to hear the True Name.447  
 

 

 Pronoun (pVnWv) 
 

Within my mind and body is an exceedingly great 
pang of separation.  
How shall my Beloved come to meet me in my 
home?448 
 
O’ my True Guru ! without Thee, I have none else.449  
 
Come and meet me my maids and unite me with my 
Beloved.450  
 

Masculine and Deterinative Pronoun (purKvwck Aqy inScyvwck pVnWv) 
 

This Gurbani is enshrined in the minds of those, why 
are so destined by the Primal Being.451 
 
It is inexhaustible and exhausts not ever, whether one 
eats, expends or ties it to one’s skirt.452  
 
That Care-free-Lord is unweighable and His real 
worth is known through Guru’s instruction.453  
 
He, who is everywhere contained, dies not.454 
 

 

 Indefinite Pronoun (AinScyvwck pVnWv) 
 

Neither the yogi nor anyone else knows the lunar day, 
week day seasons and the month.455 
 
Amongst all is the light of the One Lord, if some mortal 
were to realize it.456 

                                                                                                                                                                             
446  Awvhu sMq ipAwirho AkQ kI krh khwxI] Ibid., p. 918. 
447  ey sRvxhu myirho swcY sunxY no pTwey] Ibid., p. 922. 
448  mY min qin ibrhu Aiq Aglw ikau pRIqm imlY Gir Awie] Ibid., p. 39. 
449  myry siqgurw mY quJ ibnu Avru n koie] Ibid. 
450  Awvhu imlhu shylIho mY ipru dyhu imlwie] Ibid., p. 38. 
451  eyhu iqn kY mMin visAw ijn Durhu iliKAw AwieAw] Ibid., p. 919. 
452  eyhu AKutu kdy n inKuteI Kwie Kricau plY] Ibid., p. 1091. 
453  Ehu vyprvwhu Aqolvw gurmiq kImiq swru] Ibid., p. 20. 
454  Ehu n mUAw jo rihAw smwie] Ibid., p. 152. 
455  iQiq vwru nw jogI jwxY ruiq mwhu nw koeI] Ibid., p. 4. 
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Who-so-ever has found God, has found Him in the 
congregation of the righteous.  
Through the perfect good luck Lord’s love is 
obtained.457 
 

No one asks for less.  
Whom should we acclaim then?458  
 

 

          Interrogative Pronoun (pRSnvwck pVnWv) 
 

Who is unmanifest?  
Who is emancipated?  
Who is that who is united from within and without?459 
 

Who says Thou cannot do a thing.  
Thou, O Lord, art infinitely powerful.460 
 
He alone is the Giver.  
Why to mention any other?461 

 
 
        Personal or Reflective Pronoun (in`jvwck pVnWv) 
 

He Himself is True and True is all that He has 
made.462 
 
Thyself repeat the Name and make others to repeat 
it.463 
 

The Creator Himself makes man perform His service 
and Himself blesses him with the Name treasure.464 
 
By his own acts, he forfeits his credit.465 

 

                                                                                                                                                                             
456  sB eykw joiq jwxY jy koeI] Ibid., p. 120. 
457  ijin iknY pwieAw swDsMgqI pUrY Bwig bYrwig] Ibid., p. 29. 
458  QoVw iknY n mMgiE iksu khIAY swbwis] Ibid., p. 1238. 
459  kvnu su gupqw kvnu su mukqw] 
     kvnu su AMqir bwhir jugqw] Ibid., p. 939. 
460  kaunu khY qum qy kCu nwhI qum smrQ AQwihE] Ibid., p. 1303. 
461  iks no khIAY dwqw ieku soeI] Ibid., p. 158. 
462  Awip siq kIAw sBu siq] Ibid., p. 294. 
463  Awip jphu Avrh nwmu jpwvhu] Ibid., p. 290. 
464  Awpy Awip krwey krqw Awpy bKis BMfwrI] Ibid., p. 911. 
465  ApnI prqIiq Awp hI KovY] Ibid., p. 268. 
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       Relative Pronoun (sMbMDvwck pVnWv) 

 

They who are come; They all shall assuredly 
depart.466 
 
Whatever pleases Him, O Nanak; that alone is the 
good deed.467 
 

We emulate with those who stand and serve at Lord’s 
door.468  
 

 

 Verb (ikirAw) 
 

By Thy grace do I understand Thee.469 
 
Thou art an ocean and the mine of jewels.  
Thy worth, O Lord, I know not.470 
 
With a moment’s ambrosial glance of Thine, O Lord, 
live I and enjoy all the delights and dainties.471 
 

O people, I am in red, and am wearing a red-robe.472  

 
 

 Intransitive Verb (Akrmk ikirAw) 
 

The Righteous Judge is under command to sit and 
administer even-handed justice.473 
 

Blest and acceptable is the pious person who never 
suffers defeat.474 
 
God’s Saints have the wealth and stock of God and 
they trade in consultation with the Guru.475  
 
 

 Auxiliary Verb (shwiek ikirAw) 
 

                                                           
466  jo AwieAw so sBu ko jwsI] Ibid., p. 1047. 
467  jo iqsu BwvY nwnkw sweI BlI kwr] Ibid., p. 1239. 
468  rIsw kirh iqnwVIAw jo syvih dru KVIAwh] Ibid., p. 85. 
469  qumrI ikRpw qy quDu pCwxw] Ibid., p. 103. 
470  qUM swgro rqnwgro hau swr n jwxw qyrI rwm] Ibid., p. 779. 
471  AMimRq idRsit inmK pRB jIvw srb rMg rs mwnw] Ibid. 
472  lokw vy hau sUhvI sUhw vysu krI] Ibid., p. 785. 
473  Drm rwie no hukmu hY bih scw Drmu bIcwir] Ibid., p. 38. 
474  Dnu gurmuiK so prvwxu hY ij kdy n AwvY hwir] Ibid., p. 28. 
475  hir Bgqw hir Dnu rwis hY gur pUiC krih vwpwru] Ibid. 
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Slave Nanak’s mind is filled with bliss, when he sees 
God’s sight even for an instant.476 
 
Only the saint of the World-Lord becomes eternally 
stable.477 
 

Forsaking the Lord, if one becomes a servant of 
another, one’s honour, dignity and reputation get 
decreased, therewith.478  
 

 Adjectives (ivSySx) 
 

Great  is the Lord and high (His) seat.479 
 

Priceless is Thy Divine law and priceless Thy Court.480 
 

Depend thou only on thy Guru-Gods’ prop and give up 
all other hopes.481 

 

 Conjuctions (Xojk) 
 

The praisers praise (the Lord), but they obtain not this 
much understanding (that they may know His 
greatness), as the steams and the rivers falling into 
the ocean understand not (its extent).482 
 

Though man may practise purification day and night, 
but filth of the heart departs not from his body.483 
 

By Guru’s favour He abides within the mind, and then 
everlasting peace ensues.484  
 

 Langauages 
  

 
 Sehaskarita (shskwirqw) 

 

                                                           
476  jn nwnk kY min Andu hoq hY hir drsnu inmK idKweI] Ibid., p. 370. 
477  goivMd Bgqu AsiQru hY QIAw] Ibid., p. 375. 
478  pRBu qij Avr syvku jy hoeI hY iqqu mwnu mhqu jsu GwtY] Ibid., p. 497. 
479  vfw swihbu aUcw Qwau] Ibid., p. 5. 
480  Amul Drmu Amul dIbwxu] Ibid. 
481  gur kI hir tyk itkwie] 
     Avr Awsw sB lwih] Ibid., p. 895. 
482  swlwhI swlwih eyqI suriq n pweIAw] 
     ndIAw AqY vwh pvih smuMid n jwxIAih] Ibid., p. 5. 
483  soc krY idnsu Aru rwiq] 

mn kI mYlu n qn qy jwiq] Ibid., p. 265. 
484  gur ikrpw qy min vsY qw sdw suKu hoeI] Ibid., p. 365.  
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Some read the Vedas, which are written in Sanskrit 
language and some read the Puranas. 
Some utter the Name on their rosaries and in it their 
attention is fixed. 
I know nothing of now and then, but recognise Thy 
One Name alone, O Lord.485  
 
 
 

 Sadhu (swDU) 
 

I make supplication, listen to me, O’ my Friend! This is 
the high time to serve the saints. 

Over here, earn the profit of God’s Name and depart, 
here-after, thou shalt have adorned abode. 
By day and night, the life goes on decreasing. 
By meeting the Guru, O’ Man! set aright thine 
affairs.486 
 
To be sung in the tune of ‘Eksuan’. 
The mother thinks that her son is growing up; but this 
much she understands not, that day by day his age is 
diminishing. 
Calling him “mine, my own”, she fondles him 
excessively.  
The King of death’s couriers looks and laughs. 
So much hast Thou, O’ Lord! misled the world in 
illusion. 
How can it understand Thee, O’ Master! since 
mammon has bewitched it? Pause. 
Says Kabir, abandon the pleasures of sin, for thou 
shalt assuredly die in their association. 
O’ mortal! remember thou the Omnipresent Lord, by 
means of Gurbani, the grantor of eternal life.  
In this way, thou shalt swim across the terrible 
ocean.487  

                                                           
485  koeI pVqw shsikrqw koeI pVY purwnw] 

koeI nwmu jpY jpmwlI lwgY iqsY iDAwnw] 
Ab hI kb hI ikCU n jwnw qyrw eyko nwmu pCwnw] Ibid., p. 876. 

486  krau bynMqI suxhu myry mIqw sMq thl kI bylw] 
eIhw Kwt clhu hir lwhw AwgY bsnu suhylw]1] 
AauD GtY idnsu rYxwry]  
mn gur imil kwj svwry] Ibid., p. 13. 

487  eyku suAwnu kY Gir gwvxw jnnI jwnq suqu bfw hoqu hY ieqnw ku n jwnY ij idn idn 
AvD Gtqu hY] 
mor mor kir AiDk lwfu Dir pyKq hI jmrwau hsY]1] 
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 Punjabi (pMjwbI) 
 

Avarice is a dog, falsehood the sweeper and cheating 
the eating of a carrion.  
Slandering others, solely amounts to puting other’s 
filth in ones own mouth and fire of wrath is a pariah. 
In such sins, sweet and saline savour, and self-praise, 
I am engrossed.  
These are my doings, O’ my Creator! 
O’ Brother! Utter the words which may bring honour. 
Good are they who are styled good in Lord’s Court.  
The devilish sit and bewail. Pause.488 
 
O’ God! Thou art the true creator, my Master. 
That alone happens what pleaseth The.  
I receive that what Thou givest me. Pause. 
All are thine and all meditate on Thee. 
He, unto whom Thou showest mercy, obtains the jewel 
of Thy Name. 
The pious persons obtain the Name, and the self-
willed lose it. 
Thou Thyself separatest the mortals and Thyself 
unitest them.489  
 

 
 

 

 Lenhndi (lihMdI) 
 

                                                                                                                                                                             

AYsw qYN jgu Brim lwieAw] 
kYsy bUJY jb moihAw hY mwieAw]1]rhwau] 
khq kbIr Coif ibiKAw rs iequ sMgiq inhcau mrxw] 
rmeIAw jphu pRwxI Anq jIvx bwxI ien ibiD Bv swgruu qrxw] Ibid., pp. 91-92. 

488  lbu kuqw kUVu cUhVw Tig KwDw murdwru] 
pr inMdw pr mlu muK suDI Agin kRoDu cMfwlu] 
rs ks Awpu slwhxw ey krm myry krqwr]1] 
bwbw bolIAY piq hoie] 
aUqm sy dir aUqm khIAih nIc krm bih roie] Ibid., p. 15. 

489  qUM krqw sicAwru mYfw sweI]  
jo iqsu BwvY soeI QIsI jo qUM dyih soeI hau pweI]1]rhwau] 
sB qyrI qUM sBnI iDAwieAw] 
ijs no ikRpw krih iqin nwm rqnu pwieAw] 
gurmuiK lwDw mnmuiK gvwieAw] 
quDu Awip ivCoiVAw Awip imlwieAw] Ibid., p. 11. 
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Farid, when she is young, the bride enjoys not her 
spouse; when she grows old, she dies. 
Lying in the grave, the bride cries, “I could met Thee 
not, O my Spouse.”490 
 

Farid, how long canst thou run on the house top? 
Abandon thou my sleep towards thy love. 
The numbered days, which were allotted to thee; they 
have passed away, by passing day by day.491 
 

If Thou say so, I would cut off my head and give it to 
Thee, O my Friend. 

Mine eyes long for Thee.  
When shall I see Thine vision, O Lord?492  
 

 

 Braj (bRj) 
 

If thou hast not sung the praises of the World Lord 
thou hast wasted thy life in vain. 
Says Nanak, meditate thou on God, O man, like the 
way, the fish loves water.493 
 
O man, what evil understanding hast thou harboured? 
Thou art engrossed in the pleasure of other men’s 
women and in slander, and the Pervading God thou, 
worshippest not. 
Thou knowest not the way to emancipation, but 
runnest about to amass wealth. 
At last nothing shall keep company with thee; in vain 
hast thou entangled thyself.494  
 

 
 Sanskrit (sMsikRq) 

 

                                                           
490  PrIdw nMFI kMqu n rwivE vfI QI mueIAwsu] 

Dn kUkyNdI gor myN qY sh nw imlIAwsu] Ibid., p. 1380. 
491  PrIdw koTy Dukxu kyqVw ipr nIdVI invwir] 

jo idh lDy gwxvy gey ivlwiV ivlwiV] Ibid. 
492  qU cau sjx mYifAw fyeI issu auqwir] 

nYx mihMjy qrsdy kid psI dIdwru] Ibid., p. 1094. 
493  gun goibMd gwieE nhI jnmu AkwrQ kInu]  

khu nwnk hir Bju mnw ijh ibiD jl kau mInu] Ibid., p. 1426. 
494  mn ry kaunu kumiq qY lInI] 

pr dwrw inMidAw rs ricE rwm Bgiq nih kInI]1]rhwau] 
mukiq pMQu jwinE qY nwhin Dn jorn kau DwieAw] 
AMiq sMg kwhU nhI dInw ibrQw Awpu bMDwieAw] Ibid., p. 632. 
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In the very beginning was the Unrivalled Lord, who 
loves the qualities like truthfulness, etc. 
He is supremely wonderful and beyond Nature; by 
remembering whom, all secure salvation. 
Utter thou only the beauteous Name of the Lord, who 
is the embodiment of Nectar and Reality. 
By remembering whom, the fear of birth, old age and 
death befalls not the man.495 

 

 Persian (&wrsI) 
I utter one supplication before Thee. Hear it Thou, O 
my Creator. 
Thou art the true, great, merciful and faultless 
cherisher. 
The world is a perishable place. 
Know it for certain in thy mind, O man! 
Azrail, death’s courier, has canght me by the hair of 
my head, yet I know it not in the least, in my heart.496  
 

 Sahaskirti (sihsikRqI) 
 

You read books, say vesper prayers, argue, worship 
stones and sit in trance like a crane. 
With your mouth you utter falsehood like the excellent 
ornaments and recite the tripod gaotri three times a 
day. 
Round your neck in the rosary, on your forehead the 
sacred mark and on your head a towel and you have 
two loin-clothes. 
If you know the nature of the Lord, then you will find 
that all beliefs and rites are vain. 
Says Nanak, in good faith, meditate thou on the Lord. 
Without the True Guru, man finds not the way. 
Until the mortal knows the pervading God, his human 

birth is unprofitable. 
 

                                                           
495  prmwid purKmnoipmM siq Awid Bwv rqM] 

prmdBuqM prikRiq prM jidicMiq srb gqM]1] 
kyvl rwm nwm mnormM] 
bid AMimRq qq mieAM] 
n dnoiq jsmrxyn jnm jrwiD mrx BieAM]1] Ibid., p. 526. 

496  Xk Arj guPqm pyis qo dr gos kun krqwr] 
hkw kbIr krIm qU byAYb prvdgwr]1] 
dunIAw mukwmy PwnI qhkIk idl dwnI] 
mm sr mUie AjrweIl igrPqh idl hyic n dwnI]1] Ibid., p. 721. 
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The world ocean, only a few cross over by the Guru’s 
grace.497 
 

Nanak, he who utters the God’s Name with his 
tongue, all his sins are washed off and he obtains the 
merit of millions of charities and eblution and of 
various purifications and pieties.498 

 
 Culture (siBAwcwr) 

 

The eyes, which charmed the world; those eyes I have 
seen, O Farid. 
They could endure not the streak of collyrium, but the 
now the birds have hatched their young in them.499 
 
I may apply otto of aloe would and sandal to my body 
limbs, I may wear and carry on my body silk and silk 
clothes, Without God’s Name, where can I find peace? 
What should I wear and in what dress should I show 
myself? 
Without the World-Lord, how can I obtain comfort? 
Pause.500 
 

                                                           
497  piV@ pusœk sMiDAw bwdM] 

isl pUjis bgul smwDM] 
muiK JUTu ibBUKn swrM] 
qRYpwl iqhwl ibcwrM] 
gil mwl iqlk illwtM] 
duie DoqI bsqR kpwtM] 
jo jwnis bRhmM krmM] 
sB Pokt inscY krmM] 
khu nwnk inscO iDHwvY] 
ibnu siqgur bwt n pwvY]1] 
inhPlM qsH jnmsH jwvd bRhm n ibMdqy] 
swgrM sMswrsH gur prswdI qrih ky] Ibid., p. 1353. 

498  koit dwn iesnwnM Aink soDn pivqRqh] 
aucrMiq nwnk hir hir rsnw srb pwp ibmucqy]1] Ibid., p. 706. 

499  PrIdw ijn@ loiex jgu moihAw sy loiex mY ifTu] 
kjl ryK n shidAw sy pMKI sUie bhiTu] Ibid., p. 1378. 

500  coAw cMdnu AMik cVwvau] 
pwt ptMbr pihir hFwvau] 
ibnu hir nwmu khw suKu pwvau]1] 
ikAw pihrau ikAw EiF idKwvau] 
ibnu jgdIs khw suKu pwvau]1]rhwau] Ibid., p. 225. 
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Then alone, does the red-robed one become the true 
bride, when she accepts the True Name. 
Please thou thy True Guru, then alone shalt thou be 
greatly beautified.  
Without God, there is no other place of rest. 
Put on thou such decorations, that may never be 
tarnished and make thee love thy Spouse day and 
night. 
Nanak, what is the characteristic of the chaste bride? 
Within her is Truth, her face is bright and she merges 
in her Groom.501 
The remotest of the remote is He. 
Who can utter His praise? 
My soul lives by hearing of His tidings. 
By serving Thee, O Lord, the mortals of four religious 
orders and four castes are emancipated.502 
 
He is the hero, and he is of high family, who has 
meditated on the Fortunate Lord. 
The warriours, priests, menials, the farmers and 
pariahs are saved by remembering the Lord.503 
 
There are four castes of the literates, warriors, 
cultivators and menials and the four stages of life. 
He who meditates on the Lord, is most distinguished 
amongst men.504 
 
The Hindus die worshipping and worshipping the 
idols and the Musalmans die bowing their heads. 
The former burn the dead and the latter bury them. 
Neither of the two finds Thy real state, O Lord.505 
 
There are five prayers, five times for prayers, and the 
five have five names. 

                                                           
501  sUhb qw sohwgxI jw mMin lYih scu nwau] 

siqguru Apxw mnwie lY rUpu cVI qw Aglw dUjw nwhI Qwau] 
AYsw sIgwru bxwie qU mYlw kdy n hoveI Aihinis lwgY Bwau] 
nwnk sohwgix kw ikAw ichnu hY AMdir scu muKu aujlw KsmY mwih smwie] Ibid., p. 785. 

502  Agm AgMmw kvn mihMmw mnu jIvY suin soaU] 
cwir Awsrm cwir brMnw mukiq Bey syv qoaU] Ibid., p. 535. 

503  so sUrw kulvMqu soie ijin BijAw BgvMqu] 
     KqRI bRwhmxu sUdu bYsu auDrY ismir cMfwl] Ibid., p. 300. 
504  bRwhmxu KqRI sUd vYs cwir vrn cwir AwsRm hih jo hir iDAwvY so prDwnu] Ibid., p. 861. 
505  buq pUij pUij ihMdU mUey qurk mUeyy isru nweI] 
     Eie ly jwry Eie ly gwfy qyrI giq duhU n pweI] Ibid., p. 654. 
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The first is truthfulness, second the honest earning 
and third charity in God’s Name.506 
 
Make mercy thy mosque, faith thy prayer-mat, what is 
just and lawful, thy Quran, modesty thy circumcision 
and civility thy fast.  
So shalt thou be a Moslem.  
Make right conduct thy Mecca, truth thy spiritual 
guide and pious deeds thy creed and prayer. 
Rosary is that, what is pleasing to Him. 
Thus the Lord shall preserve thy honour, O’ Nanak.507 
 
Some are Jains, who wonder in wilderness. 
They are wasted away by the Primal Being. 
In their mouth is not the Lord’s Name and they bathe 
not at the place of pilgrimage.508 
Some besmear their body-limbs with ashes and wash 
off not their filth. 
Some wear unshorn matted locks and look hideous. 
They thus dishonour their lineage and dynasty.509 
 

I have seen the Lord midst the Yogis, various sects, 
solitarians, wandeing saints, celibates and patched-
coat wearers. 
I have seen Him amongst penitents, austere men, 
silent sages actors, dramas and dances.510 
 

Qualities of an Interpreter 

 

He alone is learned, he alone scholarly and wise, who 
practices the Lord’s Name.511 

                                                           
506  pMij invwjw vKq pMij pMjw pMjy nwau] 
     pihlw scu hlwl duie qIjw KYr Kudwie] Ibid., p. 141. 
507  imhr msIiq isdku muslw hku hlwlu kurwxu] 
     srm suMniq sIlu rojw hohu muslmwxu] 
     krxI kwbw scu pIru klmw krm invwj] 
     qsbI sw iqsu BwvsI nwnk rKY lwj] Ibid., pp. 140-141. 
508  ieik jYnI auJV pwie Durhu KuAwieAw] 
     iqn muiK nwhI nwmu n qIriQ n@wieAw] Ibid., p. 1285. 
509  ieik Bsm cV@wvih AMig mYlu n DovhI] 
     ieik jtw ibkt ibkrwl kulu Gru KovhI] Ibid., p. 1284. 
510  jog ByK sMinAwsY pyiKE jiq jMgm kwpVwey] 
     qpI qpIsur muin mih pyiKE nt nwitk inrqwey] Ibid., p. 1139. 
511  so piVAw so pMifqu bInw ijn@I kmwxw nwau] Ibid., p. 1288. 
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All say that the Lord is the greatest of the great.  
None calls Him less. No one has ascertained His 
worth.  
He becomes not great just by saying.512 
 
Whosoever in their heart and mind, dwell on the One 
Lord, without the One Lord, they recognise not 
another.513 
 
Rare is the gnostic, who understands this by meeting 
with the True Satguru. The glories are in the hand of 
the Lord.  
Him alone He blesses with them, whom He likes. 
Some rare one, if he becomes resigned to Guru’s will, 
reflects over the Guru’s word.  
This Gurbani is of the supreme person and through it, 
man abides in his own home.514 
 
They, who meditate on the Lord’s Name, in their mind, 
they are imbued with the Lord God’s Name.515 
 
With the true wooden slate of the true mind read thou 
the supremely sublime Gurbani.  
Nanak, he alone is learned and he the wise scholar, 
who wears the Necklace of the Lord’s Name.516 
 
They who serve their True Lord, with single mind; Fall 
I at the feet of those persons.  
Through the Guru’s word, God dwells in the mind and 
the hunger for wealth departs.  
Immaculate and clean are the persons, who through 
the Guru, merge in the Lord’s Name.517 

                                                           
512  sBu ko AwKY bhuqu bhuqu Git n AwKY koie] 
 kImiq iknY n pweIAw khix n vfw hoie] Ibid., p. 15.  
513  ijnw min iciq ieku ArwiDAw iqnw ieks ibnu dUjw ko nwhI] Ibid., p. 649. 
514  ibrlo igAwnI bUJxau siqguru swic imlyie] 
 Twkur hwiQ vfweIAw jY BwvY qY dyie] 
 bwxI ibrlau bIcwrsI jy ko gurmuiK hoie] 
 ieh bwxI mhw purK kI inj Gir vwsw hoie] Ibid., p. 935. 
515  jo hir nwmu iDAwiedy sy hir hir nwim rqy mn mwhI] Ibid., p. 649. 
516  scI ptI scu min pVIAY sbdu su swru] 
 nwnk so piVAw so pMifqu bInw ijsu rwmu nwmu gil hwru] Ibid., p. 938. 
517  ijnw siqguru iek min syivAw iqn jn lwgau pwie] 
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To utter God’s praise and to fix attention with God, is 
the true self-mortification.518 
 

Within the mortal, the life is of the Lord’s Name, by 
which he meet’s with his Spouse.  
Without the Name, there is darkness in the world.  
Through the Name, the Lord becomes manifest.  
Of reading, reading, the scholars and the silent sages 
are tired, and weary are the sectarians of washing 
their bodies.  
Without the Name no one attains unto God and the 
woe-begone depart wailing.  
Nanak, if man’s good destiny awakes, he attains unto 
the Merciful Master.519 
 
 
The blind apostate neither knows the Name, nor 
understands the Gurbani and so he passes his life in 
misery.520 
 
Meeting with the society of the True Guru, only a few 
obtain the relish of the Name-Nectar.  
So long as, man realises not the mystery of the Lord’s 
Name, till then death continues to torture him.521 
To read scriptures, to reflect upon grammer and to say 
prayers three times a day, avail not.  
Without Guru’s word, where is emancipation, O 
mortal?  
Without the Lord’s Name, one is entangled to death.522 

                                                                                                                                                                             

 gur sbdI hir min vsY mwieAw kI BuK jwie] 
 sy jn inrml aUjly ij gurmuiK nwim smwie] Ibid., p. 1413. 
518  scu sMjmu krxI hir kIriq hir syqI ilv lweI] Ibid., p. 1260.   
519  jIAw AMdir jIau sbdu hY ijqu sh mylwvw hoie] 
 ibnu sbdY jig Awny@ru hY sbdy prgtu hoie] 
 pMifq monI piV piV Qky ByK Qky qnu Doie]  
 ibnu sbdY iknY n pwieE duKIey cly roie] 
 nwnk ndrI pweIAY krim prwpiq hoie] Ibid., p. 1250. 
520  n sbdu bUJY n jwxY bwxI] 
 mnmuiK AMDy duiK ivhwxI] Ibid., p. 665.  
521  AMimRq kw rsu ivrlI pwieAw siqgur myil imlwey] 
 jb lgu sbdu Bydu nhI AwieAw qb lgu kwlu sMqwey] Ibid., p. 1126.  
522  pusqk pwT ibAwkrx vKwxY sMiDAw krm iqkwl krY] 
 ibnu gur sbdu mukiq khw pRwxI rwm nwm ibnu auriJ mrY]Ibid., p. 1127.  
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Nanak seeks the company of those who are of low 
caste among the lowly, nay rather the lowest of the 
low Why should he (he has no desire to) rival the lofty.  
Where the poor are looked after, there does rain the 
look of Thy grace, O’ Lord! 523 
 

Avarice is a dog, falsehood the sweeper and cheating 
the eating of a carrion.  
Slandering others, solely amounts to puting other’s 
filth in ones own mouth and fire of wrath is a pariah.  
In such sins, sweet and saline savour, and self-praise, 
I am engrossed.  
 
These are my doings, O’ my Creator! O Brother! utter 
the words which may bring honour.  
Good are they who are styled good in Lord’s Court.  
The devilish sit and bewail.524 
 
Reflecting over Gurbani, one should read and think of 
God.  
By meditating on God and reading of Him, man’s self-
conceit is stilled.525 
 
What shalt thou offer to him, who reads out Guru’s 
hymns to thee; and mercifully enshrines the Name in 
thy mind? 
Shedding thy self-conceit, offer thou, thy this head 
unto him.  
 
He, who understands Lord’s command, obtains 
eternal peace.526 

                                                           
523  nIcw AMdir nIc jwiq nIcI hU Aiq nIcu] 
 nwnku iqn kY sMig swiQ vifAw isau ikAw rIs] 
 ijQY nIc smwlIAin iqQY ndir qyrI bKsIs]Ibid., p. 15.  
524  lbu kuqw kUVu cUhVw Tig KwDw murdwru] 
 pr inMdw pr mlu muK suDI Agin kRoDu cMfwlu] 
 rs ks Awpu slwhxw ey krm myry krqwr]1] 
 bwbw bolIAY piq hoie] 
 aUqm sy dir aUqm khIAih nIc krm bih roie] Ibid. 
525  hir jip pVIAY gur sbdu vIcwir] 
 hir jip pVIAY haumY mwir] Ibid., p. 424.  
526  iqsu ikAw dIjY ij sbdu suxwey] 
 kir ikrpw nwmu mMin vswey] 
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All the scholars and astrologers read, peruse and 
scream aloud.  
Whom do they want to instruct? 527 
 

Thou may practice celibacy, truth, self-mortification 
and rituals, but without the Guru, thou art 
emancipated not.  
Nanak, the Guru brings home the Name unto him who 
goes and seeks the Lord’s protection.528 
 
They, who serve not the Omnipotent True Guru and 
reflect not on the Lord’s Name.  
They are not said to be human beings, rather they are 
the foolish beasts and animals.  
Within them is neither Divine knowledge nor 
contemplation.  
 
They are dedicated not the Lord’s love and affection.  
The perverse persons die in sin and they come and go 
again and again.529 
 
The meditation on the Name is a sweet Nectar.  
By stilling his ego, the mortal can enjoy it night and 
day.  
He, unto whom the Lord shows mercy, is blessed with 
Divine bliss.  
He is imbued with the Name and ever loves the True 
Lord.530 
 
The Lord God abides in the saints’ congregation.  

                                                                                                                                                                             

 iehu isru dIjY Awpu gvwey] 
 hukmY bUJy sdw suKu pwey] Ibid.  
527  pMifqu joqkI siB piV piV kUkdy iksu pih krih pukwrw rwm] Ibid., pp. 570-

71.  
528  jqu squ sMjmu krm kmwvY ibnu gur giq nhI pweI] 

nwnk iqs no sbdu buJwey jo jwie pvY hir srxweI] Ibid., p. 571. 
529  ijnw siqguru purKu n syivE sbid n kIqo vIcwru] 

Eie mwxs jUin n AwKIAin psU For gwvwr] 
Enw AMqir igAwnu n iDAwnu hY hir sau pRIiq n ipAwru] 
mnmuK muey ivkwr mih mir jMmih vwro vwr] Ibid., p. 1418.  

530  AMimRqu mITw sbdu vIcwir] 
  Anidnu Bogy haumY mwir] 
  shij AnMid ikrpw Dwir] 
  nwim rqy sdw sic ipAwru] Ibid., p. 424.  
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Reflecting on the Guru’s word, thou shalt realise 
Him.531 
 
They who meditate on their Lord are imbued with His 
love and their ego and desire are stilled.  
The Pure Lord is pemeating there within and amongst 
all they see the Pervading God, the Enemy of ego.532 
 
This is the worship, that one loves the True One.  
Without service one cannot be a saint.  
If man remains dead in life, i.e. controls his self, then 
does he reflect on the Name and then alone, can he 
obtain the True Lord. 533 
 
He, the detached one enters not into religious 
controversies and practices not hypocrisy, but by 
Guru’s grace reflects on the Lord’s Name.  
He, who practises chastity and truth and ponders over 
the Name is the pious Yogi, who practises the Real 
Yog.534 
 
Reflecting on the Lord’s Name, one comes to belong to 
the Formless Lord.  
Awakening to the Guru’s instruction, one’s evil-
intellect is erased.  
By remaining wakeful night and day, and professing 
love for the Lord, he is emancipated in life and finds 
this state form within him.535 
 
The Lord-conscious being utters the Unutterable Divine 
comprehension.  

                                                           
531  ivic sMgiq hir pRBu vrqdw buJhu sbdu vIcwir] Ibid., p. 1314.  
532  sbdu vIcwir sdw rMig rwqy haumY iqRsnw mwrI] 
 AMqir inhkyvlu hir rivAw sBu Awqmrwmu murwrI] Ibid., p. 1233.  
533  eyhw Bgiq scy isau ilv lwgY ibnu syvw Bgiq n hoeI] 
 jIvqu mrY qw sbdu bIcwrY qw scu pwvY koeI] Ibid., p. 506.  
534  bydu bwdu n pwKMfu AauDU gurmuiK sbid bIcwrI] 
 gurmuiK jogu kmwvY AauDU jqu squ sbid vIcwrI] Ibid., p. 908.  
535  sbdu bIcwir Bey inrMkwrI] 
 gurmiq jwgy durmiq prhwrI] 
 Anidnu jwig rhy ilv lweI] 
 jIvn mukiq giq AMqir pweI] Ibid., p. 904.  
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Abiding with his family, the Lord-conscious being 
practises righteousness.  
The holyman contemplates his Lord with hearty love.  
The pious person obtains the Name and good conduct.  
He, who Himself knows the Name’s mystery makes 
others know it.  
Burning his ego, he merges in the Lord, O Nanak.536 
 

True is the person, who reflects on the Name and 
within whose mind is He, the True Lord.  
If man performs the Lord’s true service day and night, 
then his body suffers not sorrow.537 
Divine knowledge, from which substantial 
understanding is obtained, enters not man’s mind.  
Without perception, how can he sing God’s praise?  
A blind man ever does blind things.  
Nanak, when the mortal realises the Lord, the Name 
comes to abide in his mind.538 
 
The Lord abides in the soul and the soul in the Lord.  
Through the Guru’s wisdom, I have realised this.  
By the Guru’s instruction, ambrosial Gurbani is 
realised and one’s sorrow is ended and ego 
eliminated.539 
 
Hear thou the Name, understand thou the Name, and 
keep thou thy attention fixed on the True Name.540 
 

                                                           
536  gurmuiK AkQu kQY bIcwir] 
 gurmuiK inbhY sprvwir] 
 gurmuiK jpIAY AMqir ipAwir] 
 gurmuiK pweIAY sbid Acwir] 
 sbid Byid jwxY jwxweI] 
 nwnk haumY jwil smweI] Ibid., p. 941.  
537  sbdu bIcwry so jnu swcw ijn kY ihrdY swcw soeI] 
 swcI Bgiq krih idnu rwqI qW qin dUKu n hoeI] Ibid., p. 1131.  
538  AMqir igAwnu n AwieE ijqu ikCu soJI pwie] 
 ivxu ifTw ikAw swlwhIAY AMDw AMDu kmwie] 
 nwnk sbdu pCwxIAY nwmu vsY min Awie] Ibid., p. 646.  
539  Awqm mih rwmu rwm mih Awqmu cInis gur bIcwrw] 
 AMimRq bwxI sbid pCwxI duK kwtY hau mwrw] Ibid., p. 1153.  
540  sbid suxIAY sbid buJIAY sic rhY ilv lwie] 
 sbdy haumY mwrIAY scY mhil suKu pwie] Ibid., p. 429.  
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Rare is the gnostic, who understands this by meeting 
with the True Satguru.  
 
The glories are in the hand of the Lord.  
Him alone He blesses with them, whom He likes.  
Some rare one, if he becomes resigned to Guru’s will, 
reflects over the Guru’s word.  
This Gurbani is of the supreme person and through it, 
man abides in his own home.541 
 

By truly believing (in the Lords’ Name) Divine 
comprehension enters (man’s) mind and 
understanding.  
By truly believing (in God’s Name) the knowledge of all 
the spheres is acquired.542 
 

In the domain of knowledge Divine deliberation is 
greatly resplendent.  
Celestial strain resounds there from whom myriads of 
amusements and joys proceed.  
 
Beauty is the language of the realm of spiritual effort.  
There, an extremely incomparable make, is made.  
The proceedings of that place cannot be described.  
If any one endeavours to describe, he shall afterwards 
repent.  
 
There inner consciousness, intellect, soul and 
understanding are moulded (afresh). 
There the genius of the pious persons and men of 
occult-powers is moulded (anew).543 

                                                           
541  ibrlo igAwnI bUJxau siqguru swic imlyie] 
 Twkur hwiQ vfweIAw jY BwvY qY dyie] 
 bwxI ibrlau bIcwrsI jy ko gurmuiK hoie]  
 ieh bwxI mhw purK kI inj Gir vwsw hoie] Ibid., p. 935.  

542  mMnY suriq hovY min buiD] 
 mMnY sgl Bvx kI suiD] Ibid., p. 3.  
543  igAwn KMf mih igAwnu prcMfu] 
 iqQY nwd ibnod kof AnMdu] 
 srm KMf kI bwxI rUpu] 
 iqQY GwViq GVIAY bhuqu AnUpu] 
    qw kIAw glw kQIAw nw jwih] 
 jy ko khY ipCY pCuqwie] 
  iqQY GVIAY suriq miq min buiD] 
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Having created the body, the Creator infused life 
therein and made arrangements to protect it.  
Man sees with his eyes, speaks with his tongue and 
fixes his attention by hearing with his ears.  
He walks with feet, works with hands and wears and 
eats what is given to him.  
He knows not Him who made the make.  
The blind man does dark deeds.544 
 
In the mind are gems, jewels and rubies, provided 
thou hearken to (and act upon) one instruction of the 
Guru.545 
 
By hearkening to (the Lord’s Name) truthfulness, 
contentment and Divine knowledge are obtained.546 
 

By truly believing (in the Lord’s Name) Divine 
comprehension enters (man’s) mind and 
understanding.547 
 
Through words (Thy) Name is uttered and through 
words (Thou art) praised.  
Through words the songs of (Thy) theology and (Thine) 
attributes are hymned.548 
 
Gurbani is the Divine Word, Gurbani the Lord’s 
knowledge and through Gurbani the Lord is realised 
to be all pervading.549 
 
Make continence thy furnace, patience thy goldsmith, 
understanding thy anvil, Divine knowledge thy tools, 

                                                                                                                                                                             

 iqQY GVIAY surw isDw kI suiD] Ibid., p. 7-8.  
544  jIau pwie qnu swijAw riKAw bxq bxwie] 
 AKI dyKY ijhvw bolY kMnI suriq smwie] 
 pYrI clY hQI krxw idqw pYnY Kwie]  
 ijin ric ricAw iqsih n jwxY AMDw AMDu kmwie] Ibid., p. 138.  
545  miq ivic rqn jvwhr mwixk jy iek gur kI isK suxI] Ibid., p. 2. 
546  suixAY squ sMqoKu igAwnu] Ibid., p. 3. 
547  mMnY suriq hovY min buiD] Ibid. 
548  AKrI nwmu AKrI swlwh] 
 AKrI igAwnu gIq gux gwh] Ibid., p. 4. 
549  gurmuiK nwdM gurmuiK vydM gurmuiK rihAw smweI] Ibid., p. 2.  
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God’s fear thine bellows, practising of penance thy fire 
and Lord’s love thy pot, where in filter the Nectar of 
God’s Name.550 
 

Even though thou readest the Vedas for four ages, 
thou shalt not be freed of the filth, O Pandit.  
The three modes are the roots of worldly attachments.  
In ego, the mortal forgets the Name.  
The Pandits are deluded, being attached to another 
and they deal in worldy goods.  
Within them are desires and cravings and they, the 
ignorant fools, are straved to death.551 
 
What is good of reading the Vedas and the Puranas?  
It is like loading a donkey with Sandal wood.  
Thou realisest not the loftiness of the Lord’s Name.  
How shalt thou cross over?  
Thou killest life and deemest that as religious act.  
Tell me then, O my brother, what callest thou an 
irreligious act?  
Thou callest thyself an excellent sage.  
Then whom callest thou a butcher?  
Thou art blinded in the mind and understandest not 
thyself.  
How canst thou make others understand, O brother. 
For the sake of money, thou sellest thy knowledge.  
Vain is thy life, O brother.552 
 

                                                           
550  jqu pwhwrw DIrju suinAwru] 
 Ahrix miq vydu hQIAwru] 
 Bau Klw Agin qp qwau] 
 BWfw Bwau AMimRqu iqqu Fwil] 
 GVIAY sbdu scI tkswl] Ibid., p. 8. 
551  pMifq mYlu n cukeI jy vyd pVY jug cwir] 
 qRY gux mwieAw mUlu hY ivic haumY nwmu ivswir] 
 pMifq BUly dUjY lwgy mwieAw kY vwpwir] 
 AMqir iqRsnw BuK hY mUrK BuiKAw muey gvwr] Ibid., p. 647. 
552  byd purwn pVy kw ikAw gunu Kr cMdn js Bwrw] 
 rwm nwm kI giq nhI jwnI kYsy auqris pwrw]1] 
 jIA bDhu su Drmu kir Qwphu ADrmu khhu kq BweI] 
 Awps kau muinvr kir Qwphu kw kau khhu ksweI]2] 
 mn ky AMDy Awip n bUJhu kwih buJwvhu BweI] 
 mwieAw kwrn IbidAw bychu jnmu AibrQw jweI] Ibid., p. 1103. 
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The Lord is seen, heard of and known, but His relish 
is not obtained.  
How can a lame, armless and blind person run to 
embrace the Lord?  
Make fear of God thine feet, His love thine hands and 
His understanding thine eyes.  
Sayeth Nanak, in this way, O’ wise woman! The union 
with the Bridegroom is accomplished.553 
 

The wayward person sells his knowledge.  
He earns poison and poison he eats.  
The fool contemplates not the Name.  
He has no understanding and comprehension.554 
 

Ineffable discourse of Lord, obtains the immortal 
status.  
But rare is the one who understand this thing by 
Guru’s grace.  
He merges in the Name, effaces his self-conceit, and 
the knowledge of the three worlds is revealed unto 
him.555 
 

Everything appears manifest to him, to whose eyes 
the collyrium of wisdom is applied.  
In the darkness of spiritual ignorance, the man sees 
nothing and again wanders in transmigration.556 
 

He has gone mad with wine of mammon, and knows 
not even a bit of divine knowledge.  
Within his mind abides the memmon-free Lord, but he 
knows not His secret.557 
 
Rare is the person who understands Gurbani.  

                                                           
553  idsY suxIAY jwxIAY swau n pwieAw jwie] 
 ruhlw tuMfw AMDulw ikau gil lgY Dwie] 
 BY ky crx kr Bwv ky loiex suriq kryie] 
 nwnku khY isAwxIey iev kMq imlwvw hoie] Ibid., p. 139.  
554  mnmuKu IbidAw ibkRdw ibKu Kty ibKu Kwie] 
 mUrKu sbdu n cIneI sUJ bUJ nh kwie] Ibid., p. 938.  
555  AkQ khwxI pdu inrbwxI ko ivrlw gurmuiK bUJey] 
 Ehu sbid smwey Awpu gvwey iqRBvx soJI sUJey] Ibid., p. 844. 
556  igAwn AMjnu jw kI nyqRI piVAw qw kau srb pRgwsw] 
 AigAwin AMDyrY sUJis nwhI bhuiV bhuiV Brmwqw] Ibid., p. 610.  
557  mid mwieAw kY BieE bwvro sUJq nh kCu igAwnw] 
 Gt hI BIqir bsq inrMjnu qw ko mrmu n jwnw] Ibid., p. 633.  
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When man effaces his self-conceit, then does he come 
to possess the knowledge of the three worlds.  
Then he remains dead in life and dies not again.  
He rather easily blends with the True Lord.558 
 
The mindward reads and is called a Pandit.  
Because of another’s love he suffers great pain.  
Intoxicated with evil passions he understands nothing 
and falls into existence again and again.559 
 
He alone, who is the assayer of the Name jewel, 
reflects upon the Name jewel.  
Spiritually ignorant and totally blind man knows not 
the worth of the Name jewel.  
The jewel is the Gurbani and the knower alone knows 
its worth.  
The fools pride on their-self and they are distressed in 
coming and going.  
Nanak, he alone obtains the Name jewel, who 
enshrines affection for the Exalted Guru.560 
 
The words by speaking which honour is obtained, that 
utterance of the words becomes acceptable.  
By uttering harsh words man comes to grief.  
Hearken, O’ my foolish ignorant soul!  
They, who are pleasing to Him, are good.  
What else is to be said or described?561 
 

The wine of truth is prepared without molasses and in 
that there is the True Name.562 

                                                           
558  gur kw sbdu ko ivrlw bUJY] 
 Awpu mwry qw iqRBvxu sUJY] 
 iPir Ehu mrY n mrxw hovY shjy sic smwvixAw] Ibid., p. 120.  
559  mnmuK pVih pMifq khwvih] 
 dUjY Bwie mhw duKu pwvih] 
 ibiKAw mwqy ikCu sUJY nwhI iPir iPir jUnI AwvixAw] Ibid., pp. 127-28.  
560  rqnw pwrKu jo hovY su rqnw kry vIcwru] 
 rqnw swr n jwxeI AigAwnI AMDu AMDwru] 
 rqnu gurU kw sbdu hY bUJY bUJxhwru] 
 mUrK Awpu gxwiedy mir jMmih hoie KuAwru] 
 nwnk rqnw so lhY ijsu gurmuiK lgY ipAwru] Ibid., p. 589.  
561  ijqu boilAY piq pweIAY so boilAw prvwxu] 
 iPkw boil ivgucxw suix mUrK mn Ajwx] 
 jo iqsu Bwvih sy Bly hoir ik khx vKwx] Ibid., p. 15. 
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Burn wordly love and pound it into ink and turn thy 
intelligence into superior paper.  
Make Lord’s love thy pen, mind the scribe and write 
God’s deliberation after consulting the Guru.  
Pen down the praises of God’s Name and continuously 
write that He has no end and limit.563 
 
To know Thy way, (O’ Lord)! is as horse, saddle and 
gold crupper for me.  
To run after virtues is as quiver, arrow, bow, spear 
and sword-belt for me.564 

 

Music as a Research Tool 

  The music sublimates the soul and soul floats towards its 

destination, i.e., Ultimate Reality. It tranquilizes the perturbed soul and 

leads it to the union with God. The message given through the music 

goes straight to the heart and mind of the seeker. That is why music is 

inseparable part of it from the very beginning. The music is an important 

and inseparable medium or unit to understand the meanings of Gurbani. 

It is a notable fact that the Sikh Gurus themselves were great pioneer 

musicians. Guru Arjan Dev felt the spiritual need of music; therefore, he 

arranged the whole Gurbani according to the musical measurements.  

 The importance of music in Gurbani can be thought from the 

fact that except from Japuji and Ragmala the rest of Bani have been 

allotted their own measurements along with the name of composition. It 

                                                                                                                                                                             
562  scu srw guV bwhrw ijsu ivic scw nwau] Ibid., pp. 15-16. 
563  jwil mohu Gis msu kir miq kwgdu kir swru] 
 Bwau klm kir icqu lyKwrI gur puiC ilKu bIcwru] 
 ilKu nwmu swlwh ilKu ilKu AMqu n pwrwvwru] Ibid., p. 16.  
564  GoVy pwKr suieny swKiq bUJxu qyrI vwt] 
 qrks qIr kmwx sWg qygbMd gux Dwqu] Ibid.  
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is pertinent to note that for the perfect singing and understanding of 

Gurbani, it is necessary to sing it according to the given measurements. 

In this way, music emerges as unavoidable important factor in the 

interpretation of Gurbani. A Sikh scholar, Amritpal Kaur says that the 

attainment of spiritual experience is not possible without acknowledging 

the internal structure of Guru Granth Sahib. For the understanding of 

the internal structure of Guru Granth Sahib, it is necessary to perceive 

the meaning of spiritual expansion and theological concepts of Gurbani. 

By recognising music as an important hermeneutical tool, it is essential 

to know the musical scheme of Gurbani. In Sikh religion, the music is 

considered as a supreme facilitator for the spiritual intuition that is why 

Gurbani is communicated through the mode of musical recitation. 

  Various musical facts like measurements, dictions, pause, 

and other factors included in its systematic musical arrangements to 

guide the chorus singer and disciple. So, it is essential that without 

comprehending the musical system of Gurbani no one can attain the 

experience of the Ultimate Reality. It is very important to know the 

communication and working of various musical facts of Gurbani. 

  Guru Granth Sahib contains the scientific approach of the 

Sikh Gurus towards the music and organizational tradition of Gurmat 

Sangeet for the motivation and establishment of a best music tradition. 

This is the proof of differentiation and establishment of Gurmat Sangeet 

from the contemporary musical traditions. Thus, it can be concluded 

from the above discussion that the study and analysis of Gurbani is 
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incomplete without the basic understanding of the systematic 

representation of music. So, it is essential to study the inherent 

methodologies of music as primary paradigms.565 The musical references 

of Gurbani are as follows: 

 

 

He whose tongue ever utters God’s Name, enjoys 
plenteous food, raiment and music.566 
 
The Lord has lit up the two lamps of the moon and the 
sun and has placed them in the four corners of the 
world.  
The ten, whore-like sense faculties and five passions 
are the singers.  
They are sitting as comrades in the one body.  
They are dallying separately and all speak different 
tongues.567 
 

To be honourbly distinguished are my bands and 
lances and Thy favour is my caste (lineage).568 
 

Good many measures with their consorts and good 
many ministrels hymn (Thee).569 
 
The fascinating celestial strain is obtained through the 
discerning wisdom imparted by the Guru.570 
 
Amongst strains Sri Rag is the best strain, if through it 
one comes to enshrine affection for the True Lord.571 

                                                           
565    Amritpal Kaur, ‘Gurbani Da Sangeet Parbandh’, Roop Singh (ed.), Gurmat Parkash, 

Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee, Amritsar, October, 1991, pp. 66-72. 
566    bhu Bojn kwpr sMgIq] 
 rsnw jpqI hir hir nIq] 
 BlI su krnI soBw DnvMq] 
 ihrdY bsy pUrn gur mMq]Guru Granth Sahib, p. 290.  
567  cMdu sUrju duie jry crwgw chu kuMt BIqir rwKy] 
 ds pwqau pMc sMgIqw eykY BIqir swQy] 
 iBMn iBMn hoie Bwv idKwvih sBhu inrwrI BwKy] Ibid., p. 884.  
568  vwjw nyjw piq isau prgtu krm qyrw myrI jwiq] Ibid., p. 16. 
569  kyqy rwg prI isau khIAin kyqy gwvxhwry] Ibid., p. 6. 
570  Anhd sbid suhwvxy pweIAY gur vIcwir] Ibid., p. 21. 
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Unbeaten celestial strain ever plays for me and in the 
state of exaltation I am absorbed in God’s affection.572 
 
The celestial strain resounds through the pure Name.  
Through the Guru’s instruction the man is absorbed in 
the True One.573 
 
He whose tongue ever utters God’s Name, enjoys 
plenteous food, raiment and music.574 
 

By remembering whom, one hears the celestial 
strain.575 
 
The unbeaten melody resounds in my home, and for 
me and my Beloved a joint bedding is spread.576 
 
How can a dumb man sing Lord’s staves? 
Though he may make an effort even then, his voice 
breaks.577 
 
Gauri Rag is auspicious, if in it man remembers His 
Master.578 
 
The mind’s impulses are like cymbals and ankle-bells 
and with them, continually thumps the drum of the 
world.579 
 
Sayeth Nanak, the meak, that He, the Lord, is 
absorbed in the celestial strain of the Name.580 
 

                                                                                                                                                                             
571  rwgw ivc sRIrwgu hY jy sic Dry ipAwru] Ibid., p. 83. 
572  Anhd DunI sd vjdy aunmin hir ilv lwie] Ibid., p. 91. 
573  Anhq bwxI inrml sbdu vjwey gur sbdI sic smwvixAw] Ibid., p. 115. 
574  bhu Bojn kwpr sMgIq] Ibid., p. 290. 
575  jwsu jpq suix Anhq DunY] Ibid., p. 236. 
576  Anhq vwjy vjih Gr mih ipr sMig syj ivCweI] Ibid., p. 247. 
577  khw ibsnpd gwvY guMg] 
     jqn krY qau BI sur BMg] Ibid., p. 267. 
578  gauVI rwig sulKxI jy KsmY iciq kryie] Ibid., p. 311. 
579  dolk dunIAw vwjih vwj] Ibid., p. 349. 
580  sbid Anwhid so shu rwqw nwnku khY ivcwrw] Ibid., p. 351. 
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Men sing religious songs but in their mind is 
wickedness. 
They sing music and call themselves divines.581 
 

By Guru’s grace, the soul renounces other songs and 
relishes.582 
 

Divine music and the Divine music plays to the 
accompaniment of the air of the musical 
instruments.583 
 
Some sing Lord God through music, musical 
instruments and religious books in various ways, but, 
by these methods, Master, the King is not pleased.584 
 
Many sit on the thrones and have the play of good 
many musical instruments.585 

 

There ever is bliss and merry-making and resound 
there the celestial strain.586 
 

He sits as a hypocrite professing Lord’s love and 
affection; but what can he obtain from God?587 
 
The celestial strain is the sounding of temple 
drums.588 
 

The musical instruments of truth and contentment 
play and the spontaneous music resounds with me.589 
 
There, the saints of God, the Destroyer of fear, ever 
sport in glee and the musical instruments ceaselessly 
play.590 

                                                           
581  gwvih gIqy cIiq AnIqy] 
     rwg suxwie khwvih bIqy] Ibid., p. 414. 
582  gurmuiK rwg suAwd An iqAwgy] Ibid., p. 415. 
583  Anhdo Anhdu vwjY rux Juxkwry rwm] Ibid., p. 436. 
584  koeI gwvY rwgI nwdI bydI bhu Bwiq kir nhI hir hir BIjY rwm rwjy] Ibid., p. 

450. 
585  ikqI bYhin@ bYhxy mucu vjwiein vj] Ibid., p. 518. 
586  qh And ibnod sdw Anhd Juxkwro rwm] Ibid., p. 545. 
587  rwg rwgnI ifMB hoie bYTw auin hir pih ikAw lInw] Ibid., p. 654. 
588  Anhqw sbd vwjMq ByrI] Ibid., p. 663. 
589  squ sMqoKu vjih vwjy Anhdw Juxkwry] Ibid., p. 778. 
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The five virtues, like contentment he makes his 
musical instruments and walking in the Lord’s love 
his seven notes.  
The forsaking of pride of his power, he makes the note 
of his musical instruments and places.591 
 
The separated soul is like the broken chord of a 
rebeck, which sounds not in separation.  
Awakeing their destiny, the Lord unites the separated 
souls with Himself, O Nanak.592 

 
This mind of mine I have tinged with and attached to 
the celestial strain.593 
 
Blessed, blessed is the flute which the Lord plays 
sweet, sweet and unbeaten sound issues forth from 
it.594 
 

Through the Lord’s love-worship and the perfect 
instruction of the Guru, celestial strain is realised.595 
 
The mind of Yogi, within whom resounds the celestial 
strain, wabbles not, nor does the wind of desire drift 
him.596 
 

Myraids are the beauteous melodies, which sing of the 
Lord.597 
 
There is no impurity in music and nor there is any 
impurity in the Vedas.598 

                                                                                                                                                                             
590  Anhd coj Bgq Bv BMjn Anhd vwjy DunIAY rwm] Ibid., p. 783. 
591  pMc bijqR kry sMqoKw swq surw lY cwlY] 
     bwjw mwxu qwxu qij qwnw pwau n bIgw GwlY] Ibid., p. 885.  
592  qUtI qMqu rbwb kI vwjY nhI ivjoig] 
     ivCuiVAw mylY pRBU nwnk kir sMjog] Ibid., p. 934. 
593  Anhiq rwqy iehu mnu lwieAw] Ibid., p. 940. 
594  Din DMin E rwm bynu bwjY] 
     mDur mDur Duin Anhq gwjY] Ibid., p. 988. 
595  Bgiq Bwau gur kI miq pUrI Anhid sbid lKweI hy] Ibid., p. 1025. 
596  nw mnu clY n pauxu aufwvY] 
     jogI sbdu Anwhdu vwvY] Ibid., p. 1040. 
597  Aink Duinq lilq sMgIq] Ibid., p. 1236. 
598  jUiT n rwgNI jUiT n vydNI] Ibid., p. 1240. 
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Some there are, who sing tunes and sub-tunes, but 
the Lord is fascinated not with rhythms.  
Some dance about and about and beat time, but 
performs not the Lord’s love-worship.599 
 
Singing and hearing temporal music, man’s mind is 
attached to duality.600 
 
Amongst all the musical measures, that alone is 
sublime, O brother, by which the Lord comes to abide 

into the mind.  
The melodies, in which the Guru’s word is sung, are 
all true.  
Their worth can be told not. 
The Lord is beyond melodies and airs.  
Merely through these, His will can be realised not.601 

 

 

Qualities and Limitations of an Interpreter 

1) The multi-dimensional knowledge of an interpreter holds great 

significance in the interpretation of a Scripture. The ideal interpretation 

not only demands the knowledge about the discipline to which it is 

concerned but also demands the inter-disciplinary approach of an 

interpreter. An ideal exegete should himself have direct and apparent 

experience of the Eternal Word incorporated in the Scripture. In 

theological as well as spiritual field, the disciplines like Tasawwuf, 

Vedanta, Gurmat, Yoga, etc. become even more important. For example, 

the personal experience of yoga proves itself as supporter in justice of 

                                                           
599  ieik gwvih rwg prIAw rwig n BIjeI] 
     ieik nic nic pUrih qwl Bgiq n kIjeI] Ibid., p. 1285. 
600  rwig nwid mnu dUjY Bwie] Ibid., p. 1342. 
601  sBnW rwgW ivic so Blw BweI ijqu visAw min Awie] 
     rwgu nwdu sBu scu hY kimiq khI n jwie] 
     rwgY nwdY bwhrw ienI hukmu n bUiJAw jwie] Ibid., p. 1423. 
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yoga. In the same way, to define the revealed text, it is mandatory to 

experience it before.602 

2) The interpreter uses language as a major tool in the interpretation. 

So, it is necessary to have sufficient knowledge about the language and 

vocabulary used in the Scripture. Simultaneously, the ideal approach 

related to interpretation will be that the exegete must not only know the 

lexicon and idiom of the revealed language but should also know the 

words from their semantics to till date usage. In other words, the 

interpreter ought to have complete understanding about the 

improvements in those meanings. The knowledge about the local dialects 

is also included in this approach.603 

  It is right to say that Punjabi is an easier language in 

comparison with Sanskrit, Prakrit, Braj, Avadhi, Marathi, etc., but it is 

not so easy that it needs no work hard for attainment of basic knowledge. 

The interpretation of Gurbani can only be justified if the interpreter has 

                                                           
602  ‘tIkwkwrI dy srUp Aqy pRkwrj bwry kIqI auprlI crcw tIkwkwr pwsoN r`KI jWdI sUJ-bUJ dI Aws dw 

Anumwn lwaux iv`c shweI huMdI hY[ ieh tIkwkwr pwsoN bhup`KI igAwn dI mMg krdI hY[ ieh nw kyvl 
aus AnuSwSn dw BrpUr igAwn cwhMudI hY ijs nwl aus dI ivAwiKAw ADIn pusqk sMbMD rKdI hY, 
sgoN aus AnuSwSn nwl sMbMiDq hornW ielmW dI jwxkwrI dw vI qkwzw krdI hY[ ies leI tIkwkwrI 
dw ie`k sÍsQ isDWq is`D huMdw hY ik ijs AnuBv dI g`l mUl lyKk kr irhw hY, aus dw tIkwkwr nUM 
Awp is`Dw q y AporK AnuBv hovy[…ieh Srq AiDAwqimk Kyqr dy AnuSwSnW, ijvyN qsvu`P, vydWq, 
gurmiq, Xog Awid dI hwlq iv`c hor vI zrUrI ho jWdI hY[ Xog nwl iensw& kr skx leI Xog 
AiBAws dw AmlI qzrbw bhuq shwiek hox dw dm Brdw hY Aqy vYdgI nwl sMbMiDq gRMQ dw tIkw 
krn leI vYd hoxw zrUrI idsdw hY’[Piar Singh, ‘Tikakari: Sidhantak Vishleshan’ in Tikakari, 

Itihaskari Te Patarkari: Kujh Drishtikon, Third Punjabi Development Conference, Punjabi 
University, Patiala, 7-9 December, 1984, pp. 103-104. 

603  ‘pusqk nwl sMbMiDq igAwn dI BrpUr vwk&IAq dy nwl tIkwkwr nUM tIkw ADIn pusqk iv`c vrqI geI BwSw 
dw boD hoxw vI zrUrI hY ies sMbMDI sÍsQ isDWq ieh hovygw ik tIkwkwr sMbMiDq BwSw dy nw kyvl Sbd-koS qy 
muhwvry qoN jwxU hovy, sgoN SbdW dy mUl qoN lYky aunHW dy hux q`k dy s&r dw igAwqw vI hovy[ dUjy SbdW iv`c, iBMn 
iBMn simAW aupr aunHW dy ivkisq hoey ArQW nwl aus nUM pUrI pUrI jwxkwrI hovy[ sQwnk muhwvry dI jwxkwrI 
igAwn dy ies Gyry iv`c sMimilq mMnI jweygI[’ Ibid., pp. 105-107. 
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enough knowledge of Punjabi language and its local dialects specifically 

the Lehndi, Hindvi, Persian and Sanskrit as well as the other languages 

used in the Gurbani.604 

3) Sometimes due to the insufficient understanding of lexicon and 

idioms the meaning of a particular term can be misinterpreted. One such 

example can be seen in the couplet of Sheikh Farid: 

  Farid, how long canst thou run on the house top?  
  Abandon thou thy sleep towards thy love.605  
 
 

   In words ‘kothe dhukan’ appearing in the couplet given 

above have been interpreted as ‘to jump’ by the Sampardai and modern 

exegetes which seems to be out of context here. The word ‘koth’ has been 

derived from Sanskrit word ‘kroshth’ which conveys two meanings; one 

means ‘koth’ and the other as ‘peacock’ also. So, here the word ‘kothe 

dhukan’ means a peacock is desperate in the wait for someone. Thus, the 

correct interpretation of the couplet is achieved because of the knowledge 

of the idiom.606 

                                                           
604  ‘gurbwxI dI BwSw nUM ‘sugm’ kih ky ies auqy mwx krn dw pMjwbIAW ivc Awm irvwz hY[ ieh TIk hY ik 

sMsikRq, pRwikRq, bRj, AvDI, mrwTI Awid hornW BwSwvW nwloN pMjwbI sOKI hY, jW G`toN-Gt̀ swnUM ieMj lgdI hY, qW 
vI ieh ieMnI sugm nhIN ik ies au`qy aubUr hwsl krn leI qr`dd krn dI loV hI nw pvy[ gurbwxI nwl qW hI 
iensw& kIqw jw skdw hY jy tIkwkwr pMjwbI, ies dIAW sQwnk aupBwSwvW ivSyS krky lihMdI hY, purwqn smyN 
qoN cldI Aw rhI ihMdvI, Aqy &wrsI qy sMsikRq dw kMm clwaU igAwn zrUr r`Kdw hovy’[ Ibid., pp. 103-

104. 
605  PrIdw koTy Dukxu kyqVw ipr nIdVI invwir] Guru Granth Sahib, p. 1380. 
606  ‘ies quk ivc Awey pd “koTy aupr cVH ky Drukx” dw ArQ sMpRdweI qy AwDuink tIkwkwrW, swirAW ny ‘koTy 

aupr cVH ky Drukx’ jW ku`dxw kIqw hY[ pr Drukxw (k`udxw) ie`Qy bVw hwso-hIxw pRqIq huMdw hY[ ‘koT’ Sbd 
sMsikRq dy ‘koSRT’ qNo inkilAw hY qy ies dy ie`k ArQ ‘koT’ hn[ pr ies dy ie`k hor ArQ ‘mor’ vI hn[ 
b`icAW dy mW-bwp aunHW nUM iKfwaux leI morW ‘qy cVHw ky JUty dyNdy qy nwl hI Aksr ieh kihMdy suxy gey hn: “myry 
koTy kox cVHI”[ AgoN in`ky b`cy, morW ‘qy cVHy qy JUty lYNdy Ûb guVkdy vyKy gey hn[ PlsrUp koTy dw dUjw ArQ 
“kOr” hY[ ieMj koTy Dukx dw ArQ ‘koTy aùqy cVH ky Drukx” nw hoieAw, iksy dI aufIk iv`c ley mOrW dw DuKxw 
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4) The esoteric words always demand for an accurate interpretation; 

the understanding of traditions and contemporary society is helpful in 

the fixation of proper meaning of these words. In ‘Manusmriti’, it is 

written that a person who embarrasses his father, wife, brother, son or 

his teacher, should be fined with a ‘pana’.607 In medieval Indian society, 

the ‘pana’ (pxw) was prevalent as a bronze coin in the currency. In the 

above context, the ‘pana’ (pxw) is used as a part of punishment. For 

example, Guru Nanak says in Asa Ki War:   

 The harsh man is called a fool and he receives shoe-
 beating as punishment.608  
 

 It is pertinent to note that the term ‘paana’ (pwxw) is written 

as ‘pana’ (pxw) in Manusmriti and in the medieval society, the word 

‘paana’ was commonly used for shoe-beating as a punishment. So, 

hundred ‘paana’ means hundred shoe-beatings. It is the duty of an 

interpreter to examine the authenticity of the words. Similarly, Guru 

Angad Dev writes a couplet in Asa Ki War. 

 Talkative, he ears not the pleasure of his Master.609 
    

  There is another word ‘Saad’ (swdu) in the above reference of 

Gurbani which is interpreted as ‘taste’ by prominent interpreters. The 

                                                                                                                                                                             
bixAw[ TIk ArQW dI ieh pkV muhwvry v`l iDAwn dyx kwrx hoeI khI jw skdI hY’[Piar Singh, op. cit., 

p. 105. 
607  Harbans Singh, L. M. Joshi, Sansar De Dharam, Punjabi University, Patiala, 1980, p. 53. 
608  iPkw mUrKu AwKIAY pwxw lhY sjwie] Guru Granth Sahib, p. 473. 
609  glw kry GxyrIAw Ksm n pwey swdu] Ibid., p. 474.  
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interpretation of the above couplet has been taken as a person who talks 

much can’t taste the savour of union of the soulmate. But if we want to 

derive the deeper meaning then we need to look into the rich treasure of 

our culture. In earlier times, the kids were asked to take the dictation on 

the slate and the teacher corrected the errors and marked it with a 

symbol called ‘Saad’ (swdu). The teacher used to put ‘Saad’ on their slates 

and this symbol was identical to the Urdu word ‘Sahi’ (shIh) which 

reflected the dictation to be correct. The word ‘Sahi’ starts with ‘Saad’ in 

Arabic and Persian languages. The elder people used to mark the first 

symbol of ‘Saad’ instead of writing ‘Sahi’ on the slate. So, it is clear that 

Sahi or ‘Saad Pana’ (swdu pwxw) means to mark something as correct. From 

the examples given above, it is clear that the interpreter must have a 

strong hold over the languages. The knowledge of etymological sciences, 

power of word, grammar of particular language, idioms and vocabulary 

are the primary sources of the interpretation.610 

                                                           
610  ‘ies quk iv`c Awey pd ‘swdu’ dw ArQ swry tIkwkwrW ny “suAwd” kIqw hY qy smu`cI quk dy ArQ ‘bhuqIAW g`lW 

krn vwlw ^sm nwl imlwp dw suAwd nhIN pwaNudw’ ley gey hn[ prMqU ieh ArQ zor nwl kFy lgdy hn[ 
ipAwr iv`c qy imlwp dy smyN g`lW mukdIAW hI nhIN[ ies leI “swdu” pd dw ArQ, jy koeI hor ho skdw hY, qW 
auh vI FUMfx dI loV hY[ ies sm̀isAw dw smwDwn krn leI ipCly simAW dI sgoN swfI AwpxI v`fyrI pIVHI dy 
smyN q`k is`iKAw pRxwlI dI ie`k rIiq icqwrx dI loV hY[ audoN ividAwrQIAW nUM il`Kxw l`kVIAW dIAW q^qIAW 
(P`tIAW) au`pr isKwieAw jWdw sI[ ausqwd ihjy (Sbd-joV) pkwx leI hr roz iemlw (dictation) zbwnI 
idAw krdy sn qy iPr q^qIAW nUM vyK ky ZlqIAW lwieAw krdy sn[ ijs ividAwrQI dI swrI iemlw TIk huMdI 
sI, aus dI q^qI au`pr “swdu” pw id`qw jWdw sI[ ieh aurdU dy A^r ‘shIh’ Sbd vrgw icMnH hMudw sI Aqy 
“shih” (TIk) hox dw sUck sI[‘shIh’ pd ArbI &wrsI iv`c ‘swdu’ nwl SurU huMdw hY[ bzurg “shIh” ilKx 
dI bjwey aus dy m̀uFly Sbd dw inSwn pw dyNdy sn qy ies nUM ‘swdu pwxw’ AwKdy sn[ PlsrUp “swdu pwxu” dw 
ArQ “TIk” GoiSq krnw sI; ies qrHW spSt hY ik ‘shIh’ jW ‘swdu pwaux’ dw ArQ “TIk GoiSq krnw” 
huMdw hY[ a`upr id`qy audwhrx BwSw au`pr tIkwkwr dy loVINdI vsIkwr dw Bwn krwx leI kwPI pRqIq huMdy hn 
“BwSw a`upr loVINdw vsIkwr” co^I imhnq qy pirSRm ipCoN hI pRwpq hMudw hY[ ivauNqp`qI ivigAwn dI jwxkwrI, 
Sbd-SkqIAW dI soJI, BwSw ivSyS dy ivAwkrx, muhwvry Aqy Sbd-BMfwr dI fUMGI vwk&IAq, ies pRiqBw dy 
pYdw krn dy m`uFly swDn hn’[ Piar Singh, op. cit., p. 106. 
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5)  The exegetics of the books can be done without much difficulty, 

what where the exegeate comes across the complex poetic experience of 

the writer, i.e., where he has to deal with the expressions, hopes, 

objectives, thoughts, feelings and symbolic reflections of the writer, the 

exegetics while rising from its general level terms into a kind of deeper 

description. Then it becomes a creative art and demands the real 

experience of that imagination. It is a multifaceted and modern form of 

exegesis.611 

6)   It is a notable fact that the factual incidents play an important 

role in the origin of the text and it is also believed that some reasons 

must work behind the interpretation of the text, either it is based on 

ancient standards or is affected by the personal feelings of an exegete. 

The following reference from the Bani of Guru Amar Das is said to be the 

basic measurement in the above context. 

 

  The pious persons speak for some spiritual motive.612 

  

  Consequently, a new principle of exegesis is formed that one 

should understand meaning of composition by searching the fact behind 

the origin of the text. This has introduced the tradition of relating 

interpretation of the text to the lives of Sikh Gurus. The Sakhis and 

                                                           
611  ‘pusqkW dI tIkwkwrI dw kMm qW cl jWdw hY, pr ij`Qy lyKk dy jitl kwiv AnuBv nwl vwsqw pNYdw hY, ArQwq 

ij`Qy aus dy hwvW BwvW, Aws AMdyiSAW, ivcwrW iehswsW qy ibMbW Aqy suhj sMklpW nwl m`Qw mwrnw pNYdw hY, auQy 
tIkwkwrI swDwrx sqr qoN a`upr auT ky fUMGyrI iksm dI ivAwiKAwkwrI iv`c pRivrq ho jWdI hY[ EdoN ieh ie`k 
isrjnwqmk klw ho inbVdI hY qy mUl lyKk vrgI pRiqBw, aus vrgy AnuBv qy aus vrgI klpxw dI mMg krdI 
hY[ ieh tIkwkwrI dw Aiq ib^m qy AwDuink rUp hY’[ Ibid., p. 107. 

612  mhw purKw kw bolxw hovY ikqY prQwie] Guru Granth Sahib, p. 755. 
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dialogue literature are believed to be sprouted from the attempt of 

interpretation of the text. There is a custom of describing the utterances 

of the Gurus by taking an example from their life. For example, the 

Janam Sakhi of ‘Patti da Paramarth’ (p`tI dw prmwrQ) (dialogue with 

Pandha) and the interpretation of the reference of Gurbani, ‘Mann hali 

Kirsani Karni’, (mnu hwlI ikrswxI krxI) is explained the meeting of Guru 

Nanak with his parents. Contrary to it, the meaning of the words in ‘Kira 

Thap Deve Padshahi Lashker Kare Asgah’ has been interpreted with 

reference to ‘Keet Nagar Di Sakhi’ (kIt ngr dI sw^I). The Indian and non-

Indian traditions have many references of such type of interpretations 

which co-relate the Gurbani with the life of the Gurus. 

  The legends and Sakhis have their own role to play in the 

field of exegetics. Sometimes, even the most complex thought can be 

understood easily with their reference. These references make the 

interpretation more interesting and clear which results in enhancing the 

richness of literature.613 One should always try to interpret the text with 

                                                           
613  ‘swihqk rcnwvW dI tIkwkwrI ipCy auh purwxI vMngI dy ivcwrW nwl gRsq tIkwkwrI hY qy BwvNy AjokI vMngI dI 

lyKk dIAW sMvydnwvW nwl jUJ rhI ivAwiKAwkwrI; ieh mwinAqw bVy pRbl rUp ivc kMm krdI khI jw skdI hY 
ik rcnw dy ip`Cy aus nUM auqyijq krn Aqy jnm dyx vwlI koeI nw koeI Gtnw zrUr hY[ ies sMdrB iv`c gurbwxI 
iv`c AwieAw sRI gurU Amrdws jI dw ieh vwk AwDwriSlw jutWdw id`sdw sI[ PlsrUp, tIkwkwrI dw iek isDWq 
ieh bixAw ik rcnw jW kQn nUM ivSyS auqyijq krn vwlI Gtnw lB̀ ky, sMbMiDq pwT dy ArQ aus nwl joV ky 
kIqy jwx[ ies ny gurbwxI dI hwlq iv`c gurU ivAkqIAW dIAW jIvn GtnwvW qlwS krky SbdW dy ArQ krn 
dI pirpwtI GtnwvW nwl joV ky krn dI pweI[…gurU-ivAkqIAW nwl juiVHAw bhuqw sw^I qy goSit swihq 
tIkwkwrI dy iesy Xqn ivcoN augimAw is`D huMdw hY[ jnmsw^IAW ivc̀ imldw p`tI dw prmwrQ (pWDy nwl goSt) 
Aqy ‘mn hwlI ikrswxI krnI’ vwly Sbd dI ivAwiKAw bwby dI mwqw-ipqw nwl myl dI sMBv sw^I nwl joV ky 
kIqI geI  hY[ ies dy ault ‘kIVw Qwp dyvy pwdSwhI lSkr kry Asgwh’ vwly Sbd dI ivAwiKAw bwhroN auDwr 
leI ‘kIt ngr dI sw^I’nwl joV ky kIqI geI hY[… gurU kQn dI ivAwiKAw gurU dy jIvn dI iksy Gtnw nwl 
joV ky krn dI ieh pirpwtI is`K jgq dI inAwrI kwF nhIN[ ies dI hoNd BwrqI Aqy An BwrqI prMprwvW 
iv`c vI drsweI jw skdI hY[…mhwqmw bu`D dy jIvn nwl sMbMiDq kQwvW dw iek v`fw BMfwr Bwrq iv`c m OjUd hY[ 
kurwn SrIP dI ivAwiKAw dIAW do pRxwlIAW, ‘q&sIir rvwieq’ qy ‘q&sIir dhwieq’ ivcoN rvwieq au`qy 
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the help of relevant legends and Sakhis. But the significance of these 

Sakhis in contemporary history and other sources also needs to be 

considered. 

7)    In the history of India, for centuries together, the scriptural texts like 

Quran, Vedas and Upanishads etc. were understood by way of reading 

only. The tradition of their interpretation is believed to have started after 

a long time. Also, there was no dearth of people who could understand 

the complex language of text and its meanings easily. Even in the present 

times, we should learn to have the understanding from its original text 

only. However, if we are trying to interpret or understand it, this 

principle should always be of utmost importance that Gurbani is the 

revelation of God and in its interpretation, we should add minimum of 

our own.614 Here, another thought is raised that the interpreter should 

provide only the meanings of difficult words and central idea of the 

original text for the convenience of readers and scholars. The practice to 

                                                                                                                                                                             
AwDwirq pRxwlI sB qoN purwxI Aqy vDyry lok-ipRX hY[iesy Xqn iv`c hzrq muhMmd dy jIvn nwl sMbMiDq sqwrW 
sO rvwieqW (sw^IAW) iekqR ho skIAW hn[ieslwm iv`c ienHW dw ieMnw mh`qv hY ik ieslwm dy swry Ahkwm 
(s`unw) A`j kurwn Aqy hdIs dI m`dd nwl FUMfx dw irvwj hY[ …rvwieqW qy sw^IAW dw tIkwkwrI iv`c jo lwB hY 
aus nUM JuTlwieAw nhIN jw skdw hY[ AOKy qoN AOKy ivcwr pRsMg nwl juV ky smJx nUM sOKw ho jWdw hY[ dUjy, 
khwxI-rs nwl iml ky ivAwiKAw AkwvI qy ru`KI nhIN lgdI[ qIjy, rvwieqW dI GwVq lyKk dI pRiqBw nUM 
AwpxI klpxw dy zOhr ivKwx dw mOkw dyNdI hY ijs dy PlsÍrUp swihq BrpUr qy simR`D huMdw hY’[ Piar Singh, 

op. cit., p. 108. 
614  BwrqI ieiqhws iv`c sdIAW q`k mUl-pwT nUM kyvl pVH ky hI smiJAw jWdw sI[ ies 

dI ivAwiKAw dI prMprw kwPI smyN bwAd qurI mMnI jWdI hY[ nwl hI Aijhy vI lokW 
dI kmI nhI sI ijhVy bwxI dI sugMm BwSw nUM iesdy Bwv smJx iv`c koeI idkq pyS 
nhIN AwaudI sI[ vrqmwn smyN iv`c vI swnUM gurbwxI dy mUl pwT qoN hI ies dI smJ 
prwpq krnI cwhIdI hY[ jykr AsIN ivAwiKAw jW Bwv smJx dI koiSS kr vI rhy 
hW qW ieh isDWq srv-pRQm iDAwn iv`c r`Kxw cwhIdw hY ik gurbwxI ie`k AlhwmI 
bwxI hY Aqy ies swry swihq dI ivAwiKAw iv`c Awpxy vloN G`t qo G`t d^l AMdwzI 
kIqI jwxI cwhIdI hY[  
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understand the internal meanings of the text should be left to them. The 

modern trend of exegesis in Gurbani is based upon the least 

interpretation principle of Western educated exegetes. The Sikh exegetes 

like Bhai Jodh Singh, Prof. Teja Singh, and Sahib Singh can be 

categorized in this category.  

 This principle of least involvement is appreciable as it makes 

reader’s own thought stable but it is not possible for every person to 

understand the Eternal meaning of the spiritual text. Therefore, this 

principle is always opposed but still the thing to be considered in this is 

that even the least words are very important. The explanation from 

prudent and experts related to this field, not only stimulates the mind of 

the readers and listeners but also increases the knowledge of a person. 

So, the emphasis should be not on stopping the interpretation but to 

keep it in limits.615  

                                                           
615  ‘ivhwr iv`c ies ivcwr ny ies g`l nUM jnm id`qw ik kyvl durboD SbdW qy vwkWS dy 

ArQ il`K idqy jwx; jW iPr, mUl-pwT dy pidAW dy BwvwrQ suKYn SbdW ivc̀ ilK 
id`qy jwx, qy aunHW dy fUMGyry ArQ lYx dI ikirAw pwTk qy sRoiqAW au`pr Cf̀ id`qI 
jwvy[ gurbwxI iv`c tIkwkwrI dI jo AwDuink pRxwlI p`CmI ividAw dy jwxU tIkwkwrW, 
BweI joD isMG, pRo. qyjw isMG, swihb isMG Awid hQ̀oN ivkisq hoey, qy ijs iv`c auh 
Awpxy Awp nMU vwkwrQ qy pdwrQ q`k sIimq rK̀dy hn, iesy G`t qNo G`t d^l-
AMdwzI dy isDWq ‘qy AwDwirq hY[ G`t qNo G`t d^l AMdwzI dw ieh isDWq ies p̀K 
qoN SlwGwXog hY ik ieh pwTk jW SRoqy dI AwpxI soc nUM siQr nhIN krdw; pr ieh 
ies g`l nUM vI B`ul jWdw hY ik fUMGyrIAW ilKqW dI Qwh pw skxw hryk hwrI-swrI dw 
kMm nhIN[ isAwxy qy sMbMiDq Kyqr iv`c rUVH bMidAW dI ivAwiKAw nw kyvl pVHn qy 
suxn vwilAW dI bu`DI nUM pRcMf kr dyNdI hY, sgoN aunHW dy rswsÍwdl iv`c vI bhuq vwDw 
krdI hY[ies leI ies isDWq dI Aksr aulMGxw huMdI AweI hY[ qW vI iDAwn dyxw 
ik ies isDWq iv`c “G`t qo G`t” lPz bVy mhqvpUrn hn[ieh au`kw d^l nw dyx 
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8)  The tradition of interpretation of the revealed text also provided 

that the solution of difficult words does not lie outside, rather it lies 

within the text itself. This principle says that the meanings of the difficult 

words of Quran should be searched in it and the understanding of the 

meanings of Gurbani should be searched from Gurbani itself. Basically, 

this principle is also based upon the theory of non-interference in the 

original text. The interpreter should solely depend upon the original 

author of the text to impose restriction on interference of views in the 

interpretation.616 

9)  In case of any irrelevance of a commentary to the original text it is 

appropriate to search the meanings of the concerned compositions in the 

works of other commentators who hold an equivalent experience in the 

interpretation of the original text. The principle of explaining the ideology 

of one Guru by referring to another is common among the Sikh exegetes. 

It is noteworthy that there is a tradition to assume all the Gurus as One 

Divine soul in Sikh religion. As all the Gurus have similar Divine 

                                                                                                                                                                             

dy sUck nhIN hn; d^l nUM bxdIAW hd̀W ivc̀ r`Kx dIAW pRyrk hn’[ Piar Singh, 

op. cit., p. 109. 
616  ‘kurwn dy mwAnI kurwn dy AMdroN l`By jwx’ Aqy ‘gurbwxI dy ArQ gurbwxI dy AMdroN’ iesy isDWq ‘qy AwDwirq 

kQn hn[ vwsqv iv`c ieh isDWq vI d^l nw dyx dI Dwrxw dw hI ie`k hor rUp hY[ ieQy AMkVW dy smwDwn 
leI sMbMiDq lyKk aùpr hI inrBr krnw tIkwkwr dI d^l-AMdwzI au`qy rok lwauxw hY[… ivAwiKAw dOrwn 
Anyk AijhIAW siQqIAW pYdw ho jWdIAW hn ijnHW iv`c lyKk dy sIimq soRq nUM aulMG ky bwhr Jwkxw hI pYNdw 
hY’[ Ibid. 
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experience and ideology which lead the interpretation in a balanced 

approach.617 

10)  The meaning of the word is always contextual so an ideal 

interpreter should always try to understand the scheme of phrases used 

in text to attain the eternal meaning of the revealed Word. As Bhagat 

Kabir says:  

 Kabir, Thy slave, has entered into Thy refuge.  
 Keep me near Thee, O Merciful Master and that is 
 heaven for me.618 
  

 The couplet has been interpreted in various ways by different 

scholars. The prominent Sikh exegete, Teja Singh interpretes the above 

couplet as follows:  

(i) O merciful God let me stay in your shelter, it is heaven for me.619 

  Sahib Singh, a well known interpreter of the Sikhs explains 

the above reference in another way. 

(ii)     Me, your servant Kabir, has come under your patronage, O  

    merciful keep me near your feet, and this is heaven for me.620 

                                                           
617  ‘jdoN lyKk dI AwpxI rcnw XwvrI n krdI hovy, qW aus sUrq iv`c AMkVW dy hwl leI AsUl kI hovy? aùqr 

spSt hY ik s`misAw dw smwDwn smwn idRStIkox r`Kx vwly qy smwn AnuBv r`Kx vwly lyKkW dIAW ilKqW qoN 
l`iBAw jwvy[ gurbwxI iv`c iksy iek gurU dy ivcwrW nUM spSt krn leI hornW gurUAW dI bwxI ivcoN pRmwx dyx dw 
irvwj hY[ ieh swry gurUAW nUM “eyk joiq” mMn ky c`lx dI lIh hY[ ieh lIh BwvyN gurU swihbwn dy SrDwlUAW dI 
SrDw qy ivSv au`qy AwDwirq hY, qW vI ieh ivigAwnk AwDwr qoN au`kw hI s`KxI nhIN[ ies ip`Cy iehI “smwn 
idRStIkox qy smwn AnuBv” vwly lokW dw iek dUjy dw ivcwrW krky pUrk hox dw ivigAwnk isDWq kMm krdw 
id`sdw hY[…vwsqv iv`c ieh vI ‘smwn idRStIkox qy smwn AnuBv’ dy ie`k dUjy dw pUrk hox vwly isDWq dw hI 
ie`k PYlwaU hY[ ieh ivhwr tIkwkwrI nUM qulnwqmk AwDwr jutw ky cMgy is`ty idMdw hY, BwvyN Ais`iKAq lokW dy ies 
qoN BMbl-BUisAW iv`c pYx dw fr lg̀w rihMdw hY’[ Ibid. 

618    dwsu kbIru qyrI pnh smwnW] 
 iBsqu njIik rwKu rhmwnw] Guru Granth Sahib, p. 1161. 
619   Teja Singh, Sabadarth Sri Guru Granth Sahib, Vol. I, p. 1161. 
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  Another commentator of Gurbani, Kirpal Singh describes the 

same verse as: 

(iii)  Kabir (I) Das has mingled in your shelter O Eternal Being 

with merciful heart! Keep me near your self, for me this is 

heaven.621 

  The meaning of the above three interpretations is that ‘O 

merciful I have come under your shelter, keep me with you, this is 

heaven for me’. But these interpretations are not in accordance with the 

original composition. The contextual meaning of the above verse is that 

‘O merciful Lord I have come under your shelter now I don’t need heaven 

or hell, you can keep it with you’. Another example of the contextual 

meaning can be seen in the Bani of Bhagat Kabir: 

 

 Kabir, by the True Guru’s grace, I have escaped from 
 paradise and hell.622 
 

 

11)  The ideal interpretation of the Scripture is really a difficult task for 

an exegete. It includes the individual revealed experience of the 

interpreter and special skill for the creation of a new literary work. The 

interpreter should focus his attention on the revealed Word of the 

Scripture rather than the commentaries. The experience of the revealed 

Word is the most important factor for the understanding of the Scripture 

                                                                                                                                                                             
620   Sahib Singh, Sri Guru Granth Darpan, Vol. VIII, Raj Publishers, Jallandhar, 1964,  

pp. 439-442. 
621   Kirpal Singh, Sampardai Teeka Adi Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji, Vol. VIII, Jawahar Singh 

Kirpal  Singh, Amritsar, p. 451. 
622   kbIr surg nrk qy mY rihE siqgur ky prswid] Guru Granth Sahib, p. 1370. 
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in its original sense. In the words of Harold Coward, “It opened the way 

to a recovery of the kind of direct and transforming experience of the 

word.”623 But in case of any complexity of words or esoteric terms, the 

interpreter can consult the existed commentaries, exegesis, etc.  

12)  Guru Granth Sahib contains the Bani of the Sikh Gurus and 

various Bhagats. Some scholars are misled due to different ways of 

portrayal of various concepts by Gurus in the Gurbani. The research 

moves in a wrong direction when a scholar formulates his own theory on 

the basis of scattered concepts and ignores the specific religious ideology. 

In present times, the attitude of human being has moved from 

centralization to decentralization. As a result, the study of the factual 

representation of the whole ideology has become difficult, if not 

impossible. So, we ought not to ignore the religious ideology while 

studying religion. 

13)  Bhai Vir Singh beautifully explains the role of an interpreter of 

Gurbani in his foreword to ‘Santhiya Sri Guru Granth Sahib’. He says that 

it is very difficult to interpret the ultimate experience of the revealed 

Word as compared to explaining a meaning in lexicon form. It is an art of 

writing but it is attained by those who have purity of heart and are 

                                                           
623  Harold Coward, Scripture in the World Religions: A Short Introduction, Oxford, London, 

2000, p. xi. 
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selfless like a mirror that not only reflects the light but also transmits the 

effect of the heat.624 

  Hence, all talk of multiple or different levels or methods of 

approach and interpretations are faulty ab initio. The Gurus emphasize 

that the sure method of understanding and interpretation of their thesis 

is to start with deeds as the basis, which would give one a clue or 

glimpse of their spiritual experience. Otherwise, we shall have the same 

crop of confusion as that of this Parnali or that Parnali, Western Parnali 

or Eastern Parnali; and most of these would be products of egoistic self-

justification or personal prejudices. 

  Consequently, the essence of a text is not behind the text, 

but in text itself. It is not something hidden, but something disclosed. 

What has to be understood is not the initial stage of a disclosure but 

what points towards a possible world. The text speaks of a possible world 

and a possible way of orienting oneself within it. Understood in this way, 

hermeneutics is a task of always coming back to the text under new 

circumstances and in new situations and it is always a re-reading of 

Scriptures and of ourselves, our world, our society and our history. 

                                                           
624  ‘SRI gurU gRMQ swihb dsW gurU swihbW dI joiq, vwihgurU dw SuD gÎwn hY[ swrw SRI gurU gMRQ swihb ie`k lgwqwr 

cwl, ie`k lgwqwr rUp, ie`k lgwqwr Duin, ie`k lgwqwr AmUrq mUrqI hY[ ijs iv`c bynqI, ibrhoN, inrml BY, 
gXwn, syvw, SrDw, ipAwr, pRym BgqI dy Anyk rMg hn, ies iv`c ie`k lgwqwr rs msqI, rs JUm, rs srUUr, 
rs–lInqw dw drSn hY, eyho gurU nwnk ihrdw hY, iehI auhnW dw ieiqhws qy iehI ielwhI gXwn hY[iehI r`bI 
nwd qy srod hY[ iehI gurU ihrdy a`upr sweI vloN pRkwiSAw gXwn hY[ gurU dw ihrdw haumY rihq qy inrol inrml 
hox krky ieh gXwn auQy eydW pRkwiSAw ik hU bhU ijaNu dw iqauN, ijvyN SISy iv`c mUriq pRkwSdI hY, ijauN dI iqauN 
bwxI gurU ihrdy rUpI SISy iv`c jVI rbI gXwn dI mUrqI hY, ieh vwihgurU dw gXwn hY, gurU dw ihrdw hY qy ies 
qrHW auhnW dw rUp hY’[Balbir Singh (ed.), Santhiya Sri Guru Granth Sahib, Bhai Vir Singh 

Sadan, New Delhi, 2007, pp. 1-2. 
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  This discussion about the emergence of a new focus in the 

interpretation of religion and its basis, shows very clearly how direly we 

are in need of studies on the various aspects of hermeneutics. With 

religions becoming more and more dynamic and their social and political 

involvements becoming more provoking and problematic, it is the task of 

every society to contextualize the message of its Scriptures and to seek 

their faithful meaning in and for its particular, cultural, geographical and 

historical situation. Any hermeneutics that pretends first to discover 

general, ‘time and space transcending interpretations,’ which are then to 

be adapted and applied to particular situations, is not only deluding itself 

but is actually failing to fulfil precisely the task to which it is, in fact, and 

cannot possibly lead to any kind of real contextuality. 
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Conclusion and Possibilities 

  The scriptural texts are considered to be sacramental of 

central importance to their religious traditions. These texts are always 

part of a larger field of religious practices. The study of these texts 

requires that we examine not only the content of such texts, but also use 

them in our real life. The understanding of scriptural texts also requires 

looking at how the readers create meanings, either as individuals or as 

members of interpretative communities. That is, texts come to have 

particular meanings through being read, not only through being written. 

The study of religious texts requires understanding the spiritual activity, 

not the simple written words. 

  In the same context, the hermeneutics of a text works on 

different levels; it is concerned with how the text works, what the text 

says, and how the text transcends its hidden revealed message to the 

mankind. It is a branch of knowledge that deals with the theories of 

interpretation, especially of Scriptures. It is a historical encounter which 

calls forth the personal experience of being here in the world. It tries to 

hold together two areas of understanding theory: the question of what is 

involved in the event of understanding a text, and the question of what 

understanding itself is, in its most foundational and existential sense. 

  Hermeneutics provides us tools, skills and guidance to 

pursue right vision and perspective. It not only provides us techniques 
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and processes to perceive realityand meaning but it sharpens our vision 

and understanding of the meaning with new and more possible 

dimensions, and thereby improves our perception of reality. It is the task 

of hermeneutics to interpret the text in the context of contemporary 

situation, to make the text or message of the Scripture relevant and 

meaningful to the present reader. In the relevant context, the interpreter 

keeps the Word of a Scripture alive, meaningful and relevant, otherwise 

the Scripture is dead and irrelevant. Thus, hermeneutics is the task of 

always coming back to the text under new circumstances and in new 

situation; and it is always a re-reading of Scripture and of ourselves, our 

world, our society and our history. It is the task of hermeneutics to relate 

the contents of earlier documents to different cultures and philosophies 

of life across the geographical and historical boundaries. 

  The idiom and structure of every re-interpretation is finalized 

by the needs of the hour and the place. The devotees of Sikh religion are 

not only seen in Punjab but all over the world and as a result, its 

principles are bound to be interacting to all over the world. Instead of 

focusing on the ideas of Eternal Reality and religion, attempts should be 

made to analyze the structure of religious experience, which is central to 

the understanding of religion.The hermeneutical study of any text is 

possible due to its different concepts, viz. understanding, interpretation, 

language, grammar etc. So, attempts have been made to understand its 

science. 
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  Some scholars believe that hermeneutics is a western 

discipline, and it cannot be used as a research tool for the study of Guru 

Granth Sahib. But we should not hesitate to accept it if the positive traits 

of another culture can be used for the understanding of our scriptural 

texts. It is pertinent to note that grammar is also a developed theory with 

its own science. If grammar can be the basis of any study, why 

hermeneutics can’t be considered as a discipline for the study of 

Gurbani?However, we need to make efforts for initiating a discipline of 

Sikh Hermeneutics or GurmatMimamsa based on the interpretation of 

Gurbani. The Sikh Hermeneutics or GurmatMimamsa can be justified as 

a subject only if equal importance is given to the message and diction of 

Gurbani.Some important facts that have appeared in this regard are as 

follows: 

1. It is a well-known fact that a method evolved for a particular 

religious tradition may not have universal utility, as it needs much 

experimentation and testing to determine its value for another religious 

tradition. It has been observed that the biblical methods of textual 

criticism are not of much helpful to unearth the true meaning of Sikh 

Scripture because the biblical and Sikh Scripture do not belong to the 

same age and they are not the product of similar cultural and religious 

milieu. Besides they are quite at variance with each other linguistically 

and from genre point of view. To identify the canonical text we have to 

keep in mind certain factors that are peculiar to the Sikh tradition. For 
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example,Sabad is elementary to Sikhism.It does not mean a simple word 

but an Eternal Reality which is symbolic of the Divine presence in utter 

darkness in the form of Eternal Guru, Guru Granth Sahib. 

2. The ideal interpretation of the Scripture is really a difficult task for 

an exegete. It includes the individual revealed experience of the 

interpreter and the special skills for the creation of a new literary work. 

The concentration of the interpreter should be focused on the revealed 

Word of the Scripture. The experience of the revealed Word is the most 

important factor for understanding the Scripture in its original sense.  

3. A Scripture includes the Divine revelation manifested through the 

medium of words. Sabad in its form and concept can be identified 

separately but they are inseparable as both are important. It is important 

to understand the Divine truth implicit in the Scripture so as to 

understand the Scripture itself. The Scriptures can never be interpreted 

at the finalized level. Therefore, their interpretation will continue even in 

the times to come. 

4. A Scripture or a religion cannot be understood clearly without the 

knowledge of its history. So, it is essential to have the knowledge about 

its contemporary history. It is pertinent to note that before using any 

source as an evidence for textual study of the Guru Granth Sahib, an 

interpreter has to examine the historical circumstances out of which a 

particular source had originated. Besides, one has to unravel the process 
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through which it had been composed, the sources employed for it and 

the very purpose of its origin. 

5. The knowledge of the original language of a Scripture is another 

importantfactor for the complete understanding of a Scripture. Some 

researchers and scholars often use translations or commentaries of the 

concerned Scriptures in their works. But such research works cannot be 

considered complete and appropriate as theylack the originality of the 

text. So, another important hermeneutical rule is the knowledge of 

language as a basic medium. 

6. The research studies and interpretations related to Gurmat need to 

be based on such research tools which are best suited to interpret the 

Gurbani. The Gurmat interpretation does not simply mean to prepare 

anexegesisor a commentarybut it should be an attempt to interpret the 

explanatory Divine experience and the message of Ultimate Reality. 

Therefore, any research is considered to be systematic which has set its 

own limitations of research tools. For example, the grammar as a 

research tool has its own limitations and cannot go beyond the philology. 

So, on the basis of grammar only, it is very difficult for an interpreter as 

well as the reader to reach on the eternal meaning of the text.  

7. The hermeneutical study of Guru Granth Sahib must includeitstextual 

analysis. An interpreter must familiarize himself with the ways, means, 

methods and traditions which were prevalent in Sikhism for the 

transmission as well as exegesis of Gurbani. The history of Sikh 
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scriptural tradition can easily be understood referring back to Guru 

Nanak, whose experience of the Numinous formed its very core and basis 

as well. Very truly, to interpret the message of Gurbani oral transmission 

in the form of musical tradition has been a prevalent mode but it was not 

the possible way to preserve the Sabad for future generations.  

8. Every Scripture has its own internal structure that helps to 

understand its text. Any researcher should be acquainted to the internal 

structure of the Scripture. It is believed thatneither the models or tools 

for the study of Scriptures of other religions canbe applied to the 

multifaceted structure of Gurbani; nor should such an attempt be made. 

Gurbani is such a well-organized composition which facilitates the 

researchers not only to understand but also to reach easily to the unique 

and varied values and reality of the Ultimate Being through its study. So, 

it is necessary that the researchers should go through the multi-

dimensional evaluation of the Scripture. 

9. Guru Granth Sahib is the holy Scripture of the Sikhs and it is their 

Eternal Guru; that is, their authoritative religious and spiritual guide, 

their preceptor and enlightener for all times. The essence of Gurbani is 

beyond space. It is from the Primal One, Guru is full of Nectar. Gurbani 

is the message of unapproachable and limitless Ultimate Being, that is 

why it itself is beyond limits. A human being is an intellectual being and 

intellect is the only source to understand everything concerning him as 

well as beyond his intellect. But a human being should try to understand 
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the meaning and ideas of Gurbani with the help of Gurbani itself. In this 

way, it is an institution which provides knowledge, when one joins it as a 

student. In the present research, the approach to study the Guru Granth 

Sahib is according to our intellect but it does not mean that this 

approach is restricted to academic knowledge only rather it is an 

experience of the Eternal Reality also because without Divine Order and 

Divine Grace His message cannot be understood in its true sense. If the 

Divine truth of Eternal Reality is not experienced then even the highest 

intellectual level is meaningless because the soul of a human being is to 

be redeemed only by the Sabad Guru, Guru Granth Sahib. 

  The text of Guru Granth Sahib has an infinite hermeneutic 

potential. In this relevant context, each generation of scholars has tried 

to unfold its meaning from its particular angle.625 The actual practice of 

hermeneutics becomes a part-whole-part moment, a constant back and 

forth or dialectical process. This process can also be named as Sikh 

Hermeneutical Circle which has initiated as never ending movement and 

which encircles various important complete disciplines. Thus, the 

present study reaches at the conclusion that the hermeneutical tools as 

discussed above can form the basis for the establishment of Sikh 

Hermeneutics or GurmatMimamsa as a discipline to interpret the Guru 

Granth Sahib. 

                                                           
625 bwvnACrlokqRYsBukCuienhImwih] 

  eyAKriKirjwihgyEieAKrienmihnwih] Guru Granth Sahib, p. 340. 
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Introduction  

  The religious texts are considered to be sacred and of central 

importance to their religious tradition. These texts are always part of a 

larger field of religious practices. The study of these texts requires that we 

examine not only the content of such texts, but also their context and use 

in our real life. The understanding of scriptural texts also requires looking 

at how readers create meanings, either as individuals or as members of 

‘interpretative communities’. That is, texts come to have particular 

meanings through being read, not only through being written. In the same 

context, the hermeneutics of a text works on different levels; it is concerned 

with how the text works, what the text says, and how the text transcends 

its hidden revealed message to the mankind. Thus, the study of religious 

texts requires understanding the spiritual activity not, the simple written 

words. 

Hermeneutics: Meaning, Nature and Scope 

 

  There is a pressing need, for the introductory treatment of 

hermeneutics in the theological as well as non-theological context, to clarify 

the meaning, nature and scope of the term. It is not an easy task to give a 

relevant and universal definition of hermeneutics. Today, the definition of 

hermeneutics is the subject of vehement controversy. So, it is necessary to 

explain deeply the history, meaning and nature of hermeneutics.  

  The term hermeneutics finds its roots from Greek verb 

hermeneuein which means ‘to interpret’ and the noun hermeneia means 

‘interpretation’. Hermeneutics is a philosophical intellectual discipline 

which concerns with the nature and presuppositions of the interpretation 

of human expressions. According to the Oxford English Dictionary the term 

hermeneutics means, “The branch of knowledge that deals with theories of 
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interpretation, especially of Scripture.”1  It is a historical encounter which 

calls forth personal experience of being here in the world…It tries to hold 

together two areas of understanding theory: the question of what is 

involved in the event of understanding a text, and the question of what 

understanding itself is, in its most foundational and existential sense.2 

“The Greek term has etymological association with the name of 

the Greek God Hermes, the messenger of the Gods and the deity of 

boundaries. Some have seen this association as reflecting the inherently 

triadic structure of the act of interpretation: (i) a sign, symbol, message, or 

a text from some source requires (ii) a mediator or interpreter (Hermes) to 

(iii) convey it to some audience. So considered, this deceptively simple 

triadic structure implicitly contains the major conceptual issues with which 

hermeneutics deals: (i) the nature of a text; (ii) what it means to 

understand a text; and (iii) how understanding and interpretation are 

determined by the presuppositions and beliefs (the horizon) of the audience 

to which the text is being interpreted. Serious reflection on any of these 

issues reveals why interpretation is itself a philosophical issue and a 

subject of interpretation.”3 

  Hermeneutics deals basically with the four issues: “(i) What is 

it to understand a text and what are the conditions of its possibilities? (ii) 

How are the cultural sciences distinct in their methods and forms from the 

natural sciences? (iii) What are the conditions that make any sort of human 

understanding possible? (iv) How can we resolve certain conceptual puzzles 

associated with concepts like understanding and meaning, and how might 

such a resolution helps us to understand the task of interpretation?”4 

                                                           
1 Shorter Oxford English Dictionary on  Historical Principles, Vol. I, Oxford University Press, New York, 

2002, p. 1231.  
2  Palmer, Richard E., Hermeneutics: Interpretation Theory in Schleiermacher, Dilthey, Heidegger, and 

Gadamer, North Western University Press, Evanston, 1969, p. 10. 
3  Eliade, Mircea (Editor-in-Chief), The Encyclopedia of Religion, Vol.VI, Collier Macmillan Publishers, 

London, pp. 279-280. 
4  Ibid., p. 281. 
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  Hermeneutics begins with the attempt to square the principle 

of interpretation with increasing awareness that the Scriptures are, after 

all, historical documents in which the textual truths and their meanings 

are internal to the time and place of their composition. In other words, 

hermeneutics plays a significant role in bringing togetherness of both the 

subjective and objective dimensions of the interpretation. Here 

interpretation is “a stylistic representation of a creative work… according to 

one’s understanding of the creator’s ideas.”5 The concepts like exegesis, 

exposition, explanation, and analysis are different in their nature and form. 

But somehow all are related with the interpretation and become the 

integral part of it. Or, these can also be said the types of interpretation. 

Hermeneutics is a science of interpretation; therefore, all these terms 

become a part of it. Hermeneutics focus on the deciphering process of 

interpretation in which more attention is given to understand the true 

meaning of a work. Understanding and interpretation are the two 

interlinked processes, which cannot be separated at any condition. 

Hermeneutics is not merely a theoretical discipline of the rules or methods 

of interpretation but it is a theoretical-cum-philosophical discipline in the 

modern world. It is the vast study of understanding especially the task of 

understanding texts. 

The word and the more common verb hermeneuein and the 

noun hermeneia points back to the wing-footed messenger god— Hermes. 

This message-bringing process of understanding associated with the 

Hermes is implicit in all of the three basic directions of meaning of 

hermeneuein and hermeneia in ancient usage. These three directions, using 

the verb form hermeneuein for the purpose of example are (i) to say, (ii) to 

explain, and (iii) to translate. The first basic direction of the meaning 

suggests that the minister in bringing the Word is announcing and 

asserting something. His function is not merely to explain but to proclaim. 

                                                           
5  Shorter Oxford English Dictionary on Historical Principles, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 1406. 
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Hermes brings fateful tidings from the divine and explains it to the present 

people with deep detail. In this way, Hermes becomes a ‘go-between’ from 

God to man. As compared to interpretation saying, asserting or proclaiming 

is an important act of interpretation. Second direction of meaning suggests 

the explanation is a basic act of interpretation. The interpretation that 

occurs even in the way one turns towards a text. The explanation relies on 

the tools of objective analysis but the selection of the tools is already an 

interpretation of the task of understanding. Analysis is also a form of 

interpretation; feeling the need for analysis is too an interpretation. 

Therefore, analysis is, in fact, not the primary interpretation but a 

derivative form. It has preliminarily set the stage with an essential and 

primary interpretation before it ever begins to work with the information or 

data. Another way of saying this is to state: that the explanatory 

interpretation makes us aware that explanation is contextual and 

horizontal. The significance of the third and last dimension of the meaning 

of hermeneuein is almost as suggestive to hermeneutics and theory of 

literary interpretation as the first two. In this case, one brings what is 

foreign, strange, or unintelligible into the medium of one’s own language. 

Like the God Hermes, the translator mediates between one world and 

another. The act of translation is not a simple mechanical matter of 

synonym-finding, as the absurd products of translation machines make 

only too clear, for the translator is mediating between two different worlds. 

Translation makes us aware of the fact that language itself contains an 

overarching interpretation of the world to which the translator must be 

sensitive even as the translator individual expressions. This discussion of 

the origin of hermeneuein and hermeneia and the three directions of their 

meaning in ancient usage was undertaken in the context of hermeneutical 

problem in general. 

The hermeneutics in its vast scope here sets the task of 

furnishing the theoretical justification for the determinacy of the object of 
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interpretation and of setting forth norms by which the determinate, 

changeless, self-identical meaning can be understood. Therefore, 

hermeneutics is not simply a science of interpretation but a method of 

arriving at correct interpretation. 

Compilation of Guru Granth Sahib and its Nature 

   

  Guru Granth Sahib is the holy Scripture of the Sikhs and it is 

their Eternal Guru; that is, their authoritative religious and spiritual guide, 

their preceptor and enlightener for all times. The word Granth traditionally 

is used for the books containing primarily sacred knowledge. Its meaning in 

Sanskrit is a knot which binds the book and according to Bradley refers to 

the knot in the thong which held together a palm-leaf manuscript to form a 

crude book.6 Guru Granth Sahib has been called as Adi Granth before it 

was anointed as the Guru Eternal by the tenth Guru, Guru Gobind Singh. 

Adi means primordial and it came to be used after the Granth of the tenth 

master came into being. The term Guru came to be associated with the 

Granth after the year 1708 A.D. when the tenth Guru bestowed Guru-ship 

on the Granth7 and enjoined the Sikhs to regard Guru Granth Sahib as the 

Guru,8 which is primarily Sabad as held in Sikh religion from the time of 

Guru Nanak Dev. The term Sahib came to be associated as suffix refers to 

                                                           
6 D.G. Bradley, A Guide to World Religions, Englewood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall Inc., New Jersey, 1963, p. 

128. 
7 Kahan Singh Nabha, Gurmat Martand, Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee, Vol. I, 

Amritsar, 1978, p.  417. 
8  “Agya bhai akal ki tabhi chalayo panth, Sabh sikhan kau hukam hai Guru manio granth, Guru 

Granth ko maniyo pargat Guran ke dehi, jo prabhu ko milibo chahai khoj shabad main leh.” 
Giani Gian Singh, Panth Prakash, Bhasha Vibhag Punjab, Patiala, 1970, p. 353. 

     Rahitnama  Prahlad Singh, “Akal Purakh ke bachan sio pargat chalayo panth, Sabh sikhan ko 
bachan ih Guru manio granth.” Piara Singh Padam (ed.), Rahitnama, Kala Mandir, Patiala, 1974, 
p. 55. 

    “The line of religious succession ended with the tenth Guru Gobind Singh. The Master’s word in 
the holy Guru Granth Sahib was henceforth to be the spiritual guide of the Sikh people who were 

to recognize in the joint personality of an assembly of five true baptized Singhs the spirit of the 
Guru.” Ganda Singh, A Brief Account of the Sikhs, Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee, 
Amritsar, n.d. p.15. 

     “The Tenth Guru Gobind Singh said that there would be no more Gurus and Granth should be 
regarded as the living voice of all the prophets; Guru Vani.” Trilochan Singh, Bhai Jodh Singh, 
Kapur Singh, Bawa Harkishan Singh, Khushwant Singh (Tr.), Selections from the Sacred Writings 
of the Sikhs, Orient Longman, New Delhi, 2000, Introduction by S. Radhakrishnan,  p. 17. 
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the reverence and respect attached to the Granth. The term Sahib is from 

the Arabic root which means master.9 

               The original version of Guru Granth Sahib was compiled by Guru 

Arjan Dev, the fifth Sikh Guru in 1604. It includes not only the sacred 

writings of previous Gurus, but also those of many Bhagats, Saints, Sufis 

and some Guru-oriented persons associated with the Sikh Gurus. It 

comprises the Divine Sabad, indicating a spiritual union with God. It 

marks a watershed in the history of spiritual heritage of Indian sub-

continent. The purpose of the present study is to understand the Divine 

Revelatory nature of the Word or Sabad in the Guru Granth Sahib in the 

context of hermeneutics.  

      The divine verses of Guru Granth Sahib represent many 

languages and dialects. The authors of these hymns especially the saints 

and Bhagats hailed from different parts of India. Thus, most of their hymns 

have a strong influence of their mother-tongue. Many saints and Bhagats 

preferred to compose their verses in Saint language, i.e., Sant-Bhasha a 

nationally understood language of that period. The structure of hymns 

contains six parts; (i) Sabad: A Sabad in Guru Granth Sahib may consist of 

2, 6, 8, 16 sections/paras/parts called Padas, i.e., Ik-Tuke, Do-Tuke, Ti-

Tuke, Chau-Tuke, etc; (ii)  Sloaka: The Sloakas are short compositions of 

two or more verses, but in Guru Granth Sahib, there are Sloakas of twenty-

six verses as well; (iii) Pauri: The dictionary meaning of the word Pauri is a 

rung of a ladder or steps. In Guru Granth Sahib, the word has been used to 

refer those Sabads which carry forward ideas from one stanza to another 

stanza; (iv) Vaar: A Vaar means a long poem in which the praises of a hero 

are sung. There are 22 Vaars in Guru Granth Sahib; (v) Chhant: In Guru 

Granth Sahib the word has been used to label Sabads of special praises, in 

the context of God. The Chhants are also known as Chhands, these are 

                                                           
9 Kahan Singh Nabha, Mahan Kosh, Bhasha Vibhag Punjab, Patiala, 1974, p. 177. 
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said to be the divine songs of praise. There are one hundred twenty-seven 

Chhants in Guru Granth Sahib; and (vi) Swaya: The Swayas have been 

composed with different arrangements of long and short syllables at the 

end of the verses. Most of the Swayas used in Guru Granth Sahib can be 

classified as: Malind, Saman, Dandkala, Madira and Chandarakala.  

Ragas: All the compositions of Guru Granth Sahib are composed in poetic 

form and divided into different Ragas except Japu ji Sahib in the beginning 

and Swayas and Sloakas at the end. The hymns have been composed in 

thirty-one Ragas and seventeen Ghars (tunes). A Raga is a particular set of 

the seven Swars, or a selection of them. Their interrelationship and 

sequence is governed by strict rules. 

Ghars (Thatts): The Ghar means rhythm or Tal; it also denotes the pitch 

and variations of the notes. It is a rhythmic cycle comprising a fixed 

number of time units (Matras) of equal value. In Guru Granth Sahib, Guru 

Arjan Dev has introduced seventeen Ghars. 

Rahau (Pause): In Guru Granth Sahib, a special word Rahau denoting a 

verse has been used in almost all the Sabads composed in musical 

measures. 

 About the nature of Gurbani, Bhai Vir Singh explains that the 

essence of Gurbani is beyond space. It is from the Primal One, Guru is full 

of Nectar. Gurbani is the message of unapproachable and limitless Ultimate 

Being, that is why it itself is beyond limits. But a human being should try 

to understand the meaning and ideas of Gurbani with the help of Gurbani 

itself. In this way, it is an institution which provides knowledge, when one 

joins it as a student.10 

                                                           
10 “gurbwxI ivc jo mUl hY auh qW vfy qNo vfI vsqU hY, auh Dur kI bwxI hY, jo DuroN AweI hY, jo gurU hY AMimRq BrpUr hY[ Agm 

AgwD dI bwxI hox krky Awp AgwD hY, pr ies dy ArQ qy Bwv Awidk, jo ies ivc ilKy gey hn, auh iek Alp`g jIv 
dw pRXqn hY, ies nUM smJx dw; qy ijQoN qk iesy bwxI dI shwieqw nwl ies dI v`D qNo v`D smJ Aw sky Eh ies dy crnW 
ivc bYTky ies qoN pRwpq kIqI jwvy[ies krky ieh iek qrHW sMQÎw hY jo bwxI dI Srx ilAW ivdÎwrQI vW|MU imlI hY, ieh 
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    The particular understanding of revelation is based upon the 

doctrine of the Sabad-Guru, enunciated by Guru Nanak and the 

succeeding Gurus. It is known as Dhur ki Bani and Khasam ki Bani i.e. 

revelation of God. The Gurbani is secular; unite in its ideology, immutable, 

revelation, spiritual, mystic, unambiguous, tranquil and didactic in its 

nature. 

History and Main Features of Interpretation of Gurbani (1604-2004) 

 

  In its basic sense, hermeneutics is a systematic, procedural 

approach to the texts of our cultural past, and is a mode of interpretation 

or exegesis to understand the meanings of the text. In the Sikh perspective, 

the interpretation of Gurbani is called Gurbani Vichar or ‘reflection upon 

the utterances of the Gurus’. In the history of Indian Scriptural tradition, 

there are four major techniques that are employed in Sikh exegetical 

methods, i.e., Shabadarath, Tika, Viakhia and Paramartha. Therefore, the 

interpretation begins at the discursive level of the consideration, at which 

one deals with the literal sense of Gurbani but goes deeper and deeper as 

one contemplates the divine mysteries by gradually penetrating into subtler 

levels of the meaning. Thus, every new encounter with the text of the Guru 

Granth Sahib provides a fresh experience of unfolding a divine mystery. 

  The primary concern is to introduce briefly the different 

approaches adopted by various schools of interpretation, especially in the 

context of Guru Granth Sahib. These major schools of interpretation in the 

context of Guru Granth Sahib include Sahaj Parnali, Bhai Parnali, Udasi 

Parnali, Nirmala Parnali, Giani Parnali, Singh Sabha Parnali and Academic 

School. 

Sahaj Parnali (School):  Sahaj Parnali is that school of interpretation, 

which sought to clarify and expound the meaning of certain words, 

                                                                                                                                                                                  
muqwilAw hY gurbwxI dI, qy krn vwly dI Alp`gqw dy kwrx koeI ABu`lqw dw dwvW nhIN” Bhai Vir Singh, Santheya 

Sri Guru Granth Sahib, Bhai Vir Singh Sahit Sadan, New Delhi, 2007, p. 2. 
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concepts and themes contained in the Bani of their predecessors. The Bani 

of Guru Nanak was the main inspiration behind the Bani of the later 

Gurus; who were also responding to the needs of the growing Sikh 

community. In this context, Taran Singh, who made first attempt in this 

field, in his work titled ‘Gurbani Diyan Viakhyia Parnalyian’, cites certain 

passages from the compositions of Guru Nanak that were interpreted by 

Guru Angad Dev, Guru Amar Das, Guru Ram Das and Guru Arjan Dev 

respectively in their own works. For instance, the exposition of Guru Nanak 

Bani can be seen in the compositions of Guru Angad Dev, Guru Amardas, 

Guru Ramdas and Guru Arjan Dev respectively.11 

                                                           
11 Taran Singh, Gurbani Diyan Viakhiya Parnalian, Punjabi University, Patiala, 1980, pp. 26-34. 
   slok m:1]nwnk swvix jy vsY chu Emwhw hoie] 
  nwgW imrgW rsIAW Gir Dnu hoie] Guru Granth Sahib, p. 1279. 
   slok m:2]swvxu AwieAw hy sKI jlhru brsnhwru] 
  nwnk suiK svnu sohwgxI ijn@ sh nwil ipAwru] ] Ibid., 1280. 

   m:3]aUNniv aUNniv AwieAw vrsY nIru inpMgu] 
  nwnku duKu lwgw iqn@ kwmxI ijn@ kMqY isau min BMgu] ] Ibid. 

  Å siqgur pRsid]isrIrwgu mhlw 1 phry Gru 1] 
  pihlY phrY rYix kY vxjwirAw imqRw hukim pieAw grBwis] 

aurD qpu AMqir kry vxjwirAw imqRw ksm syqI Ardwis] 
Ksm syqI Ardwis vKwxY aurD iDAwin ilv lwgw] 
nw imrjwdu AwieAw kil BIqir bwhuiV jwsI nwgw] 
jYsI klm vuVI hY msqik qYsI jIAVy pwis] 
khu nwnk pRwxI pihlY phrY hukim pieAw grBwis] Ibid., pp. 74-75. 

  isrIrwgu mhlw 4]pihlY phrY rYix kY vxjwirAw imqRw hir pwieAw audr mMJwir] 
 hir iDAwvY hir aucrY vxjwirAw imqRw hir hir nwmu smwir] 
 hir hir nwmu jpy AwrwDy ivic AgnI hir jip jIivAw] 

bwhir jnmu BieAw muiK lwgw srsy ipqw mwq QIivAw] 
ijs kI vsqu iqsu cyqhu pRwxI kir ihrdY gurmuiK bIcwir] 
khu nwnk pRwxI phrY hir jpIAY ikrpw Dwir] Ibid., p. 76. 

  isrIrwgu mhlw 5]pihlY phrY rYix kY vxjwirAw imqRw Dir pwieqw audrY mwih] 
dsI mwsI mwnsu kIAw vxjwirAw imqRw kir muhliq krm kmwih] 
muhliq kir dInI krm kmwxy jYsw ilKqu Duir pwieAw] 
mwq ipqw BweI suq binqw iqn BIqir pRBU sMjoieAw] 
krm sukrm krwey Awpy iesu jMqY vis ikCu nwih] 
khu nwnk pRwxI pihlY phrY Dir pwieqw audrY mwih] Ibid., p. 77. 

   AsMK jp AsMK Bwau] 
AsMK pUjw AsMK qp qwau] 
AsMK grMQ muiK vyd pwT] 
AsMK jog min rhih audws] 
AsMK Bgq gux igAwn vIcwr] 
AsMK sqI AsMK dwqwr] 
AsMK sUr muh BK swr] 
AsMK moin ilv lwie qwr]Ibid., pp. 3-4. 
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Bhai Parnali (School):   The initiator of the second important tradition of 

Gurbani is Bhai Gurdas, a nephew of third Guru Amar Das. The 

authenticity of the work of Bhai Gurdas is accepted by the fifth Guru Arjan 

Dev by honouring it as the ‘key to Guru Granth Sahib’. And for this reason 

his distinctive approach of interpretation is known as Bhai Parnali. The 

important features of interpretation of Bhai Gurdas can be classified under 

some categories as: interpretation in poetic form, unity in interpretation 

and formulation, creative interpretation, systematic interpretation, 

comparative interpretation, interpretation of mythical symbols, description 

of Sikh history, etc. 

Udasi Parnali (School): The Udasi, an ascetical sect of the Sikhs, was 

founded by Baba Sri Chand (1494-1629), the elder son of Guru Nanak. Sri 

Chand preached Gurbani throughout his life and worked for the spread of 

Sikh religion but his preaching remained oral and we do not find any 

written record of his Gurbani interpretations. However, some of his writings 

which were written in praise of Guru Nanak are extant even today. These 

are Arta, Guru Nanak Sahansarnama and Gur Gyatri Mantra. It is 

noteworthy that Sri Chand used one thousand adjectives of Sanskrit 

language in his compositions.12  

Nirmala Parnali (School):  According to Kahan Singh Nabha, “Guru 

Gobind Singh, the tenth master, sent five Sikhs named, Ram Singh, Karam 

Singh, Ganda Singh, Vir Singh and Sobha Singh, to Kashi, Varanasi, in the 

dress of celibacy for the study of Sanskrit. These five are known to be 

Nirmalas in the Sikh history.”13 Bhai Santokh Singh, Pandit Tara Singh 

Narotam, Bhai Dal Singh Giani, Bhai Gian Singh Giani, Pandit Gulab 

Singh, Sadhu Gurdit Singh, Sant Sampuran Singh and Sant Nirankar 

Singh, who were all interpreting Gurbani from the Nirmala’s perspective in 

                                                           
12 Ishar Singh Nara, Itihas Baba Sri Chand Ate Udasin Sampardaya, Delhi Gate Bazar, Delhi, 1959, 

pp.  441-451. 
13  Kahan Singh Nabha, Mahan Kosh, National Book Shop, Delhi, 2006, p.  712. 
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the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.14 Main features of their 

writings are the concept of renunciation, myth of Guru Nanak as an 

incarnation of Vishnu, style of interpretation in question-answer format, 

format of polysemous meanings and format of Vedantic interpretation of 

Gurbani. 

Giani Parnali (School):  The Giani is such a person who must adhere in 

every thought, word and deed to the truth and should remain detached 

from worldly temptations while still living in this world. The Gianis are 

traditional interpreters of the Guru Granth Sahib and that is why they are 

also called the Sampardai Gianis. The term Sampardai means follower of a 

class of teachers from the old tradition or a class which follows the 

preaching of their Gurus.15 The Giani or Sampardai is one of the major 

schools of Sikh theologians and expositors of the Sikh Scripture. 

Traditionally, this school of interpretation is associated with Bhai Mani 

Singh who is credited with having learned the exposition of Scriptures from 

Guru Gobind Singh at Damdama Sahib in Talwandi Sabo. Bhai Divan 

Singh, Bhai Gurdial Singh and Bhai Gurbakhsh Singh, Bhai Amar Singh, 

Bhai Surat Singh, Bhai Jassa Singh, Bhai Ram Singh, Bhai Chanda Singh, 

Giani Hazara Singh, Bhai Daya Singh, Bhai Vir Singh, Bhai Bhagvan 

Singh, Giani Amir Singh, Bhai Fateh Chand, Sant Harnam Singh, Giani 

Kirpal Singh, Sant Sangat Singh, Sant Kartar Singh, Bhai Gurmukh Singh, 

Bhai Santokh Singh, etc. can be named as the eminent scholars of Giani or 

Sampardai Parnali. On the doctrinal level as compared to the other 

Parnalis of interpretation, the Gianis have kept their own course relying 

solely on the teachings of the Gurus and the Sikh tradition as it had 

autonomously evolved. For them the Vedas were not authority for Gurbani, 

nor the Guru’s word accepted as an extension of, or interpretation of the 

Vedas. Likewise, the Guru for them was not an Avtar of Vishnu. Nor did 

                                                           
14 Ganesha Singh, Bharat Mat Darpan, Bhai Bur Singh Giani Manmohan Singh, Amritsar, 1927, pp. 

138-88. 
15 Kahan Singh Nabha, Mahan Kosh, p. 247. 
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they believe in the Hindu system of Varn-ashrama. The Gianis or 

Sampardai Parnali has been the most proficient exponents of the 

philosophy and ideology of the Guru Granth Sahib. Very valuable 

contribution in the field of Sikh religion came in early days from Bhai Mani 

Singh in the form of Gian Ratnavali and Sikhan Di Bhagatmala. In recent 

times, Giani Badan Singh (1924), and his colleagues of the Faridkot Tika 

Bhai Bishan Singh Giani (1936), Akali Nihal Singh (1938), Pandit Narain 

Singh Giani (1940), Bhai Vir Singh (1957), and Bhai Kirpal Singh (1964), 

all basically in the Giani line, have produced the complete commentaries of 

Guru Granth Sahib. In this way, the Giani or Sampardai School is the first 

among the traditional interpreters of Gurbani, who had completed the four 

Tikas of Guru Granth Sahib. 

Singh Sabha Parnali (School):  The new association which came into being 

in July, 1873 was given the name of Sri Guru Singh Sabha Amritsar. It 

may be hoped that like the other Indian reform movements of the period, 

the Singh Sabha did not owe its existence to one single individual. Because 

it was a joint endeavour of public spirited Sikhs, who wanted to save the 

community from drifting into schismatic sects.16 The scholars of Singh 

Sabha Parnali are Bhai Vir Singh, Principal Teja Singh, Professor Sahib 

Singh, Mohan Singh Diwana, Sher Singh, Professor Ganga Singh and 

Hazara Singh Sodhi. Besides a long list of literary writings, the following is 

the list of their writings which are concerned with the Sikh history and 

Gurbani exegesis, i.e., Sri Guru Nanak Chamatkar, Sri Kalgidhar 

Chamtkar, Sant Gatha, Asht Gur Chamtkar, Gur Balam Sakhian, Varan 

Bhai Gurdas Steek, Sikhan Di Bhagatmala, Prachin Panth Prakash, Sakhi 

Pothi, Guru Granth Kosh, Guru Partap Suraj Granth, Panj Granthi Steek 

and Santhiya Sri Guru Granth Sahib. The Singh Sabha Movement was a 

renaissance movement in the history of Sikhism. It is a noteworthy fact 

                                                           
16 Shamsher Singh Ashok, Punjab Diyan Lehran (1850-1910), Ashok Pustakmala, Patiala, 1974, pp. 

84-88. 
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that the main aim of this movement was to reaffirm the Sikh values and 

Sikh identity in the Sikh society. Therefore, the exegetical works created by 

the scholars of this school clearly exhibit their attempt to bring out the 

original ideology of the Sikh principles. The Singh Sabha scholars adopted 

an approach which was primarily guided by the scientific and rationalistic 

influence of Western education. Through this process of reinterpretation of 

the Sikh tradition they were able to produce detailed commentaries on 

Guru Granth Sahib. 

 

Academic School: The text of Guru Granth Sahib has an inexhaustible 

hermeneutic potential. In this relevant context each generation of scholars 

has tried to unfold its meaning from its particular angle. Except the above 

considered subjects, there are some other trends which recently sprouted 

in the field of interpretation. In today’s post-modern revolutionary times 

where people become aware of their own identity, Sikh religion raises the 

serious issues of modernism, post-modernism, feminism, secularism, 

fundamentalism, orientalism, ecology, globalization, subaltern studies etc., 

amongst the Guru Granth Sahib studies can be placed in the line with 

recent trends. Some prominent Sikh scholars can be named in the above 

line: Jagbir Singh, Joginder Singh Kairon, Gurbhagat Singh, Jasbir Singh 

Ahluwalia, Kapur Singh, Balbir Singh, Pashaura Singh, Devinder Singh 

Chahal, Bhagat Singh Hira, Jodh Singh etc. In the Academic school of 

interpretation, we have included only the complete commentaries on Guru 

Granth Sahib. It is pertinent to note that these exegetical works have been 

made only on the academic levels. Therefore, these following exegetical 

works and scholars have been placed in line of academic school 

interpretation. The translations of Guru Granth Sahib made by Ernst 

Trumpp, Prof. Teja Singh (completed by Dr.Rattan Singh Jaggi), Dr. Gopal 

Singh, Prof Gurbachan Singh Talib, S. Gurbachan Singh Makin, S. Pritam 

Singh Chahal, Dr. Darshan Singh, Advocate Manmohan Singh (English and 

Punjabi) and Dr. Kartar Singh Duggal are incorporated in the complete and 
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English exegetical works on Guru Granth Sahib. The commentaries of 

Pandit Narian Singh, Giani Bishan Singh, Prof. Teja Singh (Shabadarth 

only), Bhai Vir Singh, Prof. Sahib Singh, Giani Kirpal Singh, Giani Mani 

Singh, Giani Harbans Singh, Sh. Chela Ram and Dr. Rattan Singh Jaggi on 

Guru Granth Sahib in Punjabi language are the pioneer works in the field 

of interpretation. The exegetical works of Dr. Manmohan Sehgal, Sh. Chela 

Ram, Dr. Jodh Singh and Dr. Jagjit Kaur Salwan are classical in Hindi 

language.  

 The various disciplines and schools of Gurbani interpretation 

emerged partly because of the differences in the philosophical outlook of 

the scholars and affiliations of the interpreters to different sects. All the 

exegetical writings succeeded to a certain extent for the relevant purpose, 

though all have own limitations and shortcomings as well. 

Understanding of Sri Guru Granth Sahib: A Hermeneutical Study 

   

  Hermeneutics can be considered as a search for true text, or a 

search for true meaning. For S.P. Dubey, “The art of interpreting a religious 

text either by me today or by a commentator of another day is said to be 

hermeneutics.”17 Hermeneutics is the training in the art of interpreting the 

Scripture by extracting its meaning for communication to others. It is the 

science which establishes rules, principles and methods of interpreting 

religion and its Scripture, and its relation to society. As such hermeneutics 

attempts to find the true meaning of a text with accuracy, and how a reader 

perceives and interprets the reality. 

  The definition of hermeneutics is followed by the discussion on 

its limitations. No research work is complete unless we discuss the subject 

in its comparative sense and also the role played by language in it. The 

philosophical vision in Sikh perspective has been studied in order to 

                                                           
17 S.P. Dubey, “Hermeneutics and Sankara” in The Indian Journal of Theology, July-December, 1982, 

Bishops College, Calcutta, pp. 166-167. 
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understand the various bases of faith in Sikh religion and the factors 

influencing them. Following a comparative approach, the present research 

work attempts to study the level of faith it works in Sikh religion and how it 

is applied.  

 Limitations of Hermeneutics 

Hermeneutics, the science of interpretation, has its own limitations 

which are detailed as under: 

1. At the first instance, the specific form and content of scriptural books 

vary sharply from tradition to tradition and even within a single scriptural 

corpus. Ritual books, legal codes, myths and legends, historical accounts, 

divine revelations, apocalyptic visions, ecstatic poetry, the words of 

teachers and prophets, and hymns or prayers to deity have all served as a 

Scripture. Sometimes problems crop up during the fixation of a text then 

can any universal or common rules be formulated which can be applied to 

any religious text of the world. 

2. Friedrich Schleiermacher has given the term ‘special insight’18 which 

means the Divine Grace of the revealed word of Scripture. The 

understanding of the Eternal Reality is also known as special insight. It is 

noteworthy that the main reason of special insight or the Divine Grace is 

the intensity of experiencing the Eternal Reality. The special insight is also 

the reason of the ability of the interpreter for analysing a text. This special 

insight is essential for the understanding of a Scripture. So, can 

intellectual experiences be used for the analysis of revelation? 

3.  “With religions becoming more and more dynamic and their social and 

political involvements becoming more provoking and problematic, it is the 

task of every country to contextualize the message of its Scriptures and to 

seek their faithful meaning in and for its particular cultural, geographical 

                                                           
18 Roy J. Howard, Three Faces of Hermeneutics: An Introduction to Current Theories of Understanding, 

University of California Press, London, 1982, pp.  9-11. 
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and historical situation. Any hermeneutics that pretends first to discover 

general, ‘time and space transcending interpretations’ which are then to be 

adopted and applied to a particular situation, is not only deluding itself 

but is actually failing to fulfil precisely the task to which it is, in fact, 

called, and cannot possibly lead to any kind of real contextuality”.19  

4. A major obstacle to delimit the phenomenon of Scripture is its very 

medium of expression. Yet in most religious traditions, sacred texts were 

transmitted orally in the first place and written down only relatively later. 

For these reasons, a descriptive distinction between oral and written 

Scriptures may on occasion be necessary, even though etymologically ‘oral 

Scripture’ is a contradiction in terms. Here the question is how science of 

interpretation be applied to oral traditions prevalent in religions. What 

measures and bases can be adopted for the interpretation of such 

traditions? 

5.  Another problem in delimiting ‘Scripture’ is of distinguishing the 

primary sacred text of a religious tradition from other secondary sacred 

texts. Such distinction between a community’s pre-eminent Scripture and 

the rest of its sacred texts is helpful in understanding many religious 

traditions, in some cases, the panoply of texts revered is so great and the 

relative distinctions of authority and sacrality among them so unimportant 

that all have some legitimate claim to the title of Scripture.20 When the 

secondary Scriptures are as important as the primary ones then it should 

be considered whether the hermeneutics of the original and secondary text 

should be same or it should be different. Therefore, in the light of above 

limitations of hermeneutics, before studying a Scripture our vision can be 

                                                           
19 Joseph Pathrapankal, “Editorial” in Journal of Dharma, Dharmaram College, Bangalore, Vol. V, 

No. I, January-March, 1980, p. 2. 
20 ‘In the Mahayana Buddhist tradition as a whole, the number of texts treated as sacred is so vast 

that it is not possible to single out some as more deserving of the title scripture than others, save 
in particular segments of the tradition where one sutra is given extraordinary status (e.g., Nichren 
Buddhist veneration of the Lotus Sutra in Japan). Even in a community with a scriptural book or 
canon that is clearly more sacred than other sacred texts, the decision to preserve the status of 
‘Scripture’ only for the former can be a debatable one.’ 
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categorized into three categories, which are as follows: philosophical, 

objective and comparative level.  

Philosophical Aspect:  The primary theoretical concept of Sikh religion is 

the doctrine of Sabad. The conceptual and spiritual world of Sikh religion 

is based on the Eternal Truth of Sabad. If the word Sabad is replaced with 

revelation then it is not a misconception. We cannot ignore the Sabad 

revelation because Sikh religion speaks of the basic understanding of 

Sabad then of its experience, and further adopting the concepts. Human 

being is an intellectual being and intellect is the only source to understand 

everything concerning him as well as beyond his intellect. In the present 

research, the approach to study the Guru Granth Sahib is according to 

our intellect but it does not mean that this approach is restrained to 

academic knowledge only rather it is further to experience the Eternal 

Reality because without Divine Order and Divine Grace His message 

cannot be understood. If the divine truth of Eternal Reality is not 

experienced then even the highest intellectual level is meaningless because 

the soul of a human being is to be redeemed by the Scripture Guru, Guru 

Granth Sahib. 

He, who by Guru’s grace knows the Lord’s will, comes 

to realise the way of life of all the ages.21   

 

This is the sign of union with the Lord. That in his mind 

the man recognises only the True Lord’s command.22   

 The present study may help in formulating a vision towards the text 

of Guru Granth Sahib, but a true scholar is that who experiences and 

understands the Sabad Guru. Another considerable aspect that comes 

forth is the applicability of Sabad based Sikh vision or approach in 

                                                           
21 gur ikrpw qy hukmu pCwxY] 
   jugh jugMqr kI ibiD jwxY] Guru Granth Sahib, p. 1027. 
22 pRB imlxY kI eyh nIswxI] 
   min ieko scw hukmu pCwxI] Ibid., p. 106.  
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practical life. Up to what extent the above discussion on faith is relevant, 

how much the faith system can be applied? These questions can be 

answered by taking into consideration the three approaches, i.e., the 

approach of a Saint, a Scholar and a Soldier. 

(i) Saint: For Saint, Gurbani has used the words Sant, Sadh, Bhagat, 

Jan, Sant Jan, Sadh Jan, etc. interchangeably. The word can be said a 

modified form of the word ‘sat’ which can simply mean ‘Truth’. So, ‘a 

person who makes up his mind on the path of truth’ is said to be a Sant. A 

Sant is used to refer to a wise, knowledgeable and religious person with 

knowledge of God. The first duty of the Sikh is to be a Sant or to be a wise 

and knowledgeable person. 

(ii) Scholar:   The term ‘Scholar’ is derived from the Latin word Schola 

which means a school child, or a student. In Sikh perspective, the person 

who practices for the Eternal Word (Sabad) is said to be the disciple of 

Guru. Till one practices Sabad-Guru he is a disciple because the Eternal 

Reality or the Eternal Being is beyond the human intellect. As He is beyond 

our understanding, intellect, unseen and limitless; and one cannot describe 

Him in lives. So, a true Sikh is one who is always a disciple of His Guru. 

So, his approach should always be of a disciple, follower, a Sant or a 

researcher. 

(iii)  Soldier:   In the context of Sikh religion, the term ‘Sipahi’ means 

warrior or a soldier of truth. Sikhism strongly advocates the concept of 

Miri-Piri and Sant-Sipahi. So, it can be said that these concepts are 

imbedded in Sikh religion and Sikhism cannot be imagined without these 

concepts. Faith always supports us, sometimes as Sant-Sipahi and 

sometimes as Scholar.  

 

Objective Aspect:  After having a discussion on the philosophical aspect 

the objective aspect has been undertaken for the study under the following 

two headings. 
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(i) Philological Study:  A philological study demands the complete 

knowledge of language. The language of Scriptures and religious discourses 

is different from the general usage of language. In religious discourses, 

symbolic meaning is primary to lexicon meaning. But in semantic form, the 

esoteric meanings of the words should be more explanatory for the 

researchers. We come across many examples in Gurbani in which Gurus 

have explained their ideas in simple language by means of story-telling, as:  

Where I to be a she-fawn, live in a forest, and pick up 
and eat fruits and tubers? 23  

(ii)  Theological Study:  Theology, a branch of philosophy, undertakes 

the study of every aspect of religion. Theology has various important 

aspects to study. One is the study of revelatory experience of the Eternal 

Reality. And the second important subject is the study of Eternal Word and 

the experience of its power through which the divine experience of the 

Scripture flows through generations.   

  A Sabad is the foundation stone of Sikh religion; here Sabad 

does not mean a word but an Eternal Reality which is symbolic of the 

Divine presence in utter darkness.  

For countless ages, there was utter darkness.  
There was no earth and no sky, but the Infinite Lord’s 
will alone was pervasive.  
There was neither day, nor night, nor moon, nor sun, 
but the Lord alone sat in profound trance.24 

Comparative Aspect:   Sabad is a Dhawani that gives us a clear picture of 

the form of any text but Sabad is justified when it gives the knowledge of 

Eternal Reality. The experiences of saints are considered as Sabad. In other 

words, Sabad is the sayings of reliable enlightened souls who have attained 

the Eternal knowledge. The meaning of Sabad can be of two types, i.e., 

concrete and abstract. The comparative aspect undertakes the study of 

                                                           
23   hrnI hovw bin bsw kMd mUl cuix Kwau] Ibid., p. 157. 
24   Arbd nrbd DMuDUkwrw] 
    Drix n ggnw hukmu Apwrw] 
    nw idnu rYin n cMdu n sUrju suMn smwiD lgwiedw] Ibid., p. 1035.  
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Sabad with respect to (i) the principle of authentic Sabad in Guru Granth 

Sahib, (ii) Sabad as a source of cosmology, (iii) Indian tradition of Eternal 

Reality and acoustics in Sabad, (iv) the principle of Guru-Sabad in Guru 

Granth Sahib, (v) Sabad as the Ultimate Reality, (vi) Sabad as a primordial 

sound, (vii) Sabad in the form of ordain of Guru, etc. In other words, Sabad 

has been studied as a comparative tool with reference to its practibility in 

different religions.  

Methods for the Understanding of Sri Guru Granth Sahib 

  The emphasis is laid on understanding the concept of research 

through the principles of research methodology. A question is generally 

raised when Gurbani is a subject of spiritual experience then why its 

research methodology is not based on the principles of Gurmat. Therefore, 

an attempt has been made to find the basis of this research and its forms 

related to Gurmat. The references within the Gurbani and the unexplored 

references of various scholars have been considered for the study.  

Objectives of Research Tools related to Gurmat  

Research methodology is a process of systematic investigation carried 

out for establishing new facts, finding solutions to the existing problems, 

and deriving general principles of acceptance. 

1.        The research studies and interpretations related to Gurmat need to be 

based on such research tools which are best suited to interpret the 

Gurbani. The Gurmat interpretation does not simply mean to prepare an 

exegesis or a commentary but it should be an attempt to interpret the 

explanatory Divine experience and the message of Ultimate Reality. 

Therefore, any research is considered to be systematic which has set its 

own limitations of research tools. For example, the grammar as a research 

tool has its own limitations and cannot go beyond the philology. So, on the 

basis of grammar only, it is very difficult for an interpreter as well as the 

reader to reach on the eternal meaning of text. 
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2.          The interpretation is an art which has many dimensions, viz. 

linguistic, literary, and philosophical. Many other subjects are incorporated 

in it. While interpreting the Gurbani all these dimensions need to be 

considered for a positive and purposeful research. Apart from these, it is 

necessary that any research or interpretation of Gurbani should not 

overlook the Sikh ideology.  The formation of new concepts related to 

Gurmat is permitted in the interpretation of Gurbani but these should be a 

part of Sikh ideology. 

3.          An ideal exegesis or interpretation brings forth not only the Divine 

message with all the possible dimensions like scriptural, mystic and 

esoteric but also provides the pictorial view of revealed experience. 

After discussing the objectives of research tools related to Gurmat, 

the hermeneutical tools or Gurmat methodologies have been broadly 

divided into two main parts: (i) Hermeneutical tools within the Gurmat 

literature, and (ii) Hermeneutical tools within the Gurbani. 

Hermeneutical Tools within the Gurmat Literature  

In this section, an attempt has been made to study all those 

hermeneutical tools which are commonly used to interpret the Gurmat 

literature. These include historical, social and linguistic factors. Just as the 

references related to the understanding of Gurbani in Guru Granth Sahib 

cannot be ignored; similarly, many important facts of Sikh literature can 

also not be ignored. For some scholars, History is an important tool, while 

for others language is more important to understand a text. Due to the 

limitations of the present study it is not feasible to analyze all the available 

hermeneutical tools.  

  Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha says, “It is natural that when we 

come across the different views in reference to literature of our religion then 

mind is got confused and it’s not easy to decide which reference is true and 

appropriate to Gurmat but when we think logically; just as Christianity, 
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Hinduism, Islam have considered Bible, Vedas, Quran, etc. as primary 

Scriptures and approved their sayings; then in the same way, the 

rationalizing of references in the context of Gurbani dispels the difference of 

views and we find  the direct way of understanding the Gurmat.”25 

Continuing this debate he further provides us more details. 

              ‘Bhai Mani Singh wrote in Bhagat Ratnavali that a Sikh should 

follow the sayings of the Sikh Gurus. A Sikh should do those things which 

are ordered by his Guru and should listen to those which his Guru has 

asked him to listen. It means that the sayings of the Sikh Gurus confirm 

the Sikh principles.’26 Guru Arjan Dev says: 

He alone is redeemed from the great noose, who, within 
his mind, has the Guru’s word.27 
 

From the Primal One, has emanated the Gurbani, and it 
has effaced all the anxiety.28  

 

Sing thou the Guru’s word, O brother. 
That is ever fruitful and peace-giving.29  

 
             Bhai Vir Singh explains that the essence of Gurbani is beyond 

space. It is from the Primal One; the Guru is full of Nectar. The Gurbani is 

the message of unapproachable and limitless Ultimate Being. So, the 

Gurbani itself is beyond the limits. In this way, Gurbani is as an institute 

of Divine knowledge which provides the Divine experience of Almighty. 

Therefore, an ideal interpreter or an exegete should try to understand the 

                                                           
25 ‘ieh s@ÍBwivk g`l hY ik jd AsIN Awpxy mq dIAW pusqkW ivc ivroD dyKdy hW qW mn BRm-ckR ivc pY jWdw hY Aqy swnUM 

ieh inrxw krnw AOKw huMdw hY ik gurumq dI s`cI aupdySk ikhVI pusqk hY, ikhVw pwT hY, pr jdoN AsIN ivcwr-SkqI qoN 
kMm lYNdy hW, Aqy ijs qrHW eIsweI, ihMdU, muslmwn AwidkW ny AMjIl, kurwn, vyd Awidk Drm pusqkW nUM Awpxy mq ivc 
SRomxI jwx ky aunHW dy Anuswr vcnW nUM pRmwx Aqy ivru`D vcnW nUM ApRmwx mMinAw hY, ausy qrHW is`K gur U swihbwn dI SRI 
muKvwk bwxI dI ksOtI nwl sB is`K mq dy pusqkW dI prIiKAw krky gurbwxI dy inXmW qoN ivru`D vcnW dw iqAwg Aqy 
AnukUl vcnW dw gRihx krdw hW, qW swrIAW kiTnweIAW iCn ivc imt jWdIAW hn, Aqy AsIN gurumq dw is`Dw rsqw l`B 
lYNdy hW’[Kahan Singh Nabha, Gurmat Martand, p. ii. 

26 ‘BweI mnI isMG jI ‘Bgq rqnwvlI’ ivc ilKdy hn ik jo vcn isK̀ gurW dy Sbd Anuswr hox, auhI suxy, auhI pVHy[ Bwv 
iek is`K nUM auhI krnw cwhIdw hY jo aus dw gurU khy, auhI suxnw cwhIdw hY jo ausdw gurU aus nUM suxn nUM khy, Bwv gurU dy 
bcn sdw is`K isDWqW nUM idVH krvwaux vwly huMdy hn’[ Ibid., p. iii. 

27 so CUtY mhw jwl qy ijsu gur sbdu inrMqir] Guru Granth Sahib, p. 397. 
28 Dur kI bwxI AweI] 
 iqin sglI icMq imtweI] Ibid., p. 628. 
29 gurbwxI gwvh BweI] 
 Eh sPl sdw suKdweI] Ibid., p. 629. 
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meaning of Gurbani with the help of Gurbani itself.30 Every attempt of an 

interpreter can have logical mistakes but the Gurbani is the only single 

universal authority which is perfect and beyond omissions. As Guru Nanak 

says in Sri Rag: 

All are apt to commit an error.  
The Guru and the Creator alone are infallible. 
He who has chastened his mind through Guru’s 
instruction comes to embrace Lord’s love.31 

Hermeneutical Tools within the Gurbani 

These tools are those references which are searched from the Guru 

Granth Sahib to get the methodology for the understanding of Gurbani. The 

meaning of Eternal Reality can be understood in a more appropriate way 

through these tools. For example, Guru Arjan Dev tells us the way to 

contemplate through the concentration. He says that any effort is fruitful 

only if it includes concentration of mind.  

Sing the praise of the Lord, O friendly saints, with 
alertness and single-mindedness. 32 

 

Without the Name, the bride becomes not pure, even 
though she may make many decorations. She knows 
not the worth of her spouse and is attached to another’s 
love. Nanak, she is impure, she is of ill-conduct and, 
amongst women, an evil woman.33 
 

To read scriptures, to reflect upon grammar and to say 
prayers three times a day, avail not. Without Guru’s 
word, where is emancipation, O mortal? Without the 

Lord’s Name, one is entangled to death.34 

                                                           
30

 “gurbwxI ivc jo mUl hY auh qW vfy qo vfI vsqU hY, auh Dur kI bwxI hY, jo DuroN AweI hY, jo gurU hY AMimRq BrpUr hY[ Agm 
AgwD dI bwxI hox krky Awp AgwD hY, ……bwxI dI shwieqw nwl ies dI v`D qNo v`D smJ Aw sky Eh ies dy crnW ivc 
bYTky ies qoN pRwpq kIqI jwvy[” Bhai Vir Singh, Santhya Sri Guru Granth Sahib, Vol. I, Bhai Vir Singh 

Sahit Sadan, New Delhi, 2007, p. ii.  
31 Bulx AMdir sBu ko ABulu gurU krqwru] 

gurmiq mnu smJwieAw lwgw iqsY ipAwru] Guru Granth Sahib, p. 61. 
32  pRB kI ausqiq krhu sMq mIq] 
 swvDwn eykwgr cIq]Ibid., p. 295. 
33 ibnu sbdY suDu n hoveI jy Anyk krY sIgwr] 

ipr kI swr n jwxeI dUjY Bwie ipAwru] 
sw kusuD sw kulKxI nwnk nwrI ivic kunwir] Ibid., pp. 651-52  

34 pusqk pwT ibAwkrx vKwxY sMiDAw krm iqkwl krY] 
ibnu gur sbdu mukiq khw pRwxI rwm nwm ibnu auriJ mrY] Ibid ., p. 1127. 
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Music as a Research Tool 
 

He whose tongue ever utters God’s Name, enjoys 
plenteous food, raiment and music.35 

 

Historical References 
 

The Hindu comes to the house of Hindu. Chanting the 
sermon, he puts on the yarn-sacred thread on the boy’s 
neck. Putting on the thread, he commits sins. For his 

ablutions and washings, he is approved not.36 
 

Related to Interpreter 

In the mind are gems, jewels and rubies, provided thou 
hearken to (and act upon) one instruction of the Guru.37 

 

Limitations and Qualities of an Interpreter 

1) The multi-dimensional knowledge of an interpreter holds great 

significance in the interpretation of a Scripture. The ideal interpretation not 

only demands the knowledge about the discipline to which it is concerned 

but also demands the inter-disciplinary approach of an interpreter. An 

ideal exegete should himself have direct and apparent experience of the 

Eternal Word incorporated in the Scripture. In theological as well as 

spiritual field, the disciplines like Tasawwuf, Vedanta, Gurmat, Yoga, etc. 

become even more important. For example the personal experience of yoga 

proves itself as supporter in justice of yoga. In the same way, to define the 

revealed text, it is mandatory to experience it before.38 

                                                           
35 bhu Bojn kwpr sMgIq] 

rsnw jpqI hir hir nIq] 
BlI su krnI soBw DnvMq] 
ihrdY bsY pUrn gur mMq] Ibid., p. 290. 

36 ihMdU kY Gir ihMdU AwvY] 
sUqu jnyaU piV gil pwvY] 
sUqu pwie kry buirAweI] 
nwqw Doqw Qwie n pweI] Ibid., p. 951. 

37 miq ivic rqn jvwhr mwixk jy iek gur kI isK suxI] Ibid., p. 2. 
38‘tIkwkwrI dy srUp Aqy pRkwrj bwry kIqI auprlI crcw tIkwkwr pwsoN r`KI jWdI sUJ-bUJ dI Aws dw Anumwn 

lwaux iv`c shweI huMdI hY[ ieh tIkwkwr pwsoN bhup`KI igAwn dI mMg krdI hY[ ieh nw kyvl aus AnuSwSn dw 
BrpUr igAwn cwhMudI hY ijs nwl aus dI ivAwiKAw ADIn pusqk sMbMD rKdI hY, sgoN aus AnuSwSn nwl 
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2)        The ideal interpretation of the Scripture is a difficult task for an 

exegete. It includes the individual revealed experience of the interpreter and 

the special skills for the creation of a new literary work.  The concentration 

of the interpreter should be focused on the Revealed Word of the Scripture 

rather than the commentaries. The experience of the Revealed Word is the 

most important factor for understanding the Scripture in its original sense. 

In the words of Harold Coward, “It opened the way to a recovery of the kind 

of direct and transforming experience of the word.”39 But in case of any 

complexity of words or esoteric terms, the interpreter can consult the 

existed commentaries, exegesis, etc. 

 

Conclusion and Possibilities 

 

    Hermeneutics provides us tools, skills and guidance to pursue 

right vision and perspective. It not only provides us techniques and process 

to perceive meaning and reality but also sharpens our vision and 

understanding of the meaning with new and more possible dimensions and 

thereby improves our perception of reality. The major task of hermeneutics 

is to interpret the text in the context of contemporary situation, to make 

the text or message of the Scripture relevant and meaningful to today’s 

reader. Some people believe that hermeneutics is a western discipline, so it 

cannot be used as a research tool for the study of Guru Granth Sahib. 

Here, it should be remembered that if the positive elements of another 

culture can be used for the understanding of some text, for example, 

hermeneutics, then why should not we accept it? Therefore, we need to 

make efforts for initiating a discipline of 'Sikh Hermeneutics' or Gurmat 

                                                                                                                                                                                  
sMbMiDq hornW ielmW dI jwxkwrI dw vI qkwzw krdI hY[ ies leI tIkwkwrI dw ie`k sÍsQ isDWq is`D huMdw hY 
ik ijs AnuBv dI g`l mUl lyKk kr irhw hY, aus dw tIkwkwr nUM Awp is`Dw qy AporK AnuBv hovy[…ieh 
Srq AiDAwqimk Kyqr dy AnuSwSnW, ijvyN qsvu`P, vydWq, gurmiq, Xog Awid dI hwlq iv`c hor vI zrUrI ho 
jWdI hY[ Xog nwl iensw& kr skx leI Xog AiBAws dw AmlI qzrbw bhuq shwiek hox dw dm Brdw hY 
Aqy vYdgI nwl sMbMiDq gRMQ dw tIkw krn leI vYd hoxw zrUrI idsdw hY’[Piar Singh, ‘Tikakari: Sidhantak 

Vishleshan’ in Tikakari, Itihaskari Te Patarkari: Kujh Drishtikon (Punjabi), Third Punjabi 
Development Conference, Punjabi University, Patiala, 7-9 December, 1984, pp. 103-104. 

39 Harold Coward, Scripture in the World Religions: A Short Introduction, One World Oxford, London, 
2000, p. xi. 
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Mimamsa based on the interpretation of Gurbani. The Sikh hermeneutics 

or Gurmat Mimamsa can be justified as a subject only if equal importance 

is given to the message and diction of Gurbani.  

 A Scripture includes the Divine Revelation manifested through the 

medium of words. Sabad in its form and concept can be identified 

separately but they cannot be separated therefore, both are important. It is 

important to understand the divine truth implicit in the Scripture so as to 

understand the Scripture itself.  The Scriptures cannot be interpreted at 

the finalized level. Therefore, their interpretation will continue even in the 

times to come. 

 




